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DANS UN LEXIQUE DE TRÈS GRANDE DIMENSION 
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Sommaire 

Au cours des dernières années. des progrès considérables ont été accomplis dans 
le domaine de la reconnaissance de récriture manuscrite. Ainsi. il est intéressant 
de constater que la. plupart des systèmes existants s'appuient sur l'utilisation d'un 
lexique pour effectuer la reconnaissance de mots. Or. dans la plupart des applications 
le lexique utilisé est de petite ou de moyenne dimension. Bien entendu. la. possibilité 
de traiter efficacement un très grand vocabulaire permettrait d'élargir le champ des 
applications. mais cette extension du vocabulaire (de quelques dizaines à plus de SU 
000 mots) a pour conséquence l'explosion de l'espace de recherche et bien souvent 
la dégradation des talL"< de reconnaissance. 

Ainsi, le thème principal de cette thèse de doctorat est la reconnaissance de l'écriture 
manuscrite claus le cadre de l'utilisation de lexique de très grande dimension. :'\ous 
présentons tout d'abord, plusieurs stratégies pour améliorer eu termes de vitesse de 
reconnaissance les performances cl 'un système de référence. L'objectif sera alors de 
permettre au sysr:èrne de traiter de très grands lexiques clans un temps raisonnable. 
Par la suite. nous améliorons les performances en termes de taux de reconnaissance. 
Pour ce faire, nous utiliserons une approche neuronale afin de vérifier les i\' meilleurs 
hypothèses de mots isolés par le système de référence. D'autre part, toutes les car
actéristiques du système initial ont été conservées: système muni-scripteurs. écriture 
sans contraintes, et lexiques générés dynamiquement. 

Les contributions majeures de cette thèse sont l'accélération d'tm facteur 120 du 
temps de traitement et l'amélioration du taux de reconnaissance d'environ 10% par 
rapport au système de référence. Le gain en vitesse est obtenu grâce aux tech
niques suivantes: recherche dans un arbre lexicaL réduction des multiples modèles 
de caractères. techniques de reconnaissance guidée par le lexique avec et sans con
traintes. algorithme '·level-building'' guidé par le lexique, algorithme rapide à deux 
nivea.tL'< pour effectuer le décodage des séquences d'obserYations et utilisation d'une 
approche de reconnaissance distribuée. Par ailleurs, la précision du système est 
améliorée par le post-traitement des :\" meilleures hypothèses de mots à l'aide d'un 
module de vérification. Ce module est basé sur l'utilisation d'un réseau de neu
rones pour vérifier la présence de chacun des caractères segmentés par le système 
de base. La combinaison des résultats du système de référence et du module de 
vérification permet alors d'améliorer significativement les performances de recon
naissance. Enfin, une procédure de rejet est mise en place et permet d'atteindre un 
taux de reconnaissance d'environ 95% en ne rejetant que 30% des exemples. 
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LARGE VOCABULARY OFF-LINE HAND\VRITTEN WORD 
RECOGNITION 

Alessandro L. Koerich 

Abstra.ct 

Considerable progress ha.s been made in handwriting recogrutton technology 0\·er 
the la.st few years. Thus far. hand\\Titing recognition systems h<we been lirnited to 
small-scale and \·ery constrained applimtions where the number of different words 
that a system can recognize is the key point for its performance. The capability 
of dealing with large voca.bularies. however. opens up many more applications. In 
orcier to translate the gains made by research into large and \·ery-large vocabu
lary handwriting recognition. it is necessary tt) further imprü\·e the computational 
efficiency and the accuracy of the current recognition strategies and algorithms. 

In this thesis we focus on efficient and accurate larg~~ nJcabulary handwriting recog
rutwrL Till~ main challenge is tu speedup the recognition process and to imprm·e 
the recognition accuracy. However. these two aspects are in mutual conftict. It is 
rela.tively easy to improve recognition speed while trading away sorne accuracy. But 
it is much harder to improve the recognition speed while preserving the accuracy. 

First, severa! strategies have bcen investiga.ted for imprm·ing the performance of a 
baselinc recognition system in terms of recognition speed to deal with large and 
very-large vocabularies. :\'ext, wc irnprove the performance in terrns of recognition 
accuracy while prescrving all the original characteristics of the oaseline recognition 
system: omniwriter. unconstra.ined handwriting. and ùynamic lexicons. 

The main contributions of this thesis are novel search strategies and a. novel verifica
tion approach tha.t a.llow us to achieve a 120 speedup and 10% accura.cy improvement 
over a state-of-art baselinè recognition system for a very-large vocabulary recogni
tion ta.sk (80.000 words). The imprm·ernents in speed are obtained by the following 
techniques: lexical tree search, standard and constrained lexicon-driven leve! build
ing algorithrns. fast two-level decoding algorithrn, and a distributed recognition 
scherne. The recognition accuracy is improved by post -processing the list of the 
candidate N -best -seo ring word hypotheses generated by the baseline recognition 
system. The list also contains the segmentation of such word hypotheses into char
acters . .-\. \·erification module based on a neural network classifier is used to generate 
a score for each segmented character a.nd in the end, the scores from the baseline 
recognition system and the verification module are combined to optimize perfor
mance. A rejection mechanism is introcluced over the combination of the baseline 
recognition system with the verification module to improve significantly the ward 
recognition rate to about 95% while rejecting 30% of the word h) potheses. 
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Résumé 

L'écriture reste l'un des modes de communication privilégiés par l'être humain. Elle 
est utilisée à la fois à des fins personnelles (lettres. notes. adresses postales. etc.) 
et dans un cadre professionnel (chèques bancaires. factures. formulaires d'impôts. 
etc.). Par ailleurs. les ordinateurs sont aujourdïmi omniprésents dans la vie quo
tidienne et chacun d'entre nous est amené à les utiliser. Ainsi. il est essentiel 
de démo2ratiser leur utilisation en facilitam les interactions entre l'homntt:: et la 
machine. En effet. la majorité du traitement clt~s informations étant actuellement 
réalisée électroniquement. il est indispensable de simplifier ce transfert cl ïnforrnations 
entre l'usager et l'ordinateur. L'écriture semble alors une solution intéressante. 
étant conviviale et n'exigeant aucune formation spécifique de l'utilisateur. D'autre 
part, en plus de l'aspect interface homme-machine. la reconnaissance d'écriture 
peut permettre le traitement automatique d'une importante quantité de documents 
manuscrits déjà eu circulation. Quïl s'agisse de chèques bancaires. de lettres, de 
déclarations cl 'impôts ou de tout autre type de documents manuscrits. la recon
naissance d'écriture offre des possibilités intéressantes d'améliorer la reutaiJilité des 
systèmes de traitements en limitant 1 'intervention humaine lors de la péniiJle tiiche 
de transcription. 

Une analyse approfondie du domaine de recherche nous indique que la majeure partie 
des travam:: réalisés en reconnaissance d'écriture sont consacrés it la résolution de 
problèmes relativement simples telle que la reconnabsance de chiffres et de caractères 
isolés ou la reconnaissance de mots dans un petit lexique. Or. l'une des principales 
difficultés sc situe au niveau du nombre de cla~ses et de l'amiJiguïté pouvant exister 
entre elles. En effet, plus le nombre de classes est grand, plus la quantité de données 
requises pour modéliser le problème augmente. D'autre part, plus l'on diminue le 
nombre de contraintes, plus la tâche de reconnaissance de\·ient complexe. Ainsi. 
les meilleurs résultats rapportés dans la littérature ont généralement été obtenus en 
utilisant des lexiques de petite dimension et en se limitant à un faible nombre de 
scripteurs. 

:\[algré les nombretLX progrès réalisés durant ces dernières années et l'augmenta
tion de la puissance de calcul des ordinateurs, les performances des systèmes de 
reconnaissance d'écriture sont encore loin d'égaler celles d'un expert humain. La 
reconnaissance de l'écriture manuscrite non-contrainte reste donc un défi d'actualité. 
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Une des principales difficultés de ce domaine est liée à la très grande variabilité 
existant entre les différents styles d·écriture. De plus. il existe une forte incertitude, 
non seulement en raison de la grande \·ariété dans la forme des caractères. mais 
également à cause des é\·entuels recou\Tements et des liaisons pouvant exister entre 
les caractères. Les lettres peuvent effectivement être soit isolées comme clans le 
cas de l'écriture bâton. soit regroupées par groupe de lettres ou encore former un 
mot composé de lettres entièrement connectées. Ainsi observés individuellement, les 
caractères sont souvent ambigus. Il est alors nécessaire dïntégrer des informations 
contextuelles pour pouvoir reconnaître la lettre. Or. bien que robjectif final soit la 
reconnaissance du mot. il ne semble pas envisageable. clans le cadre des lexiques de 
grande dimen:::ion. de chercher à modéliser directement le mot complet. En effet. il 
faudrait pour cela disposer d·une quantité prohibitive de données d·apprentissage. 
Il est donc préférable de chercher à moclélisN des caractères ou pseudo caractères 
qui seront utilisés pour effectuer la reconnaissance. II faut donc nécessairement 
segmenter le mot ce qui peut s ·avérer relativement délicat notamment dans le cas 
de l'écriture cursive. 

L ·objectif principal de cette thèse ~~st de proposer un système omniscripteur de re
connaissance hors-ligne cl ·écrit ure ruannscri te non-cnnt rainte ( bàton, cursif et mixte) 
capable de traiter un lexique de très grande dimension (80 000 mots) <'t l'aide 
cl·ordinateurs standards tel que des PC. 

Le principal défi se situe au niveau de la dimension du lexique, qui complique sig
nifica.tivement la tâche de reconnaissance non seulement au niveau de la complexité 
de calcul. mais aussi de l'augmentation de l'ambiguïté et de la variabilité. Ainsi. il 
est important de prendre en compte à la fois la vitesse de traitement ct la précision 
des résultats. Bien que ces deux aspects peuvent sembler antagonistes. nous avons 
démontré quïl est possible de réduire considérablement le temps de traitement tout 
eu conservant la précision du système de référence. Il est alors possible de traiter 
des lexiques de très grande dimension. 

Les hypothèses de départ de cette thi~se de doctorat étaient les sui\·a.ntes : 

• Il est possible d'incorporer au système de base des strateg1es de recherche 
dans un lexique qui permettent d'accélérer le processus de reconnaissance sans 
affecter sa précision. 

• Le post-traitement des :Y meilleures hypothèses de mots isolés par le système 
peut permettre d'améliorer la précision et la fiabilité de la reconnaissance. 

L'idée directrice du premier axe de recherche, est de développer des stratégies de 
recherche rapide en éliminant les étapes de Cé.Ùcul répétées. Pour ce faire, nous 
utilisons les particularités de l'architecture des modèles de ~[a.rkov cachés (~E\[C) 
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qui modélisent les caractères. ~ous tiendrons aussi compte des spécificités des étapes 
d'extraction des primitives de segmentation des mots en caractères et de l'approche 
de reconnaissance guidée par le lexique. Ainsi. nous avons développé une stratégie de 
décodification rapide des :\L\IC à detLX niveaux. Cette technique découpe le calcul 
des probabilités il.5sociées aux mots en un niveau "états'' et un ni\·eau ··caractères''. 
Ceci permet la réutilisation des probabilités des caractères pour décoder tous les 
mots dans le vocabulaire et éviter ainsi le calcul répétitif des séquences d'état. Par 
ailleurs. nous avons en plus utilisé le concept de systèmes répartis afin de di\·iser la 
biche parmi plusieurs processeurs. 

Concernant la deuxième hypothèse de recherche. l ïdée est de dt~wlopper une stratégie 
de post-traitement de manière it compenser les faiblesses du système de référence con
cernant la capacité de discrimination des hypothèses très semblables de mots isolés. 
:\"ous avons clone développé une stratégie de vérification qui s'appuie uniquement 
sur les S meilleures hypothèses de mots. ~ous utilisons alors une approche neu
ronale pour vérifier la présence de chacun des caractères segmentés pt.tr le système 
de ba.-;e. La comlJinaison des résultats elu système de référence et du module dr> 
vérification permet alors d'améliorer significativement les performances de recon
naissance. L'utilisation d'un réseau de neurones permet notamment de surmonter 
une partie des limitations des modèles cachés de :\larkov en réduisant l'ambiguïté 
entre des formes de caractères semblables. 

Les contributions originales de ce travail portent sur : 

• La conception cl· un système utilisant un lexique de très grande dimension. 
En effet. les plus grands lexiques rencontrés dans la littérature comprennent 
environ -!0 000 mots. 

• L'intégration cl 'une technique de recherche eu arbre gérant efficacement les 
multiples modèles de caractères. 

• L'utilisation d'un algorithme '·level-building'' pour réduire la complexité de 
calcul elu processus de reconnaissance en choisissant et en poursuivant à chaque 
niveau uniquement le modèle de caractère (majuscule ou minuscule) le plus 
probable. 

• L'intégration dans l'algorithme "le\·el-building" de trois contraintes et l'utilisa
tion de méthodes statistiques pour déterminer les paramètres de contrôle qui 
maximisent b précision et la vitesse de reconnaissance. 

• L'adaptation des contraintes à chaque type de caractères afin d'améliorer les 
performances de l'algorithme "level-builc!ing''. 
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• Un nouvel algorithme rapide à deux niveatLx pour décoder les séquences rfobser
vations du modèle de .\larkov caché et accélérer ainsi le processus de recon
naissance tout en prè;ervant la précision. 

• Les concepts de modularité et de réutilisation des modèles de caractères décodés 
clans une approche de reconnaissance guidée par le lexique. 

• L'utilisation du concept de calculs distribués pour dé\·elopper un système de 
reconnaissance réparti. oü la tàche est décomposée eu plusieurs sous tàches. 

• Le déwloppemeut cl'un paradigme de post-traitement pour la vèrification des 
S meilleures hypothèses de mots générés par le système de reconnaissance 
cl 'écrit ure non-contrainte. 

• L'utilisation du système de reconnaissance pour eff•·ctuer la segnu~ntation des 
mots en caractèn~s et l'utilisation d ·une approche neuronale pour vérifier la 
segmentation en estimant la prooabilité a postf•riori a~sociée ù chacun des 
différents caractères isolés. 

• La combinaison d'un systèrw~ de reconnaissance de mots ba.st~ sur les modi~les 
de .\[arkuv cachés a\·ec Llil moclule de \·érificatiun utilisant des réseaux de 
neurones afin 'l'améliorer la fiabilitt~ du système global. 

Finalement. nous avons développé un système de reconnaissance automatique de 
l'écriture manuscrite non-contrainte qui permet d'identifier tm mot parmi un vaste 
vocabulaire avec un taux de réussite cl'em·irun ï8?'c. ce qui correspond à une améliora
tion d'approximativement 10% par rapport au système de base. D'autre part. nous 
avons amélioré d'un facteur 120 le temps de traitement des données en phase de 
test. Ainsi, la reconnaissance d'un mot prend environ 60 secondes sur un ordinateur 
conventionnel (Sun Ultra1 à 1 ï3 .\1Hz) et moins de cinq secondes sur un ordinateur 
parallèle à 10 processeurs elu même type. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Handwriting is one of the most important ways in which ci\·i!ized people commu

nicate. [t is used bath for persona! ( e.g. letters. notes, addresses on enn~lopes. 

etc.) and business communications ( e.g. bank checks. tax: and business forms. etc.) 

between person and person and for communications wri t ten to ourse! v es ( e.g. re

minders. lists. diaries. etc.). 

Our handwriting is the pruduct of brain and haml. mimi and bo<ly - thoughts 

expressed on paper using the muscles of the arm and hanc!. physical mm·ements 

t·ontrolled by the brain. :'\. person's ha.ndwriting is as unique as his/her fingerprints 

and facial feat ures. Howe\·er. it varies dt~pending upon the importance: for instance 

a remaindt·r nute is likely to ue sumewhat different from a legal amuunt written on 

a bank cht>ck. 

\\"riting is a physical proccs::; where the brain sends an order through the nervous 

system tu the arm. ham! and fingers. where together they manipula.te the writing 

tool. In this way. the intent to write furms deep within the creati\·e processes of the 

mimi and makes writing an exprl'SSÎ\'e gesture represeutati\·e of the mimi behind 

the pen. Despite teaching of a standard letter mode! to fonn the letters and worcb 

necessary tu express our ide~1.S. no two writings are exactly alike. 

\Vhy Handwriting Recognition 

Cornputers are becoming ubiquitous as more people than ever are forced into contact 

with computers and our clependence upon theru continues to increa.se. it is essential 

that they become more friendly to use. As more of the world's information processing 

is clone electronically. it becomes more important to rnake the transfer of information 

between people and machines simple and reliable [ 153]. 
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Since handwriting i::; one of the most important ways in which people communicate. 

it would provide an easy way of interacting with a computer. requiring no special 

training to use etfectively. :\ computer able to read handwriting would be able to 

process a great amount of data which at the moment is not accessible to computer 

manipulation. 

In addition to a potential mode of direct communication with computers. hancl

writing recognition is essential to automate the processing of a great number of 

handwritten clocuments already in circulation. From bank checks and letters to tax 

retums aud market research sun·eys. handwritiug recognition ha.-; a huge potentia.l 

to irnprove efficiency and to ob\·iate tedious transcriptiurt. 

Limitations 

:\lthough mauy researchers say that handwriting recognition is already a. mature 

field. this is not entirely true. Hanclwriting recognition teclmology is still far from 

broad appiications. :\ few dedicated systems arc already working. but in industrial 

applications with dedicatecl hardware such as recognition of postal addresses [:35, ll-5] 

or bank check applications [.5ï.83]. To reach wide application by regular users and 

to run on regular persona! computers or portable gadgets. many advances are still 

required. Furthermore, the performance of current systems meet the reliability 

requirements only in very constrained applications. The main constraints that are 

currently usecl in handwriting recognition are: 

• \\'ell-definecl application environments: 

• Small vocabularies; 

• Constrainecl handwriting styles (cursive or hanclprinted): 

• Cser-dependent recognition (or writer-dependent). 
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A careful ana.lysis of the handwriting recognition field reveals that most of the re

sea.rch has been devoted to relatively simple problems e.g. recognition of isola.ted 

digits and characters. recognition of words in a small lexicon. The key point is 

the number of classes and the arnbiguity a.mong them. :\s the number of d .. l.Sses 

incre<.l.Ses. the a.mount of J.ata requirecl to de\·elop a goor! recognition approach in

creases. Table I presents sorne recent results from the litera.t ure for the problem of 

handwritten word recognition. It should be stresseJ. thar these studies ha•;e used 

different data:-;ets and experimental conditions. which makes a direct cumparison 

uf the results very J.ifficult. Furthermore. many of the results presentee! in Table I 

are not \·ery· significati\·e because they were obtained o\·er very small datasets that 

may llùt represent real-life data. However. the rt>stdts are \·ery helpful to illustrate 

the eurre nt state of the field. Generally r he best accuracies reportee! ill Table 1 

are ol>tained with small lexicons and writer -dependent systems. Examples on how 

difficult the unconstrained word recognition task can become when large lexicons 

are used can be seen in the accuracies achievecl l>y the recognition systems that deal 

with such a problem. A rough representation of the relation between the constra.ints 

and the two main criteria to emluate the performance of handwriting recognition 

systems is shown in Figure l. As the number of constraints decre<l.Ses. the more 

complex anJ. less accura.te the recognition becomes. 

A Paradigm for Handwriting Recognition 

A wide variety of techniques are usee! to perform handwriting recognition. :\ gen

eral model for handwriting recognition. shawn in Figure 2. is used to highlight the 

many components of a handwriting recognition system. The model hegins with an 

unknown handwritten word that is presentee! at the input of the recognition system 

as an image. To convert this image into information understanclable by comput

ers requires the solution to a. number of challenging problems. Firstly, a front-end 

parameterization is neeclecl which extracts from the image all of the necessa.ry mean-
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Table I 

Recent results on off-line handwritten worcl recognition 

.-\uthor :\!ethod Lexicon Comment:; 

Size ( ~'c) (#i 
' Cai and Liu [r;·: DP·Fuzzy 1-l ti-l.ü 11:3 l"~C 

Saon [1-lS] f-f:\1:\1 :!ti ~:! .. 50 ~.09,') c~c. 0:'-.1~1 

.-\ugu,.tin et al. [:!] H\1:'-.1/~~ :!S 9:2.9 -IU.OUU C"l"R. 0\1~1 

Guillevic et al. ·--1 H\L\1/k~~ :m Sti.7 .t,.)(}() L"~C. 0:\1:\I ;, 1 ~ 

\1ohamed et al. [1:2~] H\1\1 'Fuzzy i 
lOO 78.:! :.117 c~c. 0:'-.1:\I 

C:ader ct al. [-17; ~~/DP 100 65.8 l.OUU L\C. 0\L\1 

\lohamed et al. [ 1:2:1; DP [()() ~!).:.! :.117 c·~c. O\I~I 

Bunke et al. :1;1; H:\1:\1 150 u.-uo :.l.UUO C"l"R. \\'D. 
.) \\'riters 

i Chen et al. [:2:1] IHI\1 :!71 7:2.:.1 9-1 L:~c. 0:\1:\I 
' 
1 Bippu.s et al. [7) H\1:\1 -IUO su.u :!.000 l'~C. 0:\1~! 

1 

Pructer et al. :1:17; H\1:\l 71:3 88.-1 :!.ü:31 Cl'R. \\'D. 

1 \\'ri ter 
1 C:ader et al. [-lti] DP 7~6 80.-11 5;)0 H.-\~D. 0:\1\1 

1 

Farouz et al. [:lu] H\1:\1; ~\ 1.000 !):) .5 -I.U58 l:~c. 0:\1\I 

1 Sur ge:; et al. [ ltiJ DP/~~ 1.UUU -17 :.1.000 L"~C.0:\1~1 
1 F<Lvata [-lU] DP l.UOU 8:2.0 500 u~c. 0:\1\1 

1 

Kim et al. [75) DP 1.000 73.8 :.1.000 l'~C. 0:\1:\1 

1 

Chen et al. [:2:2] H\1\1 l.OOU 59.6 9-1 c~c. 0:\1~1 

\ladhvanath et al. [llO] DP 1.000 7-l.O 3,000 CüR, 0:\1~1 
' 1 Scagliola et al. [l-W DP 1.000 83.8 500 CUR, 0:\1\I 

\1arti et al. [l:!Oj H\1\1 7.719 60.05 1-1.019 L":\C, 0:\1~1. 

250 \\'riters 

Cho et al. [2ïJ H\1:\1 10.000 67.09 700 CCR. 0:\1::-\I 

Braken:;iek et al. [1:3] H\1~1 :lll,OOO 89.2 800 CCR. \\'D. 
-1 \\"riter:; 

Dzuha et al. [:.13; DP -lü,OUO 60.7 3.UOU CTR. 0:\I~I 

C.:\C: Cnconstrained. 0.\1.:\I: Omniwriter. CUR: Cursive. \\"D: \\"riter-Dependent 

HA.:\D: Hanc!printed. 
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ingful information in a compact form compatible with the computer language. This 

involves the pre-processing of the image to reduce some unclesirable variability that 

only contributes to complicate the recognition process. Operations like slant cor

r~:ction. smoothing. normalization. etc. are carried out at this stage. The second 

step in the front-end parameterization is the segmentation of the word into a se

quence of basic recognition units such as characters or pseudo-characters. However. 

segmentation may not be present in al! systems. Some approaches treat word::; as 

single entitie::; and attempt to recognize them as a whole [J:3. û:3. 109]. The final 

step is tu extract discriminant feature::; from the input pattern to either build up a 

feature vector or tu gem•rate graph::;. string of eudes or sequence of symbols. How

ever. the characteristics of the feature::; deptc•nd on the preceding :;tep. say \\·hether 

::;egrnentation of words into characters was carried out or not. 

The pattern recognition paracligm tu handwriting recognition consists of pattern 

training. that is. one or more patterns corresponding to hand writ ten words of the 

:->ame knuwn dass are used to create a pattern representative of the feature::; of that 

clas::;. The resulting pattern. generally called. reference pattern or class prototype 

can be an exemplar or template. derived from some type of awraging technique. 

or it can be a mode! th at characterizes the stat ist ics of the fe at ures of the refer

ence pattern. In spite of the goal of most recognition systems tu recognize worcls. 

sometimes it is difficult to associate one class to each word. then sub-word mocl

els ( e.g. cha.ra.cters or pseuclo-chara.cters models) are trained insteaJ and standard 

concatenation techniques are used to build up word models during the recognition. 

The recognition includes a comparison of the test pattern with each class reference 

pattern and measuring a similarity score ( e.g. distance. probability) between the 

test pattern and each reference pattern. The pattern sirnilarity scores are used to 

decide which reference pattern best matches the unknown pattern. Recognition can 

be achieved by many methods such as dynamic programming ( D P) [33, 123]. hidden 
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Figure 2 An oven·iew of the b<.LSic components of a hanc!writing recognition 
system 
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.\Iarkov modeling (H.\[.\[) [15.22.3.3;. neuralnetworks (:'\.\') ~9). 1.: nearest neighbour 

(ki\:'\) [-lü]. expert systems [63. 13ti) and combinations of techniques [57". 7"9]. The 

recognition process usually pnwides a list of best word hypotheses. Such a list can 

be post processed or verified to ob tain a more reliable list of word hypot heses [ S-L 9-l]. 

The post -processing or verification may also include sorne rejection mechanism to 

discard unlikely hypotheses. 

Howe\·er. for meaningful impro\·emellts in recognition. it is neces~ary tu incorporatt~ 

to the recognition proct•ss ot her sources of knuwledg;e ::;uch a.-; language nlùdeb. :\ 

lexicon repre::;enting the recognition vocabulary. that is. the worcb that are expected 

(allowed) at the input of the recognition system is the most communly used source 

of knowledge. :\"otably. a limitecl vocabulary is one of the rnosr important a::;pects 

of systems that rely on large vocabularies becau::;e it cuntril>utes to imprm·e the 

accuracy as weil as to reduce computation. [n the case of systems that deal with 

large voca.Lularies. other additional modules may !Je included such as pruning or 

lexicon reduction mechanisms. 

Although the abm·c dt•scription is nut a standard. it is typical of most modern 

recognition systems. ~[any of the issues related to the basic modult•s are common 

to srnall and medium \·ocabularies and they are somewhat overlooked in this thesis. 

\\"e recommend the interested reacler to look at other rderences that cm·er these 

subject.s with more details [1, 19, 9G.10G.1Gl.lti-l.lti.S]. 

\Vhy Recognition of Handwritten \Vords is Difficult 

The recognition of handwritten words by computers is a challenging task. Despite 

the impres.sive progress achieved during the la.st yea.rs and the increasing power of 

computers, the performance of the hanclwriting recognition systems is still far from 

human performance. Words are fairly complex patterns and owing to the great 

variability in handwriting style, handwritten word recognition is a difficult one. 
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The first sort of clifficulties is clue to the high variability and uncertainty of hurna.n 

writing. :\"ot only beca.use of the great variety in the shape of characters. but also 

because of the m·erlapping and the interconnection of the neighboring characters. 

In handwriting we may obsen·e either isolated letters such as hanclprinted cha.r

acters. groups of connectee! letters. i.e. sub-v,:orcls. or entirely connectee! worcls. 

Furtherrnore. when observee! in isolation. characters are often ambiguous and re

quire context tu minimize the classification errors. Figure 3 shows sorne ex~Lmples of 

the wurd ·· P.-\RIS .. written by ditferent persuns. It clearly illustrates the \·ariability 

and ambiguity that cumputers h<.we tu deal with ro recognize handwritten wurJs. 

' 

Lj/f_W-L8. 

;?~ 
Po.rL~ 
p~ 
~~V) 
.2-ftR \ S 

Figure 3 The word ··P.-\RIS .. written in different styles by different wrïters 

The most natural unit of handwriting is the word. and it has been used for many 

recognition systems [.59, ïï. 109]. One of the main a.d\'anta.ge of using whole-won.i 

rnodels is that these are able to capture withïn -word co-articulation effects [ 109]. 

\\"hen wholt.'-worcl models are adequately trained, they will usually yield the best 

recognition performance. Global or holistic approaches treat words as single. indi-
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visible entities and atternpt to recognize them a..:s wbole. bypa .. -;sing the segmentation 

stage [63.109!. Therefore. for small \·ocabulary recognition. sudt is the case of bank 

check applications where the lexicons do not ha.\·e more th<.m 30--!0 entries [79]. 

whole-word modeb an-' the preferred choice. 

:\evertheless. many practica.l applications require larger \·ocabularies with hundreds 

or t housands of words [51. GS. 77:. 0 ne of the must common const raints of current 

recognition :'ystems is that they are only capablP of recognizing words that are 

present in a restril'tl'd vocabulary. typically comprised of 10-1.0()1) words r 15. 23.:35. 

76. 1:38. l5{. The restricted \'ocabulary. usually called lu:tcun. is a list of al! valid 

words that are expected to lw recugnizt~d !Jy the system. Tht•re are no established 

definitions. hum·\·er. the fulluwing tt'rrns are usually ustxl: 

• Small \'ucabulary - tens uf words: 

• .\[t!dium \'ocaLulary - ltundreds of wurds: 

• La.rgt~ \'ocabulary ~ thousamb of wurds; 

• \'ery~Large \'ocabulary - tens of thousa.nds uf words. 

\\llilt> words are suitable units fur recognition. they are not a practical choice for 

large vocabulary handwriting recognition. Since each word has to be treated incli\·id

ually and data cannat be shared between won! mudels, this implies a prohibiti\·ely 

large amount of training data. In addition the recognition vocabulary may con

sist of worcb that hm·e not appeared in the training procedure. Instead of using 

who!e-word models. analytical approaches use sub-word units such as characters 

or pseudu-characters as the basic recognition units. requiring the segmentation of 

words into these units. 

Therefore. the second sort of difficulties lies in the segmentation of hanclwritten 

worcls into characters. Figures -! and .) show some exarnples of words that are ea.sy 
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and difficult to be segrnented into characters respectively. The words in Figure -l are 

naturall_y segmentee!. that is. each compounding letter was \\Titten separately. Such 

words do not pose a problem to the segmentation. On the other band. the cursi\·e 

nature of the words in Figure 5 makes the segmentation very difficult. 

R()UtN. G"[bl::,)( 

Les Mt.Lg.s - Céôt:l( 

(_ t llE 
Figun~ -l Examples of easy cases to segment words intu characters where the 

wurds are written by well-separated characters 

Even with the clitticulty and the errors introduced by the segmentation of worcls. 

most successful approaches are segmentation-recognition methocb in which words 

are first loo::;ely segmented into characters or pieces of characters. and dynamic pro

gramming techniques with a lexicon are used in recognition to choose the definitive 

segmentation as weil asto find the best wnrd hypotheses .. -\sa result, this approach 

is the preferred choice for applications where large vocabularies are requirecl. 

This Thesis 

.-\fter this brief overview of the current state of the handwriting recognition field 

and the difficulties that arise \Vhen the number of constraints are reduced, we are 

ready to present what this thesis is ali about. 

The primary goal of this thesis is to propose a writer-independent ( omniwriter) off-
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Figure 5 Some examples of words which are \·ery difficult to be segrnented into 
characters 
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line handwritten word recognition system that deals efficiently with large and \·cry

large \·ocabularies ~.50.000 words). unconstrained handwriting (handprinted. cursive 

and rnixed). and runs on regular persona! computers (PC"s) with an acceptable 

performance both in terms of recognition accuracy and recognition speed. Howe\·er. 

WP do not propose a. complete computer system build from scratch that performs 

handwriting recognition. but instead we use many modules of a ba:;eline recognition 

system. which is described in Chapter -l. 

The main challenge with no doubts is the aspect of large \·ocabulary. Passing from 

a small lexicon of tens of words to ten thousands of worlÎS is not a.-; simple as it 

seems. Resides the problem uf ambiguity and variabilit~· that are boosted. another 

factor that has been neglected c01nes up. the cornputational complexity. To tackle 

tiH~ problt'lll of cumputational complt>xity we han• cle\·eloped sume nü\·d search and 

recognition strategies that are able to deal efficiently with largt~ \·ocabularit~s and 

multiple character cla::;s rnodels. achieving speedup factors of 10 to 120. To tackle 

the problem of n~cognition accuracy we ha\·e Jeveloped a post -processing moJule 

that corrects many errors in the recognition of wurds. imprü\·ing tl1e recognition rate 

by al must lü';{. 

Original Contributions 

Cntil now, large \·ocabulary off-line handwriting recognition was not feasible due 

to the lack of computational efficient and fast decoding algorithms. So. researchers 

have a.voided to deal with large vocabularies. Larger vocabularies reported in the 

literature (see Table I) have about -!0.000 worcls. So, the subject of this thesis is 

already itself original. Besicles thaL the algorithms and rnethods that hm·e been 

proposee! to accomplish our goal of building a large vocabulary ha.ndwritten word 

recognition system are also original contributions. The original contributions of this 

work are twofolcl and they can be summarized as follows. 
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Recognition Speed: 

• The integration of a lexical tree search and multiple character cla.ss models in 

an efficient way [90j: 

• The use of a levet-building a.lgorithm as a rneans to alle\·iate the complexity 

of including multiple character cla~s moclels and comextual-dependent rnoclels 

Juring the recognition process by choosing and expanding only the more likely 

character rnudel (uppercase ur luwercase) at each levet [89]: 

• The integration of three constraints into the levet-building algorithm and the 

use of statistical experimental design techniques to setup the cuntrol pararne

ters that rn<L\:imize buth tlw recognition accuracy and recognition speed [86): 

• The adaptation of the cunstraints to the idelltity of the charactcrs to further 

impru\·e the performance of the cunstrained leve! building algorithrn [89]: 

• :\ novel fast t wu~ le\·el decoding algorithm devuted to decode observation se

quences in an H~I:..l framework tha.t speeclup the recognition process while 

preserving the accuracy [87]: 

• The concepts of modularity and reusability of character models fur lexicon

dri\·en word recognition :s7]; 

• The use of clistributed computation concepts to build up a clistributed recog

nition system where the recognition ta~k is split into severa! sub-t<:l.Sks [85]: 

• Speedup factor about 120 while preserving the recognition accuracy: 

Recognition Accuracy: 

• The de\·elopment of a post-processing paradigrn for the verification of uncon

strained handv,-ritten word based on the .\" -best word hypotheses [8-l]; 

• The use of an isolated character recognizer to verify the segmentation of the 

.\"-best word hypotheses [8-l]: 

• The use of the segmentation information provided by a ba.seline recognition 

system to segment words into characters [8-l]: 
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• The use of neural networks as a back-end classifier ta \·erify the segmentation 

and a.ssign a posteriori probabilities ta isolated characters [s-t;: 

• The combination of a baseline recognition system based on H~L\Is with a 

verification module based on ~~s to optirnize the performance and improve 

the recognition accuracy: 

• A rejection mechanisrn ba.sed on the cornbination of a baseline recognition 

system with a verification module to improve the reliability. 

How to Read this Thcsis 

The thesis is divided into seven chapters. This chapter describes the aim and con

tents of this thesis and gi\·es an 0\·er\"Ïe\\' of the main results. Chapter l describes 

the ai ms and achien!ments of other wurk in the field of haud writ ing recognition 

focusing on three aspects that are important to understanc.l the contributions of our 

owu work: large vocabulary handwriting recoguition, isolated character recognition 

anc.l verification of handwritten worc.ls. Chapter 2 presents a concise statement of 

the problems that this thesis tackles. and an a.ualysis of the state c,f the art of the 

proposed methods and strategies presented in Chapter l a.s weil a .. -; a number of 

practical applications that may profit from the results of our rcsearch. Cha.pter :3 

presents an overview of the ba.seline recognition system used from which many mod

ules were borrowed and with which the performance of the algorithms and methods 

proposed in this thesis are compared. 

The contributions of this thesis are presented in Chapter -!. This chaptcr describes 

the algorithms and techniques used and developed for the work presentee! in this 

thesis, such as the lexicon-dri\·en leœl building algorithm (LDLB.-\). the constrained 

leve[ building algorithm (CLB.-\), the fast two-level clecoding algorithm (FS). the 

distributed recognition scheme (OS), the recognition-verification approach ba..sed on 

the combination of hic.lden ~Iarkov rnoc.lels anc.l neural networks, and the rejection 
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mechanism. Chapter .5 presents the details of databa:ses. conditions and experiments 

carried out to .. ~sess the performance of the techniques presented in Chapter -t as 

weil <LS the results of the application of the proposed recognition strategies to large 

and wry-la.rge vocabulary hanclwriting recognition. 

The final cha.pter draws together the conclusions of the chapters and summarizes 

the results to put the achiewments of this thesis intu the context of the findings of 

otlter groups. :\ brid uutl1)0k on the fllture work whiclt could be carried un from 

this thesis is also included. 

\\'e have <.LSsumeJ that the n~ader is fa.miliar with the tlteory of H).l).!s and neural 

networks. For this n~ason. we do not cle\·ote much attention tu such subjects. For 

thuse who do not fee! comfortable with such subjects we recummewl tltt: rl•ading of 

following references: [3ti. tiG. 139] for H~D.!s and [S .. n; for ~~s. 
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CHAPTER 1 

STATE OF THE ART IN HAND\VRITING RECOGNITION 

In this cl1apter we present an overview of the state of the art in hanclwriting recog

nition focusing on the <:~pects that are closely related to our research: rnethods and 

strategies for large \·ocabulary handwriting recognition [SS]. isolated handwritten 

character recognition and \·erification in handwriting recognition. 

First we review the recognition strategies and methods tu handwriting recognition. 

:\"ext we fucus on the approaches that have been proposed to deal with large \·ocabu

laries. These approaches mainly address the problems related to the computational 

complexity of the recognition prucess. Following the aspect large vocabulary. we 

re\·iew some approaches to recognize isolated handwritten characters since we ad

dress such an a~pect later in this thesis. In the la~t part we review sorne approaches 

used at the back end of hand writing recognition system::;. that are devoted to the 

postprucessing of multiplt~ hypotheses generated cluring the recognition process. 

1.1 Recognition Strategies 

:\ key question in handwriting recognition is how test and reference patterns arte 

comparee[ to determine their sirnilarity. Oepending on the specifies of the recogni

tion system. pattern comparison can be clone in a wide variety of ways. The goal of a 

cl<.~sifier is to match a sequence of observations derivee! from an unknO\vn handwrit

ten word against the reference patterns that were previously trained. and obtain 

confidence scores (distance. cost. or probabilities) to further decide which mode! 

best represents the test pattern. Here. we haxe to distinguish uetween ward rnodeb 

and sub-word moclels. As we have pointed out in the prececling chapter, approaches 

that use sub-word moclels are more suitable for large vocabulary applications. So, 

therefrom we assume that the reference patterns are related to sub-word units or 
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characters. 

An observation sequence can be represented by ditferent ways: by low-[e\·el features. 

such a~ smoothed traces of the word contour. stroke direction distributions. pieces 

of strokes betvveen anchor points. local shape templates. etc [.52 .. =)3]: by medium

leve! features that aggregate low-level features to serve a~ primitives inclucle edges. 

end-points. concavities. diagonal and horizontal strokes. etc. [:~:3 . . =)9;: by high-le\·el 

features such as a::;cenders. descenders. loups. clots. holes. t-bars. etc. ~!orem·er. 

such features can be used in ditferent manners tu build up feature vectors. graphs. 

string of codes or sequence of symbub. Here. it is com·enient to distinguish between 

two particular representations of the test pattern: a::; a sequence of observations or 

as a sequenct: of primitive segments. \\"e define a test pattern u· a:; a sequence of 

observations such that 0 = ( Ot v2 ... or) in which T is the IIILIILber of obst>rvations 

in the sequence and u1 represents tltt~ t th symbol. \\"e define S' a.-; a s~:c•cprence of 

primitive segments of the image such that 5 = (.sts2 ... 8p). in which P is the 

number of segments in the sequem:e and -'p represents the p-th primitive. [n a 

similar manner we define a set of reference patterns R = { Rt. R2 ....• Rv} in which 

\' i::; the number of reference pat tems, Rv is the reference pattt~rn that represcnts 

a word that is formee! by the concatenation of sub-word uuits (or characters) such 

that Rl. = (cre~ ... cL) in which L is the total number of sub-word units that forma 

worcl. and c!' represents thel-th sub-word unit. The goal of the pattern comparison 

stage is to determine a similarity score ( cost. distance. probability. etc.) of 0 or S' to 

each Ru E R. in orcier to identify the reference pattern that gives the best score, and 

to associate the input pattern with the cla.ss of this reference pattern. Since worcls 

are broken up into sub-word units. the recognition strategies used arc essentially 

ba.sed on dynamic programming (OP) methods that attempt to match primitives 

or blocks of primiti\'es with sub-word units to recognize worcls. Oepending on how 

the worcls are represented. statistical cla::;sification techniques, heuristic ma.tching 

techniques. symbolic ma.tching methocls, or graph rnatching methods are sorne of 
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the possible matching methoùs that can be used [ 109]. In hanclwriting recognition. 

the optimal interpretation of a ward image may be constructecl by concatenating 

the optimal interpretation of the disjoint parts of the ward image. 

In terrns of optimal path problem. the objecti\·e of the OP methods is to find the 

optimal sequence of a fixed numbcr of mO\·es. say L. starting from point i and encling 

at point j. and the associated minimum cost .,:L(i.J). The P point:-; representing 

the sequence of P primitiH·s are plotted horizontally and the L points representing 

the sub-word modeb (or the moves) are pl(Jttcd vertically as shown in Figure G1. 

The Bellma.n ·s princip[~~ uf optimality :tj; is applied in this case. and after having 

matched the tirst [-th mu\·es. the path can end up at any point k. 1.: = 1, 2 ..... P. 

with the a.-;sociated minimum cost rt(i.l.:). Tht~ optimal step. a::;suciating the first 

l ~ 1 characters with the first p primitiH•s is gi\ï•n as: 

( 1.1) 

where .,:(.) is the minimum cust (or lwst pat h) and ( (.) reprt~sents the cost to a .. -;so-

ciate the (l , 1)-lh character to the aggn~gation composed by primitives i + 1, i + 

2, ... ,p. 

Besicles the matching strategy. the segmentation-based methods used tn large \'U-

cabulary han cl writing recognition lie within two categories: 

• Cha.racter recognition followed by word decoding - Characters or pseudo

characters are the ba.-;ic recognition units and they are modeled and classified 

independently of tl1e worcls. that is, the computation of the cost function is 

1 :\ote that this is a generic representation of the OP methud and it may not retiect a practical 
case of aligning a sequence of primitives and sub-word moc!eb. since u:;ually spatial and temporal 
con:;trains can be u:;ec! to limit the search effort 
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sequence of observations or pnm1tives 

Figure G :\ trellis structure that illustrates the problem of !imling the best 
matching between a sequence of observations 0 (or sequence of prim
itives 5) and a reference pattern Re =(etc~ ... CL) 

:20 

replacee! by an ordinary t)ptical character recognizer (OCR) that outputs tlw 

most likely charactL'r aml its confidence leve! gi\·en a primitive or a. bluck 

of prirniti\·es. To this aim. pattern recognition approaches such a.s template 

matching. structural techniques. neural networks and statbtical techniques [ïüj 

cau be used. Further. character scores are matched with lexicon entries uy 

clynamic programming methocls [9, .. w;: 
• Character recognition integra.ted with word decoding - Characters or pseudo

characters are the basic recognition units and they are concatenated to builcl 

up ward modeb according to the lexicon. The clc.LSsification is carried out 

by dynarnic programming methods that evaluate the best match between the 

whole sec1uence of observations and word mode!:; i 15.2:2. 3.):. 
l • 

:\simplifiee! dynamic programming approach relies on minimum edit-distance classi

fier:; ( usually using the Levenshtein 's met rie) that attempt to fincl a reference pattern 

Rv that has the minimum cost with respect to the input pattern 0 (or 5) [ 161] as: 
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( 1 ·) 1 
·-1 

where d(O. R,:) is the minimum distance between 0 and Rl'. dd(c[.). sub(v-r, cL). ami 

ins(oT) are the cost parameters for Jeletion. substitut inn. and insertion respectively. 

Su far. hanJwriting recognition using neural networks (~:.;) has mostly becn aimed 

at digit recognition ~97.13 1]. isolated charactt:r recognition ~a:. and small vocabulary 

word recognition [ 1:32; because in large \·ocabulary haudwriting recognition. worcb 

must be segmentt-:d befure neural network modeliug [ lG]. \ \ït h largt> vocabularies. 

~l\s are not frequently used as front-end cla ... -;sifiers. !mt as part of hybrid approaches. 

where they are used to estimate a pr·iori cla.-;s probabilities [79. ~:3. 15-lj. a priori 

grapheme pruLabilities [39;. orto verify results of pre\·ious cla.-;sifiers (as a back end 

l . fi ) r' . c <~SI ter l~-li. 

Statisticaltechniques use concepts from statistical decision tlu:ory to e:;tablish deci

sion boundaries bctween pattern classes [70]. Techniques suclt a.s k nearest neighbor 

decision rule [-lü]. Bayes decision rule. support \·ector machines [ 1G8], and cluster

ing [ 16ï] have been used in handwriting recognition but mostly aiming the recog

nition of isolated characters and digits or words in small vocabula.ries. However. 

during the last decade. hidden ~Iarkov models (rL\I.\ls). which can be thought of 

as a generalization of dynamic programming techniques. have become the predom

inant approach to automa.tic speech recognition [128]. The H:-..L\l is a parametric 

rnodeliug technique in contra.st with the non-parametric OP algorithm. The power 

of the H:-..1:-..r lies in the fact that the pa.rarneters that are used to mode! the signal 

can be weil optirnized. and this results in [ower computational complexity in the 

decoding procedure as weil as improved recognition accuracy. Furthermore. other 
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knowledge sources ca.n a.lso be represented with the sarne structure. wluch is one of 

the important adva.ntages of the hidden .\1arkm· modeling [66]. 

The success of H.\1.\l::i in speech recognition has led many resea.rdwrs to apply them 

to hanclwriting recognition by representing each ward image as a sequence of ob-

servations. The standard approach is to assume a simple probabilistic mode! of 

handwriting production whereby a spt·cified worcl u· produces an obsernltion se-

quence 0 with probability P(u·.O). The goal is then to decode the word. based on 

the obsen·ation sequence. su that the decuded wurd has the m<:Lximllm a post~riori 

(.\IAP) pruktbility. i.e.: 

w 3 P( tL·[O) = IllêLX P( tc[O) 
u:~·R 

( l.3) 

The way we compute P( tc[O) for large vocabularies i:; to builcl stati:-;tical modds 

for sub- wu rd units ( characters) in an H.\1.\I framework. build up ward modeb; from 

these sub-word models using a lexicon to describe the composition of words, and 

then evaluate the mode! probabilities \·ia standard concatenation methods and DP

based methods such a:; the \ïterbi algorithm [23, 30). This procedure is used to 

decode each word in the lexicon. 

In fact the problem of large vucabulary handwriting recognition is tumed into an op

timization problem that consists of e\·aluating al! the possible solutions and choosing 

the best one. that is. the solution that is optimal uncler certain criteria. The main 

problem is tha.t the number of possible hypotheses grows a .. ':i a function of the lexicon 

size and the number of sub-worcl units and that imposes formidable computation 

requirements on the implementation of search algorithms [:23]. 
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1.2 The Role of Language ~lodcl 

The fact is that whatever the recognition strategy is. contextual knowledge (linguis

tic, domain. or any other pertinent information) needs to be incorporated ta the 

recognition process to reclure the ambiguity and achie\·e acceptable performance. 

The lexicon is such a source of linguistic and domain knowledge. The majority of the 

recognition systems rely on a lexicon d11ring the recognition. the so-called lexicon

driven systems. or also after the recognition as a post -proct•ssor of tht~ recognition 

hypotheses [1:3S.1.jti,1G0]. However. systems that rely on a lexicnn at tht-~ early stages 

ha.\·e obtainecl more success since they look clirectly for a. \'aliJ word [ 138j. Lexicons 

are very helpful in o\·ercmuing the ambiguity involved in the segmentation of worcls 

into characters and variability of character shapes [:20. 107:. Furthermore. lexicous 

are not only important in impro\·ing the accuracy. but abu in limiting the number 

of possible word hypotheses to be searched [90.1:3.S]. This is particularly important 

to limit tht• computatiunal complexity during the recognition proce:-;s. One uf the 

major problems of lexicon-driven systems is the encounter of an out-of-vocabulary 

ward [1:38.15:3;. In such c;t.ses. worcls cannot be correctly recognized. So. the system 

must provide some surt of mechanism to recognize them a::; out -of-vocabulary words 

instead of mi::,cla.ssifying them or even to reject them. However. for many applica

tions. the size and content of vocabulary is controllable. and this problem can be 

rnanaged ( hamlled). 

There are systems thàt do not use a lirnitecl voca.bulary. but a lexicon of characters 

and statistical language rnoclel at the character le\·el ( n-grams on sequences of char

acters) [-!, 1:2. 13]. For isolatecl ward recognition, the iùea is to use character-ba.secl 

language properties to model a word a.-:; a. sequence of characters rather tha.n word 

models. The use of n-grarns ena.bles the recognition of words with open vocabu

lary [-!, 13.:29, 1.53. 16:2]. In spi te of the ftexibility of the open-vocabulary recognition 

systems. the a.chieved performance is still far below the a.pproaches that rely on 
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lirnited lexicons. and it is not good enough for practical use [29]. Brakensiek et 

al. [12.13] report a decrea.se of about 26s-{ in word accuracy using no lexicon for an 

off-line handwritten word recognition system. 

The recognition of isolated words in a large mcabulary is already a dernanding 

problem. If we attempt to recognize phrases and sentences. linguistic constraints 

haxe to be used to limit the search space. The use of a language mode! brings great 

gains in recognition accuracy. But a lexicon which limits the search to a set of 

permitted words is not the only solution. Granunars can also be used to limit which 

words are permissible in a given context to account for the frequencies of different 

words. However. grammars are typically used at the word leve! in the recognition 

of phrases and sentences. but not on isolated words :ïï.1.S:3]. 

1.3 Large Vocabulary Handwriting Recognition 

In this section the current state of large vocabulary off-line handwriting recognition 

is presentl'd. \\·e re\·iew many recent advances that have occurred in this field. par

ticularly over the last decadt~. The methods and techniques that have been de\·eloped 

basically attempt to reduce the computational cumplexity of the recognition process 

by reducing the lexicon size. ur reorganizing tht:> se;.udt space. or using heuristics to 

limit the search efforts. :\[ost of the methods that will be discussed in this section 

are shown in Figure ï. 

However. this literature re\·ie\\" is not exhaustive since there are other ways to deal 

\Vith the large \·ocabulary complexity such as the approaches relatee! to fea.ture vec

tor reduction. Feature selection rnethods primarily airns to select more discriminant 

features to impro\·e the recognition accuracy but these methods can also be used 

to reduce the dimensionality of fea.ture vectors. leading to less complex recognition 

tasks. The rea.ders interested in investigating this particular a.spect may refer to a 

more genera.! description of feature selection methods [69, 92] a.s weil as to a.ppli-
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cations on handwriting recognitiou [ï8. t3o;. lu the same manner, we do uot cuver 

methods relatt·d to the redu ct ion of the uumht~r of class mo dels lor cla.ss prototypes). 

since this appruach is !lt)t n!ry common :s9.lGG;. 

1.3.1 Lexicon Reduction 

One of the elt•ment.s that contrihutcs more to the cornputatioual complexity of the 

recognitiou ta .. -;k is the size of the lexicon. The problem with large lexicons is the 

number of times tha.t the ouservatiou .sequence extracted from the input image ha .. -; 

to be ruatdwd a.gaiust the words (or reference vcctorsJ in the lexicon. So. the more 

intuitive approach a.ttempts to limit tlw numbcr of words to be comparee! during 

the recognitiou. Basically. pruning methods a.ttempt to reduce the lexicon prior to 

recoguition. that is. to reduce a global lexicon R to R' where R' C R . 

There is a chance tha.t the pruning methoJs may throw a.way the true word hypoth

esis. Here we introduce the definition of couerage that refers to the capa.city of the 

reduced (prunecl) lexicon to include the right answer. So, the coverage indicates the 

error brought about by pruning (reducing) the lexicon. The effectiveness of a lexicon 

reduction technique can be rneasured by its covera.ge which ideally ha.s to be kept at 
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lOOS{ to avoid the introduction of errors. However. many authors do not report the 

performance of the lexicon reduction in terms of cû\·erage but looking directly the 

etfect on the recognition accura.cy. This is the ca.se of schemes that embed pruning 

mechanisms into the recognition process. 

There are some basic ways to accomplish such lexicon reduction ta.sk: knowledge 

of the application em·ironment. characteristics of the input pattern. and cluster

ing of similar lexicon entries. [nquestionaLly. the application em·ironnH•nt is the 

main source of information in limiting the lexicon size. [n some cases. such as in 

bank check processing. the size of the lexicon is naturally limited to tens of words. 

Sometimes. even for applications where the number of worcb in the lexicon is large, 

additiunal suurces uf knowledge are ~wailable to limit the number of candidates to 

tens or lumdred wnrds. Other methods a.ttempt tu perform a pre-dassitication of 

the lexicon entries tu evaluate huw likely is the matching with the input image. 

These methods basica.lly look at twu aspects: word length and worcl shape. Other 

approaches attempt to find similarities between lexicon entries and organize them 

into clusters. So. during; the recognition, the sean:h is ca.rried out only on words 

that belong; to mure likely clusters. The details of sorne methods are presented <c1.s 

follows. 

1.3.1.1 Other Sources of Knowledge 

Basically. in handwriting recognition the sources of knowledge that are commonly 

used depend on the application environrnent. The application environment usually 

is a rich source of contextual information that helps us to reduce the complexity of 

the problems to more ma.na.geable ones. Typical examples are ba.nking and postal 

applications and language synta .. x. 
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1.3.1.1.1 Banking Applications 

')_, 

One of the are<.~ where the re:;earchers ha\·e devoted attention is the recognition of 

legal amounts on bank check:;. The reason is \·ery simple: the lexicon size i:; limited 

to ten:; of words. Thi:; facilitates the gathering of the data required for training 

and testing. Furthermore. there is also the courtesy amount that can be used to 

con:-;train (parse) the lexicon of the legal amount [58.59.99.1-!7] orto imprü\·e the 

rdiability of the recognition. 

1.3.1.1.2 Postal Applications 

~!aybe the postal application is the area where hamlwriting recognition techniques 

han:' IJeen u:;ed more oftt~n ::~5 .. i l. 7l.159~. ~Io:;t of the proposed approaches attempt 

to first recugniœ the ZIP codes tu further reac! other parts of the addre.ss, depending 

on the reliability in recognizing the ZIP code. Com·entionally. the ZIP code allows 

the system to reduce the lexicons of thou:;ancls entries to a few hundrecl words 

[:35.3S.-lï.51. 7L9S]. So. the reduced lexicon can be processed using the conventional 

:;earch techniques such as \ïterbi and Dynamic Prograrnming methods (OP). 

1.3.1.1.3 Language Syntax 

However. when no a.dclitional source of knowledge is available, other alternati\'es are 

necessary. In the c<.l..'le of generic content recognition. where the words are ~sociated 

to form phrases and sentences, the application environment contributes little to 

reduce the lexicon. But here, the linguistic knowleclge plays an important role 

in limiting the lexicon. The use of language models b;.~ed on grammars is very 

important to not only reduce the number of candidate words at each part of the 

text. out also to irnprove the accuracy [12, 13, 118-120]. However this source is more 

suitable for the recognition of sentences than iso!ated words. 
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1.3.1.2 \Vord Length 

Short words ca.n be easily distinguished from long words by comparing their lengths 

ouly. So. the length is a. very simple criterion for lexicon reduction. The length of the 

observation sequence (or fea.ture vector) extracted from the input image ha.s intrin

sically a hint about the length of the word from which the sequence \\<.1S extracted . 

.\Iany lexicon reduction method;:; make use of such information to reduce the number 

of lexicon eut ries to be matched during the recognition process [5G. 71. 7:3.82.8G.l3Gj. 

1\aufmann et al. [7:3! u:-;e a lengt h classifier tu eliminate from the lexicon the mu dels 

that differ significantly from the unknown pattern in the number of syrnbob. For 

each mode!. a minimal and a Ill<L"{ima.l length are determinee!. Ba.-;ed on this range, 

a distance between a wurd and the mode! cla.-;s is defined and used during the recog

nition process tu selt•ct only the pertinent modeb. KaltenmeitJr et al. [7lj use the 

word length information given by a statistical cla .. -;sifier adapted to features derived 

from Fourier descriptors fur the outer contours to reduce the number of entries in 

vocabulary of city names. 

Other methods do nut rely on the featun~ vector to estirnate the length of wurds. 

but on particular techniques. Kimura et al. [8:2] estimate the length of the possible 

ward candidates using the segments resulting from the segmentation of the word 

image. Such estimation provides a confidence interva.l for the candidate words. 

and the entries outside of such an interval are eliminated from the lexicon. An 

m·erestimation m an underestima.tion of the inten·al leads to errors. Furthermore, 

the estimation of the length requires a reliable segmentation of the word. what still 

is an ill-posed problem. Powalka et al. [l36j estima.te length of cursi\·e words basee! 

on the nurnber of times an irnagina.ry horizontal line drawn through the middle of 

the word intersects the trace of the pen in its densest area. :\ similar approach is 

used by Guillevic et al. [5G: to estimate ward length and reduce the lexicon size. 

The number of characters is estimated using the counts of stroke crossings within 
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the main body of a worcl. 

1.3.1.3 \Vord Shape 

The shape of the words is another good hint about the length and the style of the 

words. Zimmerman and ~lao [ 179] use key characters in conjunction with word 

length estimation to limit the size of the lexicon. They attempt to identify sorne key 

characters in cursive handwritten word::; and use them to generate a search ::;tring. 

This ::;earch string is matched against alllexicun entries to select those best matched . 

. -\ similar approach is proposecl by Guille\·ic et al. [5Gj. but instcacl of cursi\·e script. 

they consider only uppercase words. First they attempt to loc;J.te isolated characters 

that are further preprnct>ssed and pa.:.;sed to a character recognizer. The character 

recognition results are used along with the relati\·e position of the sputted charac

ters tu fonn a grammar. An H~I~l module is used to implement the grammar and 

generale suml' entrit•s that are usee! to clynamically reduce the lexicon. Kaufmann et 

al. [73] proposed a methud of reducing the sizc of vocabulary ba.sed on the combina

tian of four classifier:;: length classifier. profile range. average profile. and transition 

classifier. All the classifit~rs u::;e a:; input the sarne feature n~ctor used by the recog

nition system. Seni et al. [ l52j extract a structural description of a worcl and use it 

to derive a set of matchable words. This set consist:i of entries from the lexicon that 

are similar in shape or structure to the input word. The set of matchable words 

forms the reduced lexicon that is ernployed during the recognition proce::;s. 

~[adhva.nath and Govindaraju [lOi] present a holistic lexicon filter that takes as in

put a chain code of a word image and a lexicon and returns a ranked lexicon. First 

the chain code is corrected for the slant and the skew and features such as natural 

length, a.scenclers, and descenders are extracted as well as <.l.Ssertions about the exis

tence of certain features in certain specifie parts of the word. The same features are 

extra.cted from lexicon entries (ASCII words) by using heuri::;tic rules to combine 
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the expected features of the constituent chara.cters. A graph-based frarnework is 

used to represent the ward image. the lexicon entries and their holistic features and 

for cornputing three different distance rneasures (confidence of match. closeness, and 

degree of misrnatch) between them. These three mea.sures are computed for ea.ch 

lexicon entry and used to rank the hypotheses. A -S09é reduction in the size of the 

lexicon with l.89é error is reportee! for a set of 768 lowerca.:;e images of city names. 

The same idea is used by :\bdhvanath et al. [108. 1 t:3j for pruning large lexicons 

for the recognition of off-line cursi\·e script words. The holistic method is ba.sed on 

cuarse representation of the word shape by downward pen -strokes. Elastic matching 

is used to compute the distance between the clescriptor extracted from the image 

and the ideal clescriptor corresponding to a given .-\SCII string. Distance scores are 

computed for alllexicon entries and al! words greater than a threshold are dbcarded. 

Hennig and Sherkat [6:3] also use se vend holistic met hods to reducc the lexicon in a 

cursive script recognition system. Features such a;:; word length. cliacritical marks. 

ascenders. dcscenders. combinee! a.s/descenders. and segments crossing the word's 

<.L\:is as weil a;:; severa[ tolerance factors are usee!. The first method was based on 

the letter candidates produced by a hierarchical fuzzy inference method [ti-l] and the 

known distribution of the width of those candidates achieved a. reduction of -l-1 <ft: of 

the hypotheses with an error rate of 0.57c for a -1.126-word vocabulary. r sing the 

number of possible axis crossings instead of letter candidates leads to a reduction 

of :30% with the same error rate. An extension of the method evaluates the occur

rence of other physical features. such as a.scenders. descenclers, cliacriticalmarks and 

asjdescenders. The resulting reduction in the lexicon ra.nged from 5:3% to 99%. 

Leroy [ 10 1] presents an approach for lexicon reduction in on-line ha.nclwriting basee! 

on global features. First, alphabetic characters are encoded using global features 

(silhouette) with an associated proba.bility. C"sing the silhouette of the chara.cters, 

the words in the lexicon are encocled and the probability of each worcl is given by 

the product of the compounding cha.racter silhouettes. :\"ext. an epigenetic network 
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is used to select the words in the lexicon that are best described by the silhouettes. 

:\n extension of this a.pproach is presented by Leroy [102) \vhere the silhouettes are 

combineù tu forrn words and a neural network is used to relate words to silhouettes. 

Those v.:orcb tha.t give the best scores are selected and encoded by more sophisticated 

features, such a.s elliptic arcs and loop-shapes. :\nother neural network is usee! to 

select a new subset of words that give the best scores. Finally. diacritic marks. a.::; 

proposed in [lü 1; are used to select the final won! candidates. 

Table II summarizes the experimPntal results obtained by some of the lexicon reduc

tion methods presented abm·e. The elements presentee! in Table II are the number of 

worcls in the lexicon. the number of samples used to test the proposed appruach. the 

lexicon reduction achien~d. the coverage of the resulting lexicon. and the spœdup in 

the recognition obtained by using the lexicnn pnming. Tlw spt•edup is not m·a.ilable 

for allmethods. because most of them are presentL'd separatdy from the recognition 

system. Table III shows some results of pnming methods for on-line handwriting 

recognition. :\"otice that the tables han~ differeut columns because the respective 

information is not always a\·ailable for the method::; presented. 

1.3.1.4 Other Approachcs 

Other a.pproaches work toward different principles. Sorne of them a.mid matching 

the input data against alllexicon entries during the search b<.l::ied on some measure 

of .similarity of the lexicon entries. 

Gilloux [50] presentee! a rnethod to recognize ha.ndwritten words from a large vo

cabulary. The proposed approach uses degraded wurd moclels which moclel.s zones 

of the worcls insteacl of characters. The decoding is macle between the sequence of 

obserYations and these degradee! rnoclels. This allows a fa.st computation of word 

conclitionecl sequence probabilities. Furthermore, moclels are clustered a.ccording to 

their length and fea.tures. So, worcis may sha.re a reducecl number of base models 
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Table II 

Cornparison of lexicon reduction approaches ba.sed on word shape for off-line 
handwriting recognition. Results are for cursive (lowerca;:;e) and hanclprinted 

( upperca.se) words respectively 

' ! Lexicon Test Lexicon 1 Cuverage Speedup ] 1 

1 
! :\uthur 

1 

Size Set Reductiou ( ~U Factor ! 
1 

1 
(?é) 1 1 

1 ~!adhvanath et al. [ w-:-: 1k ïGS 50-90 %.:2-ï.'l.O -
! Zimmermann et al. [ 17~l] 1k s 11 ï2.!.l 98 .G 2.2 
i ~ladhvanath et al. [l08j 21k S:..!S !)!) ï-1 -
~ladhvamth et al. [ 11 :..!J 1 21k s·>~ !):) !.);) -

1 c_,J 

~ladhvanath et al. [ 1 I:lj 
1 

2:~.Gk Ïfi(J 1 
!)5 

1 
';).:j -

'1 Guillevic ct al. [?!fi~ 3k 500 1 :L5 %.0 l -
' 

1 

Table III 

Cornparison of lexicon reduction approaches ba.-;ed on word shape for on-line 
recognition of cursive words 

1 

Lexicon Test Lexicon J Coverage ! 

:\uthor 1 Size Set Reduction 1 (7.:) 1 

1 

1 (%) 
1 1 

Hennig et al. ~63] -lk 3.ï50 
1 

9ï.5 8-1 

1 

Leroy [101) 5k 250 1 99.9 2:2 
1 

Leroy [102) 6.ïk 600 
1 

99.8 ï6 

1 Se ni et al. [ 15 !J ! 21k 750 
1 

85.2-99.-1 97.ï 

32 
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that are matched only once to the data resulting in a speedup of the recognition 

process. The original word H~l~ls and the degraded word models are cornpared us

ing a 59k-word voca.bula.ry and :tOOO word images. In spite of being 20 times fa~ter. 

the use of the degraded madel causes a significa.nt drop of 30o/c in the recognition 

rate. Gilloux [51] also proposes the use of Tabou search to reduce the number of 

words in the same 59k-word vocabulary. The approach consÏ::its of organizing the 

search space a.ccording to the similarity of the lexicon entries. The Tabou method is 

a strategy for iterative imprü\·ement bast•d Oll the local optimization of an ol.Jjecti\·e 

function. The criteria to be optimized is the likelihood of the observation sequence 

tha.t represents a handwritten worcL the H~l~ls associated with the lexicon entries 

and also the closeness between the H~n!s. Lexicon reduction rates of 8:3-99.2';:"{ 

that correspond to l. ï5-28 speedup factors are reported. But this improvement in 

speed is at the expense of reducing the coverage of the lt~xicon in 90--lûS{ what im

plies in a reduction in recognition rate of -l-2:317c. Farouz [:38] present:; a method for 

lexicon filtering based on bouncl estimation of H~l.\l probability from sorne prop

erties of the observation sequence extra.cted from the won! image. ln the first step 

of the recognition process. the rnethod estimates this bound for each lexicon entry. 

and as the cutry cames close to the word image. unlikely candidates are elimiuated 

from the lexicon. A lexicon reduction rate of G9'?é is reported with a drop of l!Jc. in 

recognition rate. A similar approach is proposed by \\ïmmer et al. [W9] where an 

edit distance which works as similarity measure between character strings is usee! 

to preselect the lexicon to perform a post -proœssing of a word recognition system. 

Experimental results show a 100-speeclup factor for a. 10.600-entry lexicon with a 

reduction of 3-4% in accura.cy. A summary of the results achie\·ed by sorne of the 

methocls described in this section is presemecl in Table I\'. 
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Table l\" 

Other pruning and lexicon reduction strategies for unconstra.ined off -tine 
handwritten word recognition 

.-\uthor 

\\lmmer et al. : lô9j • 

Gilloux [51Jj 

Farouz [:.lSj 

1 

Lexicon 

Size 

1 

Test 

Set 

I

l l.5k 

:3k 

Lexicon 

Reduction 

('?é) 

( '7c) 

i 

-1::0 -ti-l 

Reduction in ! Speedup 

Recognition Ratè Il Factor 

(';{) 

:3--l LOO 

:?1 

Gil!ollX [51] 

LO.ûk 

:!9.-lk 

-19k 

6Uk 

:.l.lk 

l.:?k 

ti9 

99.:?-S:.l.U -llj_() -90.0 

:)() 

l.U 
:!:3 --1 

1 

28-1.7' i 
• Results refer to post-prucessin~ 

1.3.2 Search Space Organization 

In this section Wt' present some approaches that attempt to worganize the search 

space. that is. to reorganize ali wurd hypotheses that ha\·e tu be decodt~d during 

recognition to exploit the presence of common prefixes in words that have sirnilar 

spellings and avoid repeated computation of the sanw sequence of characters against 

the St>quence of observations generated from the input image [GS. 71. 90. 117;. This 

approach avoids a reduction in the covera.ge. since. the number of words in the 

lexicon is not changecl. There are two basic ways of organizing a lexicon: as a fiat 

structure and as a tree structure. 

1.3.2.1 Flat-Lexicon 

The tenn flat lexicon or linear lexicon denotes the fact that the words are kept strictly 

separate in the recognition process, that is. the matching between a given sequence 

of obsen·ations of unknown class and each word mode! is calculated independently. 

\\'orel models are built a priori by concatenating the sub-word units or chara.cters 

and further the ma.tching between the sequence of observations and each mode! is 
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computed. So. the complexity increases linearly with the length and the number of 

words in the vocabulary. 

1.3.2.2 Lexical Tree 

Organizing the lexicon to be searched as a character tree instead of a linear structure 

of indepenclent words ha.-; sorne ad n1ntages. This st ruet ure is referred to as lexical 

tree. tree-structured lexicon. or lexicon trie. If the spellings of two or more words 

contain the same initial charactt•rs. in the lexical tree they will shan' this sequence of 

characters. If the search strategy exploits adequately the shared parts. the repeated 

computation of the shared parts can be r.n-oided. reducing the complt'Xity of the 

recognition. [t can be \·iewed a .. -; a reduction of the an•rage wonllt•ngth that is gi\·en 

a.-;: 

L'=!:_ 
rf 

( l.-1) 

where L' i;-; the new a\·erag;e word length and rf is the reduction factor that is given 

i.l..':i: 

. Sel 
rj =

Set 
( 1.5) 

where .\'cl is the total number of characters in the fiat lexicon and S ct is the total 

number of characters in tree structured lexicon. 

[t is clear that a.s more worcls in the lexicon ha\·e common prefixes, more a.dvan

ta.geous it will be to use a. lexical tree. This is more likely to happen when large 

vocabularies are used. Figure S shows the average number of characters for bath lin

ear and tree-structured lexicon. for different vocabulary sizes. Howe\·er. the search 
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technique must be adaptee! to exploit such shared parts and a\·oid unnecessary com

putation. The matching scores must be computed at the character leve! and they 

must be retained during the search to be used further by other words with similar 

prefixes. 

~[any authors have used tree-structured lexicons uoth in off-line [ï.20.3:3.-H.-l5. ïl. 

85.8G.!JO.ll:3j and on-line handwriting recognition [-l.).oS.llï.l-12;. :\n example is 

the work of Chen et al. [:.w;. They ha\·e presentee! an algorithm for lexicon-dri\·eu 

handwritten word recognition where worcl images are represented by segmentation 

graphs and the lexicon is rPpresented as a tree. The propused approach saws about 

-18% and 1.)<);'_ of computation tirne from the standard OP ~l.lgorithm when static and 

clynamic lexicons are used n:spectively. 
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Figure 8 ); umber of characters for different lexicon sizes genemted from an 
85.lk-eutry lexicon and organized as a flat structure and as a tree 
structure 
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1.3.2.3 Other Approaches 

Other sorts of lexicon organization have abo been proposed. such a . .s the one ba.sed on 

a self-organizing feature map [ l:.Z:2) and on n-gram analysi:; [ 16:2;. The former maps 

the dictionary ( build word clusters) in a two-dimensional space in an unsupervised 

way. presen·ing neighborhood rt>lationships. Results on a lexicon of 1.1:25 words show 

that the number of lexicon entries tested decrea.ses by using the proposee! mapping. 

howe\·er. the etft•ct:; of the lexicun reduction un tht• co\·erage and recognition accuracy 

are on•rlooked. Proctt·r et al. : l3S; incorpurate a lexicun directly with tht~ search 

pr•Jccdme. but instead uf searching through ail the lexinm entries. they use a list 

c!t>ri\·ed from the lexicun with the models that may legally folluw the preceding 

recugnized subsequence. :\!luther way tu represe!lt the search spaœ is by a Direct 

:\cyclic \\'on! Graph (0.-\\\"GJ which shares not only the prdixt~s. lmt abu other 

cummort parts of the word:; such a.-; terminatiuns :til. 10-(. However. it is not clear 

how such a technique can be used to the pwhlem of large vocabulary hamlwriting 

recognitioll and further investigatioll i:; necessary. 

1.3.3 Scarch Techniques 

Generally. the matching between the test and the reference patterns through a de

coding algorithm is the most time-consuming procedure in a large vocabulary hand

writing recognition sy::;tem. The motivation of investigating search strategies cornes 

from thP fact that the rna.jority of the current search techniques used in handwriting 

recognition are based on expensi\·e OP methods origina.lly designee! for sma.ll and 

medium-scale problems. \\"hen the recognition task is extended from a 100-word 

mcabulary to a 10,000-worci vocabulary, the number of hypotheses to be sea.rched 

blows up and these techniques can no longer hanLlle efficiently such a. large space. 

In ha.ndwriting recognition. the a~pect of speed ha.s been neglected because most of 

the researchers focus on small and medium vocabula.ries, where this aspect is not so 
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important::!. For this rea~on it is difficult to find a paper that reports the processing 

time together with the accuracy. Recognition rate ha!i been the sole parameter to 

evaluate the proposed systems. 

Researchers in speech recognition ha\·e devoted much more attention to large \·ocab-

ularies because they reflect the real-life problerns. So. they ha\·e developed alterna-

tive solutions to search in large vocabularies. \\"hile in speech recognition. throwing 

a.way some accuracy while imprm·ing the speed and red ucing the me mory usage is 

wiclt:'ly accepted: the researchers in handwriting recognition have been stricter maybe 

because they are still focusing on impro\"Ïng the accuracy of .:;mall-scale problems . 

.\[ost of the search techniques in handwriting recognition are inheriteJ from speech 

recognition. However. in spite of the similarities between the recognition ta.-;ks. the 

inputs are qui te different. \\"hile high leve[ feat mes that yield to sequence of obser

vations that are considerably short (e.g . .tU-60 observations fur a 13-cha.ra.cter ward) 

can be extracted from handwritten words. the speech waveform is converted to a 

sequence of acoustic vectors representing a smoothed log spectrurn computed e\·ery 

10 ms. A number of additional transformations are applied in arder to generate the 

final a.coustic vector [ 1731 that usua.llv h~ hundreds of ob:;ervations. Furtht'rmore. 
.. J ""' ' 

phone modeb are usua.lly modeled by 3 to 5-state H.\[.\(s while the models liSt-Xl in 

handwriting recognition can be basee! on structural a:;sumptions and ea~ily have a 

high number of states (more than 10 states) [35. 71. 147]. 

To solve the ha.ndwriting recognition problem we have to resoh·e the following sub-

problems: 

• The number of chara.cters L that are encoded in the sequence of observations 

is usually not known (although it is possible to estirnate it): 

2 Depending on the constraints and experimental conditions. many small and medium \"ocab
ulary handwriting recognition systems are able to recognize words on persona! computers in mil· 
liseconds. 
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• The character boundaries within the word are not known ( except the beginning 

of the first character and the end of the last character in the word): 

• For a set of sub-word reference pat tems C = {,\ 1• A.:! ..... ,\_\1} in which .\ [ is 

the number of reference patterns and .\m represents the m-th pattern. and for 

a gi\·en value of L. there are .\!L possible combinations of composite matching 

patterns (although thb problem can be soh·ed easily with a lexicon). 

Large vocabulary handwriting recognition is a sean·h problem that can be furnll!

latcd as: select a word from the lexicon with the highest score. given a test pat

tern corresponding to an unknown handwritten word repres~nted a~ a sequence of 

observations:! O. and a set of character referenœ patterns denoted as C. \\'orel 

reference pattt•rns are formed by the concatenation of character reference patterns 

a~ Rl. = (,\~',\2 ... ,\[,). However. characters usually are modeled by many pararne

ters ~ ,\l = (fifj ... f.~·) in which .\' is the nurnber of parameters in the character 

models and f,t n~prPst~nts the n-th parameter. :'\ext. we pro\'ide a description of the 

search rnethods and techniques that hm·e been useJ in large vocabulary handwriting 

recognition. 

1.3.3.1 Dynamic-Programming 1\.Jatching 

Oynamic prograrnming (OP) methods are ba.sed on the principle of optimality and 

are the most used sea.rch strategy both in speech and handwritiug recognition. De

pending on how the reference and test patterns are represented, distances or proba

bility scores ca.n be evaluated. OP methods compute the distance between a sequence 

of obsernttions generated from the test pattern and aU possible words in a lexicon. 

Each reference pattern is computed recursi\'ely by Equation 1.1 allowing the optimal 

path search to be conducted incrementally, in a progressive manner. Although there 

are P possible rnoves that end at point l, the optimality principle indicates that only 

3 Alternativcly, the test pattern can be defined as a sequence of primitive segments of the image 
such that S = (s 1s2 ... sp) in which Pis the length of the sequence and sp is the [rlh primitive. 
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the best rnove is necessary to be considered. At the end. the best word hypotheses 

are those that have the minimum score with respect to the test pattern [ 112]. How

e\·er. OP methocls are mostly used with small and medium lexicons ~-17. 75. 82, 155]. 

since they perform a non-exhaustive but still expensi\·e search procedure. 

The computational complexity of the recognition process. tha.t is. the number of ba

sic ma.thematicaloperations (additions. multiplications. aml di\·isinns) is O(N2T'/L) 

where 'T is the dimensiun of the sequence of obsen<ltions (or primiti\·es). V is the 

\·ocabnlary size. l. is the dimension of the words in the \·ocabulary. and assuming 

character reference patterns with dimension N. This is a rough approximation con

sidering that each character ha .. -.; only one character reference pattern. This may 

be true if we consider only one type of handwriting :;tyle. e.g. handprinted words. 

Howevt~r. in the unc·onst rained lmnd writ ten C<.J.Sl'. more th an one reference pattern 

per character is usually necessary because a single oue is nnt enough to mode! the 

high variability and ambiguity of the hurnan hanJwriting. 

1.3.3.1.1 Viterbi Search 

The \ïtt'rbi algorithm is actually the same a:-; the OP a.lgoritluu except that the 

matching between the test and reference patterns is computed in the H~[~[ rather 

than the distance measure between primiti\·es. Viterbi search is mostly used when 

the reference patterns are representecl by statistical models and it has been used 

widely in handwriting recognition [1.1. :23.35. 90, 12:3, 1-lï]. Viterbi search belongs 

to a class of breadth-first search techniques where ali hypotheses are pursued in 

parallel. It exploits the time invariance of the probabilities to reduce the complexity 

of the problem by axoiding the necessity for examiniug every route through the 

trellis. Thi:; procedure is known a.s time synchronous Viterbi sea.rch beca.use it 

completely processes at frame t before going into the frame t + 1. At the end. 

a backtracking p<.LSs gives the required state sequences. The performance of the 
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conventional \ïterbi algorithm in terms of recognition accuracy and speed is reportee! 

in some references r68. 86. Sï. 901. ' ' . 

The Viterbi algorithm providcs a computationally efficient way of analyzing ob

servations of H:\[~[s that exploits recursion to reduce computational load. but its 

computational complexity is comparable to other OP methods, that is. CJ(~f!lfY1L). 

~.[ore details about character and word modeling with H~[~[s and the use of the 

\'iterbi a.lgorithm in handwriting recognition are giH'Il in Chapter -L 

1.3.3.2 Beam Search 

In many applications. a complete \ïtl'rbi search is impractical due to the large size 

of the .::;tate space. ~Iany \·ariations of the Viterbi search have been proposed to 

imprm·e its performance. 

Instead of retaining al! L candidates at every frame, a threshold can be used to 

con:;ider only a group of likely candidates. The state with the highest probability 

can be fotmd first and each state with smaller proba.bility than the highest one can 

then be discarded froru further consideration. Thi.::; is the bearn search algorithm 

which can lead to suostantial savings in computation with little loss of accuracy. 

Referring to the Equation 1. L it consists in set ting pruning bearns basecl on the 

best hypothesis score at l denotee! a.:; .Pi ( i. n). So, ali points with scores lnwer than 

;,;t(i, n) + beum are acti\·ated at l + 1 and expanded. while ali other points are 

pruned. In Figure G that corresponds to instead of keeping ali candidates at every 

frame (e.g. 1.· 1,.r2 , ... ,.rL). only the 1.: candidates with the highest scores are allowed 

to remain (e.g. x 1.x3 ,xs, .... x·k· where 1.: < L). The problem is that the bearn size 

is determined empirically and somt:times can throw awa.y the optimal solution. 

The idea of the beam search can be expa.nded to the cha.ra.cter [Gï] and word levels. 

Since worcl recognition must eva.luate the rnatching between the test pattern and 
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ail possible reference patterns. the threshold can be derived from the final scores of 

worcls previously decoded. to discard from further consideration words in which the 

partial match falLs below such a thresboki. 

Bippus et al. [7] presented a scheme to reduce the computational load basecl on a 

lexical tree \ïterbi beam search. However. for a ta.sk of recognizing German city 

names with lexicon sizes between 150 and -lOO words. the proposed approach resultecl 

in an inefficient search. ~Ianke et al. ~ 11-;-: presentee! a fa:-;t search technique for large 

\·ocabulary on-line handwriting n'cognition that combines a tree representation of 

the vocabulary. with efficient pruning techniques to reduce the search space without 

losing much recognition performance compared to a flat exhaustive search. Oolfing 

[29j uses the same technique to on-line recognition of hanclwritten words. Jaeger 

et al. [G8] fl'port a speedup factor of 10 over com·emional \ïterbi search in on-line 

handwriting recognition. 

Another sort of beam search is proposee! by Favata [·lOJ which is a compromise 

between exhaustive search and OP methods. The iclea is not to speed up the recog

nition process. but to improve accuracy by ca.rrying the k best partial matches 

forwarcl by using a queue structure to ho lei ea.ch partial match. The proposed al

gorithm takes each of the current k matches and expands them to tind the next 

incrementai match between a character and segment. In Figure 6 it corresponds 

to expanci for example not only the best path that reaches the node 1.· 1• but the 

1.:-best. This procedure is more complex tha.n the conventiona.l OP, because instea.d 

of expanding only the L best matche::; at every frame. it expancls the k best matches 

where k > L. 

The computational complexity of the Bearn sea.rch can be approximateci by O(N'
2
TYL), 

where N' < N is the reduced number of states resulting from the bearn heuristics. 
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1.3.3.3 A* 

The :\ • algorithm belongs to a. class of depth-first or best-first search techniques 

where the most promising hypothesis is pursueu until the end of the observation 

sequence is reached [ 11;. The :\ * req uires an eva.luat ion function to compare hy

potheses of different lengths and this is one of the key problems in heuristic search. 

For example. stack decoding is a variant of the heuristic .-\ * search basee! on the for

ward algurithm. where the evaluation function is based on the forward probability. 

The search begins by adding all possible word prefixes to the stack. Ther1. the best 

hypothesis is removed from the stack and al! paths from it are extended. evaluated. 

and plact•d back in the stack. This search continues until a complete path that 

is guarantt•ed to be better than al! pa.ths in the stack has been founcl . .-\ pruning 

mechanism can be used to save unly a fixed number of hypotheses in the sta.ck. 

Bozinuvic and Srihari [ll] applied au.-\* search in otf -line hanclwritten word recogni

tion to match sequence of features with worcls in a lexicon. Hypotheses are generated 

from the matching between prefixes of lexicon words and sequence of features. For 

each hypothe:;i:; a score is assigned and at each step. the current best hypothesis 

is expanded and the list of hypotheses is resorted. The resulting list undergoes to 

a lexicon lookup where inadmissible hypotheses are discarded and the hypothesis 

with the best score continues to be expanded. Fuji:saki et al. [-t.S) have abo used 

a. decoder based on the A"' search algorithm to on -li ne unconstrained hand writing 

recognition. 

1.3.3.4 l\Iulti-Pass 

~[ulti-pass sea.rch algorithms (a.lso called fast-match) employa coarse-to-fine stra.t

egy. where computationally inexpensive models are initially usee! to produce a list 

of likely word hypotheses that are later refined using more detailed and computa-
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tionally de man ding models [21]. Ra.tzla.ff et al. [ 1-12] have used this sea.rch strategy 

in the recognition of unconstrained on-line handwritten text. and Bazzi et al. [-lj in 

an open-vocabula.ry OCR system. The computational complexity of the first pass 

of such an approach can be approximated by O(N''TVl.). where N' < N and N' is 

the dimension of such a cornputationally inexpensive rnodel. At the end to this first 

pë.U:iS. only V' word hypotheses are selected. where V' « "7'/. These \Vord hypotheses 

represent the reduced vocabulary that is used in the second stage with more complex 

models rf. So. the comptttationa.l complexity of the second pa.ss is O(N'II'V't). 

To be efficient the combined computational complexity O(~'f'J'VL + N'IT''iL) must 

be lower than the corm~ntional OP method. Howe\·er. then~ is a risk of reducing the 

accuracy due to the use of heuristics and coarse models at the tirst pass. 

Another example of multi-pass search is the forward-backward whid1 uses an ap

proximate tirne-synchronous sea.rch in the forward direction to facilitate a more 

complex and expensive search in the ba.ckward direction [21]. 

1.4 Verification and Post-Processing in Handwriting Recognition 

There exists many different ways to irnprove accuracy of a. handwriting recognition 

system. such as optimization of the feature set. improvements on the modeling of 

words and characters. improvernents of classifiers and classification methocls, com

bination of different cla.-;sifiers, etc. Since the approach proposed in this thesis is 

based on the recognition of isolated handwritten characters. first we present the 

main investigations on this tapie and next we ac!Jress the main tapies reluted to the 

verification of hanclwritten words. 

1.4.1 lsolated Handwritten Character Recognition 

The recognition of handwritten characters is very challenging and it has been the 

subject of much attention in the field of handwriting recognition. l\[any proposais 
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to soh·e this problem have been presented throughout the last decade [9, 18, 2.5. 

30. -l6. 6.j, 81. %. 1:29, 13-l. 158. 168. 172. 1 j.j]. However. most of the resea.rch efforts 

in recognition of characters have been focused on the recognition of digits [ 14. 60. 

100. 131]. In fact. digit recognition is just a subset, for which the solutions are 

more simple and robust. But when we talk about the recognition of alphabetic 

characters. this problem becomes more complica.tecl. The most ob\·ious difference 

is the number of classes that can be up to .5:2. depending if uppercase ( .-\ -Z) and 

lowerca.-:;e la-z) characters are distinguished from each other. Cousequently, there are 

a larger number of ambiguous alphabetic characters other thau numeral:;. Character 

recoguition is further complica.tecl by other differences such as multiple patterns to 

represent a. single character. cursive representation of letters, and tlw number of 

di::;cormected and multi-struke characters. 

The problem of recognition of isolated handwritten characters is quite simple if corn

pared with handwritten words because the characters are already isolatecl and there 

is no neeci to perform a segmentation. Furthermore, the elements to be recognized 

are supposed to be entire characters and not fragments or connectecl shapes. So. the 

solutions to the recognition problem are more flexible and many different recogni

tion strategies and clcl.':isifiers can be used. Severa.[ strategies have been adopted by 

researchers to recognize isolated cha.racters and digits. \\'e can distinguish between 

two main classes of classifiers: statistica.l and neural classifiers. Furthermore, some 

other a.pproaches use hybrid strategies that combine different types of classifiers. 

1.4.1.1 Neural Network Classifiers 

l\eural networks classifiers (:'\~) have been used extensively in character recognition 

[9,:25,30,-l-l,-l6,47,81.13-l, 176]. These networks can be used as a combined fea.ture 

extractor and classifier, where the inputs are scaled or sub-sampled input image. or 

as a "pure" classifier where the inputs are extra.cted features. One problem of using 
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neural networks in chara.cter recognition is that it is difficult to analyze and fully 

underst.a.nd decision -ma.king pro cess. 

:\la.ny recognition systems are ba.sed on multilayer perceptrons (:\lLPs) [!J. 30. -!6. 

-!7. 13-l]. Gader et al. [·l6j describe an algorithm for handprinted word recognition 

that uses two 27 -out put--t-layer ba.ckpropagation networks. one for uppercase and 

the other for luwerca.se characters. to account for the ca.vity ft~atures anù other 

two 27 -out put --!-layer backpropagat ion net.works to account for the Jin•ct ion-value 

features. Cavities are cumputecl using mathernatica.l morpholu6rY and yields up to 

a 105-dimensional vector. Direction-value features are derived from zones using 

bounclary a.nd skeletal pixels. and yield up to a 60-climensional feature vector. Fur

ther, the outputs of the networks are cornbinecl to optimiz~~ recognition accuracy. 

Rt>cognition rates of !J-l'X: and 82'7c were aclLÏe\·ed for uppercase and luwerc<L'ie charac

ters respectively. :\ similar approach also using four neural netwurks to account for 

upperca.se and lowercase characters has been pwposed in [-t 7]. :\different feature set 

formed by bar ft:>atures and transition features is used. Recognition ratt~s of SG.2-t7c 

fur llpperca .. -;e characters and 83.-l.)':/é for lowercase cha.racters are reported. Instead 

of using separatecl networks tu account for upperca.-;e and luwerca.se characters. Blu

menstein et al. [9] have usecl a. 52-olltput neural network representing 26 uppercase 

and 2ô lowercase characters. C<t:;e sensiti\·e and case nou-sensiti\'e experimeuts were 

conducted and the recognition accuracy a.ttained was almost 60S{. Dong et al. [30] 

have presented a local learning frarnework consisting of quantization and ensemble 

layer for recognition of lowerca.se handwritten characters. A 160-climensional fea.ture 

vector is built from 32 x 32 normalize character images and clirectional features based 

on the gradient. The quantization layer uses learning \'ector quantiza.tion ( LVQ) to 

partition the pattern space into clusters or subspaces. In the eusemble layer, :\ILPs 

are usee! a..s local learning machines. Recognition rate of 92.:3-l o/c on a cleanecl set 

of l\IST database is reported. Pedrazzi and Colla [134] present a simple feature 

set for handprintecl chara.cter representation builcl by the cornbination of average 
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pixel density and me~tsures of local alignment along sorne directions. Cla.'isification 

is carried out by a :\ILP and recognition rates of 96.089é and 8ï.-lOS1 are achievecl 

for upperca.se and lowercase characters respectively. 

Other types of neural networks have abo been used [25.1 ïG]. Zhang et al. [ 1 ïG] have 

applied an adaptive-subspace self organizing map (.-\SS0.\1) to classify handwritten 

digits. Chim et al. [2.5] present a dual cLtssifit:>r handprinted character recognition 

system that uses radial ba.sis function (RBF) net\\·orks. Image projections and four

directional edge maps are extracted from images and used as fe at ure vectors. Thest~ 

features are used in two independent dassifiers from which the outputs are further 

for a final decision. Recognition rates nver 96l%: for the combinat ion of both classifiers 

are reportell. 

These are just some few exarnples of the use of neuralnetworks in isolated character 

recognition. Table V shows the performance of thcse and other recognition systems. 

1.4.1.2 Statistical Classifiers 

Stochastic modeling is a flexible ami w~neral rnethod for modeling handwritten dtar

acters and entails the use of probabilistic models with uncertain or incomplete 

information. Some strategies that employ such kind of classifiers can be found 

in [6.5.80, 1:3:3.168]. 

Kim et a.!. [80] presented a recognition system of constrained hanclwritten Hangul 

and alpha.numeric characters using discrete f-[\1:\Is. Park et al. [ 133] present a 

scheme for off-line recognition of large set ha.nclwritten characters in the framework 

of first orcier H.\L\!s. Wang et al. [168) present new techniques using SV.\ls for the 

recognition of Western hand \\Titten capitals. The performance of two SV:\1 classifiers 

is cornpared with 1-f\X, k-~'X. I-E\1~1 and :\ILP classifiers. The recognition rates 

achievecl show that the SV:\1 cl<.tssifier outperforms other rnethocls. however, they 
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are considerably slower both for training and recognition tasks. Heutte et al. [65] 

describe the cornbination of structural/statistical feature b<1Sed \·ector and a linea.r 

discriminant classifier to the recognition of digits and upperca.se characters. Global 

fea.tures such as invariant moments. projections and profiles and local features such 

<1S intersection with straight !ines. hales and concave arcs. extrema and junctions 

were usee! to build a 12-1-dimensional feature vector. Recognition rates o\·er 9ïo/c 

have been reported. 

1.4.1.3 Otl1er Recognition Strategies 

Other strategies to recognize isolated handwritten characters use hybrid schemes 

that combine difl'erent types of cla.ssifiers such as neural and statistical cla.-;sifiers to 

build more rohust cl<l.':isifiers. 

Kimura et al. [81] used two different character cla.ssifiers: one statistical classifier 

that calculates the likelihood of any character using a modified quadratic discrim

inant function and other b<.l.':ied on a 3 -layer backpropaga.tion neural network with 

a 52-output layer to account for the 52 letters of alphabet. Fu et al. [-1-1] presented 

a Ba.yesi<.tn clecision-b<l.':ied neural network for multilinguistic hanc! v.rritten cha.racter 

recognition that adopts a hierarchical network structure with nonlinear basis func

tions and a competitive credit-<.1Ssignment scheme. This modular ~~ cleploys one 

subnet to take care one abject and it is able to approximate the decision region 

of each class locally and precisely. Such kind of scheme ha.s the merits of bath 

neural networks and statistical approaches. Kato et al. [ï2] presented a system 

for Chinese and .Japanese character recognition that uses city black distance with 

deviation and asymmetric .\[ahalanobis distance for rough and fine classification re

specti\'ely. Lazzerini and l\larcelloni [95] presented a linguistic fuzzy recognizer of 

off-line isolatec! lowercase handwritten characters where the shape of each character 

is clescribed by linguistic expressions derived from a fuzzy partition of the cha.racter 
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image. Recognition rate of 69.5<7r: is reportee! for a small-scale problem. Cama.stm 

and \ïnciarelli [18] presentee! a cursi\·e character recognizer composee! of feature 

extraction and learning \·ector quantization where three consecuti\·e leaming tech-

niques: :\~ decision rule. pairwise adjustment of the codevectors. and other set of 

rules are usee! to approximate the coclebook to the class distribution. :\ recognition 

rate of 81. ï2o/c is reportee! for lowerca.-;e characters of :\ IST database. 

Table V presents some types of classifier::; and features usee! in handwritten character 

recognition. Table VI presents a sumnwry of the performance of isolated handwrit-

tt:>n character recognitiou rnethods. The character recognition rates are presented 

for case sensiti\·e and case non ~sensitive. Sorne authors give separated recognition 

rate::; for uppt·rcd.::;e and lowerca::;e charactt>rs. I t shuulcl Le :stresst'd th at these st ud

ies have used ditfen~nt datasets and experimental conditions. which makes a direct 

comparison of the results very ditficult. 

Table V 

Type of cla.ssifiers and features used in handwritten character recognition 

Author 

Heutte et al. [ti5] 

Takaha.-;hi et al. [ 16:l] 

Gader et al. [-t6] 
Gad er et al. [ -t ï] 
\\"ang et al. [ 168] 

Oh et al. [ 1:!9] 

Guillevic et al. [59] 
Chim ct al. [::!5) 

C!;~.<;sifiers 

Liuear discriminative 

fuuctiuns 

:\:\ 

:\[ultilayer feedforward l\:\ 

:\[ultilayer fecdforward !\:\ 
SV:\! 

:\[odular 

k-?\~ C!~~.<;sifiers 

RBF networks 

Features 

Invariant moments. pro jectior~.<;. profile!> 

Intersection, holes, concave arcs 

extrema. end points. junctiuns 

Contour direction. bending point 

Ca\·ities, direction -value 

Bar and transition 

Raw bitmap 

Distance transformation 

directional distance distribution 

Pixel distance metric 

Projections and edge maps 
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Table \·r 

Summary of re:;ults in isola.ted handwritten character recognition 

R f e erence 

Kimura [82] 

Yamada [ 1 72] 

Kirnura [81] 

Blumenstein [9; 

Camastra [ 18] 

Pedmzzi [13-t] 

Cader [-17] 

Cadcr [·16] 
Heuttc [li:lj 
Chirn [25] 

\\'ang [168] 

T'lkahashi [ Hi"l] 

Drucker [31] 

Schwenk [ 1.)0] 

Oh [129] 

Sri hari [ 1S9] 

i\la.tsui [12tl 

Lazzerini [95] 

Dong [30j 

1 

1 

y ear 
1 

1 Databa.se 1 

93 1 CED:\R 

CED:\R 

!)fi CED:\R 

97 CSPS 
!)9 CED.-\R 

01 CE DAR 
!);) ~IST 

97 CSPS 

!J5 ~IST 

98 

1 

L'SPS 

98 DBP 

00 
1 

C~IPEl\ 

9'1 :'\IST 

:'\!ST 

!J3 :'\lST 

96 :'\IST 

98 ~!ST 

93 :'\!ST 

9-t :'\IST 

00 :\'IST 

01 :\IST 

Data.,;et_.; 

Train mg 

22.601) 

3-L::!!Jtj 

2U.SOO 

:>-Lt:m 
15.2!)7 

32.-126 

:!!J.%9 

13,000 

13.000 

12.7{i.) 

1.~GO 

5.:wo 

-l'' 1-li -· ' 

10.000 

26.969 

26.000 

10, 13-t 

10.968 

1.S60 

CE:'\P.-\R.\ll 

23.937 

1-1.810 

1 
1 

1 

: 

1 

1 

Test 

-

-

1.21!) 

9.5:39 

1.212 

16.:.n:1 

ll.!.l-11 

13.000 

13.000 

3.19.'5 

ti2U 

9,767 

11 9-11 

2.000 

17.982 

11.9-11 
8--1' 

8,26-t 

1 1,0-10 

10.688 

1 8,560 

1 

1 

1 

R·~co~nition Rate 

(Sé) 
c a:;e ::,ensttt\'C 

C pperca:;e 1 
Luwert:<L~e ! 

-

!){j_(),..; 

66.2-1 

!J.l 
9- .,-'--1 

97.1:2 

61.2 

!llo 

95.8 

96.0 

97.6 

97.-!5 

90.06 

fill.S:~ 

ti 1.30 

W.-I.'J 

67.6 

7G.:n 

;)G.11 

--· 

~7.-10 

8:3.-t.') 

82 

·-

-

-

8S 

8!1.6-1 

69.5 

92.3-l 

89.30 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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1.4.2 Verification in Handwriting Recognition 

The last aspect that we review is the \·erification in handwriting recognition. Our 

particular interest is on the verification of handwritten words. \\"hile the concept of 

verification has been adopted in other related domains. it is a relati\·ely new subject 

in ha.ndwriting recognition ~ 1-l. :26,5!).110.111. 131.136.15ï.163.1 ïS]. So. many of the 

results that we review in this section come from related clomains. such as verification 

of ha nd written characters ::26. 163] and digits ) -1. 1:31.1 ïs:. and verification of spoken 

utterances [:3:. \'erilicatinu of hanclwritten words and phra .. -;es are presented in [.59. 

llO. lll.l36.1.5ïi. 

Takaha.shi and Griffin [ lü3] are among the earliest to mention the concept of \-eri-

fication in haudwriting recognition. They describe a liuear tournarnent verification 

for hanclwrittcn characters. The classifier is b<.L'ied on a ~ILP and a 18-l-dimensional 

feature vector made up Ly the combination of zonal (contour direction) and geo

metrical features (bending points). and recognition rate of 9-l.G7c is achieved for 

uppercase characters of .\"IST database. Based on an error analysis the a.uthors 

pcesent a verification by linear tournament with OilC-to-one verifiers between two 

categories. \\ïth such a verification scheme. the recognition rate wa.s increa.sed by 

1.2o/c. Zhou et al. [ l ï8] describe a. system for recognition of handwritten numerals 

that uses a verifier to overcome sorne problems of confused digits. Improvements in 

the recognition rate of about 6% are a.chie\·ed with the use of the verifier. Britta et 

al. [14] have presented a two-stage H~I~[ -basee! system for recognizing handwritten 

numeral strings. The fi.rst stage finds the S -best segmentation-recognition pa.ths 

for a numeral string. Further, these paths are re-ranked by the \·erifica.tion stage. 

The verification stage is composee! of 20 numeral H~l~ls where 10 are based on the 

image columns and the other 10 are based on image rows. :\ global improvement 

of about lOS'<: (from 8l.6.59é to 91.5 ï%) in the recognition rate is reportee! after the 

verification stage. Oliveira. et al. [131] present a recognition and verification strat-
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egy for a.utomatic recognition of ha.ndwritten numerical strings. The verification 

module contains two \·eritlers to deal with the problems of m·ersegmentation and 

undersegmentation .. -\n imprO\·ement of .5-12o/c is reported when bath verifiers are 

employed. Cho et al. [:26] present a. neural network based verification module in an 

I:-I:\1.\I-based on-line handwriting recognition system that penalizes unreasonable 

grapheme hypotheses. The verifier is incorporated to the \ïterbi search algorithm 

and it takes as an input the grapheme hypothesis generated by the H.\[.\[ and out

pms a pusteriuri probability as its \·alidity. .-\n improvement of about -!S~~ in the 

recognition uf Korean characters i:-; achieved. 

[u speech recognition. n'rification schemes have :tlsu beeu proposee!. Austin et al. [3] 

prest~nt a segmentai neural nt't (S~~) for phonetic modding in contimtous speech 

n•cognitiun that is used tu score frames of a phonetic segment providcd by an H.\l.\L 

:\ spoken utterauce is processed !Jy the H.\[.\[ recugnizer to produce a list of the 

.\" -best scoriug sentences hypotheses. Thereafter. the recoguitiun task is reduced to 

select the best hypothesis from the S -best list. The au thor use the S:\:\ to generate 

a score for the hyputhesis a.-; the logarithm of the pruduct of the appropriate S.0:'~ 

scores outputs for al! the st•gment::;. Such a scheme reduced the error rate from -!.1 CJu 

to 3.01~. 

:\Iadhvanath et al. [ 110.111] desc:ribe a. system for rapid \·erific:ation of unconstrained 

off -liue hand writ ten phr~es using percept ua.l ho list ic fe at ures. Having as input a 

!Jinary image of a handwritten phrase and a. verification lexicon conta.ining one or 

more .-\SCU \·erification strings. holistic features are predicted from the verification 

.-\SCII strings and matchecl with the fea.ture candidates extracted from the binary 

image. The systt•m rejec:ts en·ors with 98:{ accuracy at a 30SZ accept leve!. The ver

ification scheme cannot hanclle handprinted phra~rs in either upper or mixed Cë.1Se, 

as weil a.'i words that are not weil writteu. Srihari [ l5ï] presents severa! methods for 

classifier combina.tion in a ha.ndwritten phrase recognition system. Two handwritten 
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word cla.ssifiers are combinee! to ma.ximize the accept rate while keeping error rate 

and the averagP. processing cost within acceptable limits. A lexicon-driven word 

mode! recognizeL" pro\·ides a list of lexicon entries ordered according to the gooclness 

of match that is obta.ined by matching a sequence of features extractecl from the 

ward images by dynamic programming. A. character madel recognizer that attempts 

to isolate and recognize each character in the word pro\·ides the possible choices of 

characters with the respecti\·e confidence \·alues. The two cla~sifiers are cornbined 

in a hierarchical strategy. The character mode! recugnizer is callt'cl only if a deci

sion cannot be made based on the results of the word madel recugnizer. Classifier 

decisions are combined only if a decision cannot be made ba.sed on the results of the 

character mode! recognizer. 

Powalka et al. [1:3li: prest~nt a hyl>rid recognition system for un-line haudwritten 

worcl recugni t ion wltt~re letter veriticat ion is introd nced to improve disambiguat ion 

among the resulting word alternati\·es. Letter alternati\·es located within the words 

are used by the letter verification as compounJ features. .-\ multiple interacti\·e 

segmentation process identifies parts of the input data which can potentially be 

letters. Each potential letter is recognized and after they are concateuated to fonn 

strings . .-\ lexicon is used to eliminate invaliJ worcls. The letter verification procluces 

a list of worcl alternatives that are constrained to be the same worcls prO\·ided by 

an holistic word recognizer. Scores of the word recognizer and letter \·erification are 

integra.ted into a. single score using a weighted arithrnetic average. An imprO\·ement 

of .)-12SZ is reporteù for the top ward hypothesis. Guille\·ic [.39] has presentee! a 

verification scheme a.t character leve! for handwritten worcls from a restricted lexicon 

of legal amount of bank checks. Only the first and the last characters of the words 

are \·erified using two k-N-::\ classifiers, one for uppercase character and other for 

lowercase characters. There is a limited number of possible cha.racter classes that 

may appear at the first and last positions of words for his specifie lexicon (9 for 

first and 9 for last position). For a given character, both the lowercase and the 
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upperca:se classifiers are called and the output results from the classifier with the 

lowest distance score. The results of the character recognition are integrated with a 

word recognition module to shift up and clown the word hypotheses. 

1.5 Summary 

ln this chapter we have presented the recognition strategies commonly used in hand

writing recognition <.l'l weil as the importance of using a language rnodel in the recog

nition process. \\"e ha\·e also reviewed a numlwr of works in handwriting recognition 

focusing on three main subjects: large vocabulary handwriting recognition, isola.ted 

handwritten character recognition. and verification in handwriting recognition. 

\\"e have seen that most of the methods and strategit~s propo:;ecl in large vocabulary 

handwriting recognition system attempt to circumvent the problem by reducing the 

size of the voca.lmlary prior to the recognition process. This reduction allows the 

utilization of conventional techniques currently used with small and medium vocab

ulary recognition ta.sks. However. the irnprovernents in recognition speed brings also 

reduction in recognition accura.cy. The :mme is valid for the methocls that attempt 

to rcduce the search effort by introducing heuristics into the search algorithms. 

Following the works in large vocabulary. we have presented sorne relevant works on 

recognition of isolated handv:ritten characters. A di\·ersity of classification methods 

and features can be used to tackle this problem with relatiw success. Howe\·er. 

most of them deal with either uppercase characters or lowercase characters. \'ery 

few works h<.l\"e considered unconstrained handwritten characters which is a more 

difficult problem. 

Finally, the la.st aspect that we have reviewed was the verification in handwriting 

recognition. Although this a.spect is relatively new, sorne works have employed 

verification modules to overcome problems of classifier and improve the performance 
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in terms of accuracy and reliability. 

ln the next chapter we will discuss more extensively the methous and techniques 

proposee! in this chapter to large vocabulary hanclwriting recognition and \·erification 

in handwriting recognition. Së:tsed on such a discussion the goals of our research will 

be established more precisely. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PROBLEl\I STATEJ\IENT 

~[ost of the research effort on handwriting recognition ha.s primarily been in im

proving recognition accuracy of systems where the restricteù size of the vocabulary 

and specifie application environments lun-e been the most common constraints. \\"e 

have seen in the previous chapter that current recognition systems are several tens 

of times too slow as well as much less accurate for large vocabulary ta.sks. [n or

der to be practically useful. handwriting recognition systems have to be efficient in 

their usage of computational resourœs and deliver reasonable recognition accuracy 

a.s well. 

One goal of this thesis is to demonstratc that it is possible to achievc high recog

nition speed on large vocabulary handwriting recognition without compromising 

the recognition accuracy offered by the ba.-;eline recognition system. ?\otwithstand

ing the airned improvement in recognition speed. another goal of this research is 

to demonstrate that it is possible to achieve better recognition accuracy without 

compromising the gains in recognition speed. 

[n this chapter we discuss the problems that have to be solved to builù up a large 

vocabulary handwriting recognition system. ln Section 2.1 we analyze the effects 

of an increasing vocabulary in both recognition accuracy and recognition speed. 

This section also presents a discussion about the computational complexity of the 

recognition process and an a.nalysis of the methocls and strategies that ha.\·e been 

proposed to deal with the problem of recognition speed in large vocabularies. ln 

Section 2.2 we discuss many possible issues to improve the recognition accuracy of 

handwriting recognition systems, but focusing on the concept of post-processing. 

The relevance of having handwriting recognition systems capable to deal with large 
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vocabularies is presented in Section 2.-l where many applications that require large 

vocabula.ries are presented. This chapter concludes with Section 2.5 that gives a 

more precise 0\·erview of our research hypotheses and the goals we intencl to achieve. 

2.1 Large Vocabulary Problems 

There are two main problems that have to be soked to build up a large vocabulary 

handwriting recognition system: the first one is related to the recognition speed 

while the second is related to the recognition accuracy. Howe\·er. these two ~pects 

of performance arc in rnutual conflict. It is relatively easy to improve recognition 

speed while trading away some accuracy and \·ice versa. 

Recognition speed is not a serious is.sue in the case of small and medium vocabu

lary tasks of a few tens or hundreds of worcb. They are dominated by coBcerns of 

achieving high accuracy. But as the size of the mcabulary increases. the recogni

tion speed does become an issue. Figures 9 and lü dearly illustrate the effects of 

an increa.-;ing vocabulary size on bath recognition accuracy and recognition speed 

respecti\·ely for a baseline recognition system that \vil! be presented in Chapter 3. 

\\'hile the recognition rate is as high as 90'X: for vocabularies of hundrcds of \Vorcls, 

it drops to less thau 8017c for vucalmlaries of ten thousands of words. The negative 

effects are abo obsen·ed on the recognition speed. \\llile the recognition time is on 

the orcier of tens of seconds for small \·ocabularies. it increases to few minutes for 

very large vocabularies. 

The problems related to the accuracy are common to srnall and medium vocabular

ies. However the task of recognizing words from a small vocabulary is much easier 

tha.n from a. large lexicon (where more words are likely to be similar to each other). 

\Vith an increasing number of word candidates, the ambiguity increases due to the 

presence of more simila.r words in the vocabulary and that causes more confusion 

to the classifiers. A common beha.viour of the actual systems is that the accuracy 
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Figure 10 Increa.sing of the recognition time with an increasing nurnber of words 
in the lexicon [87] 
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decreases as the number of words in the lexicon grows (Figure 9). However. there 

is not a clear relation between these two factors. It depends on the particular char

acteristics of the systems a.s well as on the nature of the words in the \·ocabulary. 

Figure ll shows an example of words ta.ken from a real lexicon of French city names 

where sorne of them differ only by one or two characters. 

ABLIS 
ABLON 
ABOEN 
ABOS 

ABREST ) 
ABRIES \ A::t~l ' 
-~ 
~ 

AIGLUN 
AIGNAN 
AIGNA'f 
AIGNE 

AIGNES 
AIGNEVILLE 

AIGNY 
AIGONNA'f 

AIGRE 

Figure ll Example of similar worcls present in a lexicon of French city names 

~lost of the problems with computational complexity and recognition time in hand-

writing recognition arise from the fact that most of the current recognition systems 

rely on very time--consuruing search algorithrns such as standard Jynamic program

ming, Viterbi, or forward algorithms. However, the speed aspect has not been 

consiclered by many researchers in handwriting recognition. mainly because they 

have not been dealing with large vocabulary problerns. This aspect is overlooked in 

small and medium vocabularies beca.use typica.l recognition times are in the orcier 

of rnilliseconds [ 85]. 

2.1.1 The Complexity of Handwriting Recognition 

One of the most important aspect in large vocabulary ha.ndwriting recognition is 

the computational complexity of the recognition process. This aspect is usually 
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overlooked in applications that deal with smaller \·ocabularies. It is worthwhile to 

identify the elements responsible for the computationa.l complexity of a handwriting 

recognition system. Indeed. the complexity of the recognition is strongly depen

dent on the representation used for each of the elements (e.g. reference pattern. 

input pattern. language model. etc) as weil as on the a.lgorithm used to decoding. 

Recalling that the basic problem in handwriting recognition is given an input pat

tern represented by a sequence of obsen·ations (or prinüti\·es) 0 and a recognition 

\·ocabulary represented by R.. tine! the ward tc E R tha.t best matches the input pat

tern. In describing the computational complexity of the recognition process, we are 

interested in the number of ba~ic mathematical operations. denotee! a~ 0. su ch <1~ 

additions. multiplications, and divisions it n.•quires. The computational complexity 

for a generic recognition process. Jenuted a .. -; C. cau be approximated by: 

C = CJ('TVl.M) (2.l) 

where 1' is the dimension of the observation sequence. V b the size of vocabulary, L 

is the <Werage size (length) of the words in the vocabulary. and Mis the dimension 

of the sub-word modeb 1. This is a rough approximation considering that each 

wordjcharacter ha~ only one model. This may be true if we consider only one 

type of handwriting style. e.g. handprinted worcis. However, if hand\'vTiting is 

unconstrainecL more tha.n one reference pattern per cha.ra.cter is usually necessary 

because a single one is not enough to account for the high variability and a.mbiguity 

of the human handwriting. A.ssuming that each ward is either entirely ha.ndprinted 

or cursi\·e (Figure 12a) and that ea.ch character class has a cursive and a handprintecl 

reference pattern. the computational complexity increases linearly a.s: 

1 \\"e <!.')SUffie that word.s are modelcd by sub-word modeb since this i.s the ca.:;e for most of the 
large vocabulary handwriting recognition systems. 
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C = CJ(1HT':YLM) (2.2) 

where H denotes the nuruber of modeb per character cb:l.';s. However. if we <!.';:;ume 

that words can be made up by the combination of both writing styles. that is. 

a mixture of ha.ndprinted and cursive characters (Figure 12b). the computational 

compll'xity blows up exponentially as: 

®-~E~Œ:~ 

~~:D 
(a) 

{·) 3l 
\ -· 1 

Figure 12 Possible representations of a word: (a) assuming only one writing style: 
entirely handprinted or cursive: (b) assuming all possible combinations 
of handprinted and cursive characters: mixed 

To get a feeling for how impractical the computation of Equations 2.2 and 2.:3 actu

ally is, consider typical values of !l-1 = 2 modeb per character cla.-;s. iL = 10 characters 

per worcl, M = 10 primitives or states, V = 80,000 words, and 'Ir = -lO observations. 

\Vith these values we get C :::::::: 0(6.4 108)-CJ(:3.2ï 10 10 ). This computation to rec-
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ognize a single word is already excessive for most modern macllines2 . In spire of the 

size of the vocabulary is only one of the severa! factors that contribute to the high 

computationa.l complexity of the recognition process. it is the most important factor 

<.J.ffecting the development of more general applications. Therefore. management of 

the complexities in large vocabulary handwriting recognition systems. especially in 

real-time applications. poses a serious challenge to the researclwrs. 

2.1.2 Discussion on the Current l\Iethods and Strategies for Large Vo-

cabulary Handwriting Recognition 

The methods presented in Chapter 1 attempt to prune tite lexicon prior to the 

recognition to reduce the number of words to be decocbl during the recognition 

process. The knowledge auout tite application environment is a very ctficient ap

proach to reduce the lexicon. since it does not incur any error. because the reduced 

lexicon contain:; only the words that the system ha.-; to recognize effecti\·ely. How

ever. the other rnethods rely on heuristics and the lexicon is reduced at the expense 

of accuracy. 

The approaches b<l.::ied on tite estimation of the word length are very simple and 

they can also be efficient. However. as they depend on the nature of the lexicon. 

their use may be precedee! by an ana.lysis of the distribution of the length of the 

words. The same remark is valid for the methocb based on the analysis of the ward 

shape. The main drawback of these rnethods is thar they depend on the writing 

style and they seem to be more adequate for cursi\·e handwriting. Another remark 

is that sorne approaches invoh·e the extraction of different features from those usecl 

to recognition from the word image. :\[orem·er. the robu::;tness of sorne methods had 

not been clemonstrated in large databases and large lexicons and their influence on 

the recognition process as a whole have not been clearly stated. 

2 Current persona! computers can pcrform between 1,000 and 3.000 million fioating-point oper
ations per second (~!FLOPS). 
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ln spite of the fact that larger lexicons may cause more confusion in the recognition 

process due to the presence of more similar words. reducing the lexicon by these 

proposed approaches irnplies a reduction in coverage. :so the recognition accuracy 

a.lso drops. It is ea.-;y to reduce the sea.rch spa.ce and improve the recognition speed 

by trading away sorne accuracy. lt is much harder to imprm·e recognition speed 

without losing sume accuracy. The sa.me conflict is obscrved in speech recognition 

s_vstems IGL 7-l. 1-13. 1-15. 1 ï31. 
• J 

The results presented in Tables II. Ill. aml IV in Chapkr 1 are not clirectly compa

rable but they only show the etfectiveness of some of the proposecl methods under 

\·ery particular experimental conditions. There is a lack of information concerning 

the effects of the pnming methuds on the recognition system. Aspects such as prop-

agation of errors. selecti\·eness of writing styles. time spent to reduce the lexicon. 

etc. are usually overluokecL \\lwt is the computational cost of including lexicon 

reduction in the recognition process? How reliablt• are the lexicon reduction mech

anisms. and what happens when they fail tu reduce the nurnber uf lexicon entries? 

:\[ost of the proposed approaches that we have presented in Chapter 1 overlookecl 

these aspects. 

On the other hand, the organization of the vocabulary seems to be a very effective 

approach specially for large vocabularies. For small to medium size vocabularies, it is 

qui te reasonable to use linear lexicons [:2:3. 3.5.15-l;. However, for la.rger vocabularies, 

the search space blows up linearly as a function of the number of entries. and that 

requires a formidable effort to search the entire \·ocabulary during the recognition. 

The organization of the lexicon as a tree structure may minimize such a problem. 

However its effecti\·eness depends on the nature of the lexicon and an analysis of 

the nuruber of comrnon prefixes within words in the lexicon should be considered. 

Other methocls still have to prove their effectiveness in maintaining or not the same 

coverage of the whole vocabula.ry. 
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Concerning the search strategie::;. the \ïterbi algorithrn and OP methods are the 

search strategie::; used more often in small and medium vocabulary application::; . 

. -\lthough. ca.lculating the probability in this manner is cornputationally expensi\·e. 

particularly with large models or long observation sequences. For large \·ocabulary 

hitndwriting recognition. a complete OP search is clearly impractical. The other 

search techniques ( .-\ *. bearn se arch. and multi-p<1SS) have been used widely in speech 

recognition but not in haudwriting recoguitiou. Because they are faster. geuerally 

they are less accurate. pm\"iding sub-uptimal solutions. .\lo:-;t of the research in 

handwriting recognition is focused on small and medium vocabulary problems that 

do not justify the use of less accurate search techniques. The \ïterbi beam search has 

been the preferred choice of the researchers dealing with large \·ocabularies. The 

stack decoder sutfers from problems of speed. size, accuracy and robustness. For 

examplc. a bad choiœ of hemistic can lead to an explosion uf the etfective search 

space and the possibility of repcated computation [l-13]. In fact. there is a lack of 

studies that compare the advantages and disadvantages of different sea.rch rnethods 

applied to handwriting rt•cognition bath in terms of accuracy and speed. 

2.2 Problems of Recognition Accuracy 

The main issue in improving the accuracy of a working handwritiug recognition 

system is to preserve the computa.tional complexity of the recognition process. Un

fortunately. the complexity of the recognition process ha.s been steadily increa.sing 

along with the recognition acc11ra.cy. more often tha.n not at the expense of recog

nition speed. How useful might be a recognition system that needs lO minutes to 

recognize a. single word with recognition accuracy <cts high as 90% ? 

For small \·oca.bularies. the nature of the problem also allows the use of ad hoc 

techniques, such as H.\E\I models for whole words instead of characters. As the 

voca.bulary size increases. words tend to have more comrnon spellings and to achieve 
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rea.~onable accuracy it is necessary to have more discriminant cla~sifiers because 

the confusions are also increased. lisually. improvements in accuracy are associated 

with improvements in the feature set. better modeling of reference patterns. or by 

the combinat ion of different feature vectors and/ or cla.ssifiers. It has been shawn 

tha.t when a large amount of training data is <Wailable. the performance of a ward 

recoguizer generally cau be improved by creatiug more th<m one mode! for each of 

the recognition units [28. 1-10; because it prm·ides more accurate representation of 

the \·ariants of haudwritiug. Huwever. this cau be one of the many possible ways 

to improve the accuracy uf large \·ocabula.ry recognition systems. Furthermore. 

the use of coutextual-depeudent moclels may be auother fea.sible solution. On the 

other hancl. while multiple modeb may improve the accura.cy. they als'J iucrease 

the cumputational complexity. Recently. methods ba~ed ou combination of multiple 

cla~si~iers ha\·e become very popular. The daim is that a single cla.-;sification strategy 

is not able to account for the high variability of handwriting. The combination of 

different cla~sifiers with different fea.ture sets usually is n~ry helpful to improve the 

accuracy in haudwriting recognition systems. 

These are some examples of the problems that have tu be circum\Ulted to improve 

the recognition accuracy. One of the main constraints is always the amouut of 

data a.milable for training. So we Illé.l.Y conclude that to improve the recognition 

accuracy of a large \·ocabulary handwriting recognition system while preserving the 

recognition speed is an even harder challenge. 

2.2.1 Error Analysis 

Improvements in the recognition accuracy of a working system shall be preceded by 

an error a.na.lysis that first identifies the \Veaknesses to further carry out irnprove

ments tha.t correct sorne of these errors. Recently, t\vo distinct studies have been 

conàucted to identify the sources of errors and confusions in the baseline SRTP 
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recognition system [38. 5-t]. which is described in Chapter 3. 

Farouz [:38] ha.s found that many confusions arise from the features extracted from 

the loose-segmented characters. These features that are not able to give a good 

description of characters when oversegrnentation is present. specially for cursi\·e 

words. The reason for that is that the feature set used to characterize cursive words 

is basee! on topological information such as [oops and crossings which are difficult to 

be Jetected on character fragments. According to him. these features only provide 

a good representation of words correctly segmented. 

A summary of the main causes of recognition errors is given as folluws. 

• Presence of upper and [ower guidelines un the word image: 

• Undcrlined words: 

• Problems with the pre-processing: 

• Ambiguity due to the discriminant power of the features: fragments or pseudo

characters may be a source of confusion with whole characters: 

• Errors of undersegmentation: the undersegmenta.tion is not correctly modeled 

in the character rnotleb. [t is partially motleled by the probaoility of charac

ter omission. Howe\·er. the features resulting from a grouping of chamcters is 

supposed to be generated by undersegmented characters. :\loreover, the fea

tures extracted from a group of connected cha.racters creates a high ambiguity 

because it may be confused with other whole characters: 

• Irregular behaviour of the oversegmentation: it arises from the irregular split

ting of some characters that generate segments non useful to the recognition. 

This is the case of loops that are not completely closed by discontinuity on 

the tracing. 

A similar error analysis conducted by Grandidier [5-t] but using a slightly different 

feature set that incorporates concavities features, ha.s clra.wn similar conclusions 
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about the sources of errors and confusions. So. tackling one or more of the problems 

mentioned above might improve the recognition accuracy. 

2.3 Otlter Related Problems 

Recognition accuracy and recognition speed might be the main goals while develop

ing a large vocabulary handwriting recognition system. howcver some other impor

tant issues exist: 

• ~ [emory C sage: 

• Reliability: 

• Out -of- \"ocaoulary \\"ords. 

~[emory usage is actually not so important issue l>ecause most of the recognition 

strategies require only tens of mcgabytes of main memory which is found on most of 

the current persona! computers. Furthermore. it is alwa.ys possible to maintain on 

disk uot frequent used information and use some caching strategy to avoid delays 

due to disk access. 

Reliability is a very important issues. ami it is related to the capability of the 

system to not accept false ward hypothesis and to not reject true word hypothesis. 

The question is not only to find a word hypothesis, but the most important is to 

fine! out how trustworthy is the hypothesis pro\'ided by the handwriting recognition 

system. However. this problem may be regardee! a.:; difficult as the recognition itself 

is. For such an aim. rejection mechanisms are usually used to reject word hypotheses 

according to an established threshold. The a.spect reliability is discussed later in 

Section -!.-L 

Alternatively, it may also be interesting to incorporate to the recognition system 

some sort of rnechanism to deal with words that do not take part of the recognition 
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vocabulary, either by identifying them as such or attempting to reject them or 

attempting to recognize them. Howe\·er, in this thesis we are consiJering a large 

vocabulary where ali possible words are present. So. out-of-vocabulary words are 

out of the scope of this thesis and no further attention will be given to such a tapie. 

2.4 Large Vocabulary Handwriting Recognition Applications 

:\ccording to Plamondon and Srihari [135]. the ultimate handwriting computer will 

hm·e to process electronic handwriting in an unconstrained em·ironmem. deal with 

many handwriting styles and languages. work with arbitrary user -defined alphabets. 

and understand any handwritten message provided by any writer. So. it is unques

tionable the importance of large \·ocabulary hanclwriting recognition technique::; to 

reach some of these goals. The capability of dealing with large vocabularies. how

ever. opens up many more applications. 

:-.Iost of the actual research in ha.ndwriting recognition focuses on specifie applica

tions where the recognition vocabulary is relatively small. Clearly. the size of the 

vocabulary depends on the application environment. The larger the vocabulary is, 

the more flexible the application that utilizes it can be. ~lore generic applications 

need to quickly access large vocabularies of se\·eral thousand words. For a general 

tcxt transcription system. a lexicon of 60,000 words would cm·er 98o/c of occur

rences [ 15-l]. Future applications [ïï, 120] have to be flexible enough to deal with 

dynamic lexicons and also words outside of the vocabulary. Typical applications 

that require large vocabularies are: 

• Postal applications: recognition of postal addresses on em·elopes (city names, 

street names. etc.) [-3.33.35,91]: 

• Reading of ha.nd\\Titten notes [ 120, 15-t]; 

• Fax transcription [3ï]; 
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• Generic text transcription: recognition of totally unconstrainecl handwritten 

r"':"'"" l'JO]· l' j. - J' 

• Information retrientl: retrientl of hanclwritten field from document images: 

• Reading of handwritten fields in forrns: cens us forrns [ 11-l!. t<.L'( forrns [ 160]. 

visa forms and other business forms: 

• Pen-pad deviees: recognition of worcb written on pen-pad deviees [67.1 71]. 

In postal applications. the potential vocabulary is largP. containiug ail street, city. 

county and country names. One of the main reasons for using worcl recognition 

in address reading is to disarnbiguate confusions in reading the ZIP code [ 15-1]. [f 

the ZIP code is reliably read. the city will be known. but if one or more digits are 

uncertain. the vocabulary will reflcct this uncertainty and expand to inclucle other 

city names with ZIP codes that match the digits that were relia.bly reac!. However. 

as pointed out by Ci lioux [51]. when the recognition of the ZIP code fails. the 

recognition ta .. ..,k is t urned into a large vocabulary problern where more than 100.000 

words neecl to be hanclled. Other applications that require large vocabularies are 

reading hand writ ten phrases on cens us for ms ) 1-l j. reading nam es and ad dresses 

on t<.L'( forms [ 160]. reading fields of insurance and healthcare forms and daims, 

and reading information from subscription· forms and response cards. Figures 13 

to 1 ï illustrate some the possible applications of the large vocabulary handwriting 

recognition mentioned through this section. 

2.5 A l'vlore Pœcise Overview of This Thesis 

Considerable progress has been made in handwriting recognition technology over 

the last few years. :\lthough many issues still need to be solved, especially those 

concerning large vocabulary applications since the capability of dea.ling \Vith large 

vocabula.ries opens up many more applications. In this thesis, we acldress the prob

lems related to large vocabulary ha.ndwriting recognition by first improving the 
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d · text taken from the LOB Figure 1:3 An example of a page of han wntten 
databa.se [15:3] 
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Figure L-l .-\n exarnple of a postal envelope taken from the testing set of the 
SRTP database 

recognition speed and next the recognition accuracy and rcliability of a ba.seline 

recognition system. The researdt hypotheses that will be im·estigated through this 

thesis can be summarized a.s: 

• P:ew search strategies incorporated to the baseline recognition system will be 

able to speedup the recognition process while preserving its original recognitior, 

accuracy: 

• Post-processing of the .V -best \\:ord hypothesis lists pro\·ided by the baseline 

recognition system will be able to recover some accuracy: 

• The combination of a recognition and verification stra.tegy will be able to 

improve the reliability of the recognition of handwritten words. 

For the first research hypothesis. the idea is to take into account the particula.rities of 

the architecture of the H.\1.\Is. feature extraction, segmentation and lexicon-driven 

recognition to elirninate the repea.ted computation steps and develop fast search 

strategies. Our efforts to achieve such a goal are presented in Section --!.1 and the 
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Figure lo .-\n example of a f<L"( page with handwritten text, imprints and printed 
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Figure 1 ï Two examples of business documents where the fields <1re filled in with 
handwritten text 
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experimental results are presented in Section 5.3. 

For the second research hypothesis the idea is to de\·elop a post-processing strategy 

that attempts to o\·ercorne the weaknesses of the ba.seline recognition system. that 

is. in the discrimination of very similar ward hypotheses that usua.lly are pre::;ent in 

the X -be::;t word hypothesis li::;t prm·ided at the output of the baseline recognition 

system. Oar efforts to achieve such a goal are presented in Section -1.2 and the 

experimental results an' presentee! in Section 5.·1. 

For the third re::;earch hypothesis the iclea is to use the composite scores prm·ided by 

the recognition -verificatiml ::;che me to build up a more reliable rejection mechanism. 

Our efforts to achieve such a goal are presented in Section -l.-1 and the experimental 

results are presented in Section 5 .. ). 

In the context of research hypotheses. the challeugc i::; to improve at the same time 

two aspects that are in mutual conflict: the recognition :ipeed and the recognition 

accuracy. 

Before going through the research hypotheses. it is very instructi\·e to have an 

overview of the baseline SRTP recognition system, which will serve a.s our test 

and developing framework. In Chapter 3 we present the main mmponents of the 

baseline recognition system as weil <LS a figure of its performance on ::;mal!. medium 

and large vocabularies. 
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CHAPTER 3 

BASELINE RECOGNITION SYSTE~I 

The purpose of this cha.pter is to establish a comprehensive description of a baseline 

recognition system that has been usee! a.::; the development environment throughout 

this work. \\'e re\·iew the details of the baseline SRTP recognition system needed 

to tutderstand the performance characteristics. The current baseline recognition 

system is an evolution of the approach uriginally pruposed by Gilloux [·l!J) and that 

has been improved in the last years by different rest~archers [3-L 35. 38. ,),). 8G. 90]. 

First we present the main characteristics of the recognition system and an overview 

of its main components followed by a description of the pre-prucessing, segmentation 

and feature PXtraction steps. Xext. the modeling of characters and words and the 

training of the character mudels are presented. \\'e give particular attention tu the 

recognition process that is followed by a computational complexity ana.lysis. The 

performance of this baseline system in tenns of recognition accuracy ami recognition 

speed for sew~ral clynamically gt'nerated lexicons is assessed in Section 3.8. \\'e tînally 

conclude with some final remarks in Section 3.9. 

3.1 System Ovcrview 

The SRTP recognition system is a handwritten word recognition system designecl 

to deal with unconstrained handwriting (handprinted, cursive and mixed styles), 

multiple writers (writer-independent), and dynamic vocabularies of moderate size 

(~ 1.000 words). 

For these rea.sons ·it uses a. segmentation -recognition a.pproa.ch, where ha.ndwritten 

words are loosely segmentee! ( oversegrnented) into sub-worcl units ( characters or 

pseuclo-characters). This sub-word units are mode led in a proba.bilistic framework 
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by elementary l-L\L\ls. The \larko\·ian modeling employeù in the baseline system 

a . .ssumes that a word image is representee! by a sequence of observations. These ob

sen<,Ltions should be statistically independent once the underlying hidden state se

quence is known. Therefore. before segmentation. the input images are preprocessed 

to get rid of information that is not meaningful to recognition and that may lead 

to dependence between observations. Following the segmentation. two sequences of 

high leve! features are extractt~d from the segments to forru an observation sequence. 

During training. since only the word labeb are a\·ailable. won! models are built up 

uf the concatenation of the appropriate charactt•r mudeb and tht~ training algorithm 

decides itself what the optimal segmentation might be. Recognition is carried out 

by a lt!Xicon-driven dt!coding algurithm where t:'ach word in the lexicon is modeled 

by an H\(\[ created by concatenating character H.\l\ls. The decoding algorithm 

tincb the .\" -best wor<l hypotheses which ha \'l' the highest a postrrwn probability 

given the observation sequence. :-\.n o\·erview of tht? main components of the ba..:;eline 

recognition system is presented in Figure 18. In the following sections we describe 

the main components of the baseline system. 

3.2 Pre-Proccssing 

The pre-processmg atternpts to eliminate sorne mriability relateù to the writing 

process and that are not very significant under the point of view of the recognition. 

such a.-; the va.riauility due to the writing environrnent, writing style. acquisition 

and digitizing of image. Besicles tha.t. the pre--processing steps are also welcome to 

respect the a.s:sumption of the \larkovian modeling: the observations in the sequence 

should be statistically iudependent. once the underlying hidden state is known. 

The pre-processing module includes the following steps: 

• Ba . .seline slant normalization; 

• LO\verca.se character area. normalization (for cursive words); 
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Figure 18 An overview of the main modules of the baseline SRTP recognition 
system 
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• Character skew correction: 

• Smoothing. 

The first two steps attempt to ensure a robust extraction of th~ first feature set. 

ma.inly a~cenders and descenders. while the third step is required since the second 

feature set shows a significant sensitivity to character slant. Figure 1!) shows two 

exarnples of the pre-processing steps applied to cursive handwritten wurds. ~[ore 

details about the preprocessing can be found in [:3-t.:3.S ]. 

Figure 19 An example of the pre-processing steps applied to cursive words: (a) 
original word images. (b) ba.seline slant normaliza.tion, (c) character 
ske\v correction. (d) lowerca.se character area normalization. (e) final 
images after smoothing 

3.3 Segmentation of \Vords into Characters 

Segmentation of worcls into basic units is necessary when dealing with dyna.mic 

vocabularies of moclera.te size. The segmentation methocl performs an explicit seg-
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mentation of the words that deliberately proposes a high number of segmentation 

points. otfering in this way severa! segmentation options, the best ones to be vali

dated during recognition. The segmentation algorithm is based on the analyses of 

the upper and lower contours. loops. and contour minima. Then. each minimum 

satbfying some empirica! rules gi\·es rise to a segmentation point. :\Iainly. the al-

gorithrn looks in the neighborhood of this minimum for the upper contour point 

that permits a vertical transition from the upper contour to the lower one without 

crossing any loop. wltile minimizing the vertical transition histogram of the word 

imag;P. If the crossing of a loup is una\·oidable. no st>gmentation point is produced. 

This strategy may produce correctly segmented. undersegmented. or oversegrnented 

characters. Figure :W illustrates the behaviour of the segmentation algorithm . 

• • • • • • • • • . •• • • • • • • • • 

Q ,;..·. fA ' '~ .< -·p Â.//0 ;?l 
.. : . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . 

Figme :2U Two examples of the loose segmPntation of handwritten words into 
characters or psew !o-characters 

3.4 Feature Extraction 

The aim of the feature extraction phase is to extract, in an ordereù way. a set of 

relevant features that reduce redundancy in the worù image whi!e presen·ing the 

discrirninative information for recognition. The main philosophy in this step is that. 

un!ike isolated character recognition, lexicon-driven ward recognition approaches do 

not require features to be very c!iscriminative at the cha.racter or pseudo character 

leve! because other information. such as context, ward length. etc., are availab!e and 

permit high discrimination of words. Thus. the base!ine system considers features 

at the gra.pheme le\·el with the aim of c!ustering letters into classes. .-\ grapheme 

may consist of a full character, a fragment of a cha.racter or more than a character. 
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The sequence of segments obtained by the segmentation process is transformerl into 

a sequence of symbob by considering two sets of features where the first feature 

set is ba.sed on global features. namely loups. ascenders. and descenders. Ascenders 

( descenders) are encoded in two \va ys according to their relative size compared 

to the height of the upper (lower) writing zone. Loups are encocled in various 

ways according to their membership in each of the three writing zones and their 

relative size comparecl to the sizes of these zones. The horizontal orcier of the 

median loop and the ascender lor descender) within a segment are also taken into 

account to ensure a better discrimination between letters. Each combination of 

these fea.tures within a. segment is encoded by a distinct symbol. leading in this wa.y 

to an alphabet of 27 symbols ~:3-t]. The second fe at ure set is ba .. "ied on the analysis 

of the bidimen:::;ional contour transition histogram of each segment in the horizontal 

and \·ertical directions. :\fter a filteriug ph<L"it' consisting of averaging each column 

(row) histogra.m value over a five pixels-wide window centered in this colurnn (row) 

and rounding the result, the histogram values may be equal to 2, -1. or 6. ln each 

histogram it is focuscd ouly on the median part. representing the stable area of the 

segment, and it is determined the dominant transition number for which the uurnber 

of columns (rows) with a histogram value equal to the domiua.nt transition number 

is nt<LXimum. Each different pair of dominant trausition numbers is then encoded by 

a different symbol or dass. After having created some further subclasses by a finer 

analysis of the segments, this coding leads to a set of 1-l symbols [3-l]. The baseline 

system also uses fi\·e segmentation features that try to reftect the way segments are 

linked together. For connected segments. two configurations are clistinguished: lf 

the space \\·iclth is less than a thin1 of the average segment width. it is consiclered 

that there is no space. Otherwise, the space is valiclated and encoclecl in two ways, 

depending on whether the space width is sma.ller than average segment width. lf the 

two segments are connected, the considered feature is the segmentation point \·ertical 

position which is encoded in two ways clepending on whether the segmentation point 
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is close to or far from the writing baseline. Fina.lly. given a.n input word image. the 

output of the feature extraction process is a. pair of symbolic descriptions of equal 

length. each consisting of an alternating sequence of segment shape syrnbols and 

a.ssociated segmentation point symbols. Figure 21 shows two exarnples of sequences 

of observations generatecl from handwritten words . 

• • • • • • • • • . •• • • • • • • • • e. ,1\ .. fA , .. '• p .. ·,~-"tf· 
/0 ·,.• .· ).../ srt 

·-;: 
0 0 r - - F r - 0 r - - - 0 p 0 - F - 0 r 0 

(a) (il 

B h - f 0 - B F 0 - B - 0 0 
(b) (b) 

• . . • • . .. • • . . • . . • • • • . • • D • • • D • • • D u D a a D • • D a D D u • 
(Cl \Cl 

Figure 21 :\nt•xample of observation sequences extracted from two hanclwritten 
words: (a) sequence of global features: (b) sequence of bidimensional 
transition histogram features: (c) sequence of segmentation features 

3.5 Character and \Vord l\loclels 

Severa! H~nl architectures can be considered for hanclwritten word recognition. 

This stems from the fact that handwriting is certainly not a .\larkovian process a.ncl, 

even if it were so. the correct H.\D.[ architecture is actually not known. The usual 

solution to overcome this problern is to tirst make structural assumptions and then 

use pa.rameter estimation to improve the probability of generating the training data 

by the models. 

The elementary H.\1.\Is ca.n be completely characterized by the state-transition prob

ability distribution mat rix A = { a,1 }, the observation symbol probability distribu

tion B = { b1 }, and the initial state distribution IT = { ;r,} a.s: 
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,\={A. B. IT} = {a,1 • br ï.,: i.j = 1. .... .V} (3.1) 

where S is the total number of states. 

Howe\·er. the baseline system uses cliscrete H.\I.\Ls where observations are produced 

by transitions rather than by states. Furthermore. transitions with no output are 

also incorporated into the mode!. In this case. the classic definition of an H.\1.\I is 

modified and now the compact notation is ,\ = {A . ..t'.:ï,}. where .-l = {a~~k} is the 

probability distribution a.ssnciated with transitions from states s, to state .::;1 and at 

the same ti me producing observation symbol L"J.: and A' = {a;~·} is the probability 

distribution associated with nul! transitions from states s, to state s1 ami at the same 

time producing mtll observation symbol. .\lore details about this peculiar definition 

of H.\1.\[:; can be found in Appendix 3. 

ln the ba.-;eline recognition system. the a.ssumptions to be made are related to the 

behavior of the segmentation process. As the segmentation process may produce 

either a correct segmentation of a letter. a letter omission. or an oversegmentation 

of a letter into two or three segments. a 10-state left-right H.\I.\I having three paths 

to take into account these configurations (Figure 22) is adopted. In this model, ob

servations are emitted along transitions. Transition t1_ 10 • emitting the nul! syrnbol, 

modeb the letter omission ca.se. ~ull transition t1_ 2 models the case of correctly 

segmented character while transition t2 _ 9 and t9_ 10 emit symbols encoding the cor

rectly segmented letter shape and the nature of the segmentation point associatecl 

with this shape respectively . .\'ull transition t 1_3 rnodels the case of oversegmenta

tion "into two or three segments. Transitions t 3 _4 . t5_ 6 , and ts-9 are associated with 

the shapes of the first. second, and thire! parts of an oversegmented letter. while 

t4_ 5 , t 7 _ 8 and t9 _ 10 mode! the nature of the segmentation points that gave rise to 

this oversegmentation. 
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<t> 

Figure 22 The left-right character H:\L\[ with lü states and 12 transitions where 
five of them are nul! (dotted !ines) [:35] 

In addition. there is a special mode! for inter--ward space. in tlw case where the 

input image contains more than one word. This mode! simply consists of two states 

linked by two transitions. modeling a space or no space bctween a pair of words 

(Figure 23). 

Figure 23 The inter-ward space mode! \\'ith 2 states and 2 transitions where one 
is nul! (dottecl line) [35] 

In summary, the baseline system hru; ïO H:\L\ls that represent 26 uppercase char

acters (A-Z), 26 lowercase characters (a-z), lO digits (0-9), and other 8 special 

symbols [3-l. 35]. 

3.6 Training of Character l\[odels 

The goal of the training pha.se is to estimate the best pararneter values of the charac

ter models. say .-1 and A' in ,\, given a set of training examples and their a.ssociated 

\vord labels. Since the exact orthographie transcription of ea.ch training ward image 
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is ava.ilable, the word madel. denoted as ~. is made up of the concatenation of the 

appropriate character models ,\ = ,\L e '\! e ... :: ÀL. where L is the number of 

character that form a ward. In such a. scheme. the final state of an H~I~I becomes 

the initial sta.te of the next one. and so on. 

The baseline system uses a variant of the Bau rn-Welch algorithrn [:3.5. 36] for which 

the segments produced by the segmentation algorithm need not be ma.nually la.beled. 

Since a sutficient training Jataba.se is m<.ülable. the Baum-\\'dch training procedure 

allows the recognizer to capture contextual dfect:i and permits the segmentation of 

the feature sequence into characters and the reestimation of the a.ssociated transi

tion::; so a::; to optimize the likelihood of the training clatabase. Thus, the recog

nizer decides for it::;elf what the optimal segmentation might be, rather than being 

heavily const rainee! IJy a priori knowledge based on hu man intervention. From an 

implementation point of view. gi\·en a worcl composed of L characters a new index 

corresponding to the currently processecl character is added to the probabilities in

volved in the Baum-\\'elch algurithm. Theil. the results of the final forward (initial 

backward) probabilities a.t the la.:;t (initial) state of the elementary H~I:\I associated 

with a. character are moved forwarcl (backward) tu become the initial forward (final 

backward) probabilities at the initial (last) state of the elementary H~L\I associated 

with the following (previous) chara.cter. In addition to the training clataseL a vali

dation set is used to test the reestimated mode! after each training iteration. The 

training stops when the likelihood of the training set becomes sufficiently small. In 

A.ppendix 3 the training procedure is described briefly. 

3. i Recognition of Unconstrained Handwritten \Vords 

The recognition process consists of cletermining the ward maximizing the a posteriori 

probability that a wnrd u.· (modeled by ,\) has generated an unknown observation 

sequence 0, that is: 
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ù: 3 P( Li· jO) =max P( tL'iO) 
~t·ER. 

(3.2) 

where n is the recognition vocabulary. Csing Bayes· Rule and assuming that P(O) 

does not depend on u·. and equal a priori. probabilities of worcls P(u·). the :\I:\P 

clecoding rule can be appruxima.te by: 

û: = arg max P( Oj lL') 
IL'':: R_ 

(:3.3) 

The estimation of P( Oi IL') requires a probabilbtic mode! that accounts fur the shape 

variations 0 of a handwritten word u·. Such a mode! consists of a global :\farkov 

mode! created by concatenating character H:\f:\fs at state leve!. The architecture 

of this mode! rernains the same as in training. Howcver. as the writing style is 

unknown during the recognition. a character mode! hcre actually consists of two 

models in parallP!, associated with the uppercase and lowercase representations of 

a character as shown in Figure 2-L As a result. two consecutive character models 

are now linked by four transitions associated with the \·arious ways two consecutive 

characters may be written: upperca .. .;;e-uppercase (CU), uppercase-lowercase (CL). 

lowerca.se-uppercase (LU). and lowercase-lowerca.se ( L L). The probabilities of the.;;e 

transitions. as weil a.s those of starting a word with an uppercase (OU) or lowerc<~e 

(OL) letter. are estimated by their occurrence frequency in the training database. 

Recognition is carried out using a variant of the Viterbi a.lgorithm <~ described next. 

3. 7.1 The Viterbi Algorithm 

The baseline recognition system [3.), 36]uses a variant of the Vi ter bi algorithm that 

accounts for the specifies of the H:\I:\fs, that is, the concatenation of character 

H~f~fs, observations generateù along transitions. the presence of nul! transitions, 
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Figure :2-l The global recognition mode! formed by the concatenation of upper
case and lowercase character rnodels where ··B .. and ··E·· denote the 
beginning and the end of a word respf?Cti\·ely 

left--right transitions. and well-detinecl initial (s:) and final state::; (sw). The cum-

piete decoding procedure to decode a ::;ingle word and cunsidering log-probabilities 

(likelihoocb) is descrihed as follows. 

l} lnitiali::atiun: For j = l, :2 ....• .\" 

61(l.l) = l.O 

•'t(l.l) = 0 

- . ) 1 . ( l . ) ' l•!>] Ot(l.J = m<LX. Lot, .l -:-a,J 
l:Sz<.\ 

•'t(l.j) = argmax [Jt(l,i) +a::n 
!:Si<.\' 

where 61(1, i) is the probability of the best path that accounts for the t first ob

servations and ends at state s, at time t and ..-.·1(l. i) keeps track of the argument 

that m<.Lximizes Equation :3.-l. The indexes l, t, and i (or j) denote the character, 

observation and state index respectively . 

.:\ote that the the initia.lization in Equation 3.-l is valid only for the first chara.cter 

within a word (l=l). Since character H~[~[s are concatenated, for the remaining 

characters the initialization differs slightly. 

For l = 2, 3 .... , L and t = l, 2, ... , T + 1 
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Se(!. 1) = S,(l- L .\") 

-·1(!. 1) = 1 

2) Recursiorz: For l = L 2 ..... L. t = 2 ..... T -r- L and j = 1. :2 ..... S 

- (l .) { r- 'l . . o,_l] . [. (l .) . ''"]} Oe .J =max ma.x.lr'e-t!.l)-~a,1 . m~Lx. t)e .1. -r-a,1 l'S•<.\ lS•<.\ 

~·,(l.j) = { 

if ij is nul! 

utherwise 

{ 

if ij is mdl 
(c(l.j) = 

0 otherwise 

87 

(3.5) 

\3.6) 

Here we have introduced a new variable (t(l. j) that keeps track if the argument tha.t 

rnc.Lximizes Equation 3.6 cornes either from a null or from a non-null transition. 

3) Tr..nnination: 

P•(L) = ST-.- 1 (L, X) 

1/·r T 1 t L l = s 

-1:) Backtracking: For l = L - L L - 2 .... , L and t = T, T- 1. T- 2, .... 1 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 
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However. to account for the concatenation of characters when the first state of a 

chara.cter mode! is reached during the backtracking procedure. the leve! must be 

decrea~ed and q; (l - 1) is gi ven as folluws: 

(3.9) 

Besides the le\·el changing we abu ha\·e to account fur the presence of nul! transitions. 

So. a new variable that accounts for the presence of nul! trausitions. denotl'd a:; q;(l; 

is introduced . .-\ft er comput ing q; (l) we have tu check if the variable ( indicate:; the 

presence of a nul! tran:;ition. that is. ( 1(!. cj;) = l. [n such a ca~e. without clecreasing 

the time index l. lj;(l) is cumputed as: 

t :3.10) 

Following the presence of a nul! transition during the backtracking procedure. that 

is (t-ri (l.tJ;-!- 1) = l. the cumputa.tion of q;(l) is modifiee! slightly <LS follows (now with 

a. ùecrea .. -;e in the time index t): 

(3.11) 

So. the best state sequence denotee! as Q· will be given by: 

(3.12) 

The same decoding procedure is applied repeatedly for ea.ch word in the lexicon and 
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at thè end we pick up the words that give the highest probabilities. Note tha.t we 

have not considered the pa.ra.llel association of uppercase and lowerca.se H).[;..,[s as 

described before (Figure 2-l). Howe\·er. to decode unconstrained handwritten words 

it is necessary to use such a parallel decoding. In practice, we have to introduce 

two new a.rrays. say J' and ... :' and change slightly the initialization procedure . .\[ore 

details about the integration of contextua.l information into the parallel mode! during 

the recognition are presentee! in Chapter -L 

The complete procedure to recognize an unknown word represented by a sequence 

of observations 0 can be summarized as follows: 

1. Fur tl yzn:n :>t:l[ltenœ uf vl,:;en·utwns 0 = ( Ot 0'2 ... lJT): 

'1 Pzck up tL rrord from the le:ncon; 

:1. Bwld ltp the r:vn·t:spondwy parallel u:urri H.\1.\l by COT!CCLlt~TWtlT!y::? x L clwracta 11.\f.\1:;; 

4- Dt:code the srtclL a 11.:urd H.\1.\1 und comprdt! zts prubabzlzty .score: 

.5. Cvmpare Lts probabdlty seure unth the prubabzhtze:> scores vf tht~ u:uni.-; prevwu.-;[y dt:caded: 

6. Add the u·ord !o u lt.-;l vf the ;\' -be.st u·ord hypvthe.se.s zf it.s prvbabdtty .sevre t.s hiyher thu.n 

the .sevres vf the u:vrds pret·wu.,;[y decuded: 

7. Repeat frum .step ::? untzl all u·onls m the le:ncon hu.L'e bt:oL tlt:cvd.:d: 

8. End. 

In Appendix :3 we present an overview of the H.\E\1 concepts and the algorithm 

for training. entluation, and recognition considering the conventional definition of 

H~I~Is in which outputs are generated by states (state madel) and the alterna

tive definition in which outputs are genera.ted by transitions into states (transition 

model). 

3. 7.2 Computational Complexity and Storage Requirements 

We have pointed out in the previous chapters that a. key point of dealing with large 

vocabularies is the computa.tional complexity of the recognition process. So, it is 
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very instructi\·e to know the computational complexity and the storage requirements 

of the decoding algorithms. The computational complexity is me;:\Sured as the num

ber of ba!;ic operations (additions. multiplications. divisions. etc.). denoted as O. 

performed by the a!gorithm. 

The computational complexity of the conventiona.l \ïterbi algorithm is 'IT11(f~ for an 

elementary .\" -state H:\L\L Howewr. to made up a worcl. we hm·e the concatenation 

of L characters when~ each character may han~ :-:1 models (3=:2 in the case of ha.\·ing 

models for uppercase and !owerca.::;e characters). Furthermore. the decision between 

Ï'1 models is taken after each character is Jecodeù. The computational complexity 

to decode the whole vocabulary of size Vis shown in Table VII. Table \1I shows the 

sturage requirements to decode a whole wonl. considering the parallel recognition 

mode!. The final wurd probability and the best state sequence haxe a!su to be kept 

during the decuding. 

Table VII 

A surnmary of the approxirnate computational complexity and storage 
requirernents fur the lnl::ieline recognition system b<l::ied on the Viterbi clecoding 

and a flat lexicon 

Computational Storage 

Complexity Requirements 

OC!·ITN:!LV + :!-ITLV) 2H7!!..N 

To get a feeling on how complex the decoding of a large vocabulary is, typical values 

ofH=2, 1r=25. 1!....=10. N=lO. and V=80,000 result in O(·l x l09
). This computation 

to recognize a. single word is alreaùy excessive for most modern machines since 

current persona! cornputers ca.n perform between 1.000 and 3,000 million floating

point operations per second (~lFLOPS). Thus, it is necessary to find an alternative 

decoding scheme to deal with applications that require large vocabularies. 
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3.8 Performance of the Baseline Recognition System (BLN) 

The baseline recognition system described in through this ch .. Lpter wa~ evalua.ted 

in terrns of both recognition a.ccuracy and recognition speed. Table VIII summa

rizes the results for the recognition accuracy and recognition speed for the baseline 

recognition system (BL.\") considering five different sizes of dynamically genera.ted 

lexicons ( 10. 100. 1k. lOk. and :30k entries). These lexicons are built by randomly 

selecting a. number of words from the global lexicon with :36.116 French city names. 

The details about the databa~es and testing conditions that have been used to eval

uate the performance of the baseline recognition system are presentee! in Chapter 

Table \"II[ 

\\"on! recognition rate and recognition time for tht> ba~eline recognition system 
(BL~) 

Lexinm Word Recognition Rate Recognition 

1 

Size l ( :""{) 
1 

Ti me 

1 i TOP 1 TOP 5 i TOP 10 (sec/word) 

10 98.93 99.9:l LOO 0.2:.!:.! 

lOO 95.89 

1 

98.99 9!UO 1.9~9 

1k S9.ï9 95.97 97.30 19 .. 'i0 

lOk ï9.50 

l 
89.53 91.89 18:.!.S 

30k ï3.ï0 85.lï S8.15 
1 

-19:3.1 

The results presentee! in Table VIII are the mean values that were obtained according 

to testing procedure describe in Chapter 6. The standard deviation of the recognition 

rate. denoted as aRR is less than 0.4S"c, 0.2'1c. and 0.1% for TOP L TOP 5, and 

TOP lü respectively. The standard deviation of the recognition speed. clenoted as 

aRs is less than 5%. 

The performance reportee! in Table VIII is the landmark for our work. One of the 
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goals of the algorithms anci methods proposed in the next chapter is to imprO\·e such 

a performance. both in terrns of recognition accuracy and recognition speed. 

3.9 Baseline System Summary 

The purpose of this chapter has been to present the main components of the baseline 

SRTP recognition system. as weil as to evaluate its performance on small. medium 

and large \·ocabulary tasks. \\"e ha\·e obtained a mea.sure of its efficiency along two 

basic dimensions: recognition accuracy and recognition speed. The evaluations were 

carried out on a test set of unconstrained handwritten city names from the SRTP 

database. The tests are run wit h five different le xi con sizes that are genera tee! 

dynamically from a 36.116-word vocabulary. 

The immediate conclusion from these measurements is that the ba .. -;eline recognition 

system is puwerful and deab \·ery weil with the variability of different writing styles. 

One interesting characteristic is that it employs parallel models to deal with upper

case and lowercase characters. Of course. there is a. serious dra\vback: the system 

has a. good performance to deal only with small and medium vocabularies. lt cannat 

be used in practical. large vocabulary handwriting recognition applications. \\"hile 

it is possible to improve the recognition speed by pruning the search and using less 

sophisticated chara.cter models. such mea.sures cannat overcome the inherent a.lgo

rithm complexities of the system. :\loreover. they may result in an unacceptable 

reduction in the recognition rate. 

In the context of our research goals. this system is the basis of the large vocabulary 

handwriting recognition system that will be presented in Chapter -l where we propose 

several modifications on the baseline SRTP recognition system in ord.er to improve 

its performance when dealing with vocabularies \Vith tens of thousancls of words. 

The proposee! modifications are not only for improving the recognition speed, but 

also the recognition accuracy. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS 

\\"e have seen in the pre\·ious chapter tha.t the baseline SRTP recognition system is 

severa! tens of times too slow for large \'Ocabulary tasks since it takes more than 8 

minutes to recognize a word in a :30.000-word vocabulary compared to 2 seconds for a 

lOO-worcl \·ocabulary. as weil as much less accurate since the recognition rate is about 

ï -19( for 30.000-worcl \·ocabulary compared tu about 96~/( for a lOO-word mcabulary. 

In orcier to be practically useful. large vocabulary handwriting recognition systems 

have to be efficient in their usage of computational resources and achieve a reasonable 

recognition accuracy as weiL 

This chapter present!'i the contribution of the a.uthor to o\·ercome problerus of cornpu

tational cornp!exity and recognition a.ccuracy to build up a large vocabulary haml

writing recognition system with the following characteristics: writer -independent 

(or omniwriter), unconstrained handwrit ing (handprintcd. cursive, or mixed). and 

\·ery-large vocabulary (80.000 words). 

First. speed i::;sues in handwriting recognition like the implementation of a. tree 

search, elimination of character rnoclels during the decoding, pruning strategies, a 

novel paradigm for word decoding. and ta.sk partitioning by incorporating concepts 

of distributed computation will be addressed. The main idea behind the strategies 

presentee! in Section -l.l is to recluce the recognition tirne while preserving the recog

nition accuracy to make feasible large vocabulary hanclwriting recognition tasks. 

Sections -L2 and -L3 are about improving the recognition accuracy by postprocessing 

lists of :\' -best word hypotheses generated by the handwriting recognition system 

basee! on H~[~[s by a different recognition strategy basee! on the recognition of 

isolatecl hand\vritten characters by neural networks and further combining the results 
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with the former to optimize performance. 

Finally. improvement on the reliability of the la.rge-vocabulary handwriting recog

nition system is introducecl in Section -1.-t where a rejection mechanism evaluate the 

confidence scores of the words and reject those with low confidence scores. 

Befoœ presenting our contributions it is worthwhile to iclentify which parts of the 

baseline recognition system will remain unaltered and which parts will be replaced or 

e\·en introduced <lS a. re~-;ult of the research that has been carried out and is described 

in this chapter. Figure 25 shows the main componems of the ba.seline recognition 

system where those inside the light gray box will not be modifiee!. and those insicle 

the dark gray box will be proposee! and introduced as re~mlt of this thesis. 

4.1 Speed Issues m Handwriting Recognition 

One goal of thi::; thesis is to demonstrat~c• that it is possible to achieve high recognition 

speed on large vocabula.ry ta. .. 'iks without comprornising the recognition a.ccuracy 

otfered bv current reco<rnition svstems. • 0 • 

Hamlwriting recognition systems consist of se\·eral components: pre-processmg. seg

mentation. fea.ture extraction. character models. learning and decoding algorithms 

and language moclels. Clearly. these cornponents contribute to the various dimen

sions of efficiency of the systems - a.ccura.cy and speed. But much of the research in 

handwriting recognition has been focused on the first four components towards im

pro\·ing recognition accuracy. This section concentrates on improving the decoding 

algorithms while preserving the gains macle in the other components. 

:\nother reason to concentrate on the decocling problem is that much of the resea.rch 

in hanclwriting recognition ha.s been focused on constrainecl problems where the 

vocabula.ries are rela.tivelv srnall. It seems reasona.ble to expect that research will 

move to more unconstrainecl problems in a near future as the results achieve in these 
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Figure 25 An overview of the modules of the ba.seline recogmtton system that 
are used through this thesis (light gray) and the modules introtlucecl 
by the author (clark gray) 
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constrained problems cannat be further improved. 

In this section we discuss severa! strategies, algorithms and heuristics for improving 

the efficiency of a. recognition system. \\"e use the SRTP recognition system de

scribed in Chapter 3 as a baseline for comparison. Since the focus of this work is 

in irnproving search algorithms. we use the same pre-processing. segmentation and 

feature extraction metho<ls. a.:; well a . .:; the sarne character models as in the b;:~eline 

recognition system. 

The outline of this section is c.L-; folluws. In Section -L 1.1 the representation of the lex

ico!l c.L-; a tree structure is addressecl. The main idea behincl this representation is to 

reclnce the recognition time by c.woiding repeated computations for common parts of 

the lexicon. Section ·1.1.2 is about the management of the computational complcxity 

when multiple moclels are used to represent the characters together with a lexical 

t ree. In Section -L 1..1 we present an dficient decocling a.lgori thm t hat searches for 

the best word hypotheses and integra.tcs H:\L\[ state decoding. lexical tree search, 

character pruning and contextual information. Time and length heurbtics are also 

integrated to such a decoding a.lgorithrn to reduce the search etfort with relatively 

no loss of accuracy. In Section -1.1.7 we introcluce a novel fc.L._,t two-level H:\l:\I de

co<ling strategy that breaks up the computation into two steps: clecocling of the 

H:\(.\[ states and clecoding of word hypotheses. This search stra.tegy accelerates the 

decoding of word with no loss in accuracy. In Section -1.1.8 we integrate concepts 

of distributed computation to the recognition process to further reduce recognition 

time while preserving the accuracy. The speed issues are concluded with Section 

-1.1.9 that surnma.rizes the performance of ali of the presented strategies. 

4.1.1 Tree-Structured Lexicon 

A single source of computationa.l efficiency in performing search is in organizing the 

H~O.ls to be searched as a cha.ra.cter tree (Figure 26b), instead of the flat structure 
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(Figure 26a) described in Section 1.3.2. 

Figure 2ti Two -l-character words (BIL~' and BIME) representecl as: (a) a flat 
structure. (b) a tree structure where the prefix BI is shared by both 
words 

\\ïtile a Hat lexicon is easy to implemem and to integrate into an H~L\[ framework 

[:3.5] and it providt>s a good trade-off in tenns of computatioiLal complexity for srnall 

to medium lexicons. :-\.s:mming a unique character model (tL\L\I) for each character 

class (e.g. the characters "a" aiLe! ··_..\" are modelee! by the samc H~[\[, say ,\_4 ). 

the total number of fü[~[ states to be searchecl during the clecoding. of a 10-worcl 

lexicon is n.pproximately l.200 1• However. the extension to a 10.000-word lexicon 

increases the number of states linearly. As a consequence. the recognition time grows 

about l.OOO times [90). 

It is also possible to organize the lexicon as a cha.racter tree instead uf a Hat structure. 

In this structure. referred to &; tree--organized lexicon or lexical tree, if the spellings 

of two or more won.b contain the same n initial characters, they share a single 

sequence of n H~l~ls during the decocling process (Figure 26b). Now, for the same 

10-worcl lexicon approximately QOO H~ni states have to be searched during the 

decoding2 . 

\\'hile for sma.ll to medium vocabularies this reduction in the number of H~I~I states 

to be searched is irrelenmt. in the ca.se of large vocabularies (>1,000 words), it is 

more likely to have words with similar prefixes, so it is very interesting to use a 

1 LNV, whcre !L= 12 is the average length of the words in the lexicon. N =lü is the number of 
states of the H.\I.\1 that moclel characters. and V= 10 is the lcxicon ::;ize. 

2(i.- Ls)N'V', where ll..,=3 is the average numbcr of sharcd characters per word in the lexicon. 
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tree-structured lexicon to avoid repeated computation of such prefixes. But notice 

that lL~ depends strongly on the nature of the lexicon. Table IX shows the reduction 

in the nurnber of characters by representing a \·ocabularies of different sizes a.s tree 

structures. The expected speedup in the recognition process by representing the 

vocabulary as a lexical tree is proportional to the Reduction Ratio shown in Table 

IX what is not so much significant. However the tree representation preserves the 

recognition accura.cy. 

Table IX 

Average number of characters for several different sizes of lexicons of French city 
names represeutecl a.s a Hat structure ami as a tree structure 

1 Lexicon :\ umfwr of Characters 1 Reduction 

i Size 1 Flat Lexicon Lexical Trec ! Ratio 

! lü 1 119 113 1.05 

1 LOO 
1 

l.l!J8 987 1.21 

1 
1k 11.9!).-j 8.361 l.--13 

1 

!Ok 1:!0.0:.15 titi.558 1.80 

1 :.IOk 360.012 17'3.6:H 2.07' 

4.1.2 l.Vtultiple Character Class l\Iodels 

In Section -l.l.l we ha\·e assurned a unique character model (H~I.\I) for each char

acter cla.ss. However. this assumption does not hold in the case of unconstrained 

handwriting recognition because it is \·ery clifficult that a single madel captures the 

high variability and ambiguity of a large number of writing styles. 

It ha.s been shawn tha.t when a large arnount of training data is available. the per

formance of a ward recognizer generally can be improved by creating more than one 

madel for each of the recognition units [28, 1-10] because it provides more a.ccura.te 

representation of the variants of handwriting. However, identification of \Vriting 

styles prior to recognition is also a. difficult task that may also introduce errors to 
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the recognition process. One alternative has been to incorporate to the recogni

tion itself the capability of recognizing unconstra.ined handwriting [35]. The most 

intuiti\·e mocleling is to have different models for upperca...,e and lowercase charac

ters [:35]. On the other ha.nù. while multiple models may improve the accuracy of 

a recognition system. they also increase the computationa.l complexity. This is the 

point that we ha\·e to accouru for now. 

:\ssuming that each character class is now modeied by multiple H:\L\Is (e.g the 

character ·':\["' is modelee! by ,\,11 • ,\,,.,. \\! .,\_\!'. etc.) that may represcnt an uppercase 

letter mode[ or a lowercase letter mode!. a letter mode! a.t the beginning or at the 

end of a worcl. etc. So. the problem now is how to integrate these multiple character 

models to the lexical search. 

C sually we do not know which mode! we h<we to use during the recognition sin ce 

the writing style is not known. So. we have to account for ali possible combinations 

of uppercase and lowerca.se moclels cluring the clecoding. Figure 27a shows the 

words of Figure 26a but now considering ali combinations of models. For the sake 

of simplicity. we assume that for each character ch-;s we have only two different 

moclels. one thar mode[ uppercase characters and another that models lowercase 

characters ( e.g. the cha.racter ·':\" is mocleled by À..t and ,\1 ). For a 10-wurd lexicun 

approximately -!,096,000 H:\1:\[ states3 hm·e to be decoded. The extension to a 

10,000-word vocabulary blows up the number of H:\l:\l to be searchcd. E\·en if we 

represent the lexicon by a tree structure as shown in Figure 2ïb, the computation 

requirecl to decode the whole vocabulary will be enormous. This particular problem 

of how to manage the search complexity in lexical trees when multiple character 

cla.ss models are used has not been acldressed in hanclwriting recognition. 

:l:!-JLNV, whcrc B=:! is the number of different models for each character cla.ss, L= 12 is the 
average length of the words in the lexicon, f':I= 10 is the numbl!r of states of the cha.racter H~l~ls, 
and V= 10 is the size of the vocabulary. 
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Figure 2ï Two -l-character worùs (BJL}:' and BIJ/E) represented as: (a.) a. flat 
structure where ea.ch cha.racter cla.ss ( e.g. ··~r') has two models ( e.g. 
an uppercase A.\f and a. lowerca..se ,\m model) and a.ll combinations of 
models are a.llowed, (b) a. tree repre:::;entation of the sa.me two words 
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4.1.3 Best Model Selection 

Instea.d of keeping a.ll possible combinations of models. we ca.n make use of the 

maximum approximation to select only the more likely combinations. Figure 28 

shows an approximated wa.y to represent the lexical tree of Figure 27b. In such cases. 

the number of H.\I.\1 states tc be searched can be approximated by lH(L - LJNV. 

By such a representation. the number of H.\I.\[ states to be sea.rched no longer grows 

exponentially with the nurnber of models per character cla.ss. but linearly. 

Figure 28 :\ sirnplified representation of the lexical tree of Figure 2ïb by us
ing the nuLximum approximation and selecting only the one character 
moue! at ea.ch tree leve! 

\\llile the growth of the number of H.\1.\[ states can be controlled by using the 

nuLximum approximation. it can cause pruning errors during search anu the accuracy 

may not be preserved. This occurs because we are taking decisions about the best 

models based on the local context and not based on the whole word. It is obvious 

that the best rnodel in a level is certainly not alwa.ys the correct one since the 

sequence of observations that represents the word to be recognized may be partially 

garbled by noise. But the only manner to have a precise sear-ch is to evaluate each 

combination of character models independently and that is computationally very 

expensive. 

The criteria to select the best mode! at each tree leve! is ba.sed on the a posteri-
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ori probability of each mode!. So. throughout the Sections -l.l.5 and -l. L6 we use 

this approximation to decode unconstrained handwritten words in a large \'OCabu

lary. considering that the chamcter classes have multiple modeb. and the lexicon is 

representee[ by a tree structure. 

4.1.4 A Review of the Handwriting Recognition Problcm 

The basic problem in large mcabulary handwriting recognition is given a hanclwrit-

ten word to recognize represertted by a sequence of obsen·ations 0 = ( o1 o'2 ... oT) 

where T is the nurnber of observations in the sequence. and a recognition \·ocab-

ulary represented by R. corresponding to t · unique wonb. find the won! IL' E R. 

that best matches to the input pattern. The standard approach is to assume a 

simple probabilistic mode! of handwriting production whereby a specified word. LL', 

produces an observation sequence 0 with probability P( u·. 0) The goal is then to 

decode the word, based on the observation sequence. so tha.t the decoded word ha:; 

the nl<L':imum u poslerwri (:\l:\P) probability. i.e.: 

ù.· 3 P(ù.·[O) = ma.x P(LL'[O) 
wER. 

( ·Ll) 

Csing Bayes' Rule and assuming that P(O) does not depend on u·, and equal u 

pnori probabilities of words P( w). the :\lAP decoding rule can be approximate by: 

û: = arg m<LX P(O[u·) 
wER. 

( -1.2) 

As we have pointed out in the preceding chapters, the way we compute P(O[u·) for 

large vocabularies is to build statistical models for sub-word units ( characters) in an 

H:\1:\l framework, builclup word models from these sub-word rnodels using a lexicon 
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to describe the composition of words. and then evaluate the mode! probabilities \·ia 

standard concatenation methods. 

Consiùering a discrete symbol obsen<.ttion we can ùefine a sub-H~D.l by its compact 

notation a.-; A = ( .·L B. n). where .-\ is the state-transition probability distribution. 

B is the observation symbol probability distribution. and ri is the initial sta.te dis

tribution. The nurnber of states in the models is denotee! as .Y. ln our frarnework of 

handwriting recognition. there are se\:eral sub-word H.\1.\Is that mode! characters. 

digits and symbols and a recognition \·ocabulary representee! by R which contains 

\ · words in which average lt~ngth is L characters. So. a worcl mode! ,\. regarded a.-; 

a .. super-l!~l.\1"' is lmild by tlw concatenation of L sub-worù H.\l~ls. i.t•.: 

( -t.:3) 

Here. we have made use of the so-called m<.Lximum approximation which is also 

referred tu as \ïterbi approximation. lu this rn<Lximum approximation. the search 

space can be described as a buge network through which the best time alignrnent 

path ha. .. o..; to be found. The search bas to be performed at two levels: at the statc 

leve! and at the worù leve! u·. So. the decoding rule of Equation -l.2 can be rewritten 

as: 

ti·= arg m<.Lx{rmLx P(ot ... O'f'.lft ... ctri-\1 ... AL)} 
u:ER. Q 

(-l.-l) 

where q1 de nu tes the state at time t and Q = ( q1 l/2 ... CfT) is the best state sequence. 

Conventional procedure employee! in handwriting recognition is to concatenate char-

acter Hl\1.\ls at state leve! to build up word Hl\ll\ls that are further rnatchec! against 
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the sequence of observations using a strict left-to-right \ïterbi algorithm. So. in 

such an a.pproach. if an indi\·idua.l character a.ppea.rs repeated within a word or 

within se\·eral words. its likelihood scores ha\·e to be computed again because it 

appea.rs in a different context (different neighbor characters). So. its initialization 

depends now on the \ïterbi score of the immediate prececling character, that is. 

the likelihood score and the frame where the preceding character terminates. The 

repea.ted computation may be minimized if the lexicon is represented as a tree struc

ture. The computation of the prefixes can be clone once and shared by words with 

similar spellings. However, the remainder of the worcl still ha\·e to be computecl in 

a conventional manner. 

4.1.5 Lcxicon-Driven Level Building Algorithm (LDLBA) 

The use of a lexical tree can be much more complex than a tla.t lexicou considering 

the prohlems to integrate multiple character cltL'iS mode!s and the advantages of 

avoidiug repeated computation of common prefixes may hecome insignificant. The 

main problem is that a tree node can have multiple models a.ssocia.ted with it and 

that results in a new tree bra.nd1 for each a.dditional mode!. tha.t is. HL search 

hypotheses for each ward. 

The difficulties can be o\·ercorne by using a. leve! building algorithm (LB:\) to decide 

loca.lly the best mode! and reduce the amount of computation. The LB:\ was intro

duced by :\Iyers and Ra.biner [125, 126] to recognize connected words from a small 

voca.bularies and highly constrained word synt<.LX. Since the vocahulary is srnall they 

have used as the basic speech-recognition units whole words. Recently the LB:\ has 

also been used for the recognition of printed [37], cursively hand\vritten words [ 137] 

a.nd numerical strings [ 1-1]. However. they do not have used the LB:\ in such a 

wa.y to integra.te multiple cla.ss character models, lexical tree search and contextual 

information. 
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Ci ven a set of sub-worcl models C = { ,\l. -\.! ..... À.\l} where ,\rn moclels char

<lCter cl~ses (letters. digits. and symbols). and a sequence of observations 0 = 

(o 1o-2 .•. o-r). ward recognition means clecocling 0 into a sequence of L moclels ,\ 1 e 
,\:! e · · · ~ ,\L. :\"amely. it is to match the ol>servation sequence to astate sequence of 

models with ma .. ximum joint likelihood. In the same way that the Viterbi algorithm 

matches a madel to a sequence of obsernuions. determining the m<.Lximum likeli

hood state sequence of the mode! gi\·en the sequence of observations [-t2i. the LB .. \ 

is used to match an observation sequence to a number of modeb [1-!1]. The LBA 

jointly optimizes the segmentation of the sequence into sub~sequenccs produced by 

different models. and the matching of the sub-sequences to particular models. 

Ho\\'e\·er. it is necessary to adapt this algorithm to take into a.ccount some particular 

characteri:;tics of our charactt•r mode! since it is mocleled l>y 10-state ldt-right 

transition-brt.."ied H.\I.\Is (Figme 22 in Chapter 3) [:3.3] . .\[ore<wer. we also take into 

account some contextual information that is gi\·en by the probability to start a 

word with an uppcrc~e or a lowerc~e cha.racter and the probability of cha.nging or 

keeping the sarne writing style within a worcl. Since we are using a. lexicon ~clriven 

strategy the H.\I.\Is that will be evaluated at ea.ch leve[ of the LB:\ depend on the 

sequence of nades of the lexical tree. so we cali such a strategy a. lexicon-clriven 

LBA. The problem of carrying out the search through a nocle that may have severa.! 

different models is easily incorporated to the LBA. 

It is possible to put into the LB:\ sorne contextual information as a means to acia.pt 

it to a particular application. In our case, we are interestecl in recognizing uncon

strained hanclwritten worcls, so sorne information about the writing style may help 

to imprm·e the recognition accuracy. For example, it is more likely that a \\Titer 

starts to write a ward using an uppercase character and continue in upperca.se or 

change to lowercase, than that starts in lowercase and change to uppercase. From 

the learning clatabase it is possible to estimate the probability of a ward to sta.rt 
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with a specifie writing style. as weil a.s the probability of keeping or changing the 

writing style within the word. This contextual information contributes to improve 

the recognition accuracy [35:. 

Although the LBA has ueen presentee! before for statistical mocleb like H:\l:\ls [1-!1]. 

the presentation is al ways based on simple le ft -right ruodels with forward and self

loop transitions. [ts extension to more complicated mode[:; with null transitions and 

obsen·ation::; emitted along transitions is not ::;o tri\·ial. So. we present the complete 

procedure fur fincling the maximum likelihood state sequence of a worcl built up from 

character H:\[:\[s and considering that the H:\[:\b h;_n-e nul! transitions. ob:servation::; 

are emitted along transitions. and the loga.rithm of the mode! pa.rameter::; (known 

a.-; likeltlwud.-;). 

1) lnitiali::ation: Fur l = 1. t = 1 and j = 1 we have: 

(-!.5) 

where c51(l.j) accumulates the likelihood score:; for each frame t, :;tate j, and position 

lof the mode! within the word (or leve[ of the LBA). Howe\·er. the nul! transitions 

must be initialized also for l = l. t = l. and j = 2. 3 ..... .\' as: 

.. '[ .. r .. ( l . ) ' r•l> . t ( l . ) l àtl-JJ =max LOt •• 1 ,a,; ,cr ,l 
l"S•<J 

(-!.6) 

where a;~ is the probability to pass from a state i at frame t to a sta.te j at frame t. 

and producing a nul! observation symbol <P, N is the number of states in the mode!. 

and ctr(l, i) is the proba.bility of changing or keeping the same writing style within 

the worcl, and it is clefined as: 
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r(O.AL) if l = 1 and i = 1 

ctr(l. i) = T (,\L-L· ,\c) if l > 1 and i = 1 ( -1. 7) 

0 otherwise 

where ï is the writing style transition probability and it depends on the position of 

the character within a word. 

For higher le\·els the initializa.tion differ:-; slightly since we must take into account 

the information pro\·ided by the preceding le\·el (l- 1). At leveb (l > 1) we must 

pick up the likelihood score at the most suitable observation frame from the previous 

level (l- 1). For l = 2. :3 ..... L. t = 1. 2 ..... T and j = 1. we have: 

( -1.8) 

where T is the length of the observation sequence. and L is the number uf concate

nated chara.cters that form a word. It also corresponds to the numlwr of levels uf a 

specifie brancl1 of the lexical tree. 

To allow the best backtracking pa th. a new back pointer ar ray (a) is introduced to 

record the observation frame ( t) a.t the previous le\·el (l - 1) in which the character 

endecl. For l = 2. 3 ..... L. t = 1 and j = 1 we ha\·e: 

O:t(l. j) = 0 ( -1.9) 

For ail other observation frames ( t = 2. 3, ... , T) we ha\·e: 
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Ot(l.j) = t ( -L 10) 

2) Recursion: For l = 1. t = 2. :3 ..... T. j = l. 2 ..... X and considering the presence 

of null transitions. we have: 

(-Lll) 

where a~' -t is the state transition probability distribution for which a,1 is the prob

ability tu pass from a st a.te i at frame t- 1 to a. state j at franH' t. and producing an 

observation symbul Ot-l =::y. where ::y E Z = {=t· ::2 •...• ::c} is the discrete set of 

possible observation symbols. and G is the numoer of distinct ubsen·ation syrubols. 

During the recursion the ba.ck pointer Ctt(l.j) is updated for l = 1, :2 •... , L, t = 

2. 3 ..... T and j = 2. :3. .... S as: 

n,(l.j) = { 

if ij is null 

(-L12) 
othenvise 

For higher levels (l > 1). o:t(l.j) is a.lso computed by Equation -!.12. However,Jt(l.j) 

is computed by Equation 4.11 with a slight difference: now. only the states greater 

than 1 must be cons ide red (j = 2. 3, .... X) si nee for j = l. eSt (l. j) \\'<LS already 

c:omputed by Equation 4.8. 

3) Termination: For l = 1. t = 1, 2 .... , T and a given a mode! ,\, we have: 
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Pt(l. ,\) = r5t(l. S) 

Bc(l. ,\) = 0 

10!) 

( -1.13) 

For higher levels (l = 2. :3. .... L). Pt(l. ,\) is abo computecl by Equation -1.1:3. but 

Be(!.,\) now is given by: 

(-l.l-l) 

.-\t the output of the le\·el we store the resulting probabilities in an array P. which 

is a function of the leve!. observation fral!lf!. and the character mode!. The array B 

stores the backtrack pointer fur each frame and leve!. :\t leve! l = 1 and at higher 

leveb (l > l) we cycle multiple models of a character cla.'is (upperca.-;e. luwerca.-;e. 

contextual dependent) in the rnanner described above, or once in ca.-;e of character 

classes with a uniqw~ mode!. 

-1) Let·el Reductwn: .-\t the end of cach level when all appropria.te models have been 

used, we leve! reduce to fonn the array P;. For all l and t wc have: 

(-1.15) 

where Pc· is the best leve! output probability. 

The abm·e equation searches the mode! ,\ at !eveil that gin~s the highest likelihood 

at each frame t. The leve! output back pointer for alll's and t's is given by: 

( -L 16) 
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where B; is the leve! output back pointer. 

Finally, we keep the output mode! ,\ for each leve! ( l) that gives the highest likelihood 

score for each leve! and frame: 

l \ •t ( l) = arg lllê.LX r P, ( l. ,\) l 
À • 

(-U7) 

where n; is the leve! output character indicator. 

In summary, the relation among words. characters. tree nodes. character H.\L\Is and 

levels of the LBA can be simply stated: each ward is composed of a sequence of L 

characters that are represented by a sequence of L linked nades in the lexical tree. 

During the decoding. each tree node can be viewed as a le\·el of the LDLBA where 

a character class can have more than one mode!. At the end. for each tree node the 

arrays P(. B;. and l \ ·,· are stored. Figure 29 illustrates the decoding of a word from 

the lexicon. given an observation sequence O. 

The result of the LDLBA sea.rch is a list with the multiple recognition hypotheses. 

For each ward hypothesis. we hm·e a probability score, astate lattice that contains 

ali characters that forrn the recognized ward which is readily converted into an 

.-\SCII label that represents the recognized ward and the segmentation of the word 

into characters. 

4.1.5.1 Computational Complexity and Storage Requirements of the 

LDLBA 

The computational complexity of the LDLBA is 1'N2 for an elementary N-state 

H.\[\1. However, we have the concatenation of L characters and each chara.cter may 

have H models. Table X shmvs the computational complexity to decode the whole 
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uppercase 'A' 

... , 4 \,! ... 9 

•z..,.J.,. • .,.5 •.;"' 
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•z..,.J.,.,.,.5 ..... 
lowercase ·a· 

......... 
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uppercase ·e· 

lowercase 'b' 

Contextual lnlormatton 

l.otvel 

L 

uppercase 'r 

lowercase 't' 
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Figure 29 A simplifiee! overview of the unifiee! structure. The worcl ABBE
COC'RT is represented in the lexical tree by a sequence of linked 
cha.racters (nodes) tha.t may be sha.red by other words. The char
acters are representecl by one or more H~L\Is (e.g. ··_.\" and .. a.··). The 
LBA finds a.t each levet which is the best model ( ":\" or ·'a") for ea.ch 
t as well as the overall combina.tion of models that best matches the 
entire sequence of observation ( e.g. Abbecourt) 
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lexicon of size V. 

The storage requirements refer to the a.rra.ys that are used during the decoding. that 

is. those that keeps the probabilities and the best states. [t requires the storage of 

only three a.rrays tha.t keep the best states (B"). probabilities (P"). and best mode! 

(H""). Furthermore. it is independent of the number of character class models (H) . 

. -\dditionally. it is necessary to keep the a.rrays that are required to decode the 

who le lexicon V. t hat i:;. B •. p•. and !['• for the prefixes pre\·iouslv decoded and 

that are sha.red with other words. Tabl~~ X shows the storage requireuwnt::> to decode 

the whole lexicon considering the parallel recognition mode!. where :..' < L is the 

average numlwr of characters in words with shared prefix. 

Tablt~ X 

A sLunmary of tht~ approxima.tc cumputatioual complexity and storage 
requirements for the LDLBA 

1 C'umpntatiunal 

1 C'umplexity 

4.1.5.2 Summary of the LDLBA 

Storage 

Requirement:; 

One of the main advantages of the LDLB.-\ is that it is very easy to ade! contextua.l 

information cluring the search. as well as multiple mocleb for each character dass 

( e.g. contextual dependent models) without a significant increa.se in the computa

tional complexity. Figure 30 shows an example of multiple moclels for the character 

"~[''. [f the le\·el reduction is not carried out as shown in Figure 30a. each mode! 

would genera.te a tree brunch to be clecocled during the recognition (Figure 30b) and 

tha.t \\·ould be very tirne-consuming. 

On the other hand, the main drawback of the LDLBA is that it gives a sub-optirna.l 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 30 The inclusion of sewral models for a unique character cla.ss in parai
lei: (a) with leve[ reduction only the mode! with highest likelihood is 
expanded. (b) without leve! reduction al! models are expanded 

solution due to the leve! reduction and &:; a consequence. a reduction in recognition 

accuracy is expected [127]. The sub-optirnal solution arises from the leve! reduction 

operation. tha.t is. at the end of each leve! we choose one a.mong the multiple models 

( e.g. uppercase or lowere<L"ie t:haracter mo dels), taking the one that gives the best 

likelihood score at each observation frame. As a consequence, for tlu~ subsequent 

leve!:::; ( l + 1), only the character mode! tha.t gi ves the highest likelihood scores at 

leve[ (l) will be considered. On the other hand, with the Viterbi search, al! models 

are kept and the decision is taken only after the last character mode! of the ward is 

decoded . 

.-\ close analysis of the errors of the LDLB.-\ inclicates that the rnajority of the 

errors (:::::: 83%) occurs on relatively short \Vorcls. For long worcls, even if wrong 

local decisions are taken, that is, the best mode! is wrongly selected a.t the leve! 

reduction, the final probability of the words is not severely affected since the errors 

are minimized along the decoding, while for short worcls. \Hong local decisions are 
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more meaningful. 

::\otice that there are no parameters to adjust either to impro\·e the accuracy or 

the recognition speed. However. sorne applications may require a higher accuracy 

or real-time processing. This is one of the limitations of the LDLBA. that is. it is 

not possible to define a better trade-off between speed and accuracy to satist~· tite 

requirements of particular applications. 

The evaluation of the performance of the lexicun-clri\·en lewl building algorithm 

implementation and its comparison with the performance of the ba.-;eline recognition 

system is presented in Chapter 5. 

4.1.6 Time and Length Constraints 

Even though the computational complexity for the leve! building approach seems to 

be siguificantly less tha.n the \ïterbi appruach of the ba~eline system presented in 

Set:tion :3. ï .2. the re are severa! ways of further recluc.:ing the computational load of 

the algorithm. To such an aim we can rely on the particular characteristics of our 

application: 

• \\"e are decoding words from a lexicon from which length is know. So. the 

number of the levels l of the LBA is known a priori: 

• The words are formecl by the concatenation of cha.racter H~[\[s which archi

tecture is associated with the shape of the cha.racters: 

• The high leve! featttres used to genera.te the sequence of observations imply 

that characters are usually represented by few obsen<ltions: 

Given these three remarks. it is clear that the conditions for the recursion of the 

LBA (Equation -!.11) are not realistic since it is carried out for almost the en tire 

sequence of observations (t = 2, 3, ... , T) at almost ail levels (l = 2, 3, .... L). In 
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other words, this means that the whole obsermtion sequence that represents a whole 

word is matched against indi\·idual character models. The re~on for doing that 

is due to the difficulties related to the segmentation of words into cha.racters. we 

do not know the boundaries of characters. that is. which part of the sequence of 

observations correspond tu each character. However. since we are relying on a.lexicon 

during the decoding and the search is carried out from left to right. we can estimate 

approximately the character boundaries and the alignment of the whole obsen<ltion 

sequence with the H.\1.\ls at each len:l can be relax~~d. :\nother point is that short 

obsen<.ltion sequences are mure likely to be generated from short words. Therefore. 

there is not much sense in aligning short obsen·ation sequences with long worcls. 

:\e\·ertheless. if we consider the architectme uf the character mode! used in the 

bc.L'ieline recugnitiun system in which the number of observations that it can emit is 

very weil determined. tht• limits to the search can be ec.L.-;ily established. 

Therefore. the two hyputheses to furth~·r improve the performanœ of thè LDLB.-\ 

presented in Section -L l.5 are: by constraining the muuber of lt~vels of the LDLBA 

(lenyth) accorcling to the leugth of the obsen·atiù!l sequenct•s: by lirniting the number 

of obsen<ttions aligned at each le\·el (lune). 

4.1.6.1 Time Constraint 

The time constraint concerns the limitation of the number of observations alignee! at 

each level of LDLBA. \\"e introduce two variables: s(l) and r(l). The former denotes 

the index of the first observation for \Vhich valid paths to a given le\·el can begin. 

while the latter denotes the index of the last observation for which \·alid paths to a 

given leve! can end. 8oth variables are function!:i of the le\·el (l). Figure 31 shows 

how these two constraints are incorporated to the levels of the LDLBA. 

To incorporate these two constmints into the level building search. the equations 

of the LDLBA do not need to be modified, since the constra.ints are observation 
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indexes. Therefore. only the limits of the observation index t is modified as follows. 

t = s(l). :>(l) ~ 1. ... , e(l) - 1. e(l) (-US) 

where 1 s; s(l) s; T. 1 s; e(l) s; T. 1 :::; l ~ L. and for a. left-to-right H~C..I. 

elf) 2: s(l). Furthermore. both s(l) and e(l) must be positive integers and they are 

gi\·en by Equations -L 19 and -L:20 respectin~ly: 

s(l) = { 
if 

l- ..,. if 

1=1 

l > 1. ..,. 2: l. 

D rruu: • [ l + e 'j < T 

{ 

Drnu..r · :i. ~ e'] if 
el[)= T 

otherwise. 

(-Ll!)) 

(-1.20) 

where s' and e' are the two control factors to be determined a.ncl Dmu..r ts the 

rna .. :-::imum mode! dura.tion that is associated with the H~I~l architecture. 

4.1.6.2 Length Constraint 

The length constra.int concerns the limitation of the number of levels of the LB.-\. 

\Ve introduce the variable LL' which denotes the maximum number of levels of the 

LBA, given an observation sequence with length T (Figure 31). To incorporate this 

constraint to the decoding, the equations of the LBA are presen·ed, but the range 

of the variable l that denotes the level index, is modified slightly. ~ow. instea.d of 

ranging from levels 1 to L. the range will be given by: 

l = 1. 2 .... , LL', 1 < Lu s; L. (-!.:21) 
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L~vel 

: =' 
Lev el 
1 =2 

·0_, 

• • • 

>111-~.--.............. ......,,~ 
~-o_, 
~~ 

<'fil-JI-• 

Lev el 
1 =Lv 

11 ï 

Figure 31 Levels of the LDLBA incorporating the time constraints s(l) and e(l) 
that limit the numher of observations alignecl at ea.ch level. and the 
length constraint LL" that limits the number of lt~\·els uf the LDLB.\ 

where Lt· is an integer given by Equation -1.22 and its lower and upper limits are 

given by the shortest and the longest worcl in the lexicon respectively. 

LL" = TLt·". LL"· >O. (-1.22) 

\vhere Ll'" is the control factor to be determined. 

The control factors s·. e·. and Lu· haw to be adjusted to jointly optirnize the system 

performance, tha.t is. find the best trade-otf between recognition accuracy and speecl. 

Severa! approa.ches exist for optimiza.tion. A long establishecl technique im·olves 

changing the \'alue of each control factor in turn in an attempt to determine the 

effect of each on the response. Response surface techniques, hill climbing algorithrns 

and genetic algorithrns may also be ernployed. Howe\-er most of these techniques are 

either inefficient or require a large number of experiments. To minimize the number 
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of experiments anc.l at the same time obtain a satisfactory performance. we have 

used a statistical experimental design technique [lü] that studies the effects of the 

multiple variables simultaneously and optimizes the performance of the constrained 

recognition system. The application of the statistical experimental design technique 

to determine the control factors and optimize the recognition system is described in 

Appendix l as weil a.s in [86;. 

Table XI shows an example of the search limits imposed by the CLBA for an input 

won! ··St ~..Ialo··. givPn an observation sequence with 12 obsen<Hions and consid

ermg that the lexicon word being clecoded is the truth word hypothesis. Figure 

lig:contrapp shows the reduced st•arch space delimited by the CLBA (in gray). 

Table XI 

:-\n example of the search liruits fur the CLB.-\ and CLDLB:\ for the worrl 
··St_;\Ialu·· and a 12-observatiou sequence 

i Characters 

Parameter ! s t 1 ~~ a l () -
l 1 1 ~ :3 ·1 1 

5 6 7 

.s' -0.5 1 -0.5 -0 .. ) -0 .. ) -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 

e' O.;) ()..') 0.5 0.5 1 0.5 o .. =J 0.5 

1 s(l) 1 ~ 3 -t 5 ti 7 
1 

e(l) 3 9 13 13 13 13 1:3 

,;(1. A) 1 

1 

~ 

! 

•) 3 5 6 9 -
i 

1 

t(l. A) 
1 

-t 6 j 1:! 1 
13 13 13 

4.1.6.3 Contextual Time and Length Constraints 

The constraints introduced to the LB:\ depend only on l and t. They do not de

pend on the character classes. However. it woulcl be advantageous to make these 

constraints dependent on the character classes. The three constraints can be associ

atecl with the shape of the characters and the with the behaviour of the segmentation 
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algorithm used in the pre-processing step to Ioose segment words into characters. 

Table XII shows the probability of splitting characters into O. 1. 2. or :3 and more 

segments for each character cla.ss. :\s expected. the probability of segment a char

acter from cla.ss ·r into a. segment is very high (91SZ). while for the character class 

··:\" the probability is \·ery low ( ~ 8%). If during the decoding we ma.ke use of such 

knowledge. we can limit the nurnber of observations at each le\·el. according to the 

character cla.ss that is being decoded. 

:\"ow. we make :;(l. ,\) and e(l. ,\) depend on the character mode! (,\) and they are 

given by Equations -!.:23 and -1.2-l respectively: 

{ 

l if 
s(l. ,\) = 

l-s"(,\) if 

l = l 

l > L s"(-\) 2: l. 
(-1.:23) 

e (l' ,\) (-!.2-l) 
otherwise. 

where :;"(,\) and Dmu.x()') are now the two control factors to be determined and 

Dmu.x(À) is the maximum mode! dura.tion that is associated with the H~L\1 archi-

tecture. 

The control factors s"(,\) and Dmu..A>..) have to be adjusted to jointly optimize the 

system performance, tha.t is, find the best trade-off between recognition accuracy 

and speed. Ho\ve\·er. due to the high number of parameters to adjust. now it becomes 

difficult to use the statistical experimental design technique, and we hm·e acljusted 

the \"i.l.iue of each control factor in turn in an attempt to determine the effect of 

each factor on the response. In fact, we modify slightly the parameters which are 

initially set by the CLBA to adapt them to the particular cha.racteristics of each 
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Table XII 

~umber of segments resulting from the loose segmentation of words into cha.racters 
or pseudo-characters for each character cla;:;s [:32] 

1 Character 1 
Probability of splitting a ! Character Prohability of split ting a 

1 
Class l character into .\" st•gments 1 Cl a .. ..;:; character into S ::;egments 1 

1 1 1 1 
1 

1 u 1 : 
•) :;::l 

! 
u 

! 
1 

1 
:2 =;:3 

1 ' 

1 1 1 

.-\ 0.003:3 1 0.8659 0.1:2-!8 O.OOGO 1 a 0.0171 O. 759:2 o.:nlti 0.0091 

B 0.0006 1 O.S !95 0.1550 O.U:.!-19 b 0.0019 0.-1678 0.515:.! 0.015:.! 

c 0.0057 
1 o.9m5 0.08-10 0.00ti8 c 

1 

0.0136 0.9-!17 0.0-I:H 0.0016 

1 

D 0.0 1ll 0.7887 0.1807 0.0 1G5 d O.!l0:.!:-:1 tl.-1;):.!!.) 0.51:!5 O.ü:30S 

1 

E 0.0:.!99 1 0.81:!:2 0.1-181 0.001:18 e 0.0-1-18 0.9097 0.0-t:l:l 0.00:.!3 

1 F 0.0:!71 O. 75:3:! ll.l938 0.015-1 f 0.0:.!:.! 1 0.9:.!65 1 0.0515 0.0000 

i c: O.OO:.!U 0.:.!953 O.ti7:H 0.0:.!!).') ,, 
1 

0.0011 0.70:!7 0.:.!8:.!8 0.01:.!2 

1 

0 

1 

H 0.00:.!6 
1 

0.0-!16 0.9 10-l O.ll-155 h 
1 

0.0075 (J.:l-10:3 0.6:.!5-l 0.0:269 

I 0.0758 
1 

0.9 1:!0 0.0 lll-l 0.0008 i O.O!J:tl 0.81:10!:.1 1 
0.025!) 0.0000 

! 

J 0.00-lï 0.7-!65 0.2-186 O.UOOO j 0.01:32 0.9:3-1:2 1 0.0526 0.0000 

K 0.0000 0.1 ti67 0.8:!33 1 0.0000 k 0.0000 O.GOOO 1 
0.-1000 0.0000 

1 

L 0.0080 O. 799-1 0.1857 1 O.OOt.i!J l 0.0507 0.9 1S7 0.0:!16 0.00:.!0 

~[ 0.0011 1 0.2-!93 0.6:351 0 .11-l::i m o.om:.l O.U-l-!0 0.269:2 O.G8:l::i 

1 i\ 0.0018 0.0856 0.8681 0.0-l-1-l n 0.009ti 0.2730 0.61:132 0.03-!2 

1 0 0.0290 0.9706 0.001)-l 0.0000 0 0.03-!2 0.8528 0.111-l O.OOH.i 

1 

p 0.0190 0.8709 0.1071 0.0030 p 0.0000 0.6263 0.36:16 0.0101 

1 
Q 0.0000 0.6992 0.1870 0.11:38 q 0.0000 0.6329 0.3671 0.0000 

1 

R 0.00-!0 0.8-!69 0.1-107 0.008-1 r 0.0370 0 83·)- 0.1257 0.00-lti . -1 1 

s 0.0198 0.862-l 0.1163 0.001.) ::i O.O:l2ï 0.9:.!30 0.0-l-10 0.000:3 

1 

T 0.0863 O. 7993 0.1058 0.0086 t 0.12-11 0.6898 0.181:3 0.00-!8 

ü 0.003-1 0.1296 0.8581 1 0.0089 u 0.00-lti 0.08-!5 0.87 -!2 0.0:367 

\' 0.0017 0.:2376 o. 7563 0.00-!3 v 0.001 q 0.2-!86

1 

O.ï-!01 0.009-l 

w 0.0000 0.0000 0.2-!1-l 0.7586 w 0.0000 0.0000 0.1667 0.8333 

1 

x 0.0075 0.2728 O. 713-l 0.006:3 x 
1 

0.008-l 0.3382 0.6131 0.0-!03 

y 0.00-t-l 0.2529 0.7338 0.0088 y 

1 

0.00-13 0.1-!81 0.8219 0.0256 

z 0.0090 0.9186 0.072-1 0.0000 z 0.0211 0.8211 0.1579 0.0000 

! 
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character class. Table XI shows the search lirnits modifiee! by the CDCLBA. Figure 

fig:contrapp shows the reduced search space delimitee! by the CDCLB:\ (surrounded 

by the black linc). 

~' 

B n r 
H n h ' ' 

~\)t) 
f\o..~o 

- i .. :\ 

(:; ;:~~:::~·!:~\~~~: 
r n OnBnOn 
H n OnLnOn 

S T _ M A L 0 
,--J--,-.--'5 1 7 .. 9 • 1 ~~0-1-,~-.-.-1-l~-.,-:, 1 i • 2 1 4 '51 T IJ-~-4 '5-~~---~2]~1-,~~----g:;-! 

1_:.._2 ___ ~~-~- --~----· __ _:_-:] ________ 1..:...!!._ ______ :_-i ___ _ 

Figure 32 Reduction in the search space for a 7-charaèter word (ST _;\lALO) and 
a 12-observation sequence. The search space ddimited by the CLBA 
is shown in gray. while the line surrounding the search space reprcsents 
the region ddimited by the CDCLBA 

4.1.6.4 Computational Complcxity and Storage Requirements for the 

CLBA and the CDCLBA 

The computational complexity of the CLBA and CDCLBA are basically the same 

and it is difficult to establish it exactly since both depend on heuristics to reduce 

some of the elements tha.t are im·olvecl in the number of computations. 

Table XIII shows the computational complexity and the storage requirements of 

the CLBA and CDCLB.-\ a.lgorithms. Ba.sically. the cornputational complexity is 

given by 'Il''ff:!, where 'T' < T denotes the reducecl number of operations due to the 
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time constraint. combined with L" < iL' and H. The factor L" denotes the reduced 

nurnber of operations due to the length constraint. The storage requirements a.re 

the same of the LDLB:\ presented in Table X. 

Table XIII 

:\ summary of the approximate computational complexity and storage 
requirements for the CLBA and the CDCLBA 

C omputat il)nal 

Complexity 

Stora~e 

Requirements 

4.1.6.5 Summary of the the CLBA and the CDCLBA 

The use of the constraints allows the reduction of the search effort:;. huwever. this 

method involves the optimization of severa! parameters \vhich also entai! a certain 

error. Furthermore. the constraints do not take into account the particularities of 

each character. 

The use of constraiuts dependent on the character rnodels can recover some accuracy 

that was !ost by using global constraints and at the same time speedup the recog-

nition process. On the other hancl. the main drawback is the number of parameters 

to be adjusted. The optirnization of the control factors is much more complicated 

and it is very difficult to use a statistical method to such an aim. 

The evaluation of the performance of the constrained lexicon-driven le\·el building 

algorithm and contextual dependent constrained lexicon-driven leve! building algo

rithm implementations and their cornparison with the performance of the baseline 

recognition system and the LDLB.-\ implementation are presented in Chapter 5. 
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4.1. i Fast Two-Level Decoding Strategy 

In Sections -L l..S and -L 1.6 we saw that although the le\·el building algorithrn to

gether with the lexical tree reduces the computationa.l cornplexity of the recognition 

process. there is also a possible degradation in the recognition a.ccuracy relative to 

the baseline SRTP recognition system. This degradation could be attributed to the 

le\·el reduction in the case of the LDLB.-\ and abo to the heuristics tha.t limit the 

search in the case of the CLB.-\ and CDCLB.-\. 

However. we han.' abu obsen·ed that there is still a great number of repeated com

putation during the decoding of the worcls in the lexicon. Therefore. it is possible 

to reduce further the computational complexity of the recognition process. 

In this section we presPnt a simple and efficient algorithm to sea.rch the lexical tree 

for a optimum decoding equivalent to the \ïterbi implementation of the ba.-;eline 

recognition system. This novel fa.-;t search strategy breaks up the computation into 

two leveb: state leve! and cha.racter le\·el. Gi\·en an observation sequence, at the 

first leve! character rnodels are decodee! inclividually for each possible entry and exit 

points. and the results are stored into two a.rrays to further use. .-\t the second 

leve!. words are decoded basee! on the prcviously pre computed character rnodels 

without the necessity of clecoding state sequences, but only character boundaries. 

\\'e show that this algorithm brings the recognition accuracy to tha.t of the baseline 

recognition system. at a reduced computa.tional complexity. 

4.1.i.l Principles of the Fast Two-Level Decoding Strategy 

The words in the lexicon are formed by the concatenation of alphabetic cha.racters 

and each chara.cter cla.ss is modeled by at least an H~I~L This so called "character 

H~I:\Is .. are global models, that is. they do not dependent on the words. 

Consiclering the character .. a .. that appears repeateclly within the words of the five-
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word lexicon shown in Figure 33. :\ssuming that it is modded by a character H.\[.\[ 

denoted as ,\a. during the decoding. each appearance of the character ··a .. in the 

words is always replaced by the same model \,. So. given an observation sequence 

and the fh·e-word lexicon shown in Figure 33a. the character ··a·· will be replaced by 

,\,, eight times. and it will be equally decoded eight times. However. if we consider 

the tree representation of the iexicon a.s shown in Figure :nb. the prefix ··ta·· is 

shared by ali the words and consequently the character ··a·· appears only thret~ time. 

So. it will be replaced by ,\,, titree times. and it will Le equally decoded only thret• 

times. 

labry 
lacave 
lacaze 
lacenas 
laduz 

(a) 

1.100 

101 . 220 

221 . 340 

341.480 

481 . 580 

(c) 

Figure 3:3 (a) :\ small lexicon with 5 words. (b) Organization of the lexicon a:; 

tree structure with the computation arder for the time-asynchronous 
se arch, ( c) Computation orcier for each word for the com·entional time
synchronous Viterbi search 

The question that one may pose is: ··During the recognition. is it possible to decode 

,\, only once. since it is always the same cha.racter moclel?"". The current decocling 

algorithms are no able to do that and the rert.son is that they decode an observation 

sequence in a time-synchronous fashion. Considering tha.t a word is formed by the 

concatenation of H.\[J.[ models as ,\1 e ,\2 a ... e,\l: ... : ,\L. under the conventional 

Viterbi algorithm it is not possible to calculate the Viterbi score of an observation 
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sequence for a character (,\!) within the ward without relying on the \ïterbi score of 

the immediate preceding character (,\1_!). even if the same character ha.s appeared 

previously within the ward or within another word for which the \ïterbi score wa~ 

a.lready calculated [1-15]. 

Considering the lattice for a 3-character word formed by the concatenation of char

acter I-D.[\[s shawn in Figure 3-l. the initial probahilities of the second character 

(l = :2) depend on the final proba.bility of the preceding character (l = 1). so the 

final probability of the second character clepemls on the probability of the prt'ceding 

character, and so on. because the proba.bilities computed by the \ïterbi algorithm 

are cumtdative along the lattice. This dependence on the probabilities of the imme

diate prececling character is gi\·en in Equation :3..1 in Chapter 3. Fur this rea .. -;un. eœn 

if the character H\1\fs do not depend on the wnrds (position. neighbors charactcrs. 

etc.) the probabilities computeJ along the mode! do. This implies the necessity 

of ha\"ing multiple copies of the sarne character lül\ls through the scarch space 

to account for the different contcxts. say. different positions within a won! due to 

the different prcceding and succcecling characters. .-\s a con:-;equence. it is ditficult 

to m·oid the large number of copies ami the repea.ted computation of bcst state 

sequences. 

This problem wa~ partially solved by the tree-structured lexicon and the LDLB.-\ 

presented in Section -!.1.5 because the computation for the cornmon prefixes is car

riec! out only once and shared by al! words with the same prefix. but it is still 

necessary to repeat the decoding of character H\l\ls for the remainder of the words. 

To solve this problem and avoid repeated computation of the sa.me H\1\ls and 

observation sequences we propose a new algorithm that breaks up the computation 

into two levels. At the first leve[ cha.racter H:\1.\ls are decoded considering each 

possible entry and exit point and the result (best state sequences and probabilities) 

is stored in an array for further use. At the second leve! words are decocled but 
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• i • 

LÜ i .. 2 i ·~ ~52 v 'l 

• 51 5J 54 S5 
1 

1 

â) ., 
·' • 41 42 0:! .. 45 

! ..... ~ 
2 .1 ·~ -• JI n JJ 34 35 

~- ...; .. ;;; 
17 1 a 19 2C 

1=1 
"J ·~ ·~:· 

10 

7 8 9 10 
start state 

Figure 3-l :\ :3 -character word f-C\[;..[ formed by the couca.tenation of three 2-
state character H:..I:..b. and the corresponding lattice structure for a 
lü-observation sequence. The gray arrows indicate the possible sta.te 
transitions. the black arrows indicate the best path. and the munbers 
indica.te the computation orcier 

reusing the results of the tirst le\·el. say, the best sta.te sequences and probabilities. 

So. only the character boundaries are decodecl without the necessity of going through 

the lüD.[ states. The details of each leve! are presented a~ follows. 

4.1. 7.2 First Leve!: Deco ding of Character l\lodels 

The idea underneath the proposed search strategy lies in a\·oiding repeated corn-

puta.tion of the best state sequences of sub-word H~l~ls. Given a set of sub--word 

models C = {.-\ 1, À2 ....• -\u} where ,\rn models cha.racter cla.sses (letters. digits, and 

symbols) and a sequence of observations 0 = ( o1 02 ... o-r). a.t the first le\·el we eval

uate the matching between 0 and each Àm indi\·idually. To do that, we assume 

that each character H~D.I has only one initial state (or entry state) and only one 

final state (or exit state) <1S denotecl in Figure 35 and we compute the best state 

sequences between initial and final states. considering one possible beginning frame 
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at each time. which is denoted as s. From this beginning frame s we compute the 

best state sequences between initial and final states for al! possible ending frames. 

which is denoted as e. Furthermore. we store in an array the best state sequences 

ami probability scores of a.ll pairs of beginning and ending frames (s. e). 

Figure 35 .-\n H~I.\I topology with a uniqUt' initial sta.te and a uuique tiual state 

The complete clescriptinu uf the procedure to decudP ali character modds is described 

a .. -; follows: 

1. For a gwen .St?qtzenœ of vb.sen:atiuns 0 = ( o1 o! ... or): 

:!. Pick up a dwrru:ter modd .\"' u·hich hus and mztwl statt> dowted rl:; i and a final state 

denoted as f; 

:J. Cun.~zder only a mlzri entnJ point. denoted as (.~. i) at eu.ch time and cumpult' ali pusszble 

best state paths tu the final state f usiny the Vzterbi algurtlhm; 

4. For each time e that the final state f zs reached. store zn an arTU!J ,\(.o;.e) the accumulated 

probabzlity at f; 

5. Find the best :;tate seq·uence by backtrackiny from f tai and store zt in an arTay t:(s,e}; 

6. Repeat from Step ·l untzl s = T; 

7. Pick up another s and repeat from Step :J untzl s = T; 

S. Pick up anuther A.,. and repeat from Step 2 until rn = .\1; 

fJ. End. 

Figure 36 illustrates the procedure presented ab ove to decode a.n observation se

quence with seven observations and a three-state H~E\l which initial sta.te is i = 1 

and final state is i = 3. :\ote that for this lü.I~I topology some of the pa.ths are 
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omitted beca.use according to the H:\D.I architecture they do not exist. In Figure 

36a the decoding starts for s = 1 and the tina! state is rea.ched a.t e = 3. -L ... , ï. So. 

the probability of each path from i = 1 to i = 3 for ea.ch beginningjending frame 

(s.e) is stored in an a.rray x(s.e) a.s shawn in Figure :36b. The best state sequences 

recm·ered by the backtracking procedure are abo stored in an array t:(s. e) as shown 

in Figure :36c. Figure 36d shows two examples of the backtracking for (e. j) = (6. :3) 

and (e.j) = (Ï. 3). The array 11; keeps the bt>st state at each t. An additional array. 

t:(s. t.') is n•quired to keep the whole state sequenct•. 

:\ow that we have a guod unclerstanding of the :;teps carried out at the first lewl. we 

can present the complete decoding algorithm fl)r fincling the best state sequences of 

each character H:\I.\L assuming that observations are emitted at states. a!; follows: 

1. Initwli::ation: fur 1 :S s :S T. i = 1 

2. Recursion: fors < t :S T. 1 :S j :S .\" 

:3. Tennination: if j = .\" 

JeU)= ma.x [r5c-t(i)a,1 ] b1 (oc). 
l::; .-:; .\' 

....,·tU) =arg m<LX [Jc-tU)a,J] 
l<;; 1::; .\' 

e = t 

x( s. e) = 6c(.V) 

( -L26) 

( -L2ï) 
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1 

! 
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! t(1.2) t(22) t(3.2) 

i t(1 1) t(2 1) t(3. 1) 

(b) 

,p .TJ &(2 TJ >:(3. n 

t(1.3) t(2,3) &(3.3) 
E(1.2) E(2.2) &(3 2) 

E(l, 1) E(2.1) &(3. 1) 

q•, = 3 
q•, = 2 
q• = 2 
q·~ = 1 

(c) 

E(6.3): (3 2 ~ 1) 

tCT.TJ 

tCT.3J 

tCT 21 
tCT.ll 

t(T TJ : 

1 

E(T .3) ' 
&(T.2) ' 

&(T.1) ! 

E(7 3) : (3 3 2 2 1) 

(d) 

129 

Figure 3G (a) Computation of the probabilities for a single 3-state character 
H~D.I for each entry point s. (b) The resulting forward probability ar
ray x(s, e) that models single characters for a specifie obser\'a.tion se
quence, (c) The resulting best state sequence arra.y ~:(s. e). (d) Example 
of backtracking for two exit points (s,e) = (3,6), and (..,-,e) = (3, ï). 
The resulting J.IAP state sequence is stored in the a.rray ~:(s, e) 
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4- Backtracking: fort = e- 1. e- 2 ..... s. q; i.-; ddennined recursirely b!J: 

. . ( . ) lit =-t-l 'lt-t 
( -L2S) 

So. for a gi\·en observation sequence 0 we ewl up with .\[ arrays that keep the best 

probability scores \(.S.t~) and .\I arrays that keeps the best statl~ :>equences ds.e). 

Doing that. the probability scores of the character mocleb are totally indepenclent 

of the context (the word within the character may appear) and may be reused 

unrestrictedly to decode words in a lexicon. 

This decuding algorithm can be viewed a~ the standard \ïterbi algorithm but which 

is used to decode at each time the emin~ sequence of obsen·ations 0 for a specifie 

range of begirming frames s. l :S s :S T. and ending frames c. l :Sc ::; T. 

?\ote that so far any additiunal source of knowledge (e.g. lexicon. grammar. etc) 

wa.s useJ. so this procedure is totally decoupled from context. lexicon. etc. By this 

process we avoid repeated computation of the best state sequences which may be 

regarJeJ ~ the most time-consurning procedure in the recognition process. Once 

the best state sequences are computed for al! character rnodels. they cau be reused 

freely to decode any lexicon because they are position-mdependent. so for this reason 

we cali them. rew;able cha racler mode/s. \'ow. the character models can be viewecl a.s 

building blacks with an associated transfer function where the output probabilities 

depend only on the values at the input of such blacks (Figure 3-;"). 

Figure 3ï A character madel representee! as a block with a.n a.ssociatecl transfer 
function that maps input probabilities to output probabilities 
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The next section shows how to use the pre-computed best state sequences of ail 

character models to decode the word in a lexicon. 

4.1.i.3 Second Level: Decoding of \Vords 

Considering our prirnary problem, that is to find the word w E R that best matches 

with the sequence of observations O. Supposing that the words are formed by the 

concatenation of single character H.\L\[s (,\ 1 :-: -\2 : · · · S ,\L). now. we no longer 

have observation sequences ami character models but pre-clecoded character arrays 

\ 1(.-;.e) e \"2(s.e) ~···oS \L(.-;.e) that hides the notion of observations and states. 

:\uw. let us iutrodnce a source of knowleuge. ::;ay. a lexicon 'R that contain::; all 

valid words that can uccur at the input of the recognition system. So. we necd tu 

concatenatP character arrays according tu the orthographie form of the words in 

the lexicon and compute the character probabilitit's at character boundaries. The 

probability of ea.ch word i::; readily obtained from _\L(e. T). This corresponds to 

decoding the sequence of observations 0 through the word Rr: E R formed by the 

concatenation of L single character models Ru = ( c1 c2 ... CL). 

The decocling of words is carried out from left to right and since words have well

defined initial and terminations. that is, the first and the last word chara.cters, the 

initia.lization condition specifies that for the first character of the word represented 

by the array \ 1 (s. e) the only valid entry point is at s = 1. Here we make use of the 

index l to denote the position of the character modeb within a word. and now we 

can throw away the index s and keep only the pa.ths for which J1(l) is ma-ximal. 

The complete decoding algorithm for the second leve[ is given as follows. 

1. I nitialization: for 1 ~ l ~ L. 1 ~ t ~ T: 
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.\( 1, t) 

·J Termination: for l = L. t = T: 

p· = â·r(L) 

cï(L) = .::T(L) 

zf l = 1 

if l = 1 

zf :2 S: l S: L 

3. Cha meler Backlmckiny: fur L - 1. L - 2, .... 1: 

4- State Backtracking: for L - 1. L - 2 ..... 1: 

ÊL = E[T. q•(L)] 

it = E[(tj"(l + 1)- 1. cj•(l)j 

l32 

( -l. 29) 

( -1.:31)) 

(-!.31) 

( 4.32) 

At the initialization step, :.:.·1(1) records the frame t in which the preceding character 

encled. To recover the character boundaries. we need to rely on the character output 

backpointer, q•(f) that records the time t at which the previous character ended and 

it is determined recursively at the Step 3. Recall that the whole :\IAP state sequence 

for each single character \Vas stored in an array E(s, e). So, to recover the l\lAP state 

sequence we need the additional Step 4. 
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Figure 38 shows an example of ward decoding where each array x( s. e) models a 

single character. The start of a word is constrained to the first character and only 

the probabilities at s = 1 are considered. that is. the first row of the array. The 

remaining characters can start at any t where the precedent character terminates. 

that is. at al! t's. so we sim ply multiply the final probabilities of the preceding 

character c5c( 1) by al! colurnns of the array x2 (.-;. e) that models the second character. 

and take only the m<L"'(iruurn \'<.tlue for each colurnn. This proceJure continues up to 

the l<.L-;t character of the won[ (l = L). 

Figure 38b shows an example of backtracking for a thrce-character word and a 

9-observation sequence. The variab!P .:..·c(l) keeps the time in which the previous 

character terminated. (ü. :3. and 0). so the corresponding lwst state sequence cau be 

obtained in the array t:(s. t'). The concatenation of the sdectecl best state sequences 

of the array t:(.'i.c) gives the ~I...\P state sequence of the word (i). 

In Appendix 3 the fast tlL'o -lere! decoding algvrithm is presentee! considering the 

transition models and the presence of nul! transitions. 

4.1.i.4 Computational Complexity and Storage Requiremcnts of the 

Fast Two-Lcvcl Dccoding Algorithm 

In the case of the fast two-level decoding algorithm. the first leve! is independent 

of the lexicon. and its computational complexity is given by !rN:.!. However. this 

computation is repeated for each possible beginning frame s. where 1 ::; .-; ::; T and 

character models. So, the complete computational complexity of the first leve! is 

O(T:.!N:.!M). The first leve[ requires the stora.ge of the arrays x( s. e) and f(s. e) for 

al! character models. 

In the second level, the computation depends on the word in the lexicon. and the 

complexity is O('ii'2 li...'V). The second leve! requires the storage of the arrays c5c and 
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1 

1 

~ - -§·~ l3 _2 ~ ~ ~ .,_ 3_ 2 _1 ~ - - ~ 
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13-l 

Figure 38 (a) Computation of the probabilities for a word formed by the concate
nation of characters represented as building blocks, (b) An exarnple 
of backtracking for a 3-character word and a 9-observa.tion sequence 
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..._'t to decode the character boundaries. If a lexical tree is used instead a flat lexicon. 

\Ve need two additional arrays eSt and -·t for the L' shared prefixes. Table XIV 

shows the approximate computational complexity and storage requirements for the 

fa.st two-level decoding algorithm considering a Hat lexicon and a tree-structured 

lexicon. 

Table XI\. 

Computational complexity and storage requirements for the fa~t two-level 
decoding algoritlun considering a flat structure and a tree-structured lexicon 

! Computationa! Comp!t~xity Storage Requirement:; 1 

FS Flat O(T:.!~·i'2 ~t~ + T:.!LV) :!T'2}-lr/ T 2~;H2 

FS Tree O(T'2 ~:.!~';~ .._ T:.!i.'V) 
1 27

2 E~! +:!MT:.! +:~L'Tv 

At first glanee the fast two -level decoding algorithm seems to have a cumputational 

cornplexity greater thau the a.lgorithms prPsented in the earlier sections because it 

has two quadratic terrns. In fact, the dimension of the variable is also very impor

tant. In Section -l.l.9 we compare the computationa.l complexity of the algorithrns 

presented through this dwpter and there it will be clea.r the advantages of the pro-

posed decoding algorithm. 

It should be noticed that the results presented in Table XIV are generic and no 

assumption about the topology of the H~I:.Is was made. To have a more exact 

estimation of the number of operations we luwe to know the topology of the H:\I:.Is 

as well as the other cha.racteristics. For specifie topologies. such a.s the left-to-right 

mode! it is possible to further reduce the computational complexity. 

The algorithm is flexible enough to accommodate such pa.rticular characteristics of 

the H~[~[ topologies. avoiding unnecessary computation. Some simplifications can 

be introduced to the algorithm according to the topology of the H~[:\[s. For a. left-
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to-right mode!. the limits for t and i are s ~ t ~ T. and l ~ i ~ j respectively. 

Furthermore, if the cluration of the moclels is known the limits of t can be further 

reducecl to s + Drrun ~ t ~ .s ~ Dmu.r· where D"'"' and Dma.r are the minimum and 

the ma.ximum number of observations that can be emitted by a single H~I:\! [SG;. 

ln some H:\L\[ topologies the dura.tion is explicitly modelee! by the H:\[:\[ topology. 

notably in those models used in hanrlwriting recognition that do not ha\·e self-loop 

· · ··y3 ·>- -1 -o· tran:mwns [-· . . ):). :.> • j ;];. 

-1.l.ï.5 Surnmary of the Fast Two-Level Decoding Algorithm 

The fast two··le\·el search introduces two concepts: modularity and reusability. Con-

\·entionally. in an H:\[:\[ frarm~work. the characters are modeled by a transition ( a,1 ) 

and obst~rvation probability b1 lat) that are obtaint'd during the training. However. 

in the case of fa.:>t two-level decocling algorithm tht' characters are modelee! by two 

arra.ys \(.s. e) and t(s. e) and they cau be considered as black-boxes (1)r building 

blocks), where the output b a function of the input (Figure 3ï). These building 

blocks c:an be used through the lexicon tn account fur the different coutexts. avoid-

ing repeated computations. 

:\"ote that the solution is exactly the same a.s the one obta.ined by using a cla.ssi

cal Viterbi algorithm. Furthermore, in spite of having based our presentation on 

state-ba.sed H:\1:\[s, there is no restrictions. and the same search strategy can be 

usee! with tra.nsition-ba.sed H:\[~!s. topologies including self-loop transitions. log

probabilities (likelihoods), etc. As an example, in Chapter 5 we present a practica.l 

implementation of the fast two-level decoding a.lgorithm considering likelihoods, and 

transition-ba.sed models with nul! transitions. The formulation for the fa.st tu:o-lerel 

decoding algorithm for transition-based H:\l:\[s and considering the presence of nul! 

transitions is presented in Appendix 3. 
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4.1.8 Extension: A Distributed Recognition Scheme 

Our main goal in this section is to explore the potential for speeding up the recogni

tion architecture \·ia concurrency. It is relevant since multiprocessor machines and 

workstation clusters are becoming very common. To such an a.im, one of the more 

intuitive attempt at speecling up a lexicon-driven handwriting recognition system is 

to exploit the large number of its algorithm steps. For example. in a lexicon-drive 

approach. the matching of a seqnence of features against different words present in 

the lexicon ca.n be executed in para li el on different processors. The re are sewral 

other leveb of concurrency in our recognition engine that can be exploited individ

ually and in combination. for example. the computation of the mode! likelihoods of 

the fast two-level decoding algorithm presented in Section -1.1. 7. However. the most 

natural way is to distribute the lexicon. partitioning the t<l.::ik of decocling among 

severa! processors. 

4.1.8.1 Exploiting Concurrency 

In the litera.ture. it is hard to find a reference thal dt:·scribes distributed techniques 

a.pplied to the handwriting recognition problem. Some authors just mention that 

distributed processing can be employed to achieve a better performance or that 

rnultiprocessors are employed to meet throughput requirements [5]. This is due to 

the fact that the majority of researchers h<we been focusing on the other important 

problem: impro\·ing the accuracy of such systems. To obtain high accuracy even 

for small and medium lexicons is a challenging problem. When the number of 

entries in the lexicon grows. both the a.ccuracy and the processing time are affected 

significantly. Sorne authors daim to have \vorked with large vocabularies: indeed, 

just few entries are really matchecl against the sequence of fea.tures extracted from 

the input image [38]. ~Iost of the lexicon entries are purged by taking into account 

other sources of knowledge [35]. For example, in postal applications, the ZIP code 
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is frequently used to reduce the number of candidate city narnes to be recognized. 

Some other authors use geometrical measurements of the input image to estimate. 

for exarnple, the ward lengths. and some heuristic to eliminate words 0\·er such a 

length from the lexicon before proceeding to the decoding (search) [:38.l ï9]. But the 

problem occurs when such sources of knowledge are not available or provide some 

unrelia.ble information. In such cases. it is no longer possible to reduce the lexicon 

size and the system is required to deal with a large \·ocabulary. 

4.1.8.2 Task Partitioning 

Threads are an efficient way to parallelize the recognition process. Threads pro\·ide 

a simple mechanism to pa.rallelize the recognition engine by partitioning the lexicon 

among concurrent threads. In our implementation we have considered static parti

tioning schcmes which are easier to ma.nipula.te un small--scalc multiprocessors. The 

para.llelization invoh·es static partitioning of data and computation a.mong multiple 

threads using th~· C -threads facility. Figure :39 illustrates the pa.rallelization uf the 

recugnition engine through the partitioning of the lexicon. 

\\"e have a global lexicon that contains :36,116 entries. The sequentia.l version of 

the recognizer is required to match the sequence of features against al! these entries 

before making a decision about the best word candidates. In arder not to introduce 

so many modifications to our classifier. we split the lexicon into Xp partial lexicons 

where ea.ch one will have Vj ;\"p entries. .\"p denotes the number of processors and 

V the number of entries of the global lexicon. A threacl is crea.tecl for each partial 

lexicon and a classifier is used just to match the sequence of featmes against the 

entries of such a lexicon. The same is clone for the rest of the partial lexicons. In 

this \Vork we clid not address the problem of quantitative loacl balance. that is, we 

have not ensured that al! processors get approximately equal numbers of character 

H~D.Is to minimize load irnbalance and idling overhead. The partition of the lexicon 
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Input Image 

u 
( Pre-Process1ng ) 

u 
( c1ass1fler 2 ) ~( Lex1con L2) 

( Classifier 3 ) ~ ( LexJcon L3) 

(Classifier N ) ~c LexJCOn LN) 

Word Word Word Word 
Cano1dates Cand1dates Candidates Candidates 

~ ~ /! / 
( Combmat1on ) 

u 
Final Ward Candidates 

Figure 39 :\n o\·erview of the distributed recognition scheme where severa! sim
ilar classifiers execute a relatively less complex recognition task for a 
partitioned lexicon 
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only use:; the equal number of words in each partial lexicon as a. criterion. 

The output of each classifier is a list with the TOP N ward candidates that gi\·e 

the highe::;t likelihood score for that part of the global lexicon. The output::; of ali 

classifier:; must be combined to decide which are the best ward candidates among 

a.ll partial lexicons. 

4.1.8.3 Combination of the Results 

The goal of the combination module is just to combine the outputs of the .\"p 

classifiers by taking into account the a. po::;teriori probabilities. Such a cumbination 

problem is very :;impie to soh·e because the output::; of the cla . .s::;ifiers are similar 

and provide comparable output::;. There is no need of normalization priur to the 

combination. Therefore. we just merge the .\"p lists of the TOP ;V word candidates 

provided by each cla.-;sifier and rank such a. re::;ulting list according to the likelihood 

scores in orcier to obtain the final TOP S ward candidates. \\"e obserwd exactly 

the same recognition rate:; in both the di::itributed and the sequential ::;chemes. On 

the other hand. the processing time wa.-; reduced considerably. 

4.1.8.4 Computational Complexity and Storage Requiremcnts of the 

Distributed Recognition Scheme 

Table XV shows the approxima.te computational cornplexity and storage require

ments considering a flat lexicon and a. tree---structured lexicon. The computa.tional 

complexity is the sa.me of the fast two-level decoding algorithm. except tha.t the 

vocabulary size is V' < Y. since it is partitioned among severa! processors. 

However, it should be noticed that the computationa.l complexities shown in Table 

XV only hold if the ::;peedup is linear with the number of processors lP. 
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Table XV 

Computationa[ complexity and storage requirements for the distributed 
recognition scheme using the fast two-[eve[ decoding algorithm and considering a 

flat structure and a tree-structured [exicon 

1 

Computational 

Complexity 

Storage 

Requirements 

:rr·~E~iP ~ 2~trT"? 

2T'2}I~iP + 2f'trT2P ï :J!..'TV'P 

4.1.9 Summary of the Speed Improvements 

The contents of this section can be sumnw.rized by comparing the computational 

complexities and storage requirernents of the \·arious approaches. Tahle XVI cap

tures this information succinctly. 

Table XVI 

Computational complexity and storage requirernents for ali strategies presentee! in 
this section 

Scarch Computational Storage 

Strategy Complexity Rcquircments 

BLX O(H'TN2L V+ HTL 'V) 

1 

2lhi'FLN 
LOLB:\ O(}lTrPL'Y) 2:-:TN + 2ET + :ll..'TV 
CLBA & CDCLBA O(JiiT'N2L"V) 1 21-tTN + 21-IT -r :31 .. 'TV 
FS Flat éJl T2N2~~ + T2L Y) 

1 
272 1-lrl + 2MT2 

FS Trce CJ(T2 N2M + T2!L'V) 1 2T2:m + 2MT2 + 3L'T'o/ 
OS FS Flat OCT2 N2M + T2LV') 2T2:HN? + 2~n'2P 
OS FS Tree CJ(T2 N2 M + T2L'V') 21'.2HHP + 2MT2P + 3L'TV'lP 

El: 1'\umb<!r of models per charactcr da.ss; T: :-;urnbcr of observations;~/; :-;umber of states: 

L: Lcnght of the wurds; V: :-;umber of words in the vocabulary; 

L': Reduccd length of the words in a trie; V': Reduced number of words in the vocabulary; 

M: Total numbcr of models: :;'': Reduccd number of observations; 

L": Redu.:e length oi the words due to the length constraint; ?: 1'\umbcr of proccssors. 
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However, just looking the expressions shawn in Table XVI is hard to see which strat

egy is better. As we have mentioned before it is important to know the dimension 

of the variables involved in the computational complexity. To get a feeling on the 

computational complexity and storage requirements of each recognition strategy in 

Table X\ li we use typical values: H = 2. T = 30. L = 10. L' = ï. V = 80.000. 

V' = 8. 000. and P = 10. \\"e assume that the speedup is linear with the number of 

processors. 

Table X\"ll 

Computational cornplexity and storage requirements for al! strategies presented in 
this section 

1 

Sean:h 1 

1 
Strategy 1 :\!FLOPS 

1

! BL~ ! -L800 

LOLB.-\ 1 :uoo 

1 

CLB.-\ ..\: CDCLB:\ 

FS Flat 

FS Tree 

OS FS Flat 
OS FS Tree 

l.:.!UO 

iOO 

500 

70 

50 

1 

:\!Bytes j 

O. 7ti8 

:.!-1 

10 

:l-I 

~ow, it is possible to have a better idea of the difference in the number of opera-

tions and mernory usage of each recognition strategy. Comparee! with the recognition 

strategy of the baseline recognition system. the alternative search techniques that 

we have proposee! in this dmpter are very aclvanta.geous. On the other hand. they re

quire a bit more memory, but they are compatible with most of the current persona! 

computers. 

\\'e briefly review the results from this section: 

• It is possible to improve the recognition speed by using a tree-structured lex-
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icon with no effect on recognition accura.cy. Organizing the lexicon a~ a tree

structure reduces the number of chara.cters to be decodee! in approximately 

2 times relatively to the baseline recognition SRTP system that uses a Hat 

lexicon: 

• It is possible to reduce the complexity of the search by selecting only the best 

character models at each tree leve! with no significant effects on recognition 

accuracy: 

• The lexicon-dri\·en leve! building algorithms which integratt>s the lexical tree 

and the selection of best character models ha.s a lower computational cornplt'x

ity relatively to the baseline recognition system for large vocabulary ta.sks: 

• It is possible to further improve upon the recognition speed by limiting the 

number of obsen·ations alignecl at each leve! a~ weil a .. -; by limiting the nurnber 

of levels of the leve! building algorithm: 

• The contextual dependent constraine<i le\·el building a.lgorithm further im

proves upon the recognition speed by adjusting the constraints according to 

the character rnodels: 

• The fa~t two-level decocling algorithm deals with the limitations of the con

ventional decoJing techniques and attempts to amiJ repea.ted computation 

of cha.racter likelihood scores by decoupling the computation of the likelihood 

scores of inJiviclual cha.racter models and the computation of word likelihood 

scores. This approa.ch is somewhat simila.r to the two-level OP matching used 

in speech recognition for connectee! word recognition [1-16]: 

• The fast search stra.tegy handles the paradox of decoding the single chara.cters 

separately from the context ( words) but relying on the entire worcls to com

pute the 0\·erall probabilities, ensuring an optimal solution comparable to the 

one provided by the Viterbi sea.rch but \Vith a reduced computationa.l com

plexity that ena.bles it to tackle the problem of large \·ocabula.ry handwriting 

recognition efficiently; 
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• \\"e have exploited the potential for speedup through pa.rallelism using a very 

simple approach tha.t instea.d of parallelizing parts of the algorithm. it cuts up 

the recognition task and each processor is in charge of clecocling part of the lex

icon. The expected reduction in the computational complexity is proportional 

to the number of processors. 

In Clw.pter .) we compare the implementation of all these search strategies. So. there 

it will be possiblf~ to buth th~~ recognition :;peed. memory usage and accuracy of the 

search strategies. But bdore going to the experimental results. the following section 

presents our attempt to improve the recognition accuracy as wt>ll. 

4.2 Verification of Handwritten \Vords 

.-\nother goal uf this thesi:; is to demonstrate that it is possible to achieve high recog

nition rates on large \'ucabulary t<t.Sks without cornpromising the speedup achieved 

by the strategies presented in Section -l.l (sec Section 5.-Lï). The recosnition of 

handwritten words in a large vocabulary can be considered êl.S a very complex clas

sification problem. where a decision must be taken among severa! cl<l.Sses. As we 

have seen in the previous chapters, the ba.seline recognition system provides a list 

with the S -best word hypotheses êl.S result. However, usually a single response is 

required and the most intuitive solution is to consider the TOP 1 worcl hypothesis 

as the identity of the unknown test pattern. 

The b<.t.Seline recognition system performs segmentation and recognition of handwrit

ten words and it provicles at the output a. list with the .\' -best worcl hypotheses that 

best match against the sequence of observations generated from the input image. 

Ba.sed on the previous evaluation of the performance of such a system presentee! in 

Chapter 3. we know that as the number of worcls in the vocabulary increa.ses, <l.S the 

recognition accuracy decrea.ses. However, if we take into account the list of the S 

best ans\vers, it decreases slighter than the top choice. Considering only the TOP 
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1 word hypothesis. the difference in the recognition rate between a 10-word and a 

30k-word vocabulary is 25.2:3){. On the other hand. if we consider the TOP 10 word 

hypotheses. the difference in the recognition rate is 11.859é. In practice these ranked 

lists are regarded as intermediate results and a.t the end of the recognition process. 

a decision on \vhether accept the TOP 1 word hypothesis as the correct ur reject a.ll 

hypotheses has to be taken. :\ common approach in handwriting recognition to deal 

with these ranked lists is to incorporate at the end a rejection mechanism to a.ccept 

or reject the wurd hypothesis ba.sed on the confidence scores values a .. -;signed tu each 

one ~;).Jj. If the confidence score of the TOP l chuice is signitica.ntly higher than 

the other .\"- 1 choices. the TOP l label is a.ssignecl tu the input word. otherwise. 

the input word is rejectecl. Only few n~searchers have used wrification modules in 

handwriting r~:•cognition tu irnprove the recugnitiuu accura.cy of their systems ba..-;ed 

on thest~ multipk hypotheses lists [l-i.-iï.llO. 13lj. 

In this section we propose a \·erification scherw~ which aims to irnpru\·e the recog

nition accuracy of the ba.scline recognition system. \\'e use the list of the ;\' -best 

word hypotheses genera.tcd by the baseline recognition system which in addition to 

each word hyputhcsis it also pruvides the segmentation of such word hypotheses into 

cha.racters. Based un the segmentation, the verification module attempts to recog

nize each segment as a whole cha.racter using different fea.tures. different character 

mndels and different recognition strategy. 

Ba.:;ed on the error analysis presented in Cha.pter 2, we can summarize the main 

problems tha.t hc_we to be overcome to improve the accuracy of the recognition by 

combining the baseline SRTP recognition system with a different recognition strat-

egy: 

• Setter discrimination of similar shapes; 

• The results should be systematically integrable with the results of the Hl\I~Is: 
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• The other recognition stra.tegy should foetts on the \\ïeaknesses of the ba.seline 

recognition system to complement its results: 

• .\Iode! each chara.cter a~ a whole to overcome the limitations of the first orcier 

.\[arko\· a.ssumption: 

The outline of this section is as follows. In Section -LL 1 the characteristics of the 

output of the word recognizer are presentee! and analyzed. The main idea behind 

this analysis is to identify the information that could be helpful for the ,·erification 

and to define a \·eritication strategy. In Section -l.2.2 sorne practical constraints that 

have to be taken into account in clesigning the verifier and the problem of verification 

are cliscussed. Following such a discussion. in Section -!.2 .. :3 the architecture of the 

verification module is described and its many components. such as the isolated 

character recognizer based on neural networks. the featun-' extraction. etc. are 

described. In Section -L2.ü the characteristics of the output of the vf'ritication module 

are presenteJ. 

4.2.1 Characteristics of the \Vord Recognizer 

The baseline recognition system described in Cha.pter :3 rwrforms a. huge ta.sk of 

classifying an input pattern of unknown cla.ss into one of the possible ~ · classes. 

where V corresponds to the size of the vocabula.ry. The output of such a system is 

an N-best word hypothesis list orclered accorcling to the confidence scores. i.e. the 

likelihood assignee! to ea.ch word hypothesis. This list contains not only the ASCII 

label and the likelihood for each word hypothesis but also the segmentation of each 

word hypothesis into characters. The segmentation of each word hypothesis into 

characters is obtained by the backtracking of the best sta.te sequence of the \'iterbi 

algorithm or by one of the alternative decoding algorithms presented in Section 4.1. 

So, the output of the base li ne recognition system, denoted a~ Ill H~1 ~ 1 can be repre

sented by a triple: 
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( -1.33) 

where Ln is the label for the n-th word hypothesis. and it is giwn as a. sequence 

of chara.cters Ln = ci<! ... cf_ in which L is the number of characters in the word 

and c? denotes the l-th character of the n-th word hypothesis; Sn = L"ÏX2 ... x[_ is 

a set of segments that corresponds to the segmentation of the word into characters 

in which L·1 is the segment that corresponds to the [-th word character of the n

th word hypothesis: P,1 is the confidence score (or likelihood) <:~signed to the n -th 

word hypothesis. Figure -10 shows some examples of 10-best word hypothcsis lists 

generated by the baseline recognition system. 

L.lllel Seqmentabon LJkell/1ood L.lllel SeqmentabOn Ukehhood 

BOURS 11221 ·14.378855 NERON 21112 ·8.522033 
DOUAS 11221 ·14.384986 VERON 21112 ·8.530042 
ADGEA 11221 ·14.453356 HERON 21112 ·9.0091!10 
JOUTEL 112111 ·14.791832 MERON 21112 ·9.354612 
BAGAS 11221 ·14.876367 GERTON 211012 ·9.356061 
SPUAA 11221 ·14.921134 SERON 21112 -9.358621 
BAU RA 11221 ·14.965520 CERON 21112 ·9.432840 
BOUER 11221 ·15.0n375 VERTON 211012 ·9.570351 
DOUDS 11221 ·15.164326 FERON 21112 ·9.573650 
BAGES 11221 ·15.207915 USSON 21112 ·9.583147 

L.lllel SegmentatJon Ukeillloo<l 

AIVIEAE_SUA_ TARN 11211111211112 ·25.591029 
RIVIERE_ SAINT _JEAN 1121111101201112 ·32.222140 
RIVIERE_ SAINT _PAUL 1121111101211111 -34.3oon6 
ASNIERES_SUR_SAONE 1121111012111120 ·34.305419 
LAYAAC_SUA_TAAN 1321011211112 ·34.554012 
ATHIES_SOUS_LAON 11311110211112 ·34.686680 
AIVIEAE_DU_MAT 112111113212 ·35.098250 
AIVIEAE_DE_LA_SAVANE 112111111002110120 ·35.333127 
PERIEAS_SUA_LE_DAN 121111112101112 ·35.601541 
SAINT _BAEVIN_L_OCEAN 10121111112110012 -35.743930 

Figure -10 Some examples of lO-best word hypothesis lists generated by the base
line recognition system 
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4.2.2 Formalization of the Verification Problem 

The main hypothesis in designing a verification scheme to imprm·e the accuracy of 

the ba.seline recognition system is that the final segmentation of the words into char

acters carried out by the baseline recognition system is somewhat reliable. even if the 

input pattern is not recognized correctly (a.s the TOP 1 hypothesis). Sorne pre\·ious 

studies have shown that the serromentation is reliable in most of the cases r32. 38. 5-l:. 
• j 

For instance. Duplantier [:32] has visually inspected 10.006 word images from the 

training datc.~et of the SRTP database and cnrupan:•d with the alignment (segments

chara.cters) pro\·ided by the baseline recognition system. Inless than 207c of the ca.-;es 

(2.001 out of 10.00ti). segmentation problems mainly due to undersegmentation and 

labeling were identified. 

Furthermore. if we look at the :\-best list. the JitfPrence in the accuracy when 

considering only the best hypotht·sis (TOP 1) and the ten best hypotheses (TOP 

10) is more than 1-:io/c (for an 80k-woru lexicon). This is due to the presence of \·ery 

similar words in the lexicon that may differ only by one ur two characters. For this 

reason it seems that the most straightforwanl manner is to use the segmentation 

of the word hypotheses into cha.racters anu the word hypothesis labels to builcl 

an isola.tecl character recognizer to carry out verification at the character leve! in 

an attempt to better discriminate characters, since such an aspect was somewhat 

overlookecl by the won! recognition b<~ed on H:\E\Is. 

:\.nother possible strategy would be the use of an holistic verifier to verify the \\.-ord 

hypotheses as a whole instead of as a concatenation of cha.racters. The adclitional 

adnmtage of using such a strategy is that it ca.n madel coarticulation effects, i.e., 

the changes in the appearance of a character a.s a function of the shapes of the 

neighboring characters. However, a practical limitation pre\·ent us to do use such 

a strategy for verification: the lack of data for training a holistic classifier. Never-
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theless, the lack of data is abo troublesome to build the \·erification strategy based 

on the recognition of isolated characters as well a.s many other issues such as the 

dimensionality of the feature vector. the high number of classes (26 to 62 classes). 

the presence of characters poorly segmented ( undersegmented and oversegmented 

chara.cters), recognition time. memory usage. etc. 

Another strong justificatiün to support this strategy is the limitation of the H).[).[s 

to mode! the handwriting signal: the assumption that neighboring observations are 

conclitionally independent. which pre\·ents an H).[).[ from taking full advantage of 

the correlation that exists arnong the observations of a character: and the awk

wa.rduess with which segmenta! features such a.-; duration can be iucorp(mtted into 

H).[).[ systems. These two limitations can be overcome by modding and recognizing 

a character as a siugle unit rather than a sequt~nce of conditionally independent 

observatious. 

So. given the triple { Î.,1 , S,. Pn} provided by the H).[).[ cl;l.'>sifier, character alterna

tives are located within the word by using the segmentation Sn. :\nother feature 

extraction module i:; usee! to extract new features from such :;egment:;. and a dif

ferent feature vector i:; forrned. The task of the i:;ulated character cla.s:;ifier is to 

a.ssign Ba.yesian a posteriori probabilities to such a new feature vector tha.t repre

sent:; a character given that its class is already known. Further, the probabilities 

of the individual cha.racters ca.n be combined to geuerate a new score tu the word 

hypotheses. These new word :;cores can be combined with the output of the H:\I:\1 

classifier by a sui table rule to build up a hybrid recognition system. Figure -! 1 

shows an oven·iew of main component::; of the verification rüodule. The details of 

the verification module and its main components are presented in the rest of this 

Section <.\.'> weil as its integration with the H:\[:\[ -based worcl recognition building 

up a recognition-\·erifica.tion system. 

Figure 42 shows the variation in the recognition rate when ta.king a. grea.ter nurnber 
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e.~~· ..... "'"'~·- SI=[,(,~ ... ~] ... SN= [>(,1~ ... ~1] 
!lli~y 
\ ·\'\L,- 1 '·: 1 1 \ , ~r~ , 
, \ 1 1 Il/ 
"( ~'fTT l' ~ 

Character Classifier ~--- L1= [c;c~ ... ci.]... LN= (cf,c~ ... c~ 

\1 
"' . f \li, 

v 

--- l,_ ~. • • • • lN 

150 

Figure -t 1 :\n overview of the main components and inputs of the verification 
module 
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of S -best word hypothesis. It is clear that the more worcl hypotheses we take, 

the more the recognition rate increases. For the \·erification we coule! consider for 

exa.mple the TOP 100 best hypotheses. howe\·er. in the scope of this thesis it woulcl 

be irnpractical to consicler such a number of worcl hypotheses and we consider only 

the TOP 10 word hypotheses. 
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Figure -!2 The relation between the recoguition rate and the number of S -best 
word hypotheses 

4.2.3 Architecture of the Verification l\Iodule 

The main role of the \·erifier is to post-process the output generatecl by the hand

written word recognition system to improve its reliability and performance. It is 

also desirable that the verifier achieves both high accura.cy and high speed. How

e\·er. an important rema.rk is tha.t our main goal is not to clevelop a optirnizecl 

classifier to achieve high recognition rates, but to focus on the conceptua.l aspect of 

the recognition-verification strategy to va.lidate our research hypothesis. The main 

elements of the verification process are: 
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• Fea.ture Extraction: 

• ~eura.l ~etwork Classifier: 

• Combina.tion of Character Scores. 

The verification scheme that we have proposed is ba!:ied on the recognition of isolated 

handwritten characters which is introduced to improve the disambiguation among 

the resulting word hypotheses. Handwritten character recognition has been the 

subject of much attention in the field of handwriting recognition. Sèveral proposais 

to solve this problem have been presented throughout the last decade [ lS. 6.1. 168]. 

However. our problem is slightly different. siuce we do Bot want to really perform 

charac.:ter classific.:ation. that is. assign a cla.ss to a gi\·e!l feature vector. lB fact. the 

c.:harac.:ter class is already kBown. and we only wa!lt to restimate the probability of 

such a cla .. -;s to represent the feature vec.:tor. The information provided by the ward 

recugnizer is ( c1 • .L·t). ( c:! . .L':!) ... (cu. x H). So. the ta.sk of the character classifier is to 

assig!l a!l a po.steriuri probability to each segment (xh) given that the character class 

c,. was assigned to such a segme!lt. The output of the charac.:ter classifier is only a 

probability score (a po.steriori probability) for the given charac.:ter cla!:is. P(t:h[.L·,.). 

Recalling that our main goal is to recognize handwritten words from the SRTP 

clataba!:ie. However. while for sorne dasses of characters the number of samples is 

quite eleva.te (thousands of sa.mples). for others, it is quite scarce (less than 10). 

Besicles to this problem. we have a high number of cla.'ises (from 2G to 52 classes). 

Therefore. the lack of data causes severa! restrictions to the development of our 

work. such as: 

• Lack of data. The limitecl size of the trainiBg dataset is one of the most heavy 

constraints to the development of our work: 

• U nbalanced sample class distribution. 
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These pra.ctical effects of the practical constraints mentioned above is tha.t we have 

to take care about the dimensionality of the feature vector due to the curse vf 

dimensionality [69] and we a.lso have to work a.round to alleviate the problem of 

cha.ra.cter class sample distribution during training. For the latter problem, we 

could not use samples from another database to increase the number of the sarnples 

of the SRTP character database for those classes that have few samples. usually, the 

under representee! clë:~ses coïncide with those that show up less frequently within the 

words. A.nother possible solution coule! be to generate synthetic data for the under 

represented classes uy applying transformations to the actual samples. This solution 

was adoptee! uy Gader et al. [-tï] that haxe constructed balancee! training and testing 

da.ta.sets from images of addresses from the CSPS mail using 2.10 characters from 

each class for each set. For the classes \Vith less than 500 samples. they randomly 

resized the existiug charactf:rs to creatt• new samples. 

4.2.4 Featurc Extraction 

The selection of a feature extraction method is probably the single most important 

factor in achieving high recognition performance [ 165]. [n feature extraction the 

aim is to represent the image in terms of sorne quantifiable measuren.ent that may 

be easily used in the classification stage. Features extracted must minimize the 

within-class pattern variability and ma.ximize the between-class pattern \'a.riability 

to pro\'ide for sufticient discrimination among the different characters. Often. a 

single feature extraction method alone in not sufficient to obtain good discrimination 

po\~;·er. An obvious solution is to combine features from different feature extraction 

methods. 

Several different types of features and feature extraction methods have been pro

posee! in the l<lSt decade to represent isolated character hanclwritten recognition 

such as size normalization [30,-!6.9.5, 129, 13-l, 1.50, 168], zoning [9,-l6,81,82, 1:3-l, 155]. 
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concavities [159.163]. cm·ities [-16]. contour-directional hystogram [-16.81]. contour

direction [18.25.121.163]. chain-code hystogram [15.3]. gradient [30.81]. profiles [103], 

projections [25]. distance map [59.129]. directional distance [129]. tangent [1.30]. end 

points [159.16:3;. cross points [1.59.163]. pixel density [9.18.1:3-li. bars [2-l.-17]. tran

sition [2-l. -17]. h/ w ratio [ 1SJ. etc. Table \" in Cha.pter 1 presents a summary of some 

features together with cla.ssifiers used in chara.cter recognition. 

Besicles al! these proposed features. then~ is not a clear rnethodology to choose the 

more suitable feature set for a specifie problem. The criteria tha.t haw~ been usee! 

are based on the empirical evaluation of the recognition rate by using different com

binations of features. Recently. gendic algorithms have also helped in the selection 

of features in specifie applications [ 131: . 

...-\s we han• mentioned earlier. our main interest is not to de\·dop a "fully-optimized" 

cla.-;sitier. but a good cla.-;sitier. For this rea .. -;on. an empirical evaluation of severa! 

types of fea.tures seems to be sufficient. To such an aim. we ha.\·e evalua.ted many 

different features combined into different feature sets as described later in this Chap

ter. Such an t•mpirical evaluation leau us to build a 108-dimensional featun~ \·ector 

by c.:ombiniug 3 different types of featurt>s: 

• Projectiou histogram from whole charac.:ters: 

• Profiles from whole c.:haracters: 

• Oirectional histogram from 6 zones. 

:\ext we give a. brief description of the 3 feature types that we have chosen. \\"e 

assume binary images in which the background is represented by white pixels and 

the character is represented by black pixels. 
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4.2.4.1 Profiles 

The profile counts the number of pixels (distance) between the bounding box of the 

character image and the edge of the character. The profile of an cha.racter can be 

ta.ken at any position. but usually profiles are taken at -1: positions: top. bottom. left 

and right hand sicles as illustrated in Figure -1::3. 

The profile::; describe weil the external shapes uf characters and allow to distinguish 

between a great number of letters. ::;uch as "P .. and .. q". Since the profiles depend 

on the image dimensiun. the features are made scale independent by using a fixed 

nurnber of bins on each axis that is obtained by merging neighboring pixel::; and 

dividing by the total number of black pixels in the charactP.r image. \ \"e have nor

malized the profil~::; tu ten bins at cach a.xi::; to have an equal nurnber of elements 

for ali character::; 1• 

•' . 

;. ·--~· .... : J •• '..;. _,_ 

Figure -1:3 An example of the four projection profiles for the let ter "a'': top. 
bottom. left and right hand side profiles 

-IThe number of bins wr..s determined ernpirieally by exploratory experirnents on the validation 
dataset where the character recognition rate and the dimensionality were used as evaluation criteria. 
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4.2.4.2 Projection Histograms 

Projection histograrns count the number of pixels in each column and row of a 

chara.cter image [25. G.S. l6.s;. The projection can a.lso be taken at any position. 

but usually projection are taken at the vertical and horizontal a.xis. For a horizontal 

projection. Ph(.1·,) is the number of pixels with .r =x, \\:hile for a vertical histogram. 

Ph(y,) is the number of pixels with !J =y,. The features are made scale independent 

by using a fixed number of bins on each axis that is obtained by merging neighooring 

pixels and cli\"iding by the total number of black pixels in the character image. 

Projection histograms can separate characters such as .. m .. and .. n .. (:3 and 2 peaks 

in vertical projection respectively) or .. E .. and ··F" (:3 and 2 peaks in horizontal 

projection respectively). The projection histograms are nonnalized to ten bins5 at 

each a.xis to have an equal numoer of elements for ail characters. Figure -l-l shows 

the vertical ami horizontal projection histograms for the let ter ·'a". 

Figure -l-l An example of the two projection histograms for the let ter ··a··: ver
tical and horizontal projection histograrns 

5The number of bins wa.s determined empirically by exploratory experiments on the validation 
Jat~l>iet where the character recognition rate and the dimensionality werc u.scd a.s evaluation criteria. 
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4.2.4.3 Contour-Directional Histogram 

The contour of the character image is gi\·en by the outer and inner buunclary pixels 

that can be ea.sily found by exarnining each pixel within a :3 x :3 window. Considering 

a bina.ry character image. if the center pixel is black and at lea.:;t one of its neighbor

hood pixels is white. then the center pixel is a contour pixel and it is set <.l..'i such (set 

to black). :\Il other pixels are set to white. Figure -l.)a shows the contour for the 

letter .. a ... :\ext. the resulting contour is clivided into n x rn zones by superiruposing 

an rz x rn grid as show in Figure -15b )ti.)l. Fur each of these zones tht> contour i::; 

followed and a directional histogram is obtained by analyzing the adjaœnt pixds 

in the :3x:~ neighborhood of each contour's pixel (cellter pixel). Figure -W shows 

the contlmr-directional histogram. The goal of the zoning is to obtain local char-

acteristics. instead of gloiJal characteristics. Tht> zurws pro\·ide information on thP 

character contours and the direction of the strokes that forrn them. 

\\"e have carriecl out an empirical evaluation of the sen~ rai gr id dimensions (~x :2 ... ï x ï), 

where the criterion to determine the best zoning W<l..'i the recognition rate achieved. 

[n such experiments. best results were achit~ved by ;j x 3 and :3 x 2 zoniug. 

Figure -15 (a) An example of the contour extracted from the let ter ··a··. (b) the 
contour split in 6 parts corresponding to the 6 zones 

4.2.4.4 Selection of Characteristics 

As we have mentioned before, besicles these 3 different features types, we also have 

cleYelopecl sorne others as shown in Table XVIII, which are defined in [65, 165]. In-
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Figure -!6 The eight directions used in the directional-contour histogra.m 

stead of using more complicated and time-costly methods to select features. such as 

Hoat search or genetic algorithms ~oU. 02;. we have carried out sorne exploratory ex

periments to determine which combination of features achieves the best recognition 

rates on the :\IST database. For such an aim. we l1<we tested se\·en combinatinns 

as showu in Table X\"IU a.s weil as the dimension of the resulting feature vector. 

The recognition rates achie\·ed by each of these cornbinations are presentecl in Table 

XIX. Huwever. the recognition rate was not the only criterion. we have also taken 

into account the dimension of the resulting feature vector wl1t~re smaller is better. 

Table X\'III 

Sevt>ral comLination of feat ures tu determine the best feat ure vector for isolat cd 
handwritten character recognition 

1 

Expcrimcnt 

! 1 Feature Type Dimension ! :! 3 -l 5 6 
1 

ï 

1 Surface 1 Y es Y es 

=1 =1 1 

Extrema lti Y es Y es 

1 Orientation !) Y es Y es Y es Y es 

1 

1 

Excentricity !) Y es Y es Y es Y es 
1 1 

Projections :lü Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es 
' 

Y es 

Profiles -10 Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es 

Contours :w Y es Y es Y es Y es 

Direction (9 zones) -') ,_ Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es 

Ratio H/\\" Y es Y es Y es 

Surfaces 6 or 9 Y es Y es Y es 

Direction (6 zones) -18 '{es Y es 

Dimension 170 132 108 118 
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Table XIX 

Character recognition ra.te!i achieved by different combinations of features on the 
:"'IST clataba.se. considering 26 metacla.~ses 

1 

Cha.racter Recognition Rate 

(o/c) 

Data.set l Experiment 

l 1 2 1 3 
1 

-l .) 
1 

6 7 i i 

Training 93.77 1 9~·:j3 ! 9~.~~ 
1 

9-t ,)() 9-t.3ti 

1 

9-l. 71 9-t.-tO 

\'alidation 1 88.80 i 88.!) l S!U:~ S9.98 8!.l..161 1 ~~.J-l 1 b!J.3G 
1 

The be!it results were outaincd in experiment 6 by using the combination of projec

tion:;. profiles and contour·-directional histogram!i ( with 6 zones). So. the resulting 

fea.ture vector that is used in the rest of this thesis for isolated character recognition 

ha.-; lü~ elements. a~ shown in Figure -!7. 

Honzontal and Vertical Top, Bottom. Right and Left 
Project1ons Profiles 
(10+10) (10 ... 10+10+10) 

Oirect1onal Contour 
Hystogram (6 zones) 
(8 ... 8 + 8 + 8 ... 8 + 8) 

Figure -!7 Resulting 108-dimensional feature vector for isolated handwritten 
character recognition 

4.2.5 NN Classifier 

\\"e have designee! a simple unconstrained character recognizer based on a multilayer 

perceptron (:'dLP). Among various neural network models. ~ILP is the most widely 

usee!. especially in the problerns of pattern classification [ 177~. 

The choice of such a classifier to perform the character recognition ta.sk was deter

minee! by severa! constraints such as: recognition speed. capa.city of dealing with 

unbalanced distribution of samples per cla.ss, and mainly because, if properly con

figuree!, an ~ILP cla.ssifier estimates Bayesia.n a posteriori probabilities [ 14-l]. The 
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last characteristic is very important. beca.use later we want to combine the output 

of the character recognizer with that of the H:\l.\[ classifier. If both d:~.::;sifiers es

timate Bayesian a posteriori probabilities at the output. they can be combined in 

a probabilistic framework [1 ï -1]. Furthermore. \\"ang et al. [lûSj ha.\·e presented a 

cornpa.rison of statistical (Support \"ector .\[achines. H.\l.\f. and k-~~) and neural 

cla .. o.;sitiers (.\lLP) both in terms of recognition accuracy and recognition speed. They 

have found that the statistical cl<.t:Ssifiers are .)-15 times slower than .\lLP when only 

the TOP 1 hypothesis is required. and -LS-81 times slower than .\ILP when the 

TOP 5 hypotheses are required . 

.\lany neural network cla .. -;sifiers providc outputs which t•stimate Bayesian a po.steriorz 

probabilities. \\"hen the estimation is accurat~·. network outputs can be treated 

as probabilities and sum to one [8. 1-!--(. Howe\·er. estimation accuracy depends 

on the network complexity. the amount of training data. and the dt~gree of which 

training data reflects true likelihood distributions and a prwri cl<~.::;s probabilities. 

Interpretation of network outputs as Bayesian probabilities a.llows outputs from 

multiple netwurks to be combinee! fur higher leve! decision making, simplifies creation 

of rejection thresholds. makes it possible to compensate for differences between 

pattern d<.t:Ss probabilities in training ami te::;t data. allows outputs to be used to 

minimize risk functions. and suggests alternati\·e measures of network performance 

[8, 1-l-l]. 

4.2.5.1 Network Architecture 

The perceptron is the simplest form of a neural network usee! for the classification 

of a special type of patterns said to be linearly separable [62]. The multilayer 

perceptron combines severa! perceptrons to form a weighted sum of the components 

of the input vector and adds a bia.s value. The madel of each neuron includes a 

smooth nonlinearity at the output end. The most cornmon usee! form of nonlinearity 
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is a sigmoidal nonlinearity defined by the logistic function: 

where J, ts the net internai acti\·ity le\·el of neuron and y, ts the output !)[ the 

neuron. 

The network consists of an input layer. an output layer. and one or more layers of 

hidden neurons that are not part of the input or output of the network. These hidden 

neurons overcome single perceptron's limitations of linear decision and enable the 

network to lea.rn complex tasks. :\eurons in adjacent layers are connected through 

links whose a..ssociated wt:>ights determine the contribntiun of neurons on one end to 

the m·erall activation of neurons on the other end. 

To build an :\ [ L P classifier ba .. -;ically we luwe to determine the number of layers and 

the number of neurons in each layer. In theory. for an m-cla.ss classification problem 

in which the union of the rn distinct classes forrrts the entire input space. we need a 

total of m outputs to represent all possible cla . .ssification decisions . .\Iany different 

strategies could be used to recognize isolated hanc! writ ten chara.cters. The most 

straightfonliard ones are: 

• :\ 52-da.ss classification problem: upperca.se and lowerc;:~e representations of 

a single character are considered different classes (e.g. ".-\'' and "a'' are two 

distinct cla.sses): 

• :\ 2G-class classification problem: uppercase and lmvercase representations of 

a single chara.cter are merged into a unique cla.ss called metaclass ( e.g. ":\" 

and ·'a" form the metaclass "Aa"). 

Recalling that one of the characteristics of the output of the ba.seline SRTP recog-
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nition system is the weakness to distinguish between uppercase and lowerca.se char

acters. the natural choice is to consider a 26-class classification problem and rnerge 

them into a unique cla.ss. that is. 26 meta.classes. Figure -lS confirms that the ba.seline 

recognition system is not relia.ble to distinguish between uppercase and lowerca.se 

cha.racters since it recognizes approxima.tely -t.5SZ of the cases correctly. Besicles 

that, some exploratory experiments lun·e been carried out with the .\IST database 

to inn~~stigate the influence of the number of classes on the recognition rate [lo:3j 

which has abo indicated that is preferable to merge uppercase and lowerca.se char-

acters into a single character class. Table XX shows the recognition rates obtained 

by using different strategies: two independent nemal networks for upperca.se and 

lowerca.se character: a. unique classifier where uppercase and lowercase cbaracters 

are merged into a single cla..ss (rnixed): and the combina.tion of the result::; of the 

two neural network classifiers by a rrw.r rult~. Tht•se results also confirm that it i::; 

preferable to deal with 26-chL-is cl<L-isification problem. 

sa,, -------r------~------~--------------r-------r-----~ 
1 

45r 

40 

35 

~30 

è; 
~ 25 
:::1 
c:r ., 

11: 20 

15 

10 

5 

no errors 1 2 3 4 
Numtler of Errors in the Word Cases 

>5 

Figure -18 Number of errors in the correct case recognition at the output of the 
word recognizer for the validation dataset 
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Table XX. 

Results for isola.ted cha.ra.cter recognition on :'\IST da.taba.se consiclering upperca ... "ie 
and lowerca . .se characters separately. considering upperca..se and lowercase as a 

single cla.ss ( :\lixed) and considering the combinat ion of two specialized cla.ssifiers 

Character Recognition Rate 

( l:{) 

Data.:;.-t l'pperca..,;e Lm\'l'rca;:;e ~lixed Combinat iun 

:2() da ... -;ses :!ti c[;~ses :?ti metad~~ses l'ppcr~Luwer 

5:? da.:;ses 

Training 97'.:2() 95.0 l !.l-1. T 1 !.ll.:?T 

\"alidation !.l:3.Œl ss .. ~s S!.l.!.l8 86.:1:3 

Test !.l:UT ~-I.G!.l SS.lU 85 .. ')1 

Figure -l!J shows the architectural graph of the multilayer perœptron with one hidcleu 

layer. The network is fully cormected. which means tha.t ea.ch neuruu in any layer 

of the network is connected to al! the nodes/neuruns in the previous layer. The 

network takes a 108-Jirnensional feature vector as input, and it has lOU units in the 

hidden layer and 26 outputs. une fur each character class. The number of hidden 

neurons was dett~rmined by a rult~ of thumb and sorne exploratory experiments whcre 

the error on the training and \·alidatiun sets were used as criteria . 

.\'etworks output should surn to one for ea.ch input value if outputs accurately es

tima.te Bayesian probabilities. For the :\[LP network, the \·alue of each output 

necessary remains between zero and one because of the sigmoiclal functions used. 

4.2.5.2 Frequency Balancing 

A simple method for alleviating difficulty with unequa.l prior class proba.bilities is to 

adjust the nurnber of patterns in each class. either by subsampling (removing pat

terns from higher frequency classes), or by duplication of patterns in lower frequency 

cla.sses. 
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16-l 

Figure -l!) A.rchitectural graph of the multilayer perceptrou with 108 inputs. 90 
neuruns in the hidden layer and 2G outputs 

The training data deri\·ed from the city narnes contained in the SRTP da.tabase 

exhibit very non -unifurm priors for the various character classes. and neural net-

works readily mode! these priors. However. reducing the cffects of these priors on 

the network, in a controlled way. forces the network to allocate more of its resources 

to low-frequency, low-proba.bility classes [ 1 ïO]. This is of significant benefit to the 

overall worcl recognition process [ 1 ïü]. 

To this end. the frequency of the character class during training is explicitly balanced 

by probabilistically skipping and repea.ting patterns, based on a pre-computed rep

etition factor. as suggested by '{aeger et al. [ 1 ïü]. Each presentation of a repeated 

pattern is "\liarped" ra.ndomly a.s discussed later. 

First, for a. given character cla.ss c, a. normalized frequency of samples in that cla.ss 

is computed as: 
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( -t.3.5) 

where Sc is the nurnber of sarnples in character cla:;s c. and S is the average number 

of sa.mples over al! character clt.~ses. cornputed a:;: 

c 
s· =~~s. cL'-

c=l 

(-1.36) 

with C being the number of character classes. The repetition factor is defined to 

be: 

( -!.:37) 

In the cc~e of the SRTP databa.se. for the training data:;et we have S = l. G:JO and 

c = 26. 

4.2.5.3 Stroke \Varping 

During training ra.nclom variations in character stroke consisting of small changes in 

size. rotation. and horizontal and \·ertical scalings. This produces alternate character 

forms that are consistent \vith stylistic variations within and between writers. The 

amounts of each distortion is chosen ranclomly. A small set of such variations is 

shawn in Figures .=)Q and 51. 

This stroke warping scheme is somewhat related to the one proposee! by '{aeger et 

al. [170], however, we clid not attempt to optimize the amount of clistortionneecled to 

yield optimum generalization based on cross-validation experirnents. The algorithm 
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for stroke warping is presented in Appendix 2. 

Figure 50 A few random stroke warpings of the same original ··a .. character (in
side the gray box) 

~wwwwW w 
wwwltJWwww 

Figure 51 A few randorn stroke warpings of the same original ··\V'' character 
(inside the gray box) 
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4.2.5.4 Training the Neural Network Classifier 

Conventionally. neural networks ha\·e to be tra.ined tu accomplish an specifie recog

nition Ul..':;k. The training consists in the adjustment of the weights of the links to 

get the desired beluwiour. This modification is very often ba.sed on the Hebbian rule 

which states that a link between two units is strengthenecl if both units are active 

at the same time. 

The weights of the network are trained to associate a ··desiree!·· output vector with 

an input \·ector. This is adtie\·cd \·ia the ErTor Back-Propayatwn algorithm [8. -l3. 

G~] that uses a steepest clescent procedure tu iteratively minimize the error. The 

squan·d-error cost function has been used more frequently than any alternative. Its 

use yields goüd performanct~ with large databa.ses on real-world problems: and it 

can be used for cla.-;sification problems [ 1-l-lj. The relationship between minimizing 

a squared-error cost function and estimating Bayesia.n probabilities was establishecl 

fur multiclass ca.se [1-!-!J. Fur a 1 of C problem. d, equals one if the input X belongs to 

cla..-;s c, and zero otherwise. Therefore. the conditional expectations are the following: 

c 
E{d,[X} = L d,P(c1 [X) = P(c1 [X) ( -L:38) 

]=l 

which are the Bayesia.n probabilities. Therefore, for a 1 of C problem. when net

work parameters are chosen to minimize a squared-error cost function, the outputs 

estirnate the Baycsian probabilities so <lS to minimize the mean-square estimation 

error. 

The training remains for a certain number of training cycles until it rea.ches a precle

finecl error on the training set. The backpropagation algorithm is consideree! to ha\·e 

com·erged when the absolute rate of change in the average squarecl error per epoch is 
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sufficiently small. However. to ensure a good generalization and to avoid overfitting. 

a.fter ea.ch iteration. the network is tested for its generalization performance and the 

learning process is stopped when the validation set error is minimum .. -\.t this point. 

the net generalizes best. 

The 26-rnetacla.ss ~ILP classifier was trained with 80.600 characters from \'IST 

clataba.se (:3.100 samples per metaclass. where 1.660 are uppercase and 1.-l-10 are 

lowere<_l.-;e samples) using the backpropagation algorithrn. A validation set with 

:.23.670 characters was also used during the training. Figure 52 shows the training 

and validation curves for the \'IST data ... 'iets. The :\IST dataset the training error 

decreases to values as low a.s 0.10 while the validation error deere<l.'ies to \·alues as low 

as 0.:20. For instance. for the \"IST dataset. the training is stopped at a minimum 

of the error on the mlidation set (~ISE;::;:: 0.16) that occurs close to 200 epochs. 

The same classifier was trained with 8-1.811 characters from SRTP datab<l.-;e (:3,260 

sa.mples per metaclass. where 1.630 are uppercase and 1.6:30 are lowerca.se samples) 

u.sing the backpropagation algorithm. .-\ validation set with 27.282 characters was 

also used during the training. Figure 53 shows the training and validation curves 

for the SRTP clatasets. Compared tu the ?\IST clata.set, the training of ~ILP with 

the SRTP data.set converges to relatively higher errors a.s shawn in Figure 53. The 

training error clecreases to values as low as 0.30 while the validation error decreases to 

values as low as 0.50. The training is stopped at a minimum error on the validation 

set (~ISE ;::;:: 0.-l 7) that occurs close to 120 epochs. 

It is worth to mention that during training many techniques were u.sed. such as sorne 

noise is a.dded to al! links in the network. the patterns are preseuted in different arder 

in the different cycles, etc. These techniques often imprm·e the performance of the 

network. since they help to a.void local minima. 
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Figure 52 Training and validation cun·es for the :'\[ST databa.se. The da..shed 
line indicates where the training procedure wa .. 'i stopped 
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Figure 53 Training and \·alidation cun·es for the SRTP databa.se. The da.shecl 
line indica.tes where the training procedure wa.s stopped 
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4.2.5.5 Compensating for Varying a priori Class Probabilities 

:'\etworks with outputs that estimate Bayesian probabilities do not explicitly esti

mate the three tern1s on the right of Equation -L3!) separa.tely. 

(-L39) 

Howe\-er, tlw output uf the network. denotcd a.s y,(.\) is implicitly the corresponding 

a priori class probability P(c,) times the class probability P(X[c,) divided by the 

unconditional input probability P( .\). 

Ouring the network training. a prion class probabilities Pl c,) were modified due to 

the freqnency balancing. :\:-; a result. the untput of the network has to be adjusted 

to compensatP for training data with class probabilities that are not representative 

of the real class distributions. 

Correct class probabilities can be used by first dividing network outputs by training

data da.-;s prohabilities and then multiplying by the correct class probabilities, as: 

. y,(X) P. . ) 
û,(X) = P(c,[X) = P. . ) reul(c, 

trutn(C, 
(4.40) 

where û,(X) denotes the corrected network output, Pcraw(c,) denotes the a priori 

class probability of the frequency-ba.lanced training set. and Preul(c,) denotes the 

real a priori cla.ss proba.bility of the training set. 
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4.2.6 Combination of the Character Scores 

H<n-ing the scores of each chara.cter segmented from a word hypothesis, we can 

combine such scores tu obtain the score for the word hypothesis. So, the output of 

the character recognizer 1[1:"=-- can be represented by: 

(-1.41) 

whert> P(L,.jS,.) is the a posteriori probability of the word hypothesis L,.. P(chixh) 

is the a pv;:;teriori probability estima.ted by the :-.I:\ to each segment :rh. P(c,.) is the 

a prwri probability of the character cla..-;s and it can be estimated from the worcls 

in the recognition \·ocabulary. and P(L,.) is the probability of the word hypothesis 

n. P( L,.) cau be neglected si nee the words in the lexicon haxe the same a priori 

probability. In this study we have considered metacla.sses of characters for the 

estimation of P(chirh) and ?(ch)· 

4.2.6.1 Problems of Character Omission and Undersegmentation 

The I-D.I~Is in the ba.seline recognition systems inclucles nul! transitions that mode! 

undersegmentation or the absence of a character within a word ( usually due to the 

misspelling of the word by the \\Titer). Figure 5-l shows an example of a worJ with 

undersegmented cha.ra.cters. In this ca!:ie. no feature is ~socia.ted with the character 

.. E .. and it is not possible to return to the word image and capture the information 

relative to such a cha.ra.cter for verification purposes. So, our problern is to estimate 

an a posteriori proba.bility of a non -existent character. 

We have analyzed different ways to O\'ercorne such a problern: ignore the character 

during the concatenation of character or assign a "durnmy" proba.bility to such a 

character. The alternative which has produced the best results is to use an average 
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a posteriori character class obtained by using the :\ILP as a standard classifier. 

For each character class we compute an ··average probability" when the clil:js is 

correctly recognized by the neural cla.-;sifier. These ··dummy" probabilities are used 

when there is no segment associated to a character within the word labels due to 

undersegmenta,tion problems. 

Figure 5.) shows a similar problem where the character ·l·· at the prefixes ··Sr" is 

eliminated during the pre-processing steps because its size and position. In al! these 

case. the baseline recognition system will also associate a nul! transition. so it will 

not be po~sible to return to the word imagt~ and capture the information relati\·e to 

such a dtaracter for verification purposes. So. here the ··clummy" probabilities are 

also used. 

~ 
L E 

LE PORTET 
31-111101 

E ??? 

Figure 5-l An example of undersegmenta.tion where the cha.racters "or" and ··te'' 
are linked within the word ;.Le Portet'', and during the recognition 
they are recognized as .;0" and ··R'' respectively. The character ··E" 
is omitted 

4.2.6.2 Duration l\Iodeling 

Because of the normalization of the features in the feature extraction which trans-

forms characters of any length into a fixed-length representation, the probability 
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R$iwr'~~ 
ti tCOsctftd .li\ FlùtlJ 

Figure .55 Some exarnples of character omission where the character ··t" is omit
ted in the prefix ··St'' for the city names ·sr RO.\L\.\ DE .\!:\LE
GARDE''. ··St Georges S Erve··. and ··St .\icola.s les Arras" 

score for a character t>stimated by tht:> .\[LP cla .. -;sifier do(~S nut depend on the dura

tian of the character. 

For this rea:;on and due to the multiplication of probability scores to obtain word 

probability scores. short words are more likely to have high probability scores, while 

for long words the proba.bility scores drops. One simple mail!H'r to m·ercome this 

prublem it to associate duration scores to each character class. 

In orcier to provide duration information to each segment scored by the .\ILP cla.ssi

fier, we constructed a simple dura.tional mode!. For ea.ch character class. we have the 

probability of split ting a character into O. 1. :2. 3 or more segments as shawn in Table 

XII in Section ·L 1.6.3. Although they do not represent character clurations, \\'e can 

assume these probabilities a.s duration probability scores and combine them with 

the scores assignee[ by the .\ILP to ea.ch character. Howe\·er, since the neural net

work classifier deals with metaclasses of characters. the duration probability scores 

must refer to the cluration of metaclasses which is the mean probability bet\'.reen the 

uppercase and the lowerca.se probability cla.sses. 

In such a way we substitute the segment J.'h by the pair (2'h.f, d) with Ih.J the fixee!-
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lenght segment representation and d the duration of the original segment. Hence. 

P( d/ch) P( ch /x·h.f) 

P(d) 
( -t..l2) 

since d and x·h.f are inclependent. Hence. to get the 0\·eral! segment score. we 

multiply the :\ILP score P(ch/.r,.f) by the duration score P(d;ch) and divide by the 

duration proba.bility P(d). So. the Equation -1.-11 can Le rewritten a.s: 

( -l.-13) 

:.\'otice that this is a very rough approximation to the duration mode!. Therefure. 

we do not expect significant improvements in the performance of the neural network 

classifier in terrns of word recognition rate. 

4.3 Combination of the \Vord Classifiers Decision 

In this section we are particularly interested in combining the outputs of both word 

classifiers with the aim of cornpensating the weakness of each individual classifier. 

This combinat ion is expected to result in better performance (in terms of recognition 

accuracy) relative to the baseline recognition system alune. 

Cornbina.tion of multiple cla.ssifier decisions is a powerful method for increa.sing clas

sification rates in difficult pattern recognition problerns, as is the ca.se of large vo

cabulary handwriting recognition. Researchers have found tha.t in many situations 

it is better to combine multiple rela.tively simple classifiers, generally involving dif

ferent features and cla.ssification algorithms. than try to build a single sophisticated 
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classifier to achie\·e better recognition rates [-18]. 

This is pa.rtially true in our case. since the ba.seline recognition system is regardee! as 

a sophisticated classifier that executes a huge task of assigning a class Rl. to the input 

pattern tc. On the other hanc!, the isolatecl character classifier is simple and it u:::;e 

quite different features and classification strategy. Such a classifier also operated in 

another cleci:::;ion space and in fact it does not perform a clas:::;ification becau:::;e it dues 

not a.s:::;ign a cla::;s to the input pattern. but it e:::;timates the a. post~riori probability 

of a segment .r to belong to a cla.'i::i c. Howe\'t'r. by concatenating the prubability 

of the multiple :::;egment:::; .L' 1.r2 ... .L'L it is po:-osible to execute a :::;imilar task a::; the 

ba.seline recognition ::;ystem. 

This situation i:::; particularly interesting and unusual because the verifier is tied 

to the output of the ba::;eline recognition system. So. it is possible to establish 

a hierarchy among the output of both cla:;sifiers. Tlw definition of a \·erification 

system is relatee! to such a concept, that is. verifier is a specialized type of cla.-;silier 

de\·oted to a.scertain in a dependable manner whether an input pattern belongs to 

a given category. 

It seems that the most suitable combination rule for such a problem is to use a 

weighted sum of the logarithm of the scores pro\·idecl by bath cla.ssifiers to obtain a 

single score for each word hypothesis. Changing the weights allows us to adjust the 

influences of the input recognition scores on the final score. Given the confidence 

scores of both classifiers, we can obtain a composite score denoted as Pcm.to by a 

linear combination of the outputs of both classifiers: 

( -!.-!-!) 

where a and j] are the weights associated to the baseline recognition system and to 
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the verification module respectively. and their sum results in: 

a+3=1 (-L-l.S) 

In practice. for each word hypothesis of the ba~eline recognition system. denoted 

as Lrt. and for each word hypothesis of the verification module. derwted a..-5 L,. the 

corresponding confidence scores Pn and Prt. are summed tu obtain a composite score 

P,; .. In orcier to keep the notation uniforrn. we detine L;
1 
a~ the label of the word 

hypothesis corresponding to the composite score P;. where L • = L = L. 

So, we end up with a rescored X -best list that ca.n be reordered ba .. -;ed on the 

composite smres P,;. It is expected that the truth hypnthesis be shifted up to the 

top of the list. Sinœ both dassifiers generate different confidence scores. we have 

norrnalizeci the output scores between 0 a.nd 1 before tht~ combination a:-; 

P,H.~I.~I P.' = --;-,..----H:'-.1:'-.1 1· 

L P~\1~1 
n=L 

( -l.-lG) 

(-l.-lï) 

where P~:-. 1 ~1 denotes the normalized word score provided by the word classifier based 

on H~I:\Is, P.~~ denotes the normalized ward score provided by the writica.tion mod

ule bused on l\:\s and V and "V are the voca.bulary size and the number of best 

worci hypotheses respecti\·ely. However, the attempts to use normalized scores did 

not bring any improvement to the final results. In fact, the better results were 
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obtained by using the raw scores provided by both cla.ssifiers. 

Figure 56 shows the variation on the worù recognition rate of the recognition

verification scheme according to the variation of the weights (cr and J) of the corn-

bination for the SRTP \·alidation ùa.taset. Optimum performance is achieved for 

Ct = 0.85 and _J = O. V5. 

100 
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Figure 56 The \'a.riation of the word recognition rate of the combinalion of the 
H.\I.\1-.\ILP classifiers as a fur1ction of the combination weights for the 
SRTP validation dataset and 3 different sizes of dynamically generated 
lexicons: 10, 10.000 and 80,000 words 

Figure 57 illustrates the complete recognition-verification scheme. Decision on 

whether to accept or reject the classification of the input pattern is postponeù to a 

la.st stage where rejection takes place. 

Figure 58 shows the 10-best worcl hypotheses generatecl by the baseline recogni

tion system with the confidence scores and segmentation information for the input 

hanùwritten word ·'C:\.\IP:\G:\AC" (Figure 58b). Figure 58c shows the loose seg

mentation of the \\·orel into pseudo-characters proùuced by the segmentation module 
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Figure 57 An overvie\v of the integration of the ba.seline recognition system with 
the verification module to forma hybrid H).[\[j\':\" hanuwriting recog
nition system 
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of the baseline recognition system and .)Sc shows the final segmentation of the word 

into characters obtained by using the information provided at the output of the 

baseline recognition system. The scores a:;signed to ea.ch segment by the ~[LP clas

sifier of the verification module and the score obtained by summing the logarithm of 

each segment score is show in Figure 58J. The scores of ali 10-best word hypotheses 

computed by the \·erification module are shawn in Figure .)Se. 

CAUBE't'RES ·22 J50 t:z2t 12221 
CO\JBE,RAC 23 C6J 12211=1 
RIUPE,RO\JS 23.12• 21211=21 
MONTPEYROUX ·23 1~ 11211122021 
CAI.1P~AC -~3.187~-
CO\JRPIGN.\C ·24 028 1121112221 
CAMBAYRAC ·2H9J 113112221 
CCMPREGNAC ·24 097 1131012221 
RIEUPEYROUX ·24 455 111211=1 
CAMPAGNAN ·241153 113112221 

NN WorQ Scores 

CAUBEYRES ·26 178 
COUBEYRAC ·24 475 
Rlt;PEYRO\JS ·JO 5d2 
t.t()Nl>'EYRO\JX ..o.& 259 
CAMPAGNAC ·9 l43 
COURPIGNAC ·141151 
CAMBAYRAC ·21 m 
COMPREGNAC ·IJ5àll 
RIEUPEYROU• .J5 305 
CAMPAGNAN ·IZOn 

(0) 

(al 

' CAMPAGNAC 
COMPRéGNAC 
COURPIGN.\C 
CAUBEYRES 
CAMPAGNAN 
COUBEYRAC 
CAMBAYRAC 
RIUPEYROUS 
RIEUPnROUX 
MONTPEYROUX 

-2t 626721 
·22 51ng2 
·22 651810 
·22 924715 
·22937469 
·23 275295 
·23. 759533 
·24 24.."876 
·250832n 
·25 820469 

(!,~~"'~ 

~ ' f.,:'· " • .c.. 

(!, a ~ f ·-~ r''~ .A.J 

i 

-~ OOJ • 0 t 7_. _ <1 J5J _. _:5_!!98. -ç_9~~-_:C J07~ ~ ·~J ~ ~ ~l ._·2 ~8 _, 

Figure 58 (a) .\' -best list of word hypotheses gcnerated by the !Jaselim• recogni
tion system. ( !J) input handwrittt~ll word, ( c) !oost~ segmentation of the 
word into pseudo -characters, (cl) final segmentation of the word into 
characters. scores a:;signecl by the ~[LP cla.:>sifier to each segmeut, and 
the composite score obtJined by surnming the scores of each segment. 
( e) X -best list of word hypotheses scored by the ~ILP classifier. ( f) 
rescored .\" -best word hypotheses 

4.3.1 Outline of the Verification Scheme 

The integration of the verification module implementecl to rescore worcl hypothesis 

with the baseline recognition system can be summarized as follows: 

• Take one worcl hypothesis (e.g Lt, Pt, St) from the 1\'-best word hypothesis 

list generated by the baseline recognition system; 
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• For each pair (.rh. ch) go to the word image and extract features from such a 

segment: 

• Cse the ~ILP d:~sifier to "score" the segment ~-h and ta.ke the output of the 

~lLP that corresponds to the class ch: 

• At the end. when ail segments corresponding to a word hypothesis have been 

scored. combine their scores to obtain a composite score for the word L 1• 

denoted ëlS P1: 

• Repeat the same procedure for al! other worcl hypotheses in the .\" -best word 

hypothesis list: 

• At the end. for each word hypothesis. comoine the scores given by the baseline 

recognition system ( Fn) and the scores given by the \·erificatiou module (Pn): 

• Ba.'ied on the combined scores. deuoted a."i P,;. rerank the .\" -bcst word hy

pothesis list: 

• End. 

4.3.2 Summary of the Verification of Handwritten \Vords 

\\'e have presented a \·erification scheme that rcscores the S -best word hypothesis 

list provided by the baseline recognition system in a attempt to improve the perfor

mance in terms of recognition a.ccuracy. The .\" -best word hypothesis list proddes 

the word hypotheses. the corresponding likelihoods and segmentation into chara.c

ters. The first step of the \·erification is to assigna Bayesian a posteriori probability 

to each segment given their classes. :'-iext. by taking the probabilities a.ssignecl to 

all segments that form each word hypothesis. a new probability score to such a hy

pothesi::; is obtained. A.t the second step. the scores generated by the \·erification 

module are combined with the scores genera.tecl by the ba.seline recognition system. 

Based on such composite scores, the S -best word hypothesis list is re-rankecl. 
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The recognition/\·erification scheme is efficient because it combines two different 

classification strategies and operated in two representation =-pa.ces ( word and char

acter) tha.t are regarcled to be complementary. Furthermore, the verification scheme 

is n'ry fast since it employs a neural network classifier. So. it does not introduce 

significant delay into the overall recognition process (see Section 5.-L ï). 

One drawback of this \·eri!ication scheme is that it depends on the output of the 

ba .. -;eline recognition system. If the truth worcl hypothesis is not pre::;ent among the 

.\' -best won! hypotheses. the \·erification becomes useless. :\t le~t.'it. it is not able to 

improve the recognition accuracy. However. this problem can be alleviated by using 

a great numlwr uf worcl hypotheses insteacl of only the ten lwst word hypotheses. 

ln the next chapter the performance of the \·erification module is presented and it 

etfectin•ness to impron~ tht' recognition accuracy is demonstrated in practice. 

4.4 Rcjection 1\Iechanism 

Conventiunally. classifiers employed in ha.ndwriting recognition perform imperfect 

recognition. that is. they produce an output that does not correspond tu the input 

data. So. the question is not only to find a solution. but most irnportantly to find 

out if the word hypothesis pro\·ided by the recognizer is trustworthy. That is why 

the many word hypotheses are provicleJ and they may indicate a certain degree of 

incorrectness in the output of the recognizer. 

Conventionally, cl~~sifiers employed in handwritten worcl recognition do not procluce 

a unique output. but a. list with the best hypotheses. The re<~ou for tha.t is that the 

likelihoods or confidence scores of the TOPS word hypotheses may be sirnilar or 

not. This information is used as a guide to establish a rejection criteria for example, 

or even to serve a.s the input of a second leve! of decision. 
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4.4.1 Principles of the Rejection ~lechanism 

Sta.tistical theory suggests rejecting an input if all probability scores for that input 

are les:; than a threshold. Such a rejection rule can be clirectly implementee! by using 

classifier outputs a.s probability scores and rejecting an input if al! outputs are below 

a threshold. Figure .)9 shows an overview of the proposed rejection scheme which is 

based on the confidence scores of the TOP 1 and TOP 2 word hypotheses. 

, Venfication ) ""-------
Rescored Word Hypotheses 

CAMPAGNAC 
COMPREGNAC 
COURPIGNAC 
CAUBEYRES 
CAMPAGNAN 
COUBEYRAC 
CAMBAYRAC 
RIUPEYROUS 
RIEUPEYROUX 
MONTPEYROUX 

~ ... ; 
~1 ., 

·21.626728 
·22.517992 
·22.651610 
·22.924715 
·22.937469 
·23.275295 
·23.769533 
·24.242876 
·26.0832n 
·26.820469 

( Re1ecbon ' \ 
'-

Mechanasm 

Accepte<l .' · /' 

!>' 
' Best Word Hypothesas 

CAMPAGNAC 

1 
; 

REJECTED 

Figure 59 An overview of the rejection mechanism and the final recognition result 
either accepting or rejecting an input image 

The main ta.sk of the rejection mechanism shown in Figure 59 is to decide whether 

the word hypothesis at TOP 1 position can be acceptee! or not. The output of the 

recognition-\·erification system. denotee! as 'V co:-.18 can be representee! by: 

'Il C0!'-1!3 = { L~' p~} (-l.-!8) 
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where L;l is the label for the n-th word hypothesis and P~ is the composite confidence 

score assigned to the n-th word hypothesis. 

\ \"e have adoptee! a very simple rejection criterion ba.secl on the confidence scores 

estirnated by the recognition-,·erification system and a single threshold denoted as 

Rth. which is defined e:~: 

Ru, = P( ( 1 + ~) (-L-19) 

where ~ E [0. 1] is a threshold that indicates the amount of variation of tht~ score of 

the TOP 1 ward hypothesis and Pi is the score of the TOP 1 worcl hypothesis. 

Then rejt~ction can be estahlished by requiring: 

(-!.50) 

where P.; is the score of the TOP 2 ward hypothesis. 

By varying the threshold ~- the proportion of \\·orel hypotheses rejected ca.n be 

controllecl. Figure 60 shows the worcl recognition rate (TOP 1) as a. function of 

rejection rate for the ba.seline recognition system alone and the combination of the 

baseline recognition system with the verification module on the SRTP validation 

data.set for lOk-worJ dynamically generatecl lexicon. l\ote that higher recognition 

rates are obtained by the recognition-verification system, confirming our hypothesis 

that the use of a verification module also collaborates to improve the reliability of 

the recognition process. 
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Figure 60 \\.on! recogmtton rate (TOP l) as a function of rejection rate for 
the baseline recognition system alune and the baseline + verification 
on the SRTP validation data.:;et and lük-word dynamically generated 
lexicon 
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4.4.2 Summary of the Rejection l\Iechanism 

Rejection is a. powerful rnethod for reducing error rate. However. if the rejection 

mechanism uses the probability scores resulting from the combination of the ba.seline 

recognition system with the verification module. the results can be significantly 

improved. 

For example. by rejecting 20A of the worcl hypothese:s with the lowest difference 

in the confidence scores between the TOP 1 and TOP :2 wurd hyputheses. the 

TOP 1 recognition rate is incre<.~ed from about 82'/G to about 93'7c considering only 

the baseline recognition system and from about 887t to about 99S"( consiclering the 

combination of the baseline recognition system and \·erification module (Figure GO). 

In the next d1apter the performance of the œjection mechanism is presented and its 

effectiveness in imprm·ing the recognition reliability is demonstra.ted in practice. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PERFORl\IANCE AN ALYSIS 

This chapter presents the experiments unciertaken during the clevelopment of the 

algorithms and methods presented in Chapter-! and the results obtained by applying 

the strategies and methods proposed to the problem of large \·ocabulary handwriting 

recognition. 

First we describe the performance measurements usee! to evaluate the algorithms 

and the databa.ses used for such an aim. \"ext we evaluate each strategy proposed 

in Chapter -! to deal with the problem of recognition speed. \\"e evaluate the per

formance of the baseline recognition system ( BL:\). and the implementations ba.sed 

on the strategies that we have proposed: lexicon-driven leve! building algorithm 

(LDLBA). the constrained leœl building algorithm (CLBA). the class dependent 

constra.ined leve! building algorithm (CDCLB:\). the fa .. -;t two -leve! H~E\I decoding 

(FS). and the distributed recognition scheme (OS). A summary of the speed im

provements obta.ined by the proposed methods and a comparison with the results 

obtained by the ba.seline recognition system is presented. 

Following the irnprovements in recognition speed. the strateg}· to improve the accu

mey in recoguizing ha.ndwritten worcls based on the recognition of isolatecl characters 

is presented. First. the results of three methocls to recognize isolated handwritten 

chamet ers, say, 1.:-nearest prototypes ( k- :\P). k-nearest neighbors ( 1.:-:\:\). and neu

ral networks ( NN) are presented and comparee!. :\ext we e\·<.llua.te the use of the NN 

classifier in the recognition of ha.ndwritten worcls and its integration with the hand

\\Titten word recognition system based on H.\nis. Rejection is introduced and the 

performance of the hybrid f-L\[.\[j':\~ recognition system is cl!:isessecl under different 

rejection levels. 
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5.1 l\Ieasuring Performance 

This thesis presents the results of a nurnber of experiments aimed at testing the 

usefulness of methods described. Since there is usually no direct. objective measure 

of etfectiveness of one method compared with another. methods are comparerl by 

training once the character H~C..Is and testing on an unseen test set. The final 

resulb obtained are word recognition rates showing the percentage of worcb in the 

test set correctly classifiee! by the whole system as well a~ the time lapse required 

to accomplish the recognition. 

It is important that the data used to \·erify a concept or !typothesis ha~ not been 

used in any fonu while building the recognizt•r. Therefure. we have used thret~ sets 

of data used to build a recognition system: training dataset. validation data.-;et. and 

test dataset. 

• The training dataset is used to builcl the recognizer and adjust the parameters. 

The amount of required training data depends on the recognition approach. 

For must recognition systems. more training data will yield better recognition 

results [105j· 

• The L'alidation data:;et is usee! to evaluate new algorithms during the clevelop-

ment phase of the recognizer. Since many decisions are made ba.sed on this 

data, it becomes contmninated: the decisions may not be independent of the 

validation data. aml the resulting performance may be higher on the \·alidation 

data than on completely unseen data: 

• The test dataset is used for the final a.-5sessment of the system should be there

fore be uuseen. This means none of the system's pararneters has been adjustecl 

to this data. and no decision wa.s ever made based on recognition results on 

this data. 

:\.lthough we have rnainly focused on large vocabulary hanclwriting recognition in 
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this thesis. it is interesting to consider how the technique:-; developed here extend 

to smaller \·ocabulary t~L-,ks. For this reason. the experimental results presented 

through this chapter comprise different sizes of vocabula.ry. 

5.1.1 Recognition Accuracy 

Because the recognition process is found to be dependent on the words presented 

in the lexicons. results are subjeLt to a certain a.mount of variation .. -\ statistica.lly 

correct a.pproach would suggest to concluct nHmy experimL'nts and estimate rneans 

and standard cle\·iations. However. it would be \·ery cornputationally expensive to 

conclurt multiple experiments for each strategy and lexicun size presented in this 

thesis. In experiments where only one run has been carried out. standard deviations 

estimated from multiple runs under similar conditions are quoted. In fact. we have 

adoptee! exactly the same conditions for ali experiments. that is. the sarne trained 

moclels and dynamic lexicons. 

The criteria to evaluate the recognition accura.cy is the recognition rate which is 

given as: 

number of correct h· recognized worcls 
Recognition Rate = lOO · - ( 5.1) 

total nurnber of worcls 

and the Error Rate is defined as lOO-Recognition Rate. 

5.1.2 Recognition Time 

The recognition time is defined as the time in seconds requirecl to recognize one 

word and it is measured in CPC-seconds, which is the time the recognition process 

has exclusive use of the central processing unit of a computer with a multitasking 

operating system such as C~IX. However, the recognition time depends on the 
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computer and compiler used for the experiments. In this chapter. the recognition 

time is al ways given in CPL" -seconds and it cO\·ers only the recognition process. 

excluding pre-processing. segmentation and fea.ture extraction steps. 

The criterion that we have used to e\·a.luate the recognition time of each strategy is 

the running time of the software implementation . .-\11 results are averaged m·er the 

test set of -L 67 -l words and ten runs . .-\long this research severa! different machines 

were usee!: 

• SU:\ Utral. 167:\IHz-l"ltraSparc prucessor. 1:28:\[8 of RA:\[ nH~mory: 

• SU.0: Enterprise tiOOO. S:\IP architectun·. l-l x lti7:\IHz-CltraSparc processors. 

1.75GB of RA:\[ memory: 

• PC .-\:\[0 :\thion l.1GHz. 51:2:\[8 of R.-\:\[ memory. 

It is very important to notict:' that the recognition time also depends on the soft

ware implementation. for example. if sorne data is kept in disk instead of in H.A.\L 

the access tirne is slower. and consequently. the recognition spet~d ts affectee!. The 

implementations of al! search algorithms were kept as similar as possible. su they 

share many parts of code. including disk operations. \\"e have tried to modify only 

the parts concerning the search mechanisms. 

5.2 Databases 

A database is an essential requirement in pattern recognition for the development. 

evaluation and comparison of different techniques. A databa.'ie must provide a 

enough number of sample to allow the training and testing of pattern recognition 

systems with sorne statistical confidence. During the developing of out research. we 

have used the ~IST and the SRTP databa.ses which are described as follows. 
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5.2.1 NIST Database 

The :\'IST Special Databa.::;e 19 tSD 19) contains :3.699 handwritten fillecl bina.ry 

images (HSF's) and 81-!.25.3 samples of isolated alphanumeric characters. Csually. 

the sets hsfO. lv;fl. hsf:!. and h.:ifJ are used for training. the h:;f7 for validation and 

the set hsf.t for testing. The set hsf4 is the also called TDI. Considering all sets. we 

have 178.79:3 lowerca .. -.;e characters and 208.06G uppercase characters. 

The :\IST database is not represt•Btati\·e of the context (words). since the data was 

gathered in different conditions. Huwe\·er. performance on a standard data .. .,et dues 

gi\·e an indication of the usefulness of the features and pro\·ides performance tigures 

that can be cumpared with the n~sulr:; obtairwd by other research groups. The 

:\IST database has beeB usPd in tlw early dewlopment of the isolated character 

recognition strat~~gies. 

The distributioB of digits and characters among the 52 \'<.did da.sses ( a-z. :\ -Z) 

and among the thrce data.sets (leamiBg. validatiun and testing) is giveB in Tables 

XXI -XXIII. 

5.2.2 SRTP Database 

The SRTP database is cornposed of more than -10.000 binary images of real postal 

envelopes digitized ar :200dpi (dots per inch) of resolution as shown in Figure 1-l 

( Chapter :2). From these images. three clatasets were generated as shown in Table 

XXIV which contain city narnes manually located on the em·dopes. Table XXIV 

also presents other statistics of the datasets. It is worthwhile to mention the presenct> 

of compound words in the data.sets (e.g. "Chire en Montreiur ). 

The first problern that we have to deal with in cleveloping the œrification module 

is to build a database of isolatecl chara.cters. The idea is to use the sarne clatasets 

thar has been usecl to the development of the baseline recognition system. However. 
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Table XXI 

Training dataset of :\IST database ( 18-l.O:t3 uppercase + 1-55.215 lowercase 
chara.cters) 

Character 1 ~ umber [ Character 
1 

:\ umber / Character i :\umber 1 Character 1 ~urnber 
('[a_-;:; 1 

Samples [ Cla.,;s 1 Samples 1 Class ! 1 1 
Samples 1 Cla.ss ! Sarnples 

:\ 1 6.085 

1 

~ 8.192 
! 

a 10.20.'5 

1 

n 1 1 ,9-l:l 

1 0 

1 

:U91 0 27.7:l7 

1 

b -l.fi-12 0 1.800 

c 10.221 
1 

p 8.3-10 c 1.79-l p 1,.'569 

D 

1 

-1.03:! Q 1,66-l 

1 

d 10.-1!..17 q 2.-105 

E -1.652 R -1.528 e 27.-108 r 15.050 

F 1 
9,325 s 22.S98 1 f 1.608 s 1.776 

G 1.707 T 9.97-l i a 3.050 t 19J~61 

1 

0 

H 2.-125 c 1:!.22-t h 1:!.75.') 
1 

ll 1.826 

I 1 1.8-t 7 \' :!.9-1.'5 1 i 1.838 \' 1.777 
1 

1 

J 1 3.063 \\" -1.08-l j 1.-l-!6 1,765 
1 

w 

K 1.662 x 1,785 i k 1 '7 -10 x 1,861 

L -1.3-t 1 y -1.206 

1 

l 15.-120 y 1.61-t 

~~ 9.216 z 1.778 Ill 1.731 z 1.81-l 

191 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

i 
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Table XXII 

Test dataset (TD 1 dataset) of :\IST databa.-;e ( 11.9-ll uppercase -:- 1:2.000 
lowerca~e characters) 

Character :\ umber i Character 1 :-.; umber 1 Character 
1 

~umber Character 

1 

~umber ! 

Cl a.:;,; Samplt>s 1 Cla .. -;,.; 1 Sample~ Cla.:;.s Samplt~s Cla.:;.s Samples i 

:\ -1.59 :-.; .t39 a -lS1 li -160 

1 

B -t:~:; 0 -l::i!J b -1G 1 
1 

0 -15-t 

c 518 p .t6ï c -!9-1 

1 

p .t15 

D :1!)6 Q -15:2 d -1:~9 q 38-t 
1 E 

1 

-!91 ;l{j;j R ·l-Hi e -12-l r 

1 F -119 s -l..t;) 
1 

f -168 s -138 

G 389 T -169 lT -1:17 t -13-l 
1 

,., 
H -10:2 c -158 h 50-t u .t75 ! 

1 

1 
I 8!5 v -182 i :16--t v .5:21 1 

J -12fj \\" -lï-5 j 293 
1 

w 1 -165 1 

K 377 x -172 k 395 x r·> 
1 

j-

L -19fi y -!53 1 916 y 38ï 
i 

~[ -ltiU z -167 m .t75 z -150 1 
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Table XXIII 

Validation Jata~et of ~IST clataba.se ( 12.092 upperca~e -:- 11.5 ï8 lowerca.-;e 
characters) 

Charactt'r ~umber ! C'haractt'r ~umber 1 
C'haracter : ~urnber 

1 

Charactèr 

1 

~urnber 

Class Sample:-. C'lass 1 Sarnples 
1 

Class 1 Samplt·s 1 Class Sample:s 
1 

A WJ ~ -tïl ! a -t!JO Il -1-t!J 

B 1:39 0 lï:! 
1 

b -t-'l-1 0 -163 

c .'):!5 p .If).') 
1 

c -16G p -llO 

D -!Gti Q -1.'10 1 

1 

d -lfiü q 351 

E :3!)0 R -t52 .. l5ï -l:lï 

F -128 s -Wï -t3:3 s -lti5 

G -1:!5 T -t5ï " :3:!6 -151 
"' 

H -l:!l L' -li:! h -~~:3 u -l !J:l 

[ ï-10 \' -I!J:! -til li \' 53-t 

J -t:!!J \\" .I()Ï j :205 \\' -ttifj 

K Ill x -tïl k -tll-l x ·l ï!J 

L 500 y l:!!J 6!Jï y 3liï 

.\[ -t50 z -t'i-l m 150 z ·l-12 

Table XXI\' 

The number of samples (city narne images) in each data~et of the SRTP database 

Data.-;et ~umber of i \\'orel :\ vera.ge : ~umber of 
1 

Sample:s 1 Length 
1 

Different \\"ords 

1 Training 1:!.02:.3 10.69 
1 

-t.S 1-l 

Validation :Uï5 11.6-1 

l 

1.392 

1 Test -l.6ï-l ll.l-1 :!.5-lO 
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in the database pro\·ided by the SRTP-France only the fields of the envelopes are 

segmented and labeled. that is words. not individua.l chara.cters. Segmenting and 

labeling clata is expensiw. time-consuming ancl error prone. But unfortuna.tely. we 

ha\·e to consider the contextual information embedded in the cha.racters within the 

words. so. building the data.base is essential to the development of the verification 

module. 

5.2.2.1 Construction of an Isolated Character Database from Hand\\TÎt

ten \Vords 

In the SRTP database. the words and sentences are already labeled. but the infor

mation relau•d to the segmentation is not available. Howe\·er. we can obtain the 

information about thP segnlPntation from the uutpllt of the baseline recognition sys

tem with sorne degree of reliability by using bootstrapping a~ illustrated in Figure 

ô l. Gt•nerally. segmentation of word in characters is do ne by hanc!. but we can 

adopt a procedure simila.r tu that adopted by Ki mura et al. [8 l j. They have used 

a semi -automatic interacti\·e procedure utilizing a lexicon of word tu segment the 

characters from handwritten wurds. In our case. with bootstrapping. we can use 

the baseline recognition systems to label and segment the words into characters and 

build an isolatecl character database in an automatic fashion. By cloing so. we have 

obtained more than 100.000 isolated characters from the handwritten words. Tables 

XX\' -XXVII show the distribution of characters among the .52 valid cLt:;ses (a-z. 

A-Z) and arnong the three da.ta::;ets (training, \·alidation and test). 

However. simply using the ward recognizer to segment words in characters and to 

assign a class,llabel for each segment ha.s shawn to a be a very inefficient strategy. 

since doing that. we do not ta.ke into account that sorne of the segments may be 

related to undersegmented of oversegmented characters. In such cases, we wrongly 

attributed a label to the segments. 
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Figure 6l The bootstrapping process to automatically generate a chante
ter databa.::;e from unconstrained handwritten words of the SRTP 
databa.-;e 
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Table XXV 

Training dataset of the SRTP da.tabase ( 115.088 characters from 12.022 words) 

1 Character 1 ~umber 
1 

Character ~ umber ! Character i ::\umber Character ~umber 
1 

1 

1 

! Cl~s ! Samples 1 Cla~;s Samples 
1 

Class l Samples Cl~s Sam pk~ 
1 .-\ -L6ï9 ~ -L-199 a 1 -U9-I n -Lï60 
: 

! 
8 1.9:38 0 :3.18-1 b 667 0 :3.60!) 

c -1.7'01 p 1.163 c 1.5-12 p 3()() 
! 

D l..'iïS Q 1- •) d :2.660 q !)() 

1 

,)_ 

E 7.:23!) R -LI.')!) 1 

11.:1.1-1 -I.O:t~ e 
1 

r 
1 

F 52-l s -l.tiï6 f 1 1-17' :UO:! ::; 

G 1.167' T 2.2-12 " 87'0 t :! .15!) 0 

H S!)O L' 2.1:16 h 81-1 
1 

li :!.8-12 

I :!.S7:> \' ! 1.:3.1 l i 1 :l..'iSU \' {j.!l) 
1 

J 2.19 \\' 
1 

3.1 j ! 9:! w j 

K li x 1.0:15 k l.'i x :Lll7 
[. U17 y 77:1 l 3.519 y 8:35 

~~ :!.1 Ï,'. z 261 m 7-1-1 z :!17 

So. tu incre<L'it~ the quality of the sarnples in our chn.racter databa.se. we decided to 

consider unly the words that are correctly recognized in a very selective task where 

a 80.000-word mcabulary wa.-; used. By doing so. we sucœssfully elirninated most 

of the segmentation problems. and we ended up with a relati\·ely cleaner dat~et. 

The segmentation pro\·ided by the baseline recognition system is somewhat reliable, 

but not perfect. e\·en if the word is correctly recognized (as TOP 1). it does not 

means that the alignment is also correct and each segment corresponds to a whole 

character. Due to the characteristics of the baseline recognition system that rely on 

the context (who le word) during the recognition process. it occurs that fragments of 

characters ( o\·ersegmented cha.racters), characters joined with fragments of neighbor 

characters. or even two joined chara.cters ( undersegmented char act ers) be cons ide red 

as a single character. If we want to use this dataset to build a. classifier it is necessary 

to eliminate as much as possible ali these elements that do not correspond to isolated 
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Table XXVI 

Validation da.taset of the SR.TP databa.se ( 36, 1 ïO characters from 3.-l ï.=J words) 

1 

Character :\umb·~r Character 1 :\umber Charactèr 1 ::\ umber 1 Character 1 ::" umber i 

Cl~s Samples Class 1 Samples 
1 

! Class 
! Samples i ct~:.ss Samp!PS 

.-\ l.l91 ~ 

1 

l.060 a 1.270 

1 

n 

1 

1.2-10 

8 570 0 9-H b 3-18 0 u:tJ 
1 

c 1.813 p 
i 230 c 558 p 

1 

!)7 

D 5()-l Q 
i 

!)() d ' l.28-l q ll8 

E ~.l6:3 R 1 

L:J25 
i 

-1.213 885 i e 
1 

r 

F 96 s 1 97-1 f 19 s 85:3 

G 287 T 1 .'i 13 J 
1 23·1 t -105 ! 

! 

0 

1 H ~15 c 732 h 17:J 967 ' 

1 

LI 

[ ~)7!) \' ! 3~0 i l.2:)() \' 185 i 

1 

i 

.1 ·)- \\' 
1 

f)-l j 11 w 2 1 

-· 1 

K 3-l x 1 I)(J() k 20 x 
1 

l.-ll.~ 
1 

L 1,61-i:J y i 19:J l l.l~ 1 y 27:1 
1 

~[ .'i 16 z 1 ti!) 1 m 187 z 105 
1 

characters beca.use they may cause misleading and confusions. 

To carry out a visual inspection of ail images to check if they really correspond to the 

label a.'isigned by the ba.-;eline recognition system would be a. very time-consuruing 

task. since approxima.tely 200.000 images have to be inspected. To a\·oid such a 

tedious ta.sk. we have used two methods to eliminate some of the garbage: 

• The size of the image files give a good evidence: images with small sizes 

generally refer to fragments of characters; images with large sizes generally 

re fer to undersegmented chara.cters (at lea.st a who le character and a fragment 

of another neighbor characters: 

• C se an isola.ted char acter classifier to pre-classify the images and gi ve us a hint 

about possible segmentation problems; To accomplish such a task we have used 

a classifier based on a ~ILP trained on the L\IST da.tabase [103]. The rea.son 
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Table XXVII 

Test data.set of the SRTP clatabase (-!6.ï00 characters from -1,6ï-! words) 

1 Character ::\ urnber Character ! ::\ urnber Character ! ~ urnber Cha.racter 1 ::\ umber j 
1 

1 

, CI~s Sam pies Cla.ss 1 Samples Cla.:;s 1 ! Samples Cla.ss 1 Samples : 

! 

i 
! 

A 

B 
c 
D 

E 
F 

G 

H 
[ 

J 

!\: 

L 
~[ 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1.7:.13 

ï51 

2.096 

676 

2,!)62 

1!)3 

-!8:3 

287 

1.062 

!)5 

lO 

1.1i-l·l 

81!) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

;:..; 

0 
p 

Q 

R 

s 
T 
c 
\' 

\\' 

x 
\ 

z 

1 

1.ï:!5 

1.210 

-!65 
-·) ;)_ 

1.7-10 

1.ï02 

81ï 

ïï-1 

50ï 

:!:! 

500 
1 ., 

a -1 
b 

c 

ci 

e 

f 
<Y 

"' 
h 

i 

j 

k 

rn 

1.820 
·1--_:),) 

6-') ,_ 

U15 

.).lOS 

li6 

36:3 

278 

l.-1~7 

2!) 

li 
.. l.-!3.! 

2-1.'3 

1 

n 

0 

p 

q 

r 
:; 

t 

ll 

\' 

w 

x 

y 

z 

1.821 

l.-11-l 

11:.1 

:.l-1 

1 .. 'JG 1 

1.510 

Sï1 
1.15!) 

290 

-l 

1.221 

for having used the :\IST datab<lSe is to have a certain leve! of independence 

between the deaning process and the development of the da.ssifi.ers. Just a.s 

an illustration. Table XX\lii shows the recognition results of the samples of 

the SRTP training, validation, and test clatasets by a neural classifier based 

on :\ILP. 

However. the number of words was reduced from 12.02:2 to 8.0-!3 and a.s a conse-

quence, the number of samples for certain character classes is as low <lS .s white for 

others is as high as 8,800. Table XXIX shows the number of samples per ch.lSs for 

the deaned training clat<.lSet. );ote that this procedure to cleaning the database was 

applied only on the training dat<.lSet. Validation and test datasets were not cleaned. 

Figure 62 shows some examples of bad characters shapes that were elimina.ted from 

the databa.."ie during the cleaning process. 
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Table XXVIII 

Character recognition rates for isolated characters of SRTP databa.se by using a 
:\:\ classifier trained on the training dataset of :\IST databa.se 

i Dat~~et 
1 

' Training 
1 

\'alidat ion 

! Test 

Character Recognition Rate 

('?.':) 

.1!).-t 

-VU 

50.1 

Tablt~ XXIX 

Clt~;,med training dataset of the SRTP database ( -l:3.3G:} upperca....;;e -r- -ll.-l-!6 
lowercase characters = S-l.811 characters from 8.0-l:3 words) 

C'haracter ~ umber 1 Character 
1 ~ umber 1 Character 1 ~umbcr Charact•·r 1 ~ umber i ! i 

('(<~S Samples 1 Cla ... ..;:s 
1 

Samples 1 Cla~s 1 Samplcs Class 1 Samples 

:\ :us-t ~ 3.3:! l 
1 

a 3.217 n 3.3-17 

B 1.372 0 2.390 b -199 0 2.566 

c :3.81-1 p 7!).1 c l.l6fi p 269 

D 1.2~-1 Q 112 d 2.317 q 65 

E 5.-182 R :3,268 e s.s:.n r 2.870 

F -!0-1 s :L36.1 f 119 ::; 2.313 

c: !JO-! T l.6-!-! a 629 t l.5S8 

1 

0 

H 671 L" 1.59!) h 609 u 2.120 

[ 2.138 1 v 992 i 2.537 ,. -!35 
1 

1 

J 186 

1 

\\" ·)- j 6-1 \\' 5 _, 
K 13 x 893 k 13 x 2,027 

L 3.08-1 

1 

y 558 1 l 

1 

2,57-1 y 58!) 

l 1 

~[ 1,537 z 189 1 rn .5:!3 z 1-!1 
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Figure 62 Sorne exarnples of had characters shapes that were eliminated from 
the databu~e during the cleaning process 

5.3 Improving Recognition Speed 

In this section we present the experiments undertaken during the dt•\·elopment of 

the fa.-;t rt->cognition strategies presentee! in Chapter -l. First we describe the per

formance mea.surements used to e\·aluate the algorithms and the data.'iets used for 

such an airn. :'\ext we evaluate each strategy proposed in Chapter -i to deal with the 

problern of recognition speed. \\"e emluate the performance of the baseline recog

nition system ada.pted to the following recognition strategies: lexicon-driven leve! 

building algorithrn (LDLB.-\) presentee! in Section -1.1.5. the constrained lewl build

ing algorithm (CLB.-\) presented in Section ·Ll.G. the cla.ss dependent constrained 

leve! building algorithm (CDCLB.-\) presentee! in Section -L l.G.3, the fast two-level 

H~L\[ clecoding (FS) presented in Section 4.l.ï. and the distributed recognition 

scheme (OS) presentee! in Section -1.1.8 . .-\ summary of the speed improvements and 

a comparison of results obtained by the many methods with the performance of the 

baseline SRTP recognition system is presented. 

5.3.1 Testing Conditions 

All experiments presented in this section were performed under the following con

ditions: 
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• Seventy-two H~I:\Is corresponding to 26 uppercase letters (A-Z). 26 lowercase 

letters (a-z). 10 digits (0-!)) and 8 special symbob were trained with a dataset 

of l2.092 words. A validation set of :3.769 words was also used during the 

training procedure which is describe in Chapter 3. \"ote that the I-L\[:\[s 

were trained once and they were used with all algorithms and search methods 

presented through this thesis: 

• After training. parameters required to optimize the algorithms' performance 

were always adjusted using the validation dataset: 

• :\ test set with -LG7-l words was used for e\·aluation and comparison uf search 

strategies .. -\ll the results presented in the tables through this section refer to 

such a test set. except when mentioned otherwise in context: 

• :\ lexicon with 3G.OlG French city names was used in all recognition expf_'ri

ments and dynamic kxicons with different sizes were randornly generated from 

this lexicon. The only exception is in the Section .1.:3. 7 where a larger lexicon 

with 8.5.09:2 entries was used: 

• All experiments were repeated 10 times for ten different dynamic lexicons and 

the recognition rates and recognition times in tables are the average values 

over the lO runs. except when mentioned otherwise in context. The standard 

deviations are not presented in tables because they are non significative (lower 

thau 0.5){ for the recognition rate; lower than 5o/c for the recognition time); 

• Ail experiment were conducted on the same machine. a SC\" Cltral. lGï:\[Hz, 

l28:\IB RA:\[ except when mentioned otherwise in context. 

5.3.2 Recalling the Baseline Recognition System Performance (BLN) 

The performance of the baseline recognition system was already presented in Cha.p

ter 3. However, since in this section we will frequently refer to it to compare with 

the performance of other recognition approaches. it is reproduced in Table XXX. 
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Table XXX 

\\"orel recognition rate and recognition time for the ba~eline recognition system 
(BL:\) on the SRTP test data~et 

Lexicon \\'orJ Recognition Rate Recognition 

Size nl Ti me 

1 
TOP l TOP 5 TOP lU l~ee.'wl)rdi 

10 9~.93 99.!.J:l lOlJ O.:l:!:2 

lOO !.J;i.~!) !.JS. !)!) !.J~l.-W l.!JS!.J 

lk S!J. 7~) 9.'i.!J7 
1 

97.:m l!J.:ilJ 

lük 7!) .. ')() S!.J.5:J !.J l.S!.l lS:l.5 

30k 7:t 70 S5.17 86.15 -l~.U.l 

5.3.3 Lexicon-Drivcn Levcl Building Algorithm (LDLBA) 

The first attempt to impron~ the performauœ of the baseline recognition system 

b by representing the lexicon as trie aml by pursuing the search only by taking 

the character with tht> best partial likelihood. a •. o..; presented in Section -!. 1..5. Table 

XXXI surnmarizes the rcsults for the recognition accuracy and recognition time for 

the recognition system based on the LDLB.-\. consideriug the same five dynamic 

lexicons ( 10. 100. 1k. lOk. and :30k entries) used to evaluate the performance of 

the baseline recognition system in Chapter 3.. Table XXX[ also list.s the speedup 

obtainecl over the ba~eline SRTP recognition system (BL.\). 

Clearly the LDLB.-\ decoding is severa! times faster than the ba.seline recognition 

system (BLN) with speedup factors between .5 . .5 and ï.ï for 10-word and :30k-word 

lexicons respectively. The relative reduction in recognition rates. compared to the 

ba.seline recognition system. is not \·ery significant a.s shown in Table XXXII. The 

average loss of accuracy is 1..068%, 0.568~. and 0.-!96% for the TOP L TOP 5. 

and TOP 10 best choices respectively. However. it can be argued tha.t the speedup 

afforcled by the LDLBA is well worth the increase in error rate. 
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Table XXXI 

\\"ord recognitio!1 rate and recognition ti me of the system based on the le\'el 
building algorithm and a lexical tree (LDLB.-\) and speedup over the \ïterbi Hat 

lexicon of baseline recognition system l BL:\) 

Word Recognition Rate 

Size i 
( C7') 
' /( 

[ TOP 1 i TOP 5 i TOP lO 1 

10 98.ïti 99.93 

1 

lOO 

1110 ~5.lti 98 .. '3:! 9!).10 

lk 
1 

S!J.OU 95.-19 
1 

!Jti.S 1 

lOk 
1 

ï8.2:! 88.-19 

1 

90.99 

30k 
1 

ï 1.0:~ 8-1.02 Sï.llti 

Table XXXII 

Recognition 

Ti me 

(sec,' wnrd) 

0.0-tü 

0.35-t 

:t091 

2-l. ï:'i 

ti-t.lti 

1 

5.5 

1 

,).(j 

i ti .:J 
1 

1 

1 Ï.·l 

l ï.ï 

Difference in the word recognition rates between the system basee..! on the le\'el 
building algorithm and a lexical tree (LDLB.-\) and the b ... l.!:ieline recognition system 

(BL\) 

Lexicon 
1 

\\"ord Recognition Rate 

Size 1 ('lé) 

( BL~ -LDLBA) 

TOP 1 TOP 5 1 TOP lU 

lO 0.1 ï 
1 

0 0 

lOO 0.-13 0.1ï 0 

1k 0.79 1 0.-18 0.-19 

lOk 1.28 1.0-t 0.90 

30k 2.67 l.l5 1.09 

.-\\·erage 1.068 0.568 0.-t96 
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\Ve attribute the reduction in recognition rate to the the level n~duction of the 

LBA tha.t selects only the best character mode! at each ward position and pursue 

the search considering only such a best mode!. On the other hand. the \ïterbi 

decoding of the baseline recognition system with a flat lexical structure decode 

al! hypotheses. This would abo be possible with the tree structure. however the 

number of hypotheses to decoded will ma.ke the advantages of using a lexical trec 

not meaningful. 

The problems in the sean:h due to the lewl reduction is pronounced specially on 

short words. Considering that the <.1.\"erage length of the words in the test set is 11.1-l 

characters. 8:3'X of the search errors account for words with less thau G characters. 

~[ore important. we shall see in the subsequent sections of this chapter that the 

loss in accuracy can be complt>tely reowered (and even improved) by efficiently 

postprocessing the list of TOP.\" ward hypotheses. Another important re mark is 

that in principle. there are no pa.rameters to adjust in the LDLBA to either improve 

its a.ccuracy or speed. Its performance depends unly on the quality of the dmra.cter 

models. 

5.3.4 Time and Length Constraints (CLBA) 

The inclusion of su me constraints to the LD LB.-\ yields the constrained level building 

algorithrn (CLBA) presented in Section -l.l.G. It is an attempt to further reduce the 

processing time while preserving the recognition accuracy. These constraints are 

pa.rticularly interesting to esta.blish a. tra.de-otf between recognition accuracy and 

recognition time. 

\\"e have chosen as goal to obtain the maximum speedup of the recognition process 

while reclucing the accuracy of the LDLBA no more tha.n 0.51Jc. \\"e have used 

a. statistical experimental design method to determine the values of the control 
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factors s·. e·. and Le· while Drnn.r wa.s kept constant and equal six sinœ this is the 

ma. .. ximum nurnber of observations that the cha.ra.cter H:-..I:-..Is can emit [86] (due to 

the H:-..r:-..r architecture). Tu this aim we ha.\·e used three regression models where 

the inclependent variables are the t hree control factors. and the dependent variables 

are the responses of the recognition system: recognition rate and recognition time. 

Afterwards. an LJ orthogonal array wa..-; employed to gain information on the control 

factors and to determine the coefficients of the regression modeb. Based on these 

n•gressiun modds. tlw optimal ndw·s of tht~ control factors that jointly optimize 

both the accuracy and the speed were determined [8ü]. Severa! experimental runs 

were conducted. corresponding to tht' different \·alues of the control factors and 

both recognition rate and recognition time were measurrd. In these experiments. 

Wt! ha\·e used the validation set. Table xxxrrr shows tlw values of the constraints for 

difft~rent lexicun sizes resulting from the upt imizat ion step. \ \ït h the t hree co nt roi 

fal:tors set upas in Table XXXIll. the performance of the CLB.-\ wa.s e\·aluated over 

the test set and the results are :;hown in Table XXXI\'. 

Table XXXIII 

Valw>s of the constraints of the CLBA Jetermined by the statistical experimental 
design technique 

1 Lcxicou 
1 Coustraints 1 

' Size Lv• e· 
1 

s· 

10 1 0.18 O . .'l -0.5 

LOO 0.68 0.5 -0.5 

lk 0.8ï O . .'l -0.5 

1 

LOk 0.8.') 0.5 -0.5 

30k 0.89 0.5 1 
-0.5 

Table XXXV shows the reduction in recognition rates relatively to the ba.seline 

recognition system. The constraints aclded to the LBA brings about an average loss 

in accura.cy of 0.39-l<Jc, 0.392%, and 0.3-12% for the TOP !, TOP 5, and TOP 10 
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Table XXXI\" 

\\"ord Recognition rate and recognition tirne for the system ba.sed on the 
constrained leve! building a.lgorithrn and a. lexical tree (CLB.-\) 

Leximn Word Recognition Rate 
1 

Recognition SpceJup 

Size 1 (~) 
1 

Ti me (x BL~) 
1 TOP l i TOP .'l 

1 

TOP 10 1 (sec/ word) 
1 

10 9S.50 
1 

9~l.~5 
1 lOO 0.0:!8 ï.S 

1 

1 [()!) 9-!.95 

i 

9S.59 1 9!U9 0. :!-I:J 8.:! 

lk 66 .--t:! 95.0-1 
1 

!Jti.-1 [ :!.O.S9 9 .. ') 

!Ok ï7.GU 1 
90.:lï 1 6.:1:! 1!.1 

:3Uk ïl.O:J 813 .. ')~ .j 1.8! lU 

206 

best choiCL'S re:-;pectively when comparee! with the perfurmance of the LDLB.-\. On 

the other haud. if we compare tht> speedup shown in Table XXXI\". the CLB.-\ is 

fa.-;ter than the LDLB.-\ with speedup factors between 1.-12 and 1.5:3. The average 

loss in accuracy is l.-lti:.tlc. 0.96'X. and 0.8:38'1( fur the TOP 1. TOP 5. and TOP 

10 best choices respectively wheu compared with the performance of the ba~elinc 

recognition system. Comparing the performance of the CLB.-\ with the ba~eline 

recognition system in tenus of n~cognition time. we ha\·e speedup factors between 

ï.8 and 1 1.8. The speedup afforded by the CLB.-\ is weil worth the increase in error 

rate. 

The errors introduced by the CLB.-\ are due to the constraints. \\"e have inves-

tigated the effects of each constra.int on the recognition accura.cy and recognition 

time separately. \\"e have fotmd that the constraint LL'· does not introduce search 

errors for any lexicon size. The speedup obtained due to this constraint is not very 

expressive for small lexicons (~ 1,000 words) but it becomes very interesting for 

larger lexicons. On the other hanc! the constraints s· and e· have a strong influence 

on the recognition accuracy and recognition time independently of the lexicon size. 

Table XXXVI shows in an abbreviate manner the individual contributions of s· and 
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Table XXXV 

Difference in the word recognition rates between the system based on the 
constrained level building algorithm and the baseline recognition system ( BLX) 

Lexicon \\"onl Recognition Rate 

Size (o/c) 

1 
(BL.\"-CLB.-\J 

1 
TOP 1 TOP."i TOP 10 

10 1 0.-13 0.08 

1 

0 1 

lOO 0. 9-l O.-lU 0.21 

lk U7 0.93 (). 89 

lOk 1.90 1.6-l l.-"i2 

:JOk 2.67 l. j,'j 1.57 

1 :\Vt~rag•' 
1 

l.-162 0.96 U.S~~S 

LL'" on th1: recognition accuracy and speed of the LDLBA. 

Table XXX\1 

Indi \·idual inHuence of the control factors .s· and Lu· on the recognition rate (TOP 
1) and on the recognition time of the LDLB:-\ 

1 \\'ord Recognition Rate 1 Recognition Time 

Lexicon 1 (o/c) 1 (secjword) 

1 
Size :;• [t'• 

1 
. ..;• Lu" 

1 

10 98..!8 98.76 0.030 0.0:3!.) 

lOO 9-1.95 
1 

95.-16 0.258 0.3-13 

lk 88.-12 

1 

89.00 2.237 1 
2.9-12 

lOk 77.60 78.21 117.17 1 21.71 

5.3.5 Class Dependent Constraints (CDCLBA) 

In this section we summarize the imprm·ement in recognition accuracy and in recog-

nit ion time obta.ined by a.pplying character cla.ss dependent constraints to the LDLBA. 
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Table XXXVII shows the recognition rate and recognition time achieved by the CD-

CLBA. 

Table XXX\"[l 

\\"ord recognition rate and recognition time using character cla.ss dependent 
constraints incorpora.teù to the leve! building algorithm 

Lexicon \\",>ni Recognition Rate 1 Recognition Speecl11p 

1 

1 

Siœ : ('~) 1 Ti me (x BL~! 
1 

1 TOP L ! TOP 5 1 TOP lO! (~ec;word) 
1 1 

1 

1 Lü 
1 

!).'). ï -l 99.90 

1 

LOO 1 0.0:26 8 .. 5-1 
1 

1 

LOO 95.1:2 98.80 99.3ï 1 0 •)·)- 8.ïfi ·--' 
lk S8.!b 95.-lï %. ï9 1.885 10.3-1 

lUk ïS.:.!:.! 

1 

88.-19 90.9!) 15.2ï 1 L. !)5 

:mk ï L.O:l 8-1.02 
1 

Si .llli :18.90 l2.G8 

:\s we can see from Table XXXVII. we succeeded in recm·ering sorne accuracy that 

Wë.L!:i !ost with the CLB:\. Table XXX\lii shows the reduction in recognition rates 

relati\·ely to the Uë.L!:ielinc recognition system. :'\ow, the average loss in accuracy Wë.L!:i 

reduced tu l.OS-l'X. 0 . .1821X. and 0.506':1:: for the TOP l. TOP .S, and TOP 10 best 

choices respectively when compared with the performance of the ba.seline recognition 

system. :\t the same time. recognition time \\ë.L!:i a.lso slightly imprm·ed. and now we 

have speedup factors between 8.5 and 12. 7. The performance is slightly better due 

to the adaptation of the constraints to the particularities of the character classes. 

5.3.6 Fast Two-Level HlVIl\1 Decoding (FS) 

This section reports the impro\·ements on the performance of the b<.L::ieline recog

nition system by brea.king up the computation of word likelihoods into two steps: 

chara.cter H:-..L\I decoding and word H~[~[ clecocling. Tables XXXIX summarizes 

the word recognition rates obtained by using the fast two-level H~[~[ decoding pre

sented in Section -Ll.ï. The bottom line is that there is no difference in accuracy 
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Table XXX\lii 

Difference in the word recognition rates between the system based on the class 
dependent constrained leve! building algorithrn and the ba;:;eline recognition system 

(BL~) 

Lexicon 

Size 

lU 

lOO 

1k 

10k 

31Jk 

\\"orri Recognition Rate 

(%) 

( BL.\" -CDC'LB:\) 

1 TOP l TOP 5 1 TOP lU 

1 O.l!J 0.0:~ 1 0.00 
il 0.-tti 0.19 0.03 

0.81 () ..'j() 0.51 

1.:!8 l.0-1 0.90 

:!.6ï 1.15 [.()!) 

Average j l.Ot\:3 0.51~ l 0 .. 105 

between the FS and the ba.seline recognition system. Howe\·er. these results were 

a.lready expected because the fast-two le\·el decoder maintains the optimality of 

the conventional \ïterbi algnrithm implemente<l in the brl.'5eline recognition system. 

~ote that we ha\·e use<l the same global recognition mode! shuwn in Figme 2-t for 

the baseline recognition system but with the lexical tree a.;:; shown in Figure JOb 

with one lowercase and one upperca.se mode! for each character class. 

Table XXXIX also shows the recognition times for the 5 dynamically generated 

lexicons. \\"e note that our implementation h<.1.'5 not been optirnized or tuned up. 

Hence. the costs shawn in the table are outstanding. Speedup factor bet\'·.reen 11 

and 1 ï. ~lorem·er, even for small and medium-size lexicons, the fast search strategy 

is advantageous. 

The results shown in Table XL are even better. There is a significant improvement in 

recognition time relative to the baseline recognition system while preserving exactly 

the same worù recognition rates. Speedup factors between 5 and 2G were obtained. 
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To ensure tha.t the corresponding likelihood scores found by the optimal fast sea.rch 

agree exactly with those found by the standard Viterbi algorithrn implemented in 

the baseline recognition system in all cases. we lun-e compared the likelihoods of all 

words in the test set. So. the optimality of the search strategy was confirmecl. 

Table XXXIX 

\\'ord recognition rate and recognition time for the system basee! on the fast 
two-len•l H:\[:\[ decoding and a tlat lexicon (FSF!at) 3Gkl task 

1 
Lexicou \\'uni Recognition Rate 1 Recognition Speedup 

Size (~ci Ti me (x BL:\) 

TOP 1 1 TOP5 TOP LO (sec/ wu rd) 

10 

1 

98.93 99.93 lOO 0.0:20 i ll.LO 

lOU !.15.89 9t\.99 99.-10 O. 120 16.5ï 

1k 1 89. ï9 95.97 97.30 l.L31J lï.:lti 

Lllk ï9 .. 'iU 89.5:~ 

1 

9 [.8!) 
1 

1l.L5 16.36 

1 :0. -· - . 5 ï SS. L.'i :~:L'iO 1-1.72 ~ k • J .• o 8 .1 

Table XL 

\\'orel recognition rate and recognition time for the system bascd on the fa.st 
two-le\·el H~[:\[ decoding and a lexical tree (FSTree) :36kl ta.sk 

Lexicon \\'ord Recognition Rate Recognition Speedup 

Size (%) Ti me (x BLl\) 

TOP 1 1 TOP5 TOP LO 1 (sec;'word) 

10 98.9:~ 99.93 LOO 0.0-l i 5.-ll 

lOO 95.89 98.99 99.-!0 0.12:2 16.30 

lk 89.ï9 95.9ï 9ï.30 0.8-l 1 :2:U9 

lOk 

1 

ï9.50 89.53 91.89 6.98ï :26.1:2 

30k ï3.ï0 ! 85.1 7' 88.15 20.17' :2-U.'i 1 
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5.3. 7 Experiments with a Very-Large Vocabulary 

Tht:> results reported in the previous section motimted us to investigate the perfor

mance of the fast two-level H~l~l decoding with even larger voca.bularies. To such 

an airn. we have built a very-large vocabulary by adcling to the 36.lk-entry lexicon 

of French city names more words corresponding to CS city names (29.100 worcls). 

Italian city narnes ( 13.~mo worcls). Braziliau city names (5,300 words). and Quebec 

city narnes ( l.700 words). After eliminating replicatecl words. we encled up with a 

\·ucabulary of S.3.0!J2 city names (S.=J.lk) where the words hm·e an m·erage length of 

11.:!0 characters. 

Table XLI shows the word recognition rates and processing times mmlting from 

the fast two-[evel un 5 dirft:·n·nt dynamically generated lexicuns with size 10. 1.000. 

10.000. -lO.UOO and 80.000 . .\ote that these dynamically generated lt>xicons are quite 

different from the lexicons usee! in the e\<..lluations presf'nted so far since they were 

generated from a 85.lk-word vocabula.ry. This also explains the difference in the 

word recognition rates relatin• to the previous e\<lluations. On the other hand the 

uther testing conditions remain the same. 

Table XLI 

\\'orel recognition rate and recognition time for the system based on the fast 
two-level H~l~I decoding (FSFlat and FSTree) for a \·ery-large vocabulary task on 

a Sun Lltral 

1 Lexicon \\"ord Recognition Rate 1 Recognition Time 

1 Size (S'{) (secjworJ) 

TOPl TOP 5 1 TOP lO 1 F'STree j FSF'lat 1 1 1 

iù 98.8-t 99.96 

1 

lOO 0.030 0.027 

lk 91.0 l 96.32 97.71 0.990 l.l29 

lük 8l.06 90.58 

1 

92.36 8.510 10.27 

-tOk 73.2:l 8-1.6-l 8ï.91 32.30 -12..!.5 

80k 68.65 
1 

8l.32 
1 

85.10 63.2·1 85.59 
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To have an idea on how the fast two-level HJ.L\[ decoding improves 0\·er the baseline 

SRTP recognition system it would be necessa.ry to eva.lua.te its performance on the 

sa.me test conditions. However. for such a \·ocabula.ry size it woulJ be impractical 

to run the conventional Viterbi search over the entire test set of -LG7-l words. since 

such an experiment could easily ta.ke more than one month to be completed. So. 

a. palliative solution to e\·aluate the performance of the ba.seline recognition system 

with very-large voca.bularies was to run a reduced experiment over only a subset 

of the test databa.se compos~~d by 1.000 words randomly sdected. The perfurmance 

of the fast two-level search was abo re-evaluated using the same limited dataset. 

Figure 6:3 shows that the performance of the ba.seline recognition system is coru

pletely flawed on very-large vocabulary tasks since it needs more than lti minutes 

to recognize a single ward. On the other hand. the performance of the FS strategy is 

much better. howe\·er. it is stiU impractical since it needs approximately oU seconds 

to recognize a single word. 

In practice, the computation complexity of the fast two-level search strategy coule! 

be further reduce by using some programming techniques and consuming a little bit 

more of memory. However. since our criteria to compare the improvements is b<l!ied 

on the recognition timc of the computational implementation of the algorithrn. to 

ensure a fair comparison none code optimiza.tion W<l!i used. 

5.3.8 Distributed Recognition Scheme (OS) 

\\""e have implemented a distributed version of the fast two-level H.\IJ.[ decoding 

(FSTree like in Section 5.:3.6) using the multithreaded progranuning interface for the 

Sola.ris 5. 7 sy~tem to verify the effectivcness of the clistributed recognition scheme 

in irnproving the recognition time. 8oth the non-distributed and the distributecl 

t<l!iks were run on a SUN Enterprise 6000 uncler the sa.rne test conditions drawn in 

Section 5.3.l except that the test were carried out only for the :30k-entry d,ynami-
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Figure 63 Compa.rison of average processing times achieved by the ba.seline 
SRTP recognition system implemented with a. com·entional Viterbi 
sea.rch (VT flat) and the implementation ba.sed on the fast two-level 
H:\D.I decoding (FSF!at and FSTree) for a very-large voca.bulary task 
( 85.lk) over a limited test set of LOOO words 
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cally generated lexicon since it does not seems very useful to apply the distributed 

recognition on srnall and medium vocabulary tasks. 

Figure 6-l shows the results obtained by the com·entional recognition scheme (non-

distributed) (Sp = 1) and other configurations that use from 2 to 10 processors. 

The :30k-entry dynamically generated lexicon was split into equal parts according 

to the number of processors used in the test. Tht' tests were repeated 10 times to 

a.\·oid distortions due to swapping or other processes running at the sarne tirnP. The 

presentee! recognition times retlect the CPC time reported by the C' routirw tune.~. 

22r, ----~----~----------~------r-----------r------------

1' 
18~ 

i 
'Ô 16~ 

~ i 

~ 14~ 
~ 1 

~ 1 

..:: 12 ~ 

§ 1 

Ë 10~ 
01 

g 1 

a: 8~ 

6r-

l 
4:-

1 

- -v- -
--.:;,-------~ 

2~----------------------~----~----------------~----~ 
1 2 4 6 8 10 

Number or Threads (Processors) 

Figure ti-l .-\ verage processing time for the distributed recognition scheme accord
ing to the nurnber of threads (processors) for a :~Ok -entry dynamically 
generated lexicon 

.-\s we ca.n see from Figure 6-l there is a significant reduction of m·er -l times in 

processing time relative to the conventional recognition scheme (non-distributed). 

This imprm·ement is unquestionably significant since the recognition a.ccuracy is 

preservee!. Besicles the speedup achieved. it is also instructive to eva.lua.te the effi

ciency of the distributed recognition scheme relative to the cmn-entiona.l recognition 
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Table XLII 

Figure of performance for the distributed recognition scheme (DS-FSTree) for a 
different nurnber of processors 

~umber of Lexicon 1 Recognition 1 Speedup Etficiency i 
Threads Sizc Time i (Sp) (Ef) 1 

(Sp) (wjSp) 1 (sec;'word) i 
1 30.000 20.17 - -

i 
1 2 1.'>.000 11.61 

1 

l. 7!) O.S!J 1 

1 -! 7.:}00 6.5·1 3.0~ 0.77 
1 

6 1 5.000 5.21 1 3.87 0.6·1 

8 

1 

:t750 -!.21 1 -1.75 0.5!) 

10 3.000 -1.15 i ·LS:} !US 

sc he mes [93]. The et!iciew:y. denoted as E F. represents the etfecti ve ut ilizat ion l)f 

computing resources by the distributed recognition scheme and it is the ratil) of the 

speedup achieved. denoted a.s SP to the number of processing e!Prnents used. denoted 

as Sp. with respect to a single processing element. Table XLII shows the processing 

time. speedup and elflciency obtainecl by the different numlwr of prucessors. 

The relative reduction in processing time. compared to the com·entional recognition 

scheme based on the fï.l::it two-level search strategy. is unquestionably significant. 

even if the speedup of distributed scheme on Sp processors is less than Sp. Only an 

ideal distributed system can deliver a speedup equal to Sp. In practice. the processor 

cannot devote 1007c of its tirne to the computation of the algorithm. Furthermore, 

the distributecl scheme incurs overhead from seœral sources such ilS communication 

0\·erhea.d, idle time due to loacl imbalance, ami contention for shared data. structures. 

For instance, we h<.we founcl a difference of ï to 127:': in the processing time due to 

the loa.d imbala.nce. that is. the sub-lexicons ha.\·e the same number of words, but 

they do not have the same number of characters. 
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Oistributed scheme involves the dassical communication wrsus computation trade

off. thus. the search overhead is greater than one. implying that the distributed 

scheme does more work thau the sequential scheme. :\s we saw in Figure 6-L the 

speedup tends to saturate. In other words. the efficiency drops with an increasing 

number of processors. This phenomenon is true fur all Jistributed systems. and is 

often referred to as Amdahl"s law [9:3;. The efficiency is gradually reduced since the 

communication m·erheacl ( C0 ) detined as Co = t,·omm·Sp. when• lcornm denotes the 

communication time bet\\·een the prucessnrs. i:; abo a multiplt~ of the number of 

processors. 

5.3.9 Summary of Specd lmprovements 

The contents of this section can be summarizPd by comparing the performances of 

various approaches along twn <Lxes: word recognition rate L'er:;u:; recognition time 1
• 

Figures 65. 66. and 67 captures thb information succinctly fur a srnall. medium and 

large vocabulary respectively. 

The figures show that we ca.n attain the recognition rate of the baseline SRTP 

recognition system while speeding up the system by factors between 8 and 119 for 

a large \·ocabulary (:30.000 words) and by factors between 6 and 23 for a medium 

vocabulary (1.000 words). However. it should be noticed that for small lexicons 

( < lOO words) the performance of the fast-two le\·el search with a Hat lexicon is 

slightly better them with a lexical-tree. This occurs beca.use there are very few 

shared prefixes in the words in a small lexicon relatively to a large lexicon. 

Figure 68 compares the word recognition rates considering the TOP 1 choice and 

recognition times achie\·ed by the search strategies for a 30,000-worcl \·ocabulary 

task. As we can see, the fast-two level decoding algorithrn has a superior perfor

mance relative to the baseline recognition system. 

1The recognition time wa.s evaluated on a SC:'\ Ultra !. 
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Figure 67 \\"orel recognition rate ecrsus speedup of varions systems for a :30k
word vocahulary 

~ote that the distributed recognition sdu~me was implemented on a different plat

forrn (SL10:" GOOO). while the other search techniques were implementt~d on a SL'i\" 

Cïtral. However. both machines have exactly the same processor ( l'ltraSparcl 

16ï:\IHz). so their performances can be approximately comparee! a:; is the case in 

Figures 67 and 68. In fact. we have evaluated the performance of the other search 

techniques on the SC:\ 6000 and the results in terrns of recognition time diù not 

vary significantly from those obta.ined on the SC:\ Cltral and reported along this 

section. 

5.4 lmproving Recognition Accuracy 

In this section we present the experiments unclertaken during the de\·elopment of 

the strategies to improve the recognition accuracy presented in Chapter ·L First 

we describe the testing conditions and the da.ta.sets usee! to eva.luate the recognition 

strategies. We introcluce two other cla.ssifiers, one basee! on k-nearest prototypes 
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(k-~P) and other based on k-nearest neighbors (k-i:\~). The performance of such 

classifiers to recognize handwritten isolated characters is presented in Sections 5.-1.3.2 

and .).-t.:3.l. The performance of the neural network classifier (.\"~) presented in 

Section -1.2 .. 5 is presented in Section .).-t:L3. In Section 5.-1.3.-l the performance of 

these three cla.ssifiers to recognize isolatecl handwritten characters from both ~IST 

and SRTP cla.tabases is compared. In Section .S.-l.3.3 we e\·aluate the use of the ~~ 

classifier in the recognition of handwritten words to further integrate it with the 

baseline recognition system iu au attt•mpt to impro\·e recognition a.ccuracy. 

5.4.1 Testing Conditions 

In thb section \\'t' have three different types of experiments: recognition of isolatecl 

handwrittPn characters. nu>gnition of handwrittt~n words and comhina.tion of differ

ent dassifiers to uptimize the recognitiou accuracy in haudwritten words. For each 

type uf t•xperinwnt. the testing conditions \·ary slightly. 

The experiments related to the recognition of isolated haudwritten characters de

scrilwd along Section 3.-l.:~ were conducted as follows: 

• From the traiuing dataset of the :\IST data.lx~e were taken l.GGO and l.-l-lO 

samples per character class for upperca.-.;e and lowerc<.~e characters respectively. 

For each sample a feature \·ector composee! by the three feature types described 

in Section -L2.-l was generated. These feature \·ectors corresponding to 80,600 

isolated characters were used to train the cl<.~sifiers: 

• From the validation and test dat<.~ets of the ~IST databa ... .;;e. the feature vectors 

were genera.ted by the same manner. The validation feature vectors correspond 

to 23,670 characters (upperca.se, lowercase) and the test feature vectors cor

respond to 2:3,9-ll characters ( uppercase ...;... lowere<~e): 

• In a.ll experiments with isolated character recognition we have considered 26 

rnetaclasses of cha.racters which are formed by the union of the upperca.se a.nù 
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lowercase representations of characters (e.g. ··A·· + .. a·· = metaclass ··_-\ .. ): 

• .-\ll experiment were conducted on the same machine. a PC .-\~ID .-\.thion 

l.lGHz with .)12.\IB of R.-\..\[ rnemory. except when mentioned otherwise in 

context. 

Howe\·er. for the SRTP database. the procedure is slightly ditferent since we have 

more limited datasets whcre the main problem is the unbalancecl distribution of 

samples between the character classes. Tu build the feature vectors we ha\·e relied 

on the frequency balancing; method presented in Section -l.2 .. ).2. 

• From the deaned training dat<l.'let of the SRTP datab<l.'le (Table XXIX) were 

taken 1.630 and l.ti:3U sarnples pcr character cl<l.'lS for uppercase and lowerca.se 

characters. The nurnber of samples per dw.racter class was determined by 

Equation -t.:3ti. For those character classes with few samp!Ps, synthetic samples 

were generated by stroke warping technique presented in Section -!.2.5.3; 

• For each character sample a feature vector composed by the three feature types 

de::;cribed in Section -1.2..1 W<l.'i generated. These feature vectors corresponcling 

to 8-1.811 isolated characters were used to train the cla .. "isitiers: 

• From the validation and test da.t<l.'iets of the SRTP clatabru;e. the feature \·ec

tors were generated in a similar manner. however, no frequency balancing wa.s 

carried out. The validation feature vectors correspond to 36,1 ïO characters 

( upperc<l.'le -r lowerca.se) and the test fe a ture vectors correspond to -16, ïOO 

char act ers ( uppercase + lowerc<l.'le). 

For the recognition of handwritten words. only the SRTP database was used. The 

datasets for training and validation for isolated character recognition are exactly the 

same described above. However. here we have many additional validation and test 

sets that are generated from the X -best word hypothesis lists that are resulting from 
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the proce:;s of ward recognition. Due to practicallimitations. we have restrained the 

experiments in this section to .) different dynamic lexicon sizes with 10. 1.000. 10.000. 

-!0.000 and 80.000 words. 

The testing conditions for the verification of handwritten words are gi\·en as follows: 

• For each dynamic lexicon. an .\' -best word hypothesis list is generated by 

running a complett~ won! recognition experiment as described in Section .).:3: 

• The lists were generated for the words in the \·alidation and test data.-;ets: 

• For each word in the \·alidation and test clata.:set. a lbt with the TOP 10 

best wunl hypothest~s containing the .·\SCII transcriptions was produced to

gether with the segmentation hypothesis of this won! into characters and the 

probability score of each hypothesis: 

• Having the segmentation of each won! hypothesis we retum to the word image 

and extract the features as described in Section -L2.-L These feature vectors 

corresponding to segmented characters are used during the recognition of the 

isolated characters. 

5.4.2 Reevaluation of the \Vord Recognition Performance 

During the deveiopment of this thesis, more powerful hardware platforms became 

availab!e. So. part of the algorithms developed so far were migrated to this new 

platform. To illustra.te the performance of the fast two -le\·el H~[;..[ decoding on this 

new platform. the experiments with the \·ery-large \'Ocabulary presentee! in Section 

5.3.7 were ca.rried out on a PC :\thion 1.1GHz with 512:\lB of RA~[ memory. Table 

XUII shows that the recognition process runs fa.ster on such a machine. 

So, henceforth, the algorithrns and rnethods will be deve!oped and the performance 

eva!uated on this ne\v hardware pla.tforrn, as well as the results in terms of recogni

tion time and accuracy will be comparee! with the results presentee! in Table XLIII. 
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Table XLIII 

\\"ord recognition rate and recognition time for the system based on the fast 
two-level H.\D.I decoding ( FSFlat and FSTree) for a very-large voca.hulary task on 

an .-\thion l.lGHz 

1 Lexicon Won! Recognition Rate Recognition Time 

1 Size (%) (seclwurJ) 

TOP l 1 TOP :=ï! TOP lO FSTrec FSF!at 
1 

10 1 !lS.S-l 99.9() lOO O.IHO O.OO!J 1 
1 

1 

lk 1 91.0 l 96.3:.! 1 97'. 71 0.27:1 0.3:.!1 1 : 

1 
!Ok Sl.06 90.:'i6 92.:36 1.99:! :.!.57'1) 1 

1 1 

-!Ok 7':t2:3 8-1.6-1 87'.91 ï.5lG 9.7'-ll 

SOk 61:1.6.') 81.32 8.').[() l-l.lli l!J.52 

5...!.3 Recognition of lsolated Handwritten Characters 

In this section we ana.lyze the performance of the neural network classifier pro

poseJ in Section -!.:2 .. 5 to recognize i:;olated ha.ndwritten cha.racters from two differ-

eut databa.-;es: :\IST anJ SRTP. The .\'IST data.ba.se is a sta.nJa.rd da.tabase that ha.s 

been widdy used in handwriting recognition. For this rea.son. by using this Jataba.-;e 

it is ea.sy to e\<lluate the performance of the proposee! neural network classifier anJ 

compare it with others. On the other ha.nd. the isolateJ characters generated from 

the SRTP databa.se are particula.r for our work, so we do not have a.ny reference to 

assess and compare the performance of the proposee! neural classifier. The manner 

we h<we found to circum\·ent this problem was to imp!ement t\\'O other classifiers. 

one basee! on k-.\'.\' and other basee! on k-.\'P. 

In Section 5.-!.3.1 we present briefty the chara.cteristics of the k-nearest neighbor ( k

~.\') as well as its performance in terms of recognition a.ccuracy and recognition tirne. 

In Section .5.-!.:3.2 we present briefly the characteristics of the k-nea.rest prototype (k

.\'P) classifier and its performance in terms of recognition accuracy and recognition 
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time is eva.luated as weil. Finally. in Section 5.-L3.3 we evabate the performance of 

the neural network classifier. 

5.4.3.1 k Nearest Neighbor Classifier (k-NN) 

One of the simplest classifier to irnplement is the k-nearest neighbor ( k-':\-:\). The 

idea underlying this classifier is to compare each pattern of unknown class \Vith ali 

reference patterns (samples in the training dataset) at the ft'ature space and using 

the Eudidian distance as measmement. The character class of the closest neighbor 

is assigned to the unknown pattern. For ali the experiments wc have considered 26 

metaclasses of characters. 

Table XLIV shows the recognition rates on the \<.tlidation and test datasets of :\IST 

database for 1.: =1.:3..1.7. and 9. Table XLV shows the recognition time of the k-~~ 

for the same \<Üues of 1.:. Table XLVI shows the recognition rates on the \·alidation 

and test clat<~ets of SRTP databa.se for 1.: = 1.3. and .5. The recognition time of the 

k-~::\ for the same values of k is shown in Table XLVII. 

Table XLI\' 

Results for isolated character recognition on the :\IST clatauase using different 
number of neighbors (1.:) for a k-~~ cl;_~sifier 

Character Recognition Rate 

Data.-:;et (o/c) 

1-NN 1 3-l\N 5-~:\ 1 ï-N:\ 9-::\l\ 

Validation 86.91 1 8ï..t8 87.69 : 87.61 87.70 

Test 8-L21 , 8-1.91 8.'5.28 1 85.19 85.05 1 

The character recognition rates of the k-N~ has a tendency to increase with an 

increa.sing number of neighbors. The accuracy of the classifier is in line with the 

results obtainecl by other researchers presented in Table VI that do not make dis-
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Table XLV 

Recognition time for isolated character recognition on the \"IST database using 
different number of neighbor:; ( 1.:) for a 1.:-N~ classifier 

: Cl~~itier Recognition Time 

1 :;ec / cha.ra.cter) i 

[-~:'\ 

3-:..;:'\ 
5-~~ 

7'-~::\ 

9--:\:'\ 

1).~8 

l) .:!!) 

o.:m 
tUl 

0.3[ 

tinction between upperca.:.;e and lowercase characters. The differeuce oetween the 

recognition rates achit~\·ed ou the validation aud test data.sets is Pxplained by the 

fact that many samplt~s in the training and \·alidation clatasets are from the same 

person. while the samples in the test dataset were written by different people. So, 

the test datast::t is a more difficult data ... -;et. The recognition time depicted in Table 

XLV highlights one of the main problems of such a kind of classifier . .-\lthough there 

are se veral techniques to speedup k- -:\\" dassifiers [ 116]. 

Table XLVI 

Results for isolated chara.cter recognition on the SRTP data.ba .. se using different 
number of neighbors (k) for a k-\"~ classifier 

Dataset 

Character Recognition Rate 1 

( '1c) 1 

! 1-~:'\ i :3-:S:'\ 
1 

5-:..;~ i 
1 

6-t.O 1 

1 

68.0-t ï0.22 1 Validation 

l Test 6-Ll9 67'.86 ï0.25 

The character recognition rates reported in Table XLVI are significantly inferior to 
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Table XLVII 

Recognition time for isolatecl character recognition on the SRTP database using 
different number of neighbors ( f..:) for a k- ;..;;..; classifier 

Cla.ssifier ' 

1-:'\:\ 

3-:'\:'\ 

5-;\:'\ 

Recognition Tirne 1 

(::ec,lcharacter) 1 

U •)(\ 1 

u:;~ 1 

0.31 1 

thost• obtairwd on the :'\IST database. Different from the :'\IST database where the 

characters samplt•s werc written isolated on a fa\·orable environment. the isolated 

characters on the SRTP dat<L'iets were autumatically generated from handwritten 

words using the baseline recognition system to segment and label each sarnpll'. So. 

the SRTP dat<L'iets may contain many corrupted samples that actually are not whole 

characters but fragments. joinecl fragments from different characters or even joined 

characters. 

\\"e hm·e comparee! the confusion matrices of both 1\IST and SRTP mlidation 

datasets and many differences come up. For instance. the number of confusions 

betwecn the characters ··T' and ·r is significantly higher for the SRTP dataset. 

This is due to pre--processing and segmentation steps of the baseline recognition 

system that eliminates the horizontal bar of the ··T"s when the horizontal and 

vertical bars are disconnected. 

5.4.3.2 k-Nearest Prototype Classifier (k-NP) 

Considering the slowness of the k-N~ cla.ssifier. to speed up the recognition process, 

instead of comparing each pattern of unknown class with ali samples in the training 

dataset. the classification ca.n be carriecl out by comparing the pattern with class 
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prototypes generated from the training dataset. This classification method is known 

as k-::'\ea.rest Prototypes ( k-::'\P) and it consists in generating dass prototypes. :\ 

straightforward manner of create class prototypes is to average the samples in the 

training dataset that correspond to a given character class .. -\ conventional algorithrn 

that carries out such an a\·erage process is the k-means algorithrn. 

The k-means algorithm can be described in -l steps as: 

1. Fur euch clu.s.s. k prototypes ure creutt:d: 

'' Tllf~ .smnplt:.s in the tmwiny data.sf'l are clu.sszjied LTZ the f..: sub-clas:w.s acconizny to the EIL-

clidtan dtstance betrœen them and tht~ du.s.s prutotype.s: 

:1. Each dtzs.-; prototype i.s replaœd by tilt~ mean uf .mmplt:s LTl the ,z.-;.sonatt'd .~rtb -clas.>: 

.:. Repeat from Step 2 untzl the re.srdt.:; becume ,;table: 

5. Er.1l. 

Since uppercase and lowercase characters are mergt~d tu form metacla . ..,ses of char

acter:> there are severa! manners tn create metacla.ss prototypes. but for simplicity 

we cunsider only the following: 

• np class prototypes for each of 26 metacla.'ises. without making distinction be

tween uppercase and lowercase characlers to generate the metaclass prototypes 

( denoted a.s 1 M): 

• np class prototypes for each of 26 metaclasses. making distinction between up

perc~l.Se and lowercase cha.racters to generate the metaclass prototypes. where 

np/2 cl<LSS prototypes are generated from upperc~LSe characters and np/2 class 

prototypes are generated from lowercc.LSe characters ( denoted c.LS 2C): 

Figure 69 shows the recognition rates achieved by taking different number of neigh

bors (k) in the decision rule and different configurations of the class prototypes 

on the i'\IST validation dataset. The first remark is that an increasing number of 
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neighbors in the decision rule did not have improved the recognition rates. but in

stead. the accuracy w~ reduced. So. the further studies with the k-:\P classifier 

are pursued ba.sed on k = 1. 

901 

85~ 
1 

7 :p 
;- l 
nl ; 

I
l • 5· 2C 1 l 

G 10 2C 1 i 

l
' • 202CJi 

10 1M i! 
1 20 1M H 
l' ·.• JO 1M il 

c. -10 1M , ! 

i 801 
~ 1 'J ·~ f 
- 751- 0 f s 1 1 
.:: 1 ! 

u 70l l' 

! ! 
65LI ------~------~------~------~--------~----~ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Number of Ne•ghbors (k) 

Figure 6!) Character recognition rates of the k-l\P on the \'IST validation 
dataset for diffen .. nt configurations of prototypes and number of neigh
bors 

\"ext. we have carried out some experiments to find out which is the best way to 

group the samples to compute the cla.ss prototypes. that is, for a given metacb.ss. 

create a equal number of prototypes from the corresponding uppercase andlowerca.se 

character samples (npU = npL = np/2) or leave the k-means algorithm to decide it 

( npC + npL = np). Figure ïO shows the recognition rates that have been obtained by 

different number of prototypes per character class. It seems that it is better to create 

a large and equal nurnber of prototypes for both uppercase and lowercase character 

samples than to create metaclass prototypes from different number of uppercase and 

lowercase character samples. 

Table XLVIII shows the character recognition figures on the training, validation and 
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Figure ill .\' umber and configuration of cla.-;s prototypes for the 1-.\' P classifier 
on the .\' IST validation dataset 

test sets of the .\'IST databa.se resulting resulting from 3 different configmations fur 

the class prototypes. .-\s we can see. there is a significant improvement of o\·er 6'/c 

in accuracy on the training dataset by increasing the nurnber of prototypes. On 

the other hand. the impro\·ements are not so significant on the validation and test 

datasets (:::::: 1%). However, the results have to be analyzed taking into account also 

the recognition times shawn in Table XLIX. The recognition time increase approx

imately linearly with the number of prototypes. In practical terms, the recognition 

times are too high to be used in the proposed verification scheme since the time 

required to recognize a 10-cha.racter word will be more th<m 200ms. 

The same experiments were repeated to the SRTP databa.se. Table L shows the 

character recognition figures on the training. mlidation and test sets of the SRTP 

database resulting resulting from 3 different configurations for the class prototypes 

and the recognition times are shawn in Table LI. .-\s expected. there is a significa.nt 

clecrease in recognition rates compared to the NIST data.base. \\"e attribute the 
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Table XL\lii 

Cha.racter recognition rates on the ~IST database using different prototype 
configurations for a 1-~p classifier 

Data.set 

Charactcr Recognition Rat.> 

('Xl 

(lOU· ~C) (500 · ~C) (~Ull · ~C') 

Training 9:!.6~ 98.5:! 9!}..1!) 

Validation l:l6.1:l S7".0.'5 s 7.00 

Test S~.9.'i 8:3.6!) S-I.Uti 

Table XLIX 

Cha.racter recognition times on the :\IST da.tabase for different prototype 
configurations for a. 1-~P classifier 

1 

Cla.5sifier 

1~1-.l\,:\i,. (lOO· 2C) 
1-:\:\" (500 · 2C) 

11-:\:\ (800 · 2C) 

Recognition Time J 

(sec/ character) j 

~2rn 

81m 

129rn 

230 
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decre&;e in cha.racter recognition rate to poorer quality of the samples presented in 

the SRTP data.base tha.t were produced by automatic segmentation and labeling. 

Furthermore. the cha.racters samples in the .\1ST database were written in isolation 

and not within \l;ords. 

Table L 

Character recognition rate on the SRTP databa.se using different number of 
neighbors (k) for a k-:\P classifier 

Character Recognition Rare 

a a .. ..;e 
1 

(~!) 1( 

1 1-:\'P i 1-:\'P 1-:\P 
1 

1 

(lOO · :.!C') 1 (:iUO · 2C) ( 800 . :.!(') 

i Training 70.57 85.6-1 !):.!.fi~ 

\'aliJatiun 6:!.59 6:U9 6:ts 1 

Test 62.-10 ti:U8 6:t6l 

Tablt~ LI 

Character recognition tirne on the SRTP database using different number of 
neighbors ( k) for a k-:\ P classifier 

Classifier Recognition Time 

(sec/ cha.racter) 

k-:\:\' (LOO · :.!C) :.!Sm 

k-~:\' (500 · 2C) 89m 

k-:.'-i:\ (800 · 2C) 13.'im 

5.4.3.3 Neural Network Classifier (NN) 

The neural network was implemented according to the architecture described in 

Section -1.2.5. The ~ILP classifier was trained with 80,600 characters from NIST 
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data. base (3.100 sa.mples per class) u.sing the backpropagation algorithm. A valida-

tion set with 23.670 characters W<lS also used during the training to watch over the 

genemlization and stop the training at the minimum of the error. TablP LII shows 

the cha.racter recognition rates and character recognition time achievecl on the tllfee 

clata.sets of ~IST clataba.-;e. 

Table LII 

C'haracter recognition rates and character recognition time on the ~IST databa.::;e 
for the .\ILP classitier 

Data~t't 

Training 

\'alidation 

Te:-;t 

' Character Recognition Rate 

(%) 

!)-!. 71 

~!).!lS 

81"-.lll 

Recognition Tirrw 

(.st•cicharactt>r) 

:!lOJ! 

:! llJJL 

:![lJJL 

The sarne cxperiments wen~ repeated on the SH.TP database. Table Lili shows 

the character recognition tigures on the training. validation and test sets of tlw 

SRTP. The .\ILP classifier wa.-; trained with a balancee! feature vector generated from 

8-Lï60 characters from SRTP cla.taba.se (3.2GO samples per character cla.ss) using the 

backpropagation algorithm. For some character cla.sses with few samples ( e.g. "{{", 

··Q". "\V", etc.). the stroke warping technique presentee! in Section -!.2.5.3 was usee! 

to generate new samples. The class probabilities at the output of the .\ILP were 

corrected to cornpensate the changes in the a priori class proba.bilities introduced 

by the frequency balancing. 

5.4.3.4 Comparison of the Classifier Results 

Figures ïl and 72 compare the chara.cter recognition rate and charactcr recognition 

time achievecl on the NIST and SRTP databa.ses. For both clataba.ses, it is e\·iclent 
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Table Lill 

Character recognition rate and character recognition time on the SRTP da.taba~e 
for the ~ILP classifier 

Data.sct 

Training 

\"alidation 

Test 

Character Recognition Rate 1 Recognition Time li 

(~'lé) : (seclr.haracter) 

76.1S 

73.51 

7:t5l 

:!10JL 

:! l O;.L 

:!liJj.L 

the supremacy of the ~ILP classifier over tlw 1.:-;\.';\. and 1.:-:\P classifit>rs both in 

terms of accuracy and speed. The neural nt:twork based un ~ILP ha.s a generalization 

power that is superior to the /.:-';\.:'\ and the 1.:-;\.P. :\[oreuver. once trained. the ';\.';\. 

classifier carries out the recognition task much fa.ster thau other cla .. ..;;sifiers. 

These results endorse the choice of the ~ILP classifier a.s the core of the verification 

module which relies on isolated character recognition to post -process the S -best 

word hypotheses provided by the tlw baseline recognition systl'm. In the uext sec

tion. the ~ILP da~sifier is used in the n~cognition of handwritte11 wnrds. 

5.4.4 Recognition of Handwritten \Vords by NN Classifier 

In this section we ana.lyze the performance of the :\ILP cla~sifier to recognize haml

written words from the SRTP cla.taba~e. In fact. the same ~ILP cl~sifier evaluated in 

the preceding section is used for such an aim. where the probability scores obtained 

for each isolated character are combined to made up the word probability score a.s 

described in Section -1.2.6. But now, the data.sets used to analyze the performance 

are slightly different. since they are genera.ted from the S -best word hypothesis list 

a.s clescribed in Section 5...!.1. 
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Figure ï 1 Comparison of character recogrut10n rate and character recognition 
time on the NIST test dataset using k-~'X, k-NP and 0-lLP classifiers 
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Figure ï2 Comparison of cha.racter recogmtwn rate and cha.racter recogmtton 
time on the SRTP test dataset using k-NN, k-i.\P and l\ILP classifiers 
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Table LIV 

\\.ord recognition rates using the ~~ cl;:c;sifier a.lone for 5 sizes of lexicons: lü. lk. 
lük. -lOk. and 80k words 

Lexicon 1 \\.orJ Recngnition Rate 

Size 1 ('!::) 

LlJ 

lk 

Lllk 

-lllk 

~----~----~~-----r------~ 
TOP:.? 1 TOP .'i / TOP 10 1 TOP l 

89.90 

~ti.IJ7' 

SO.S:.? 

7'-l.l!) 

7' l.-ll 

9-UO 1 98.07' lOU i 

90 .. ')-l 1 %.00 97'.ï1 i 
1 1 

8.'5.96 90.27' 9:.?.:~tj 

80.:.?8 

ï7. 7'3 

8.') 12 

8:.?.-19 

67'.91 

s;;.w 

Table LI\. shuws the wurd recognition rates resnlting from the combination of the 

characters scured by :\[LP classifier for 5 different lexicons with 10. l.OOO. 10.000. 

-!0.000 and 80.000 wurds. Figure 73 provides a comparison with the baseline recog

nition system based on the FSTree search strate~y. 

The relative increase on recognition errors, compmed to the ba.seline recognition 

system. is tmqut>stionably significant for vocabularies with less tha.n -!0.000 words. 

On the other hand. for vocabularies with -!0,000 and 80,000 words. the :\lLP cla.ssifier 

performs better. 

\\"e a.ttribute the reduction in word recognition rate to the different \Vords with very 

different lengths that are more likely to be present in smalllexicons. The summation 

of log probabilities favors short words. On the other hand. for la.rger vocabularies. 

the word hypotheses in the TOP lü list are more likely to hm·e similar lengths. To 

revcrt this problem it is necessary to take into accoUilt the duration of each character 

when performing the summation of chara.cter log-probability scores. Table LV shows 

the word recognition rates resulting from the combination of the characters scored by 
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Figure 7;3 \\"onl recognition rates (TOP 1) for the ~[LP cla.ssifier and for the 
!Ja.seline n~cognition system h<L'ied un the FSTree search strategy for 
different lexicon sizes (log scale) 

the ~[LP classifier with character duration modeling as presented in Section -1.2.6.2. 

Table L\" 

Word recognition rates using the the ).[LP with character duration modeling for 5 
sizes of lexicons: 10. 1k, 10k. -lük. and 80k words 

Lt:'xicon \\"uni Recognition Rate 

Size (%) 

TOP 1 i TOP 2 ! TOP 5 TOP lO 

lü 9'> -:- 96.65 1 98.69 lOO -·';,) 
1k Sï.ï8 9l.5ï 

1 

95.1-t 9ï. 7' 1 

lük 82.39 116.82 90.-H 92.36 

1 

.tOk ï5.95 81.38 85.-!3 8ï.91 

SOk ï:tï1 ï8.6.5 82.69 85.10 
1 

Figure ï-1 provides a comparison of the !\lLP \Vith duration modeling with the con-
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ventional ~ILP and with the baseline recognition system based on the FSTree search 

stra.tegy. In spite of an imprO\·ement on the word recognition rates. there still is a 

significant difference between the baseline recognition system and the ~ILP \\·ith 

duration morleling. \\"e attribute this inferior performance to the quality of the du

ration modeling used. Recalling Section -!.:2.6.:2. in fact we did not have used a. --real"' 

duration estimation. but we have adapted it from the beha\·ior of the segmentation 

module of the baseline recognition system. Probably a ·'real .. dura.tion model ba.-:;ed 

on the shape of charactt•rs and on --real"" cases instead of metacla:;ses would imprO\·e 

better the word recognition ratt•. 

100~------

• 
1 

• Basehna (FS Trt!e) -i i 
<> MLP Il 

MLP .. Dura110n 1 
1 

1 95r-

i 

• 1 

" i 
1 

0 J 

1 

0 
9<* 

1 .. 
1 "' <;; 
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c: 
g 

70 
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1 

i 
<> 1 
• :j 

2 1 
C> 

1 0 

al 80[ 
a: 1 
E 

75~ 0 s: 

• 
ssL-------------------------~---~--~ 

10 11< 101< 401< 80k 
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Figure 7'-l \\"on! recognition rates (TOP 1) for the ~ILP cla .. 'isifier with and with
out dura.tion model and for the baseline recognition system based on 
the FSTree search strategy for different lexicon sizes (log scale) 

5.4.5 Verification of Unconstraincd Handwritten \Vords 

In this section we summarize the imprm·ement in recognition accuracy obtained 

by combining the recognition of handwritten words by :\:\ classifier. presented in 

Section 5.4.-l with the recognition of handwritten words by the ba.'ieline recognition 
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system ba.sed on the fast two-level H~I~I decoding (FSTree). presented in Section 

.).3.6. 

Table L\l shows the recognition rates resulting from using the baseline recognition 

system a.lone. the i\ILP classifier alone. and the combination of the both by a non

weighted (a: = 0.5 and J = O .. )) and a. weighted rule (a: = 0.8.) and 3 = 0.15). 

The choice of the values for the weight factors a: and 3 was clone empirically on the 

SRTP nllidation dataset a.s we ha\·e seen in Section -t.:3. 

Figure 7.3 illustrates the improvement in recognition accuracy obtained by the corn

bination of the baseline recognition system with the verification module based on the 

~ILP classifier. As we can see from Table LVI and Figure 75. there is a. significant 

irnpro\·ement of over 99.': in accura.cy relatively to the baseline recognition system 

alone for a 80.000-word \·ocabulary. The effects of the verification module are grad

ually reduced a.-; tlw size of the \'Oca.bula.ry decreases, but it is still able to boost in 

0 .. )'/c the a.ccura.cy for a 10-worcl vocabulary. So. the relative increase in word recog

nition rate. cornpared to the baseline recognition system alone, is unquestionably 

significant. especially for large vocabularies. 

Howe\·er, the use of the duration mode! dicl not bring any adva.ntage when combining 

the scores with the baseline recognition system. As we have pointee! out before, this 

is probably due to the quality of the duration mode! thar we have used that does 

not really reHects the Juration of chara.cters. but how they are segmented. 

5.4.6 En-or Analysis 

In spite of the improvement in recognition accuracy, there is still a difference of 

7.05% between the TOP 1 and the TOP 10 best choices (for the 80,000-word 

lexicon). To understand better the role of the verification module in the recognition 

of unconstrainecl handwritten worcls. we have analyzecl the situations where the 
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Table LVI 

\\"ord recognition rates from the baseline recognition system alone, the ~ILP 
classifier alune and the combination of bath classifiers by two different rules for 5 

sizes of lexicons: 10. lk. lük. -lük. and 80k worcls 

\\"orcls Recognition Rate 1 Lexicon [ Ch.s~ifier 

1 Size 1 
! (~) 

10 

lk 

lOk 

-Wk 

SOk 

TOP 1 TOP 2 1 TOP .'i TOP 10 

1 Baseline FSTree / 

1

. ~!LP Classifier 1 

98.8--t 

89.90 

96.66 

9!.UO 

9!l.2.'i 

FSTree .,... ~!LP 

1 

1 

~STree + ~!LP \\:e~ghtcd 
fSTrce -r- ~!LP \\etghted +Dur 

Ba .. -;clinc FSTree 

~ILP Cla:;sitier 

FSTree .,... ~!LP 

FSTree .,... ~!LP \\"eighted 

FSTree + ~!LP \\"eightcd .,... Dur 

1 Bascline FST ree 

1 ~!LP Cla.:;silicr 

Il FSTree + ~!LP 
FSTree + ~!LP Weighted 

1 FSTree + ~!LP Weighted + Dur 

Ba.:;cline FSTree 

~!LP Cla.:;sifier 

FSTree + ~!LP 
FSTree + ~!LP \\"eighted 

i 

9 L.O 1 

86.07 

90.22 

9--t.lS 

9-U-1 

8L.06 

l:l0.82 

1 8-l..--t7 

87.76 

87.82 

73.23 

7-U9 

78.21 

81.30 

FSTree + ~!LP \Veightecl + Dur 8L.32 

Baseline FSTree 

~ILP Classifier 

FSTree + :\ILP 

FSTree + ~!LP Weighted 

FSTree + ~ILP Weighted + Dur 

68.6.) 

7L..--tl 

7-l.81 

78.05 

77.90 

99 .. 7-t 

9-1..30 

98.01 

!)9.78 

99.66 

9 l.20 

90.5-t 

93.3!) 

!)5.91 

95.93 

85 .. 83 

85.!)6 

88.01 
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Figure 75 \\"onl recognition rates (TOP l) of the recognition -verification system 
compared with the ln~eline recognition system and ~ILP cla.-;sifier (log; 
scale) 

verifit•r succeeds to re-score and re-rank the truth worcl hypothesis (shifting up to 

the top of the S -best list). The error analysis fur the case of 80,000 -word lexicon 

is presented as follows: 

• 1,136 won.b out of -1.67-l were re-ranked (2-1.31%). \Vhere 508 words were 

correctly re-rankecl ( l0.88<Jé). that is, the truth \Vorcl hypothesis is shifted up 

to the TOP 1 position (Figure 76) and for the 628 worcls (13.-!3%) the truth 

worcl hypothesis was not shift up to the TOP 1 position (Figure 77); 

• However. for -l-!5 worcls out of 628 (9.52%), the truth word hypothesis wa.s not 

among the TOP 10 worcl hypotheses: 

• for the 183 remaining worcls out of 628 (3.9l9é), 69 words were correctly 

recognized by the baseline recognition system alone ( 1.48%), but after re

seo ring they were shiftecl clown from the TOP 1 position (Figure 78): 
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• For the 11-1 remaining words out of 183 (2.-1-lo/c) the verification module was 

not able to shift up the truth ward hypothesis to the TOP 1 position (Figure 

ïï). but at least. it di cl not mess up the results provided by the ba.seline 

recognition system alone. 

In summary. the verification module wa.s able to re-rank correctly 10.887c of the 

words hypothesis. shifting them up to the TOP 1 position. but on the other hand 

it also re-rank wrongly l.-lS'/é of the words hypothesis. shifting them clown from 

the TOP l position. This represent and overall irnprm·erneut of 9.-llé in the word 

recognition rate for an 80.000-word vocabulary. 

.ré21 

Basehne N·Besl Ward Hypolllesas 
' 

1 NN Word Scores Rescored Word Hypolneses 

'JEANNETTE ·15 676157 JEANNETTE ·12.119881 i GOURETTE ·15.09257~ 

• JENNETTE ·16.151516 JENNETTE ·15.o32409 JEANNETTE ·15142715 
1 JONVELLE ·16.193665 JONVELLE ·26 840385 1 JEANERETTE ·15.9n8o6 
i GOURETTE ·16.~87925 GOURETTE -7.185591 f JENNETTE ·16.07365 
1 JARNOSSE ·16 573011 JARNOSSE ·20 107523 i 

1 GONESSE ·16.165558 
: JEANERETTE ·16.n7073 JEANERETTE ·11 44863 FONTETTE ·16 975567 
: FAANETTA ·169952n FARNETTA ·24176n1 1 JARNOSSE -17 103188 
; FARNETO ·17 11574 FA ANETO ·18.306667 l FARNETO -17 294378 
, GONESSE ·17.207195 1 GONESSE ·10.26295 l JONVELLE -17 790672 
: FONTETTE ·1728537 FONTETTE ·15.220016 i FARNETTA -18.on502 

1 

Figure ï6 An example of a recognition error corrected by the verification module. 
The tru th ward hypothesis (gourette) wa.s shifted up from TOP -1 
position to the TOP 1 position after the verification 
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Q;\j"~ 
~~~ 
C 
. ., 
l).)o -~ 
1 ·' ,--. 1 

Basahne N·Besl Wora Hypolheses NN Wora Sec""' Rescorea W ora Hypolheses 

: BIZANET ·14 022193 ~ BIZANET ·26.516455 1 CIVAUX ·13.679352 
1 RIGAUD ·14.209303 RIGAUD ·19 803072 1 UVAROT ·13.724647 
! THICOURT ·14 279164 1 THICOURT ·37 365616 i BUANES ·14 312346 
i BUANES ·14 351032 1 BUANES ·14 093126 

1 

BUOUX ·14 50661 
1 UVAROT ·14.550066 

1 
UVAROT ·9.04727 :HECOURT -14 797771 

HECOURT ·14 758919 ; HECOURT ·15 017935 :RIGAUD ·15 048368 
i BUICOURT ·14.759047 j BUICOURT -23214258 , LYAUD ·15 560814 
1 BUOUX ·14 852474 1 BUOUX ·12.54671 1 BIZANET -15 696332 

1 CiVAUX ·14 95283 'CIV~UX -6 462975 1 BUICOURT ·15.027328 
LYAUD ·15 018403 ! LYAUD ·18 634478 THICOURT ·17 742132 

' 

2-l3 

Figure ïï .-\n example of a recogmtton error not corrected by the verification 
module. The tru th word hypothesis (livarot) was shifted up from 
TOP .5 position to the TOP 2 position after the verification 
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.Soues 

Baseline N-Besr Ward HyiJ(ll~eses NN Ward Scores Resccrea W ord HyiJ(ltneses 

t SOUES 
1 SOUCE 
1 SOUEL 
1 POUZE 

SOUGE 
1 SOURS 

!
ISOU ES 
JONES 

1 LOUZE 
! FOLIES 

Figure 78 

-5.088~+1 

-5.5010~6 

-ô 7776C6 
-ô 852237 
-ô 867385 
-6 907815 
.; 001687 
-7 0312~ 
-7 067467 
-7 125~98 

l SOUES 
SOUCE 

, SOUEL 
, POUZE 
1 SOUGE 
1 SOURS 
~ ISQUES 

JONES 
1 LOUZE 

FOLIES 

-5.592467 
-~.7-ISùZJ 

-4 381 108 
·29 JB8C2 
-7 210623 
·10 529C6J 
-JO 632927 
·19 224749 
-16 733948 
-26 72418~ 

SOUCE -5.1J86ô8 
! SOUES -5.16.$0.$8 

SOUEL -ô.;l8J0t 
' SOUGE -6.91887 
, SOURS -7451002 
1 LOUZE -a 517-139 
1 JONES ·8 860287 

FOLIES -10 065301 
' POUZE -10 232605 
· ISQUES -1 0. S-'65-l3 

An example of a recoguition error caused by the veritication module. 
The truth word hypothesis (SOCES) W<~ :;hifted down from TOP 1 
position to the TOP 2 position after the verification 

5.4. i Computation Breakup 

At the first part of our work (Section .).3). a lot of effort was devoted to improving 

the performance of the basdine recognition system in terms of recognition time. 

So, at this point it is worthwhile to <lScertain the impact of the veritication module 

in the whole recognition process, tha.t is. in both the recognition accuracy and the 

recognition time. and not only in impro\·ing the accuracy. Table LVII shows the 

computation breakup for the verification module. where the average tirne spent on 

feature extraction, recognition and cornbination of output scores is presentecl. 

However, to dra.wn any conclusion. it is also necessary to know the time spend by the 

ba.seline recognition system to recognize a word. Table LVIII shows the computation 

breakup for the baseline recognition system, where the average time spend in feature 

extraction, recognition and combination of output scores is presented. 
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Table LVII 

Computation breakup for the verification of handwritten words for a TOP 10 word 
hypothesis list and an 80.000-word vocabulary mea.sured on an .-\thion 1.1 GHz 

:-.!adule 
1 

Recognition Time 1 
1 

1 
(sec/ word) 

1 

Featun! Extraction <lOOm 

Recognition <5m 

Combination <5m 

Total < 1lllm 

Table LVIII 

Computation breakup for the recognition of hundwritten words for a TOP 10 worci 
hypothesis list und an 80.000-worci vocabulary on an Athlon l.lGHz 

:-.!odule Recognition Time 

(secjword) 

Pre-proccssing <500m 

Segmentation <200m 

Feature Extraction <50m 

Recognition <15 

Total <16 
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The tirne required by the verification process corresponds to less than 19é of the time 

required by baseline recognition system to generate the TOP 10 word hypotheses. 

However. it can be argued tha.t the nearly 10% rise in the ward recognition rate 

afforded by the \·erification module is weil worth. 

However. the time required for verification does not depend on the lexicon size. but 

only on the number of .Y -best hypothesis. On the other ltand. the time spencl in 

recognition by the b;:l.'leline system depends strongly on the lexicon size. For a 10-

wordlexicon. the 0\·erall recognition tirne is approximately 1 sec. So. the verification 

process now corresponds to about 139:': of the tirne required by baseline recognition 

system to generate the TOP 10 word hypotheses. lt can be argued that the uearly 

0 . .5S{ rise in the worcl recognition rate a.tforcied by the \-erification module is still 

worth. 

5.4.8 Summary of Accuracy lmprovcments 

Performing a verification of the ward hypotheses generated by the ba.:;eline recogni

tion system is unquestionably a.dvantageous rnainly in case of large and \'Pry-large 

vocabulary tcLSks. The resulting arcuracy is significautly better than that of the 

baseline recognition system and it is achieved at alrnost negligible delay in the over

all recognition process. :\evertheless. the imprO\·ement in recognition a.ccuracy is 

still very advantageous for medium and srnall recognition t<lSks. 

The quality of the data useci for training the ~[LP classifier is very bad and that \nlS 

reflected in the character recognition rate a.chieved by the ~[LP cl<lSsifier relatively 

to the character recognition rate achie,·ed for the same classifit•r but trained on 

the l\IST datab<lSe. Howewr. even with this serious problem. the use of the ;\[LP 

classifier to score the segments provided by the baseline recognition system succeecled 

very well and it was possible to improve the word recognition rates significantly. 
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On the other hand. while the quality of the SRTP character database is not good 

since it wa.s generated automatically by bootstrapping with no hurna.n intervention. 

This <~pect is very relenl.nt since gathering. segmenting and b.beling character by 

hand would be very tedious and time-consuming. and it would not be a guarantee 

of obtaining better results than those reported in this chapter. The reason is that 

the database generatecl by bootstrapping reproduces the sarne kind of data that is 

expectecl cluring the recognition process. 

5.5 Rcjcction of \Vord Hypothescs 

In this section Wt.' pre~ent the experimei!ts undertaken during the develupment of 

the rejection mechanism to irnpro\·e the reliability of the word recognition presenter! 

in Chapter -1. 

Using the simple rejcction criterion presented in Section -l.·L our main goal here is 

to show that the recognition -verification scheme proposed in Chapter ..t is capable 

not only to improve the recognition accuracy but also ÜtP n~cognition reliability. Fur 

snch an aim. we h<we applied the rejection criteria at threP different levels <~ shown 

in Figure ï9. 

• At the scores generated at the output of the baseline recognition system alone 

(RC 1): 

• At the scores generatecl at the output of the verification module alone (RC2): 

• At the composite scores produced at the output of the recognition -verification 

system ( RC3). 

In the first case (RCl) the decision on whether rejecting or accepting a ward hy

pothesis is based on the scores of the TOP 1 and TOP 2 worcl hypotheses generated 

by the b<~eline recognition system alone. If the word hypothesis is accepted, the 

word recognition rate is taken at the output of the recognition-verification system. 
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In the second case (RC2) the decision on whether rejecting or accepting a word 

hypothesis is ba .. -;eci on the scores of the TOP 1 and TOP :2 ward hypotheses gener

ated by the verification module alone. If the ward hypothesis is accepted. the ward 

recognition rate is also taken a.t output of the recognition -verification system. 

In the third case ( RC 1) the decision on whether rejecting or accepting a word hy

pothesis is ba.sed on the composite scores of the TOP 1 and TOP 2 ward hypotheses 

genera.tecl by the combinat ion of the baseline recognition system and the verification 

module. If the ward hypothesis is accepted. the word recognition rate is abo ta.ken 

at output of the recognition-verification system. 

Figure 80 shows the word recognition rate (TOP 1) as a fu net ion of rejection rate for 

the baseline recognition system alone ( RC 1). the \·erification module alone ( RC2) 

and the ba .. -;dine-t-verification scheme ( RC:q un the SRTP test dataset for an 80k

word lexicon. 

Figure 80 highlights that the performance of tht~ rejection based on the ba .. 'ieline 

recognition system or on the verification module separately is not particularly good. 

The use of the composite scores in the rejection criteriou a.lluws the performance to 

be significantly improved. So. rejection is a powerful rnethod for reducing the error 

rate. For example, by rejecting 30% of the word hypotheses (RC3). the TOP 1 word 

recognition rate is increased from ï8.0.5o/c to al most 95'/c. 

Figures 81. 82 and 83 show the word recognition rate (TOP 1) as a function of 

rejection rate for the baseline recognition system alone, and the combination of the 

baseline recognition system with the \·erification module on the SRTP test clataset 

for the lexicon sizes 10, 10,000 and 80,000 words respectively. 

Notice that in ali cases (Figures 81, 82 and 83), the rejection criterion proposee! 

in Section -1.4 ba.sed on the difference in the scores between the TOP 1 and TOP 
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Figure ï9 The rejection criterion applied at three different levels: output scores 
of the baseline recognition system alone, output scores of the verifi
cation module alone and output scores of the the cornbination of the 
ba.seline recognition system with the verification 
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Figure 80 \\"orJ recogmtron rate (TOP 1) a::; a function of rejection rate for 
the baseline recognition system alone, the verification module alone 
and the ba::;eline+\·erification scheme on the SRTP test dataset for an 
80k-worcl lexicon 
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Figure 81 \\.orù recogrut10n ra. te (TOP 1) as a. function of rejection rate for 
the baseline recognition system alone, and the combina.tion of the 
ba.seline recognition system with the verification module on the SRTP 
test da.ta.set for a. 10-word lexicon 
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Figure 82 \\"ord recognttton rate (TOP 1) a.s a function of rejectiou rate for 
the ba.seline recognition system alone, and the combina.tion of the 
baseline recognition system with the verification module on the SRTP 
test data..set for a lük-word lexicon 
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Figure 8:3 \\'ord recogmtton rate (TOP l) as a function of rejection rate for 
the baseline recognition system alone. and the combination of the 
ba.seline recognition system with the \·erification module on the SRTP 
test dataset for an SOk-word lexicon 
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2 best word hypotheses is very efficient to improve the recognition rate. However. 

the improvements are more significant on large vocabularies. lt is also unquestion

ably the a.dvantages of using the scores resulting from the combination recognition-

verification relative to the use of the scores of the baseline recognition system alone. 
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CONCLUSION 

This thesis ha.s focused on the problems relating to the computational efficiency and 

recognition accuracy of large vocabulary handwriting recognition. The main concern 

acldressed in this thesis is that it is possible to improve two mutual conflicting a.spects 

of performance to build up an efficient large vocabulary handwriting recognition 

system. It is relatively easy to improve recognition speed while trading away sorne 

accuracy. for example by pruning the lexicon prior to the recognition. but it is much 

harder to imprm·e both the recognition speed and the accuracy. 

This thesis has clescribed many imprm·ements to a baseline recognition system which 

ha.s been implt:!mented and tested on a database of unconstrained handwritten city 

names. The results show th at it is nmv possible to recognize writer-independent. 

unconstrainecl handwritten words in rea.sonable time. using a very-large vocabulary 

with relative accuracy. This is only possible because of the methods and strategies 

that have been developed in this thesis. 

Improvements in recognition speeJ are achieved by using the fast two-level H~D.I 

decoding strategy that breaks up the computation of ward probabilities into two 

leveb: state level and character leve!. This enables the reuse of the character prob

abilities to decode ail \vords in the vocabula.ry, a.\·oiding repeated computation of 

state sequences. The effects of such a decoding strategy were boosted by incorpo

ration distributed computing concepts that partitions the recognition task among 

severa! processors. 

Improvements in recognition accura.cy are achieved by using a recognition and ver

ification strategy that deals with the S -best worcl hypotheses generatecl by the 

brt.seline recognition system. Isolated character recognition by a neural network 

classifier is introduced to overcome sorne of the limitations of the Hl\1:\[s and to 
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reduce the ambiguity between similar character shapes. The recognition accuracy 

is improved by combining the results of the ba.seline recognition system with the 

results of the verification module. 

The main results achieved by using the nm·el recognition strategies presented in this 

thesis are a 120 speedup factor and about 10'7c irnprovement in accura.cy of the base

tine SRTP recognition system. We lun-e used the system provided by SRTP-France 

a.s a benchmark for comparison purposes. On an 80.000-word vocabulary task tht> 

baseline recognition system requires tens of minutt'S to perform the recognition of 

a single word with recognition rates of about 68<,/c. L"sing the strategies that ha\·e 

been developed to impro\·e both the recognition speed and recognition accuracy. it is 

possible tu achie\·e recognition rates up to ï8S'"{ with recognition times lower thau 15 

seconds in recognizing unconstrained handwriting worcl in a very-large vocabulary 

of 80.000 words. It is also one of the premier system in tenus of \·ocabulary size. 

recognitiou speed. and recognition accuracy of its kinrl. 

The recognition accuracy and the recognition times obtained in this thesis may 

not meet the throughput requirements of many real-life applications. however, they 

are very encouraging and hopefully. this work will stimula te ot her researchers to 

pursue interest ing research into this subject si nee many applications require large 

vocabularies. 

Summary of Results 

The results in this thesis are based on the test carried out on the SRTP databa.se. It 

consists of unconstrained hand·written French city names (handprinted, cursive. and 

mixed). The experiments were conducted using five different dynamic lexicon sizes, 

10, 1.000. 10,000, -10,000. and 80,000 words. \\·e now summarize the main results 

from this thesis below. 
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• It is possible to improve the recognition speed by using a tree-structured lex

icon with no effect on recognition accuracy. Orga.nizing the lexicon as a tree

structure reduces the number of chara.cters to be decoded in approxirnately 

2 times relatively to the ba.seline recognition SRTP system tha.t uses a Hat 

lexicon; 

• It is possible to recluce the cornplexity of the search by selectiug only the best 

character models at each tree leve! with no significant effects on recognition 

accura.cy (;::;:: l SZ): 

• The lexicon-driven le\·el building algorithms which integrates the lexical tree 

and the selection of best character models is about 5.5 to ï.ï fa.ster tha.n the 

ba.::;eline recognition system for a small and large vocabulary ta.sks respecti\·ely. 

The average loss of accuracy in inferior to l.l SZ: 

• It is possible to further improve upon the recognition speed by limiting the 

number of observations aligned at each leve! a.s weil as by limitiug tlw uurnber 

of levels of the le\·el building algorithm. The constrained [e\·el building algo

rithm is about ï.S to ll.8 fa.ster than the baseline recognition system with an 

increase of about l.5SZ in the word recognition rate: 

• The contextual dependent constrained level building algorithm further im

proves upon the recognition speed by adjusting the constraiuts according to 

the chara.cter modeb. Incorporating this contextual dependent constraints to 

the LBA leads to a further speeclup in the recognition by factors of about 

8.5-1: to 12.68 for small and large vocabula.ries respectively, while the loss in 

accura.cy is minirnized; 

• The peak performance is obtained with the nm·el fast two-level H.\[.\[ decoding 

a.lgorithm tha.t is about 6 to 26 times fa.ster than the baseline recognition 

system with equal recognition accura.cy: 

• It is still possible to speedup the recognition by partitioning the recognition 

task and distributing the recognition process among severa! processors. This 
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speeds up the computation by a factor of 120 for large vocabulary \l:hile not 

affecting the recognition rate: 

• Besicles the imprm·ements in recognition speed, the accuracy ca.n a.lso be im

proved by postprocessing the .V -best ward hypothesis list. The verification 

module ba.sed used to rescore the TOP 10 ward hypotheses achieves a ward 

recognition rate of about 71 o/c for a very-large recognition ta.sk. This ward 

recognition rate is :Jf/é higher than the accura.cy of the ba::;eline recognition 

system: 

• The combination of the ba.seline recognition system with the verification mod

ule boosts the word recognition rate to 7S.059i. with les::; than 1 <;lé relative 

increase in m·erall recognition time (for a 80.000-word vocabulary): 

• The rejection mechanisrn 0\·er the combination of the baseline recognition sys

tem with the verification module imprU\·es significantly the word recognition 

rate to about 9.5S{ while rejecting 30'lc of the word hypotheses (for a 80.000-

word \·ocabulary). 

In sumrnary, we have constructed a \'ery-large vocabula.ry handwriting recognition 

system that can recognizes unconstrained handwritten words with an accuracy of 

about 78% and a processing time of about 1.5 seconds on a conventiuna.l persona! 

computer '2• It is important to notice that we clid not attempt to optimize the 

performance of the components of the verification module. say. segmentation. fea.ture 

extraction, recognition and combina.tion. neither on recognition accura.cy nor on 

recognition speed. 

Contributions 

One of the main contributions of this thesis is in extencling the limits of off-line 

hanclwriting recognition to very-large vocabularies. So far, most of the research 

2 :\MD :\thion l.lGHz \Vith 512:\18 of RA~l 
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ha.s been concentrated on improving the recognition accuracy of small and medium 

voca.bulary system. :\[any of the current handwriting recognition systems focus 

rnainly on accuracy and require a large amount of complltation power. 

\\"e have brought to attention the importance of t_he computational complexity a.s

pect in building handwriting recognition systems that deal with large and \·ery-large 

vocabulary. \\"hile for small and medium \·ocabulary tasks. recognition speed is not 

a issue. in the case of large vocabulary ta.sks it becomes an issue. This work :mggests 

that concerns of accuracy and efflciency cannot be detached. 

\\"e have demonstrated that by using the methods and strategies used in this thesis 

it is possible to build a very-large vocabulary handwriting recognition system and 

achieve high recognition specds and rcasouable recognition rates. Particularly the 

cornbination of a recognition and vPriflcation modules seems to be a very promising 

stra.tegy to improve not only the recognition accura.cy of large vocabulary systems. 

but also the accuracy of small a.ml medium vocabulary system. 

\\"e have started with a baseline recognition system which perfurmarwe was lirnited 

to medium lexicon of no more thau 1.000 words, and even for such \·ocabulary. the 

performance wa.s not very goocl. \\"e endecl up with a. 80.000 -wonl hanJwriting 

recognition system tha.t delivers high recognition speed \Vith spced up factors up 

to l20 without losing any accuracy when using the fa..st two-level search strategy 

in a. clistributed recognition scheme and with about lü7c of imprm·ement in the 

recognition accuracy at zero-leve! rejection. 

Future \Vork 

During the de\·elopment of this thesis, we clic! not have the opportunity to adclress 

sorne problems, or due to tirne constra.ints sorne important <:1Spects have been over

lookecl. We believe that the performance of the proposed recognition-verification 
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strategy may be further improved by developing a number of points. such a.":l: 

• \'erification of undersegmented and over:;egmented characters: we haxe as

sumed that the segmentation of word into characters carried out by the base

tine recognition system is reliable. However. about 20% of the words ( ~,00 1 out 

of 10.006 word on the training clataset of the SRTP cla.tabase) are not correctly 

segmentee! .. -\ post-processing of the segmentatiun points at the wrifica.tion 

le\·els could be useful to overcome sorne of such segmentation problems: 

• Optirni::ation of the tsolated character cla.o;stjier bw;ed on tht'. recognition rate 

uver the ZL'onl recognition: The isolated character classifier wa.-; de\·eloped on 

the \"IST da.tabase and further used with the SRTP database. However we 

believe that better results may be achievecl if the design of the character recog

nition is basee! on the environment where it will be used: 

• .4. utomatic sdectwn of the S -best ward hypotheses: throughout our work. we 

have limited the number of S -best word hypotheses to be verified to 10. 

However. as we h<we seen. if more word hypotheses are taken. the recognition 

rates may be improved . .-\utumatie selection of dw .V -best word hypotheses 

ba.sed on the probability scores may help to improve the recognitiun rate by 

selecting more worcl hypotheses when necessary: 

• Better mode! duration for isolated characters based on the character slwpe: the 

madel duration used in this thesis was not able tu improve the accuracy in 

recognizing handwritten words and characters. However, we belie\·e that a 

better rnoclel based on the shape of the characters will be very useful and will 

be able to impro\·e further the recognition accuracy of the~\" classifier as well 

as of the combination with the ba.seline recognition system. 

Furtherrnore, another important aspect that may be further investigated is the ex

tension of the fast two-level HMM decoding to other sirnilar problems that involves 

large voca.bularies, such as speech recognition. 
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This appendix gives an overview of the statistical method to determine the values 

of the control factors s·. e·. and LL'" tha.t optimizes the performance of the con

strained level-building algorithm presented in Section -L l.6. The method is based 

on statistical experimental design techniques [ 10:. 

The method consists of a two-step a.pproach where the first step consists of explo

ration of the performance of the constrained recognition systemcwer the entire range 

of acceptable setting;s of the three control factors. During this step. possible interac

tions between the control factors are ignorer!. The exploratory experiment identifies 

the control factors which haYe sta.tistically significant effects on the response and 

yields an approximation to the optimal setting of the control factors. The second 

step consists of a further exploration of the performance in a small region centered 

on the optimal sf'tting of the control factors estimated by the exploratory experi

ment. At this stt•p wt~ take into account the interaction between the control factors. 

The steps of the experimental dt~sign arP presented a.-; follows. 

• Determine the objecti\·es and identify the factors and levels: 

• Determine the number of experimt>nts tu run: 

• Determine the inHuence of the factors and the regression madel: 

• Optimize the control factors to obtain the best results. 

Objectives and Factors 

We assume that the performance of the recognition system is characterized by two 

responses, the recognition rate and the recognition tirne, denoted a.s YRR and YRs 

respectively. The responses are a.ssumed to be governed by the three control factors 

s·, e·, and LL'". 

Optimization involves estimating the relationship between the responses and the 

control factors. Once the form of this relationship is knO\vn approximately. the 
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control factors may be set so as to optimize the response. 

In our recognition system an optimal response mea.ns ma..ximizing the recognition 

rate YRR and minimizing the recognition time YRS· Therefore. we need to determine 

the combina.tion of experimental factors that simultaneously optirnize bath response 

variables. 

Base Design 

Since we have three experirnL'ntal factors. we can use a complete factorial plan 3:1 

that allows for estimation of the effects of three control factors each at :3 levels as 

detailed in Table LIX. The appropriate numerical values for the control factors 

shawn in Table LIX were deterrnined at the first step. 

Table LIX 

The le\·el of the control factors. 

Levels 

1 

Control 1 

r--1 -.,.---~----. 
Factor l 2 1 :3 

1 1 1 

1 

::; 
. -0.5 O.ï5 

~~~ e" 0.5 l •)---<> 

L~ -2.0 0.0 2.0 

Fifty-four experimental runs were conducted corresponding to the 27 cornbinations 

of the three control factors shawn in Table LIX. However. to allow the estimation of 

second arder effects the experiment was replicatecl, that is, another 27 experimental 

runs corresponding to one replication were conducted on a different dynamically 

generated lexicon. Table LX shmvs bath responses, that is, YRR and YRs for each 

triaL considering t\VO 100-word dynamica.lly generated lexicons, one for the first 27 

trials, and a.nother for the last 27 trials. The results were obta.ined on the validation 

data.set of the SRTP database. 
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Figures 8-1 and 85 show the effects of the control factors on both responses for a 100-

entry le:xicon. Figures 8-1 shows that the control factor Lv· has the most pronounced 

effect on YRR· The effect of this control factor is appro:ximately quadratic. The other 

control factors have less effect and they seem to be appro:ximately linear. Figures 

85 shows that the control factor LL'· has the most pronounced effect on YRS· but the 

etfect due to the control factors s· and e· are also pronounced. However. the effects 

of both factors are appro:ximately linear. 

97 r~------------------------------------~ .;. 

~ 
~ 
Cl) 95 ~ -iii 

0::: 
c 
.g 93 ~ ·c:: 
Cl 
0 
u 
Cl) 

91 0::: ~ 

1\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
1 

\ 
89 - -

-0.5 2.0 os 2.0 -2.0 2.0 
s• e• L • ., 

Figure S-1 ;..[ain etfects of the control factors on the recognition rate for a 100-
word mcabulary. 

Analysis of Variance 

Tables LXI and LXII list the standard ana.lysis of variance for the experimental 

runs. Table LXI shows that the control factors s·. e·. and Lv" ha\·e a statistically 

significa.nt effect (a.t the 5SZ leve!) on YRR· :\[oreover. the qua.dratic effects of the 

control factors e· and Lv" are significant. These results continu what \Ve have seen 

in Figure 8-.1. The effects of the interaction of the control factors are not significam 

and they can be neglected. 

Table LXII shows that the control factors s·, e·, and Lv· have a. statistically signif

icant effect (at the 5% leve!) on YRS· ~[oreover, the quadratic etfect of the control 
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Figure 85 .\[ain etfects of the control factors on the recognition speed for a 100-
word vocabulary. 

factor L L'. is significant. These results confirm what we ha.\'e seen in Figure 85. The 

effects of the interaction of the control factors e· and LL'" is also significant. For the 

rest. the interactions are not significant and they can be neglected. 

Table LXI 

Analysis of \"ariance for Recognition Rate (YRR)-

Factor Sum of 
1 

Df ~lean 1 F-Ratio 

1 

P-\"alue 
1 

Squares Square 
1 

s· 0.50:J85.') 1 0.503855 16.81 0.0002"' 
1 e· 1.689:38 1 l.689:JS 56.:36 o• 

Lt·· 293.8:31 1 293.831 9801.77 o• 
.s·s· 0.059:J77-I L 0.059377-1 1.98 0.1663 

.s•e• 0.0005.52509 L 0.000552509 0.02 0.8926 

s· Lv· 0.0·122682 1 0.0-122682 l.-11 0.2·11-1 
e•e• 0.563126 1 0.56:H26 18.79 

1 
0.0001" 

1 e· Lv· 0.000138106 1 0.000138106 
1 

0 
1 

0.9462 ' 
LP" LP" 97.9-135 1 97.9-135 3267.26 o• 
Error 

1 1.319 -1-l 0.0299773 

Total 395.952 1 53 1 

*Denotes significance at 5% leve!. 
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Table LXII 

Analysis of Variance for Recognition Time (YRs ). 

Factor Sum of 
Of 1 

~[ean 1 F-Ratio 

1 

P-\'alue 1 

Squares Square 1 

! 

1 

s' 0.000566-108 1 0. 000566-108 3903.83 0" 

e' 0.000712178 1 0.000712178 -1908.51 0" 

Lt'' 0.001-18093 1 0.001.!809:3 10"206.93 0" 

1 
.s·.s· l.l..tE-07 1 l.l.tE-07 

1 

0.79 0.3801 

1 ::;'e' 

1 

l.l1E-08 1 l.1lE-08 0.08 0.78:.19 
1 1 

::;'Le' 

1 

2.ï:3:375E-06 1 2. ï33ï5E-Oû 18.8-1 0.0001 * 
e'e' 1.86E-08 1 l.S6E-08 !U:3 0.7:.?23 

e' [t'' 2. 71 E-08 1 2.7LE-OS 0.19 
1 

0.667!) 

1 Lt·' Le' 0. 00051.118-1 1 
1 

0.0005151S-t 1 35.10.78 1 o-
Err ur l G.:3S:WSE-06 .u 1 l.-15E-Oï 

1 1 Tut al i 0.00328:.1!)!} .5:3 1 

"Denotes significance al 5'7.; leve!. 

.1.\Iodcls for the Experiment 

The form of the experiment and the Figures 8-1 and 85 suggest fitting a quadratic 

madel for both YRR and YRS· So, we derive two regression models where the inde

pendent variables are s', e' and LL''. and the dependent variables are the responscs 

of the recognition system, that is, the recognition rate YRR and recognition time 

YRS· The regression models have the following forrn: 

( 1.1) 
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YRs = f..LRs + b1s" + b2e" + b3LL'" + b4s"2
, bss"e" + b6s· LL'";

b7e"'2 + b8 e" Lv"+ b9 Lu" 2 

268 

( 1.2) 

where fLRR and fLRs are the mean recognition rate and recognition time respectively. 

a 1 • .•. • a9 and b1 ••••• b9 are the coefficients to be deterrnined and s·. e· and LL'" 

represent the len'ls of the corresponding mntrol factors. 

Fitting the models of Equations 1.1 and l.2 to the data in Table LX explains !J!J.667c 

and 9!J.80o/c of the variability in YRR and YRs respectively. The coefficients of the 

regression models fitted to the data by a [east square method are shown in Tables 

LXIII and LXI\'. The fitted regression moclels are used to obtain the final estimate 

of the optimal set ting of s". e· and L L'". 

Table LXIII 

Coefficients of titted regression models for recognition rate (.IJRR)· 

j Cuefficicnt E:;timate 

i 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Jl.[<R 9-l.329ï 

U.[ O.l685ï 

a2 1.255-!6 

a3 -l.-11387 

U.-t -0.0-!5019-l 

u.~ -0.00511791 

U.tj -0.016ï81:i5 

a;- -0.38511·1 

a~> -0.00159922 

ag -O.ï1-!229 

~lulttple Correlat ton Coefficient, 

R 2 =0.9966. 

: 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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Table LXIV 

Coefficieats of fitted regression models for recognition time (YRs ). 

Coefficient Estimatc 

J.LRS O.ll582 

bl 0.003295-16 

b"2 0.0061 :!:!35 

b] -0. 0031336-l 

b~ -O.IJOOOti:! l 

b~, -O.UUOO:!:!~SS!J 

b,; -0.000135 

b-; -0.0000699259 

b.,., 0.00002:!3889 

b<J -0.00 [6:3806 

.\ I ul ti pie C orrclatiun C oetficient. 

R2 =0.9960 . 

.I.Vlultiple Response Optimization 

269 

The desirability function approach is one of the most widely useJ methods in in

dustr.r for the optimization of multiple response processes. It is ba.sed on the idea. 

tha.t the ., quality"' of a. procluct or process that has multiple quality characteristics. 

with one of them outside of sorne ., desireJ"' limits, is corupletely unacceptable. The 

method finds operating conditions, the values of s·, e· and Lu• in our case. that 

provide the ··most desirable·· response values. 

For each response y,, a. Jesirability function d,(y,) assigns numbers between 0 and 

1 to the possible values of y., with d, (y,) = 0 representing a completely undesirable 

value of y, and d,(y,) = l representing a completely desirable or ideal response 

value. The individual desirabilities are then combinecl using the geometrie mean. 

which gives the 0\·erall desirability D, which is defined as: 
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( 1.3) 

In our system an optimal response means ma.xirnizing YRR and minirnizing YRS· 

Therefore. we need to determine the combination of experimental factors that si

multaneously optirnize both response variables. \\"e do so by ma..ximizing Equation 

1.3. Optimiza.tion of D with respect to the three control factors .., •. e· and Lr" \\ïlS 

carried out using the Statgraphics software. 

Figure 86 shows the estimated response surface while Table LXV shows the combi

nation of factor levels which ma.xirnize the desirability function m·er the indicated 

region. Table LX\l shows the responses for the optimum mlues of the control 

factors. 

0.8 

:>o. 0.6 = :ë = 0.4 .... 
ëii 
Q) 

0 0.2 

0.0 
-o.s 0 0.5 

s* 

Figure 86 Estimated response surface for LL'" = 0.0. 

Notice that the optimal control factors were determined for a lOO-word lexicon. 

Since the responses YRR and YRs depend on the lexicon size, the complete procedure 

must be repeated to determined the optimal setup for other lexicon sizes. 
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Table LX\. 

Cornbination of factor leveb that maxirnize the desirability function. 

Factor 1 
Low 1 High 1 

1 1 

s" -0.5 2.0 
e" 0.5 2.0 0.5 

Ll'" -2.0 1 2.0 .().(j8 

Table LXVI 

Optimal respunses for the optimum setup of the control factors. 

1 Respon.se 
1 

Optimum 

1 

YRR 95.3519% 

l YRS O.llS .scc/word 
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Stroke \Varping Algorithm 
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This appendix presents the stroke warping algorithm used to create variations in 

cha.ra.cter stroke consisting of sma.ll changes in size. rotation. and horizontal and 

\·ertical scalings to produce alterna.te character forms. 

The following variables are used in the stroke warping algorithm: 

• 1: A character image of size rn x n: 

• l': Resized character image: 

• l": Re-scaled character image: 

• l"': Rotated cha.racter image: 

• m. m'. m": Horizontal dimension of an image: 

• n. n'. n": \'ert ica! dimension of an image: 

• Tr: Threshold for image resizing which ranges between 0.8 and 1.2: 

• T.o;L·: Threshold for horizontal image re-scaling which ranges between O.G and 

1.-l: 

• Tsy: Threshold for vertical image re-sca.ling which ranges between 0.6 and 

1.-l: 

• Tt: Threshold for image rota.ting which ranges between - U} and + l.S degrees: 

The ranges of the thresholds Tr. Ts, and Tt have been determined empirica.lly. The 

values of the thresholds T0 are uniforrnly distributed between T(.)min and ~.)max 

(T(.)min :::; T(.) :::; T(.)ma.r). The complete procedure for genera.ting a.lternate char

acter for ms for a gi ven character cla.ss C is describecl as follows: 

1. Select randomly one sample image 1 from the character class C: 

2. Resi::e the character image 1 of si::e rn x n by Tr using nearest neighbor inter

polation. If T r is between 0 and 1. 0, the resulting image l' is sm aller th an 1. 

If T r is great er th an 1. 0, l' is larger than !. The aspect ratio is maintained; 

3. Re-scale the (resi::ed) character image[' of si:;e rn' x n' by Ts.r and Tsy using 

nearest neighbor interpolation. The aspect ratio is not maintained; 
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4- Rotate the (resi;ed and re-scaled) character image [" of size m" x n" by Tt 

degrees using the nmrest neighbor interpolation: 

5. Repeat from Step 1 if more sarnples are required: 

6. End. 

Figure Si shows the character images resulting from the steps of the stroke warping 

algori t hm. 

(a) (b) (C) (d) 

Figure Si The chara.cter image resulting from each step of the stroke warping 
algorithm: (a) original character image, (b) resized character image, 
( c) re-scaled character image. (cl) final cha.racter image after rotation. 
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Hidden l\Iarkov l\[odels 
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This appendix gives an overview of the H).L\I modeling considering the com·entional 

definition of H).l).ls in which outputs are generated by states (state madel) and 

the a.lternati\·e definition in which outputs are generated by transitions into states 

(transi ti on madel). 

The Hidden ~Iarkov ~,Iodel Concept 

.-\hidden ).[arkov mode! is a doubly stocha.-;tic process with an unclerlying stocha.stic 

process that is not obsen·able. but can be observed through another stocha.stic 

process that produces the sequence of observations. The hidden process consists of 

a. set of states connected to each other by transitions with probabilities. while the 

obsen·ed process consists of a set of outputs or observations. each of which may be 

emitted by each state (or transition) accorcling to some output probability density 

function. In the context of this thesis we consitkr discrete observations drawn from 

an alphabet. 

In some applications it is mon~ convenient to produce observations by transitions 

rather than by states. Furthermore. it is sometimes useful to allow transitions with 

no output. in arder to mode! the absence of an event in a given stochastic process. 

The following parametf~rs are used to cletined an H:\I:\1: 

• T: Length of the obsen·ation sequence 0 = (o 1a·2 ••• or): 

• .\": Number of states in the moclel: 

• :.\l: :\ umber of possible observ~ltion syrnbols: 

• S = { s 1• s2, ... , ss }: Set of possible states of the mode!; 

• qt: State of the process at time t: 

• \/ = { v 1, L'2 , ••. , v.\t }: Discrete set of possible observation symbols: 
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• A = { a,1 }: State transition proba.bility distribution, in which a,1 denotes the 

probability of going from state s, at time t to state s1 at time t + 1: 

• B = {b1 (k)}: Observation symbol probability distribution. in which b1 (k) de

notes the output symbol probability in state s1 of producing a real observation 

syrnbol a, = L'k: 

• n = { :r, }: The initial state distribution. in which :r, denotes the probability 

of being in state i at time t = l. 

Gi\·en a mode!. to be represented by the compact notation,\= {.-l.B.n}. three 

ba.:;ic problems of interest must be sol\·ed for the mode!: 

1. Gi\·en an obst~rvation sequence 0 = (o1o:!···OT) and a mode!,\. how do \Ve 

compute P( OiA). the probability of the observation sequence given the mode!? 

This is the e\·aluation problem. 

2. Given an observation sequence 0 = (o1u:! ... o-r) and a mode! ,\, how do we 

lind the optimal state sequence Q = (q1q:! ... riT) in ,\ that has genera.ted o·? 

This is the recognition problern: 

3. Given a set of observation sequences and an initial mode! A, how can we re

estimate the mode! parameters so as to increa.se the likelihood of generating 

this set of sequences'? This is the training problem. 

In the next section we present the a!gorithms devoted to soh·e these three problems 

for both state and transition models. \\'e assume a predefined initial state s = St 

and a predefined final state .-; = s.v that do not change m·er time. In this case, 

;.1 = 1 and ;., = 0 for i = 2, 3, ... X. 
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The Evaluation Problem 

To compute P(OIA) the forward-bachrard procedure is used. \\"e define the forwa.rd 

probability o 1(i) and the backward probability 3c(i) as: 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

The forwanJ and the backward procedures for the state model are presented else

where [ 139]. On the other haml. there is a lack for the transition madel. So. in 

this section we present the forward and the backward procedures for the transition 

model and considering the presence of null transitions. 

The Forward and Backward Algorithm for Transition l'vlodel 

The forward and the hackward procedures [ 1:39j are modified to ta.ke into account 

the assumption tha.t symbols are emitted along transitions. 

The Forward Procedure 

1. Initia.liza.tion: 

O:t(1) = 1 (3.3) 

2. Induction (2 ::; t ::; T + 1, 1 ::; j ::; X): 

.v 

a,(j) = L [oc-t(i)a~;] (3.-l) 
t=l 
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3. Termination: 

P = ClT-1(.\") ( :3.5) 

The Backward Procedure 

1. Initialization: 

(3.6) 

2. Induction ( 1 :S t :S T. 1 :S i :S S): 

.\" 

3t(i) = 2:::: [.3h·1(j)a~J~ 1 ] (:3. ï) 
)=1 

:3. Termination: 

(3.8) 

The Forward and Backward Algorithm for Transition 1\'Iodel with Pres

ence of N ull Transitions 

The forward and the ba.ckward procedures [1:3!)] are rnoditied to take into account 

the ru;sumption that symbols are emitted along transitions and that may exist null 

transitions. 

The Forward Procedure 

1. Initialization ( 1 :S j :S X): 

n 1(l) = 1 
v 

n1(j) = L [a1(i)a~j] 
1=1 

(3.9) 
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2. Induction (2 ~ t ::::; T + 1. 1 ~ j ~ .\"): 

.v 
Ge(j) = 2: [Ge-l ( i)a~J +Ge ( i)a;j] (3.10) 

t=l 

3. Termination: 

The Backward Procedure 

L Initialization ( 1 ::::; j ::::; S): 

(:3.12) 

2. Induction ( 1 ~ t ::::; T. 1 ::::; i ~ S): 

.v 
3c(i) = 2: [3c~tU)a~;-t + 3e(J)a;j] (:3.13) 

;=l 

3. Termination: 

(3.14) 

The Training Problem 

The main advanta.ge of H~[\[ b<:l.Ses approa.ches is the existence of a procedure 

called Baum- Welch algorithrn [139] that acljusts iteratively and automa.tically H~[.\[ 

para.meters given a training set of observation sequences. This algorithm guarantees 

that the mode! converges to a local maximum of the probability of observation of 

the training set according to the maximum likelihood estimation criterion. The local 

m<:Lximum depends strongly on the initial H.\E\[ pa.rameters. 
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To describe the procedure for reestimation (iterative update and improvement) of 

the H~l.\1 pa.rameters, we first define Çc( i. j) the probability of being at state s, at 

time t and sta.te s1 at time t + 1. producing a. real observation Oc, given the madel 

and the observation sequence. and ç;(i.j), the probability ofbeing at states, at time 

t and state s1 at time t. producing a null observation symbol <I>. given the model 

and the observation sequence a.s: 

(3.15) 

(:3.1G) 

\\'e also define A:c(i) a.s the probability of being at state .'i, at time t, given the entire 

observation sequence and the model a.s: 

(:tl Ï) 

:\gain. in this section we present the Baum- H'elch algorithrn for the transition model 

and considering the presence of null transitions. The Baum- Welch algorithrn for the 

state madel is presentee! elsewhere [ 139]. 

Algorithm for Transition :Model 

From the definitions of the forward and backward variables. we can rewrite Çc( i. j) 

in the form: 
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(3.18) 

\\"e can relate ~:c(i) and ~1 (i.j) by summing over j. gi\·ing: 

s 
~:c(i) = L ~c(i.j) (:3.19) 

r=l 

The reestimation of the H}.L\I parameters {a~} fur .-t is: 

k expected number of transitions from .-;, to s1 and observing L"k 
a,J = 

expected number of being in s, 
(:3.:W) 

Given the definition of ~11 (i) and ~1 (i.j). we have: 

(3.21) 

where we have defined g( o1 , rk) as: 

. { 1 if Ot = l.:k 
Q(Oc. L'k) = 

0 otherwise 
(3.22) 

If we clefine the current mode! as ,\ = {A} and use that to compute the right

hand side of Equation 3.20. and we defi ne the reestimated moclel as ). = { .4}, as 

determined by the left-hand side of Equation 3.20, then it has been proven by Baum 
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and his colleagues that the initial model ,\ defines a critical point of the likelihood 

function. in which case .X = ,\: or moùel ,\ is more likely th;m mode! ,\ in the sense 

that P(Oj.X) > P(Oj,\). that is. we have found a new mode! .X from which the 

obsermtion sequence is more likely to haxe been produceù. 

Based on the above procedure. if we iteratively use ,\ in place of ,\ and repeat the 

reestimation calculation. we then can improve the probability of 0 heing observed 

from the modeluntil some limiting point is reached. 

Algorithm for Transition l\lodel with Presence of Null Transitions 

If we consider the presence of mdl transitions. we have to reestimate ((~ and a~1 . 

From the dt-~finit ions uf the forward and backward \·ariablt>s. Wt-' can rewrite ç; (i. j) 
in the forrn: 

(3.2:3) 

And now, ~·c(i) is detîned a.s: 

~ ( ') J ( ') ~ ' . ) - "'r c ( . . . ) ' c' ( . :) 1 - ct t l . t l 
ïc(l - LL<.,t ,l,) '..,t l,J J - P(O[..\) 

r=l 

(3.2-l) 

The rcestimation of the H:\C\I para.meters { a:'J'} for A' is: 

,,1> expected number of transitions from s, to s 1 and producing <I> 

a,J = expected number of being in .s, 
(3.25) 

Given the definition of ~fc(i) and ç;(i. j), we have: 
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T T 

''" 
2::: ç;(i.j) L a 1 (i)a;~31 (j) 
!=l = !=! (3.26) a,J = r T 

L Îc(i) L a=(i)31(i) 
!=l t=l 

On the other hanri. the reestimation of a~ does not change and it is still gi\·en by 

Equation 3.2l. 

The Recognition Problem 

The recognition problem is usually soh-ed using a near-optimal procedure. the 

Viterbi algorithm. by looking for the best state sequence Q = (q1r1"2 •.. lfT) for the 

given observation sequence Q = ( o 1 o"!. ... r.rr ). To do so. we first ùetin~~ the best score 

(highest probability) along a single path denoted a.-; J,(i). which accounts fur the 

tirst t observations and emb in state i as: 

t5,(i) = Ill<.LX P(qtrJ"!. .. ·(/t-l·l/t = :;,.OtO·.! ... oc!/\) ( •} ·)-) 
,.}.-1 

'Il .tt~ ... -'/< - l 

\\"e also define the quantity .... ·,(i) which goal is to recover the best state sequence 

by a procedure callecl backtracking. The quantities rS,(i) and .... ·c(i) can be computed 

recursi\·ely. In the next sections we present the conventional Viterbi algoritlun for 

H.\L\[ outputs attached to states (state model), H.\L\[ outputs attached to transi

tions (transition model) and H.\1.\1 outputs attached to transitions with the presence 

of null transitions. 

The Viterbi Algorithm for State ~Iodcl 

Considering that the state s 1 is the only possible initial state and that the state s,v 

is the only possible terminal state. the complete procedure for tinding the best state 

sequence can be stated a.s follmvs: 
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1. lnitia.lization: 

Jt(l) = 1 

;...'L ( 1) = Ü 

2. Recursion (2 ~ t ~ T. 1 ~ j ~ .V): 

:3. Termination: 

P=âT(X) 

(/"f =x 

-L Path Backtracking (T- l ~ t ~ 1): 

The Viterbi Algorithm for Transition l\Iodel 

285 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.:30) 

(3.:31) 

Here. we need to redefiue .-\ = {a~}, in which a~ is the probability of going from 

statc s, a.t tirne t to state :;1 at tirne t , l. and at the same time producing a real 

observation symbol Ot = L'k; 

Considering that the state .;L is the only possible initial state and tha.t the state s;v 

is the only possible terminal state, the complete procedure for finding the best state 

sequence can be sta.ted as follows: 

l. lnitialization: 

Jt(l)=l 

;...•t(l)=O 
(3.:32) 
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2. Recursion (2 ::; t ::; T + 1. 1 ::; j ::; .\"): 

( . ) r - ( . ) Ot _ l 1 
..._·t J =arg ma_x "c)t-l l a,1 J 

r s;.s;.v 

3. Termination: 

1/r-r = s 

-l. Path Backtracking (T::; t ::; 1): 

286 

( ') •)- \ 
<.) •• ):) 1 

The Viterbi Algorithm for Transition l\Iodel with Presence of Null Tran

sitions 

In many applications it is useful to introduce the possibility of mtll transitions that 

change state but results in no output. \\'e must now make tlw a.ppropriate changes 

in the formulas to accomrnodate the presence of nul! transitions. 

Let .-\' = { a:'J} be the probability of nul! transition from state .-;, at time t to state 

s1 at time t. producing a nul! observation symbol clenoted as <P. \\'e must have: 

(3.36) 

So. the complete procedure fur fincling the best state sequence can nuw be statecl as 

follows: 
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1. Initia.lization ( l :S j :S S): 

61(1)=1 

-·l ( l) = 0 

â1(j) =max [r5r(i)a:j] 
l :S•:S.\' 

-·1 (j) =arg mc.Lx [Sr ( i )a:j] 
l :St:SS 

2. Recursion (2 ::; t ::; T, 1. l :S j :S .\'): 

. (j.} _ 1<t<S 

{ 

arg max [J,(i)ll;J'] if ij is null 
-'-'t - --

3. Terrnination: 

r - ( . "'- ll 1 . arg rn<LX L (), -1 .1 )a,
1 1 ot rerw1se 

l:St:S.\' 

(,(j) = { 
0 

if ij is mrll 

otlwrwise 

p• = âT-1(.\') 

qi-1-1 = s 

4. Path Backtracking (T :S t::; 1): 

287 

( :3.:3 ï) 

(3.39) 

(3.-10) 

However, a new \'aria ble that accounts for the presence of null transitions. 

denoted as q~ is introduced. After computing q; we luwe to check if the variable 

( indicates the presence of a mrll transition, that is, (, ( q;) = l. In such a case. 

without decrea.sing the time index t, q~ is computed a.s: 
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( :3.-t 1) 

Following the presence of a nul! transition during the backtracking procedure. 

that is (,.._t(q;_ 1) = 1. the computation of q; is modified slightly as follows 

(now with a decre~1Se in the time index t): 

( 3.-t2) 

So. the uest state sequence denoted as Q· will be given by: 

( :3.-l:J) 

The Fast Two-Level Dccoding Algorithm for Transition l\lodcl 

In Section -!.l.ï we have introducecl the Fw;l Tn·o-Level Decuding Strategy. However. 

we have presemed the algorithm in terms of state madel due to its novel aspect. 

lu this section we present the Fast Tu·o-Let'el Dt'coding Algorithm considering the 

transition moùel. 

First Level: Character l\lodel Decoding 

1. Initialization: for 1 ~ s ~ T. i = 1 

6,;(1)=1 

;..,•s( 1) = 0 

2. Recursion: fors< t ~ T. 1 ~ j ~ S 

6c(j) =max. [c5,_t(i)a~;- 1 ]. 
1 :S&:S:\ 

;...·,(j) =argrmLX [Sc-t(i)a~;-t] 
l:S&:S.V 

(3.-!-l) 

(3.-!5) 
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3. Termination: if j = S 

e=t 

\(s.e) = c5c(S) (:3.-16) 

-L Backtracking: for t = e- 1. e - 2 .... , s. tf; is determined recursively by: 

q; = -"'t"'"l(q;-r-l) 

t:(8. e) = (cJ;q;_ 1tJ;_'!.. · · q;) 

Second Levcl: \Vord l\Iodel Decoding 

l. Initialization: fur l :::; l -:::;; L. l :::; t :::; T: 

\(l.t) if l = l 

[ :,l l) ( t)] 'tf·_J<_l::;L max O.sl - \ s. 
l~s~T 

..:.·c(l) = : 
{ 

l 

argmax [o,(l-l)x(s,t)] 
l~.s~T 

2. Termination: for l = L. t = T: 

P· = 6-r(L) 

(( ( L) = ..:.·r( L) 

if l = l 

if 2 :::; l :::; L 

3. Character Backtracking: for L - 1. L - 2 ..... l: 

q" (l) = .;;q. (l-r-l) ( l) 

(3.-!ï) 

( 3.48) 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 
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-L Sta.te Ba.cktracking: for L - L L - 2 .... , 1: 

ÊL =e[T.q"(L)j 

Êt = e[q"(l + 1) - L (f(l)] 
(3.51) 

The Fast Two-Level Decoding Algorithm for Transition l\Iodcl with Pres

ence of N ull Transitions 

ln this section we present the Fast Tu·o-Lerd Decoding Algorithrn consiclering the 

transition mode! and the presence of nul! transitions. This algorithm wa.s used in 

the experiments prescnted in Cha.pter .S. 

First Level: Character l\Iodcl Decoding 

l. Initialization: for 1 ::; .-; ::; T -r 1. i = 1 

6,;(1) = 1 

;..'s( 1) = 0 

c5_,(j) = ma.x_ [c5_,(i)a;~] 
l~·~, ... 

-·s(j) =arg max [c5s(i)u;;] 
l~i~S 

2. Recursion (.'i :::; t ::; T, 1. 1 ::; j ::; "V): 

.. (., { [·\ (.)o,_l, r.\(-)''"J} Ot J) = ntëLX me:Lx:. ut-l l a,1 J : nuLx:. Lut l a,1 
l~·~·" l~·~-" 

{ 

argma.x [Jt(i)a;~] if ij is mdl 
...,·,(j) = t::;.::;s 

r_;; ( ·) 0
'- 1 ] otherwi..:e arg IUëLX: lut-t l a,1 ., 

t::;.~s 

{ 

1 if ij is mdl 
(t(j) = 0 

otherwise 

(3.53) 
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3. Termination: if j = A·: 

e = t 

( :3.5-1) 

-1. Path Backtracking: for t = e- 1, e- 2 ..... s. q; is determined recursively by: 

(:L5.5) 

However. a. new variable that acc:ounts for the presence of mdl transitions. 

denotee! as 11~ is introduced . .-\fter computing q; we have to check if the variable 

( indicates the presence of a nul! transition. that is. (,(q;) = l. In such a e<l.Se. 

without decreasing the time index t. q~ is computed <l.S: 

(3.56) 

Following the presence of a nul! transition during the backtracking procedure. 

that is (,.,.. 1 (q;~ 1 ) = 1. the computation of cJ; is modified slightly as follows 

( now with a decrea ... .:;e in the ti me index t): 

(3.5ï) 

So. the best state sequence denoted a:; E( s, e) will be given by: 

(3.58) 
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Second Level: Ward l\lodel Decoding 

1. Initia.lization: for 1 :::; l ~ L. 1 ~ t ~ T: 

x(l.t) if l = 1 

m<Lx [J ... (l- 1}x(s. t)] if 2 ~ l ~ L 
t::; ... -:;:T 

2. Termination: for l = L. t = T: 

P· = I}T( L) 

c/ ( L ) = .;:-r(L ) 

if l = l 

if 2 ~ l ~ L 

3. Cha.racter Ba.cktracking: for L - 1. L - 2 ..... 1: 

-l. State Backtra.cking: for L - l. L - 2, ... , 1: 

ÈL = E[T, cj"(L)] 

Êt = E[r[(l + 1) - 1. q•(l)j 

292 

(:3.59) 

(:3.60) 

( :3.61) 

(3.62) 
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